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Abstract
This thesis reports on the development of two, conceptually different, holographic measurement systems for the
study  of  three-dimensional  displacement  and  velocity  fields.  The  first  approach  reported  in  this  thesis  is  an
intensity  correlation-based  holographic  velocimetry  system  that  employs  a  reference-multiplexed,  off-axis
geometry for determining velocity directions using the cross-correlation technique, and a stereo camera geome-
try  for  determining  three-dimensional  fluid  velocity  fields.  The  pulsed-laser  recording  system  produces  three-
dimensional  particle images  with resolution,  signal-to-noise  ratio, accuracy and  derived velocity fields that are
comparable  to  high-quality  two-dimensional  photographic  PIV  (particle  image  velocimetry).  The  high  image
resolution is accomplished by using low ƒ-number optics,  a fringe stabilized processing chemistry, and a phase
conjugate  play-back  geometry  that  compensates  for  aberrations  in  the  imaging  system.  This  holographic
velocimetry system is then used to successfully  measure  the volumetric,  three-dimensional  velocity field of an
air nozzle jet  flow. In this experiment,  more than 5 million three-dimensional  velocity vectors are successfully
identified within a single hologram result.

The  second  approach  reported  in  this  thesis  unifies  the  disciplines  of  holographic  interferometry  and  holo-
graphic velocimetry.  Equally applicable  to fluid and solid mechanics, the system enables quantitative  displace-
ment  measurements  between  two  holographically  recorded  events  from  either  particle  or  surface  scattering
sites,  working  with  both  pulsed  and  continuous-wave  laser  systems.  The  resulting  measurements  exhibit  an
accuracy  corresponding  to  interferometric  systems,  but  with  a  dynamic  range  found  with  PIV  systems.  Most
importantly, this design introduces the novel use of an optical fiber to specify the measurement  points, remove
optical  aberrations  of  windows,  and  eliminate  directional  ambiguity.  In  a  process  known  as  "object-conjugate
reconstruction"  (OCR),  an  optical  fiber  is  used  to  probe  the  recorded  object  space  at  each  three-dimensional
measurement  point  in  order  to  extract  the  three-dimensional  displacement  vectors.  This  fiber  system  also
employs  a novel  optical  image  shifting  method to  eliminate  the problem of  directional  ambiguity.  In addition,
the  reported  system  uses  three-dimensional  complex-field  correlation  rather  than  two-dimensional  intensity
correlation. By correlating both the amplitude and phase information in the holographic image, this system can
measure  spatial  distributions  of  displacements  even  when  the  presence  of  severe  aberrations  preclude  the
detection of sharp images. In order to experimentally characterize the system's capabilities, the object-conjugate
system  is  applied  to  three-dimensional  displacement  measurement  of  a  cantilever  beam  experiment  in  solid
mechanics.  Finally  the  OCR  technique  is  successfully  applied  to  volumetric,  three-dimensional  velocity-field
measurement within the transparent piston cylinder of a motored internal combustion engine.

Keywords: Holography, interferometry, three-dimensional,  holographic displacement measurement, holographic
velocimetry, flow measurement, holographic particle image velocimetry (HPIV).
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Part I : Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature  Review

‡ 1.1 General Introduction

ü 1.1.1 A Personal History

More than  twenty years  ago,  my awareness  of holography  was first  awakened during my high school  physics
experience with teacher David Daniels and others at the University High School in Urbana, Illinois. Although I
had no deep understanding of holographic theory, at the young age of 14 years, holograms became a source of
fascination  and  amazement  that  has  remained  with  me  to  the  present.  After  graduating  from  high  school,  in
1982,  I  enrolled  in  the  electrical  engineering  degree  program  at  Bradley  University  in  Peoria,  Illinois.  For  a
time, my interest  in holography stayed dormant while  I studied the basic principles of engineering,  mathemat-
ics, and physics. Then, in 1985, I transferred into the electrical engineering program at the University of Illinois
in  Urbana.  It  was  at  this  time  that  my  interest  in  holography  was  suddenly  reawakened  when  I  accidently
stumbled  into  a  teaching  laboratory  on holography.  Here,  I  met Professor  Pat  Ransom for  the first  time,  who
befriended  me  and  encouraged  my  holographic  interests.  As  a  consequence,  later  in  the  year,  when  I  was
elected by the electrical engineering  honor society (Eta Kappa Nu) to organize the group's exhibit  for the next
annual engineering open house, I chose to use holography as the theme of our display.

When  the  summer  holidays  came  that  year,  I  decided  to  use  the  two  month  holiday  period  to  travel  around
Europe.  One  of  the places  that  I  visited  was  the Louvre  Museum in  Paris.  Here,  I  was  so much taken with  a
particular statue by the artist, Canova, that I decided to make a holographic stereogram of it as a subject for our
upcoming holography  demonstration.  For this,  I used my 35-mm camera mounted on tripod, in which a string
was tied to the tripod with a knot to mark a particular radius further out from the camera. From this I proceeded
to  take  96  camera  shots  of  this  statue  at  uniformly  spaced  angles  that  fully  enclosed  the  statue  at  the  semi-
constant  radius.  This process took the entire  afternoon and I often had to wait several minutes between photo-
graphs in order for other visitors to leave the view of my camera. In addition, I used the natural room lighting,
rather than an electronic flash. As such, in order to obtain a large depth-of-field in each picture, time exposures
of  several  seconds  were  required.  Finally,  upon  returning  to  the  United  States  and  after  several  months  of
intense work, I managed to make a large cylinder-shaped laser-transmission hologram of this statute for our Eta
Kappa Nu exhibit.  In the end, eight other students worked with me to create five different holographic demon-
strations  for  our  exhibit.  In  March  1986,  during  the  appointed  three  days  of  engineering  open  house,  our
holography  exhibit  was  one  of  the  most  popular  items  on  campus  and  the  que  for  our  exhibit  sometimes
required thirty minutes of waiting time, which was quite unusual.

The following summer, in 1986, I decided to get more formal training on holographic techniques,  so I enrolled
in a five day holography workshop at Lake Forest College in Lake Forest, Illinois that was taught by Professor
T. J. Jeong. My experience there was so rewarding that I began an annual pilgrimage to Lake Forest College for
its  various  scheduled  holographic  events.  After  completing  two  different  training  workshops,  I  then  began
attending the international symposium on display holography at Lake Forest College. In an event that occurred
every  three  years,  200  participants  from  60  different  countries  shared  five  days  and  nights  of  continuous
exchange  about  holography.  In  addition,  the  conference  participants  were  composed  of  individuals  from  a
variety of  backgrounds,  many of whom were artists  rather  than strict  scientists.  This resulted  in a most exotic
diversity  of  colorful  personalities.  Because  most  of  the  participants  stayed  in  the  dormitory-style  housing  on
campus,  informal group  activities continued  around the clock.  I have one outstanding  memory in which I was
immersed  in  an  intense,  outdoor-held  conversation  about  holography  with  a  fellow  colleague.  Then,  when  I
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happened to glance at my watch, I was astonished to realize that it was three o'clock in the morning. However,
as I peered around me, I could see that there were perhaps 25 other people around me as well, who were all also
in deep conversation and equally oblivious of the time. Such informal experiences can bring a degree of learn-
ing efficiency that are orders of magnitude beyond any formalized training process.

In the spring of 1987, I  finally graduated from the University of Illinois in Electrical Engineering.  Rather than
searching  for a job in industry,  however,  I had already begun to build a holographic  laboratory of my own on
our family farm, located a few miles from the University of Illinois. With a private loan from my sister and her
husband,  Amber  Barnhart  and  Stuart  Frank,  I  purchased  a  large,  used,  helium-neon  laser  (Spectra-Physics
Model 125, >50 mW) that was rebuilt and sold to me by Don Gillespie, who has since become a special friend
and mentor to me. From this,  with the unwavering  moral  and occasional financial  support of my father,  Harry
Barnhart,  I  underwent  an intense research program on my own to develop  a better technique for making large
scale holographic stereograms from multiple stereo photographs. Toward the end of a two year period, I finally
succeeded in refining a new process that used six 35 mm cameras to simultaneously photograph the same three-
dimensional  subject.  The  laser-projected  images  from  glass  positives  (produced  from  black  and  white  nega-
tives)  were used to  fabricate 30 x 40 cm holograms  that  could  later be  viewed in  white  light.  In  addition,  the
process was fully automated under the computer control of a portable Commodore-64, in which I designed and
built  every  aspect  of  the  control  hardware  and  software.  From this,  I  proceeded  to  collect  a  large number  of
photographic images with the six camera system, many of which were outdoor scenes.

The  two  year  period  of  work  finally  culminated  with  an  art  exhibition,  at  a  University  of  Illinois  Gallery,  of
several  holographic  stereograms  that  were  produced  by  my  new  system.  In  an  attempt  to  begin  commercial
production of holographic  stereograms,  I also  designed a special  viewing box to hold and illuminate the holo-
grams. Eventually,  more than 30 of these viewing boxes were commercially  manufactured, although few were
ever  sold.  At  the  end  of  the  day,  I  gave  up  commercial  holography  in  favor  of  furthering  my  education.  In
particular,  vibration-stability  issues  resulted  in a  quality-control  crisis  for my  technique.  I  finally  decided  that
such unsolved problems were more trouble than they were worth to have fixed, and I stopped further develop-
ment efforts. Nevertheless, holography would continue to play an important role in my life.

In August 1989, I enrolled in the Electrical Engineering Master's program at the University of Illinois. Initially,
I  was admitted into the Master's  degree program to help set up a new holographic  teaching laboratory.  In this
task, special  money had been allocated to purchase the new range of equipment. After the laboratory had been
fitted with the new gear, I was then employed to supervise the students on their laboratory course. At first, Pat
Ransom was arranged to be my advisor, but later on, (with the blessing of Professor Ransom) I decided switch
to  the  advisory  guidance  of  George  Papen,  who  was  new  on  the  faculty  and  also  the  coherent  optics  course
lecturer.

Toward the beginning of my new role as a graduate research student, I encountered the most serendipitous bit of
luck.  Because  I  had  expressed  an  interest  in  a  special  student  organization  about  central  american  politics,  I
received a telephone call from a student named, Peter Offett, who was systematically telephoning those students
who had expressed an interest  in their  organization.  At first,  our conversation  centered purely on the topics  of
organizational  concern,  but  we  evidently  enjoyed  talking  with  each  other  since  our  conversation  eventually
shifted to my interest in holography. (I later learned that Peter made no other organizational telephone calls that
day, following our two hour long conversation.) What I did not realize beforehand was the fact that Peter was a
research student  working with Professor  Ron Adrian on applications of particle image velocimetry.  In particu-
lar,  Professor  Adrian  had  just  received  a  very  large  research  grant  to  investigate  new  methods  for  the  holo-
graphic measurement of flows. Shortly following that conversation, Peter arranged for me meet with Professor
Adrian.  From  this  initial  meeting,  I  must  have  made  a  good  impression  because  I  soon  found  myself  in  the
midst  of a  well-funded  research project  to develop and demonstrate,  for the first time,  three-dimensional  flow
measurement using holographic particle image velocimetry.
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In  addition  to  my work  on  holographic  velocimetry,  about  the  same time,  I  found  myself  becoming  involved
with a personal business venture. In particular, I developed a computer software program called Optica. Written
in  the  Mathematica language,  by  Wolfram  Research,  Optica performs  geometric  ray  tracing  of  generalized
three-dimensional optical systems. My work on Optica actually began as a informal programming exercise over
a weekend spent with my lifelong friend and co-founder of Wolfram Research, Theodore Gray, in the spring of
1992. On a Saturday, while I was visiting with Theo at his house, I suggested that we try to make a Mathemat-
ica program that could trace geometric rays through lenses in two-dimensions. At once, we found that the high-
level  Mathematica programming  environment  was very  well  suited  for  this  task.  Within  the space of  a  single
afternoon,  we managed to build  a fully  functioning geometric ray-trace  system for lenses,  and we nick-named
our  new  program,  LensLab.  Encouraged  by  this,  on  Sunday,  I  decided  to  expand  the  original  program  to
incorporate  mirrors  as  well  as  lenses.  With  Theo's  help,  this  too  was  easily  accomplished.  Following  that
productive  weekend,  however,  our  jointly-built  LensLab  program remained  in hard  disk storage to  receive no
further attention for several months.

Finally, in the fall of 1992, as I began more intensive experiments in holographic velocimetry at the University
of Illinois, I realized that I needed a ray-trace program to model a holographic camera that I wished to build. In
particular, this camera required the custom manufacture of two giant glass prisms at the cost of several thousand
dollars  with  several  months  of  build-time.  Thus,  it  became  vital  that  the  prism-camera  behavior  could  be
accurately  predicted  in  advance.  This  revived  my  interest  in  LensLab,  and  I  soon  expanded  its  abilities  into
three-dimensions and incorporated prisms into its modeling capability. With this, I was able to fully test the new
holographic  stereo-prism  camera before  it  was  ever fabricated,  which ultimately  became  the basis  of  our first
working holographic velecimetry system and reported in my Master's thesis. At this time, Theo suggested that I
place  (the  renamed)  LensLab3D  on  MathSource,  a  public-domain  program  exchange  system  of  Wolfram
Research.  To  our  surprise,  LensLab3D  immediately  became  the  most  popular  program  on  MathSource with
hundreds of download requests. From this point onward, I continued to improve the capabilities of LensLab3D
until,  three  years  later,  in  January  1995,  the  renamed  Optica was  finally  released  by  Wolfram  Research  as  a
commercial product. Today, Optica continues to play an integral role in all of my holographic research efforts.
In addition,  Optica now has thousands of  users,  worldwide.  I  am presently  completing the development  of its
next predecessor, Optica 2.

Toward  the  completion  of  my  master's  thesis,  we  finally  managed  to  demonstrate  a  working  holographic
velocimetry  system and  these successful  results  were  published  in the Applied  Optics  journal  (Barnhart  et  al,
1994).  Following  this,  I  continued  working  for  Professor  Ron  Adrian  with  a  new  grant  from  Ford  Motor
Company  to  develop  a  holographic  system  for  flow  measurement  within  the  piston  cylinder  of  an  internal
combustion engine. At the same time, Ford Motor Company sponsored a special workshop in Deerborn Michi-
gan in which  the company personally invited and paid for the attendance of approximately 25 well known three-
dimensional  velocimetry researchers from around the world. This workshop marked another point of serendip-
ity in my life,  because it allowed me to become acquainted with Professor Neil  Halliwell  from Loughborough
University.  Together  with  Jeremy  Coupland,  Neil  had  just  then  received  a new research  grant  in  holographic
displacement  measurement.  Since April  1995,  I  have  remained at  Loughborough University,  England,  and,  as
part of this PhD, have carried out  new development work on holographic displacement  measurement,  together
with the help of Neil Halliwell, Victor Chan, and Jeremy Coupland.
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ü 1.1.2 Present Research Objectives

The over-riding objective of this thesis has been the development of holographic systems capable of automated,
volumetric  measurement  of  three-dimensional  displacement  fields  in  solid  and fluid mechanics.  An additional
objective is the displacement  measurement through thick, curved, optical windows. In general, there have been
two separate  categories of  techniques  pursued by  this  thesis:  stereoscopic  holographic  particle  image-intensity
correlation for flow field  measurement  and far-field  interferometry  with complex-field  correlation analysis  for
displacement measurement in solids as well as fluids. The first category was originally pursued by the author at
the University of Illinois and this work has been the continuation of that original successful approach to three-
dimensional volumetric flow velocimetry. The second category has been pursued more recently on the campus
of Loughborough University, and that effort continues to this day.

In the following three literature review sections, we will critically examine the research previously reported for
holographic  displacement  measurement  in  solid  and  fluid  mechanics.  In  particular,  we  will  look  at  other
attempts  that  follow  closely  to  the objectives of  this  thesis.  In  addition,  we will  attempt  to  place these efforts
into a historical  context  with each other by highlighting  their successes as well as  their shortcomings.  Finally,
these efforts will be used as a comparison with the research ambitions of this thesis.

‡ 1.2 Introduction to Literature Review

ü 1.2.1 Overview

The purpose of this Introductory chapter is to provide an account of the various quantitative, holographic, three-
dimensional displacement  measurement techniques as they have been developed for solid and fluid mechanics.
In particular, a comprehensive survey has been taken of the published research in these two fields as they relate
to the present  thesis  objectives.  In  my treatment  of quantitative  flow measurement,  I  have striven to represent
the  most  relevant  holographic  techniques  published  over  time.  In  some cases,  however,  I  have  omitted  near-
duplicate  publications  from conference  proceedings  or,  in  other  cases,  I  have  overlooked  methods reported  in
conference  proceedings  that,  by  chance,  did  not  end  up  in  a  more  formal  publication.  In  my  treatment  of
quantitative  surface  displacement  measurement,  I  have  not  attempted  to  reference  every  publication.  Instead,
whenever possible, I have relied heavily on the pre-existing reviews published on the subject. Significantly, the
very existence of such books indicate that holographic surface measurement is, in many respects, a more mature
field than holographic  flow velocimetry.  Moreover, such displacement  measurement of surfaces has been well
established in industry for many years, for at least qualitative purposes. Nevertheless, there still remain opportu-
nities for new techniques to be developed in quantitative surface displacement measurement,  as will be demon-
strated in this thesis.

More importantly, techniques in quantitative holographic flow measurement shall be the primary concern of this
thesis, since, although many important developments have already occurred, there are many more challenges to
be overcome before  the field  can reach  a level  of  maturity.  In fact,  at this  point  in time, as a technique,  holo-
graphic velocimetry (HV) has barely escaped its infancy in spite of having 35+ years of developmental history.
In  this  regard,  HV  has  progressed  remarkably  slowly  as  a  field.  While  much  of  this  can  be  attributed  to  the
absence,  until  recently,  of  cost-effective,  high-speed  computer  and  image  processing  technology,  it  has  also
been due to the need for further development in the basic holographic measurement process itself. To this latter
end, I am hopeful that the methods reported in this thesis will ultimately find fertile ground.

I recognize that, in addition to the holographic methods discussed here, there also exist a number of other (non-
holographic)  techniques for 3-D displacement  measurement.  For the most part, however,  such methods are not
relevant  to  the  objectives  of  this  thesis  and  have  been  omitted  from  the  discussions.  In  addition,  I  have  not
elaborated on holographic techniques that only involve 1-D or 2-D measurements except to provide the histori-
cal context for an eventual 3-D measurement process. Finally, I have made no effort to examine time-averaged
or time-dependent  measurement techniques (such as doppler velocimetry, or scanning stereo-PIV) even though
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they  can  also  produce  3-D  results.  In  general,  I  have  restricted  my  attention  to  quantitative  displacement
measurement techniques that are near-instantaneous, holographic, three-dimensional, and volumetric. (Note that
surface measurements can be volumetric to the extent that the three-dimensional surface shape is enclosed by a
volume.)

First,  in  this  Introduction,  we  will  examine  the  historical  foundations  of  modern  holography  as  it  relates  to
displacement  measurement.  Then,  for  the  remaining  sections  in  this  chapter,  we  will  study  selected  topics  in
displacement  measurement  holography  by  following  the time-line  of  events  that  lead  up to the present  day in
each topic.

ü 1.2.2 In-line Holography: the Early Years

One of the earliest demonstrations of holographic imaging used atoms as a subject [Bragg (1942)]. Published in
Nature in 1942, W. L. Bragg carried out the demonstration with the x-ray diffraction recording of the periodic
atomic lattice structure of diopside, CaMgHSiO 3L2 . Bragg then used synthetic Fourier reconstruction methods to
produce an  image  of  the atoms  which resembled  the known structure  for  diopside.  However,  Bragg's  method
was very specialized for symmetric periodic  structures  in which the phase information was predetermined and
easily recreated. As such, Bragg's method could not be applied to the more general class of non-periodic atomic
objects.  Nevertheless,  the  results  presented  astonishing  possibilities  that  inspired  the  following  work  of  D.
Gabor on a more generalized treatment for modern holography.

Modern holography begins more than a decade before the invention of the laser, with the work of D. Gabor on
the improvement of the electron microscope [Gabor: (1948), (1949), (1951)]. Gabor proposed the idea of using
a  two  step  process  to  first  record  and  then  later  reconstruct  the  wavefront  that  is  scattered  by  an  object.  The
recording  process  used  the  coherent  interference  between  an  in-line  reference  wavefront  and  the  scattered
wavefronts  of  small  objects,  which  formed  together  a  modulated  intensity  pattern  as  a  means  to  encode  the
phase information  into a  photographic  recording.  Gabor named  this  type of recording  a "hologram"  to signify
that the complete information (both amplitude and phase) has been recorded by the method. In the second step
of the process, the developed photographic film was reilluminated by the original reference wave in absence of
the original  object-diffracted  wavefront.  This time,  the film, behaving as a highly complex diffraction grating,
diffracts  a  portion  of  the  illuminating  wavefront  in  such  a  manner  as  to  fully  reconstruct  the  original  object-
scattered wavefront. Gabor's work was originally motivated as a means to improve the performance of electron
microscopes. In particular, the electron microscopes of Gabor's day had reached a limit in their resolving power
due to the residual aberrations in the electron-focusing lenses. Gabor had hoped to use holography as a method
to circumvent this resolution limit by recording an electron-illuminated hologram and then producing a greatly
magnified, spherical aberration-corrected, optical reconstruction of the atomic images. Unfortunately for Gabor,
it was eventually  determined that  his method of in-line holography suffered from virtual image noise that was
even more problematic than the spherical aberrations that he had intended to remedy. All was not lost, however,
and  with  further  development  of  better  electronic  components  together  with  off-axis  holographic  electronic
recording and numerical reconstruction,  Gabor's dream of holography for the electron microscope was eventu-
ally realized, although not with his envisioned in-line format or even during his lifetime [Mulvey (1987)].

Although  Gabor may  have  invented  in-line  holography  in  1948,  it  was  not  until  1964  that  in-line  holography
really  became  useful  when  B.  J.  Thompson  took  up  the  in-line  holography  gauntlet  in  his  own  crusade  for
studying  particles  [Thompson  (1964)].  Together  with  his  cohorts,  Thompson  successfully  promoted  in-line
holography as a measurement technique to great effect [Parrent et al. (1964), Thompson et al. (1966), DeVelis
et al.  (1966), Thompson et al. (1967)]. Thompson and his group found that they could determine many impor-
tant characteristics about microscopic particles, which included their size, shape, position, and field distribution
(but  not,  as  yet,  velocity).  Such  measurements  could  be  accomplished  either  by  examining  the  reconstructed
particle  images  or  by  direct  measurement  of  the  recorded  hologram  fringes.  Furthermore,  Thompson's  group
discovered  that  in-line  holographic  particle  measurements  could  be obtained under adverse conditions  such as
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for explosively generated aerosols and for atmospheric fog. Consequently, particle measurement became one of
the first practical applications of holography.

As a technique, in-line holography might have fallen into obscurity without its successful application to particle
measurement.  In many respects,  as  Thompson recognized early on, small  particles  have an important  attribute
that  makes  them  a  perfect  candidate  for  in-line  holography.  In  particular,  they  are  very  small,  and,  for  very
small objects, the virtual image noise can be suppressed by locating the recording film in the Fraunhöfer (or far-
field)  region  from  the  individual  particle-object.  In  the  far-field  region  of  recording,  the  virtual  holographic
image noise, which normally  plagues the in-line method,  becomes much less severe. The far-field condition is
met  when  the  particle  to  plate  distance,  d,  is  greater  than  d  = a2 /l ,  where  a is  the  particle  size  and  l  is  the
recording  wavelength  [Parrent et al.  (1964)].  For large scale objects  (greater  than a fraction of a  millimeter in
size),  the  far-field  distance  is  prohibitively  large  and  cannot  be  reasonably  obtained.  For  microscopic-sized
objects,  however,  the  far-field  distance  is  easily  achieved  under  normal  holographic  recording  conditions.  Of
course, the greatest appeal of the in-line holographic geometry is its extreme simplicity since the reference and
object  illumination  beams  are  one  and  the  same.  Furthermore,  in-line  recording  requires  the  least  amount  of
recording energy, temporal coherence, and film resolution of all possible holographic geometries.

Even though Thompson had reported early on about many aspects of particle measurement, holographic particle
velocimetry did not became viable until J. Trolinger demonstrated the use of a multi-pulsed, Q-switched laser to
record  multiple-exposure,  in-line  holograms  of  objects  in  motion  [Trolinger  et  al.  (1968)].  This  was  soon
followed by the first double-exposure holographic recordings of moving particles in fluid, first by Fourney and
then by Trolinger [Fourney et al. (1969), Trolinger et al. (1969)]. In his report, Fourney reported on the use of
double  particle  images  for  velocity  determination  and  the  use  of  the  particle  focus  for  out-of-plane  velocity
measurement.  Trolinger's group reported on the use of controlled exposure for velocity direction determination
and, in the same report, succeeded in determining the axial speed profile of an aerosol spray. Trolinger's results
became  one  of  the  first  quantitative  flow  measurements  to  be  obtained  by  holographic  methods.  Of  course,
these early results used a limited number of measurement points and measured velocity magnitudes rather than
directions.

In-line particle holography  really works best for low concentrations of particles, but, when the particle density
gets  to  be  too  high,  in-line  holography  starts  to  lose  its  appeal  [Meng  et  al.  (1993)].  Under  the  high  particle
density  conditions  required  for  holographic  velocimetry,  the  virtual  image  noise  again  becomes  an  obstacle
even for the case of Thompson's so-called far-field method. The result of this is a severe degree of speckle noise
in the holographic image. To make matters even worse, the speckle tends to be the same size and overall shape
as  the  recorded  particle  images  themselves  and  this  makes  spatial  filtering  for  the speckle  nearly  impossible.
Perhaps the biggest problem of all for the in-line technique, however, is the overpowering effect of the illumina-
tion  source  that  gets  superimposed  onto  the  hologram  image.  Fortunately,  in-line  recording  is  not  the  only
geometry  available  for  particle  measurement  and,  in  the  next  section,  we will  examine  the  off-axis  recording
geometry  which does not  suffer  as much from speckle  noise for high  particle concentrations.  In  addition,  off-
axis holography permits the study of large objects and surface deformations.
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ü 1.2.3 Off-Axis Holography: the Early Years

In the previous section, we examined the early period of particle holography that used in-line recording, but we
also noted that the in-line technique had some limitations.  In this section,  we examine the early history of off-
axis  holography,  which  does  not  suffer  from  the  defects  of  in-line  holography,  but  has  the  cost  of  greater
complexity. In 1962, E. Leith and J. Upatnieks first published their original theory of off-axis holography [Leith
et al. (1962)]. In their first publication, their technique differed only slightly from the in-line recording geome-
try. Here, an off-axis reference beam was formed by diverting a portion of the in-line illumination (via a prism
or grating) to circumvent the object space and travel directly to the recording hologram. This diverted beam had
the effect of producing a spatial carrier frequency in the recording. As such, the virtual image was reconstructed
in a displaced spatial location from the real image, and this permitted independent  viewing (or filtering) of the
conjugate  images.  In  their  original  presentation,  Leith  and Upatnieks  still  used  transmissive  objects  that  were
back-illuminated  in  a  similar  fashion  as  the  conventional  in-line  holograms  of  the  day.  In  this  respect,  the
original  publication  did  not  go  far  enough  to  adequately  exploit  the  off-axis  format  for  the  more  generalized
solid  object.  In  1964,  however,  Leith  and  Upatnieks  made a second publication  that  more  fully  described  the
capabilities of off-axis holography [Leith  et al.  (1964)]. Together,  these two publications created a completely
new paradigm for holography that is responsible for most of the techniques in use today. 

One of the first scientific applications of off-axis holography was for the measurement of surface displacement.
Within the first two years of Leith's second publication, not less than five independent research groups reported,
in  rapid  succession,  the  use  of  holography  as an  interferometric  tool  for  surface displacement  and vibrational
measurement [Collier et al. (1965), Brooks et al. (1965), Powell and Stetson (1965), Burch et al. (1966), Haines
and Hildebrand (1966)]. Each of these early papers contributed uniquely to the field of holographic interferome-
try,  although  none  the  original  studies  attempted  to  make  quantitative  measurements.  The  first  two  papers
seemed to  be a kind of  sprint  to  print  reporting  of the holographic  interferometry  method,  since both  of them
were published  in Applied Physics Letters only  one month  after  their initial  submission [Collier  et  al.  (1965),
Brooks et al. (1965)]. Collier's letter showed some qualitative results taken of a displaced ruler and pointed out
the possibilities  of  using either  double-exposure  for a  permanent  record  or playback of  the hologram with  the
original  object  in place for real-time measurements.  However,  Brooks'  letter  did little  more than introduce the
idea  of  interferometry  without  any  display  of  experimental  results.  The  next  paper,  published  by  Powell  and
Stetson, was clearly more substantial in its content and carefully introduced the use of holographic interferome-
try in  the study of  vibrations.  This  paper presented both  a number of  qualitative  results,  images of vibrational
modes  on  an  object  surface,  as well  as  the supporting  theory  for  their  methods.  Next,  J.  M.  Burch  presented
results that used multiple-exposures of increased deformation in order to enhance the interference measurement
finesse  for a  particular  interval  of deformation  [Burch  et  al.  (1966)].  Finally,  in 1966,  Haines  and Hildebrand
produced the complete theoretical analysis of holographic interferometry that provides for a quantitative means
of surface displacement measurement [Haines and Hildebrand (1966)].

Nearly at the same time as Leith and Upatnieks reported their seminal work on off-axis holographic theory, and
on the other side of the world in Russia,  there was a different kind of off-axis holography format being exam-
ined  by  Y.  Denisyuk  [Denisyuk  (1965)].  Unlike  Leith's  technique,  which  had the reference  and  object  beams
impinging on the recording plate from the same side, Denisyuk had the reference beam impinge on the opposite
side of the plate from the object beam. In this regard, Denisyuk's geometry more closely followed the work of
G.  Lippman,  which  took  place  more  than  70  years  earlier  [Lippman  (1894)].  Lippman's  work  was  primarily
interested in color rendering methods for two-dimensional photography. Of course Lippman did not have access
to coherent light sources and therefore could not use a spatially coherent  reference beam. Instead, he relied on
reflections from the focussed image wavefront to create an interference pattern within the film that arose from
the limited temporal coherence of the white-light image. As such, Lippman's method was not capable of three-
dimensional holographic recording, since the relative phase information was lost and only the frequency (color)
information  was preserved in his technique. By Denisyuk's  time, however,  the laser  as a coherent light  source
had  been  invented,  and  as  such,  he  was  able  to  successfully  develop  the  methods  of  reflection  holography
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which,  like  Leith's  off-axis  technique,  has  since  found  extensive  application  in  both  particle  and  surface
measurements.

ü 1.2.4 Summary

In this Introduction, we have examined the principle foundations of modern holography. First, we reviewed the
early  development  of  in-line  holography  and its  later  application to  particle  measurement.  Then,  we reviewed
the initial work on off-axis holography and its early application to surface displacement and vibrational measure-
ments.  In  addition,  the pioneering  work  of  Denisyuk  in  reflection  holography  was  briefly  discussed.  Next,  in
Section  1.2,  we  shall  focus  our  attention  on  the  continued  development  of  quantitative,  three-dimensional
holographic flow measurement.

‡ 1.3 Review of Holographic 3-D Velocimetry

ü 1.3.1 Overview

In  this  section  we  will  further  explore  the  use  of  holography  in  flow  measurement.  Each  of  the  following
subsections will review a specific technique in holographic flow measurement. In the next subsection, 1.3.2, we
examine research  efforts undertaken  to utilize the general  method of  particle tracking for quantitative  analysis
of particle holograms. This is followed by subsection 1.3.3, which explores the approaches taken in holographic
particle  image  correlation  as a method  of  flow  measurement.  After  these two  initial  subsections,  which cover
the most commonly found methods of holographic  flow analysis,  we examine a number of a more specialized
techniques in flow measurement for the remainder of Section 1.3. In subsection 1.3.4, the use of time-sequenced
holographic recording of particle motion (holocinematography) is reviewed. Then, in 1.3.6, a variation of three-
dimensional particle intensity correlation is examined that does not depend on sharply focussed images. Finally,
in subsection 1.3.7, we review efforts undertaken to directly analyzing the recorded hologram's particle fringes
as a method of flow measurement.  These efforts include the recent development of digital  holographic record-
ing and numerical image reconstruction.

While  Section  1.3  provides  a  general  review  of  the  quantitative  holographic  flow  measurement  techniques,
some material is intentionally  left out for a more detailed presentation to be given in Section 1.5. In particular,
after  Section  1.4  examines  generalized  techniques  in  holographic  surface  measurement,  Section  1.5  gives  a
historical account of certain techniques used in both solid and fluid displacement studies that specifically relate
to the method of complex-field  correlation analysis.  In general, complex-field  correlation analysis is borne out
of far-field  interferometry  and can be applied equally  well  to both particle and surface displacement  measure-
ment.  It  also  constitutes  the  most  important  of  the  two  principle  measurement  techniques  used  in  this  thesis,
with the other technique being based on image intensity correlation.

In all of the flow measurement methods presented here, the measurement is always obtained indirectly through
the  use  of  seed  particles  embedded  within  the  flow  field.  Initially,  the  fluid  is  seeded  with  particles  that  are
small  enough  to  accurately  follow  the  flow  without  interfering  with  the  flow  process.  Next,  during  the  flow
experiment,  two  or more holographic  recordings are  taken of the seeded  flow field  at  two or  more instants  in
time. Finally,  the information from particle-scattered light is used during the holographic analysis to determine
the particle displacements and, hence, the velocity field of the flow.
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ü 1.3.2 Particle Tracking

Particle tracking is one the most basic ways to measure particle velocity. For instance, Trolinger had manually
used  particle  tracking  principles  to  obtain  one  of  the  first  quantitative  holographic  flow  results  [Trolinger
(1969)]. Particle tracking relies on the idea of following the movement of individual particles between multiple
time records  of  particle  images.  In  the particle  tracking  process,  the positions  of  individual  particles  within  a
recorded image are first identified and then cross-matched with a particle record taken from a different instant
in  time.  By  locating the particle  positions  and then  cross-matching  with  a  second,  time-delayed  particle  posi-
tion,  the  displacement  between  the  two  particle  positions  can  be  determined.  The  particle  velocity  is  finally
obtained  by  dividing  the  particle  displacement  by  the  time  interval  between  the  two  recordings.  For  some
methods,  more than one holographic  reconstruction  is superimposed  together  to form multiple  particle  images
from different time instants. In other methods, a new hologram record is taken at each time instant in much the
same manner as found with conventional cinematography.

After  the  initial  developments  of  holographic  particle  measurement  were  made  in  the  nineteen  sixties,  the
seventies  showed  very  little  progress  in  quantitative  holographic  flow  measurement.  This  is  not  surprising,
however, when one considers the level of computer and image processing technology then available. In particu-
lar, before 1977,  there were no "personal"  computers in existence (as we know them today) and any computa-
tions  would  probably  have  occurred  either  using  punch  cards  on  a  room-sized,  mainframe  computer  or  on  a
small  digital  laboratory  minicomputer  that  contained  extremely  limited  internal  memory  (a  few  kilobytes  at
best) that could only provide enough space to hold a very short program with room for tiny amounts of data. In
general, digital image processing simply did not exist at that time and analog processing of images would have
been quite cumbersome and inadequate. As a consequence, any quantitative holographic particle image measure-
ment  was  necessarily  carried  out  by  hand and  few papers  were  published  with  quantitative  information  about
holographically  recorded  flows.  Instead,  most  research  in  the  seventies  concentrated  on  discovering  new
methodologies and applications in qualitative holographic measurement.

In  1975,  J.  Trolinger  published  a  comprehensive  review  of  particle  field  holography  [Trolinger  (1975)].  His
paper  presented  a  diverse  array  of  applications  in  holographic  particle  measurement.  While  some  examples
were  given  of  holographically  recorded  high  speed  ballistic  measurement  and  instantaneous  liquid  spray
measurement, the application of holography to quantitative flow measurement was not mentioned in his review.
This suggests  that  little  progress had been made in quantitative  flow measurement  beyond Trolinger's  original
quantitative results given in 1969 [Trolinger (1969)].

For  the  remainder  of  the  seventies,  only  a  small  number  of  quantitative  holographic  velocimetry  efforts  were
reported. In 1977, H. Royer published a method of using a high intensity off-axis reference beam to supplement
the  illumination  of  an  in-line  particle  hologram  for  holographic  velocimetry  measurement  [Royer  (1977)].
Royer  noted  that  aberrations  existed  for  off-axis  recording  methods  which  precluded  their  use  in  sub-micron
particle  holograms,  but  that  the in-line  reference beam produced  aberration-free  reconstructions  that  permitted
the  detection  of  sub-micron  particles.  (This  also  suggests  a  lack  of  adequate  emulsion-thickness-stabilized
chemistry  then  available  for  processing  off-axis  holograms.)  Royer  also  noted  that  while  the  particle  size
information was lost in the holographic recording, the reconstructed images could be used for accurate velocity
measurements. Royer then demonstrated his principles in a cold air nozzle experiment that was seeded with sub-
micron  particles  and  recorded  on  a  doubled-exposed  hologram.  In  his  paper's  conclusion,  Royer  presented  a
quantitative  velocity diagram that  showed the (one-dimensional)  air velocity  at various  points across the cold-
air  jet  for  various  running  fan  voltages.  Thus,  Royer  succeeded  in  demonstrating  the  holographic  particle
tracking of sub-micron particles for quantitative air flow measurement.

Another  research group,  Ebeling and Lauterborn,  reported work on a form of holocinematography  [Ebeling et
al.  (1978)].  Published  in  1978,  Ebeling  used  an  innovative  approach  with  an  acousto-optic  beam  deflector  to
create a multiplexed set of four off-axis reference beams in order to rapidly encode four time-sequenced images
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onto the same holographic  plate  (with all  frames occurring within the ruby laser  fluorescence lifetime).  While
their  experimental  results  were preliminary and did not show any quantitative flow measurement,  it did repre-
sent  an  important  development  in  multi-frame  holography.  It  was  also  undoubtedly  one  of  the  first  uses  of
multiplexed,  off-axis  holography  for  high  speed  measurement.  (Holocinematography  will  be  left  as  a  special
topic for discussion in subsection 1.3.4.)

Qualitative particle  holography received another developmental  boost with a paper presented by Trolinger  and
Heap in 1979 [Trolinger et al. (1979)]. This publication reported on the use of off-axis holography to conduct a
high-resolution,  three-dimensional  study  of  coal  particle  combustion.  In  this  paper,  Trolinger  and Heap  intro-
duced a number of innovative techniques for particle holography. In particular, they used a set of relay lenses to
construct  an  image-plane  holographic  recording  of  the  particle  field.  In  addition,  they  employed  an  off-axis
configuration that used symmetric angles for the object and reference beams (thus avoiding processing-induced
aberrations from emulsion shrinkage). The combination of these two features enabled them to obtain a 3 micron
transverse  image  resolution  with  their  advanced  off-axis  system.  Trolinger  and  Heap  also employed  a  double
pulsed ruby laser  system to make double-exposed  holograms of the particle combustion.  This enabled them to
observe  the  combustion  dynamics  both  by  particle  tracking  and  by  holographic  interferograms  of  the  flame.
While Trolinger and Heap reported few quantitative  results, their paper avidly demonstrated the unique poten-
tial  that  holographic  measurement  could  provide  basic  scientific  research.  Finally,  this  paper  made  a  direct
comparison  between  in-line  and  off-axis  holographic  recording  methods.  This  comparison  demonstrated
significant  advantages  of  off-axis  holography  for  particle  field  measurement  and,  as such,  directly  confronted
the conventional bias toward in-line techniques as the method of choice for holographic particle studies.

By  the  end  of  the  seventies,  computer  and  image  processing  technology  became  sufficiently  powerful  for
limited  use  in  quantitative  holographic  particle-tracking  and  other  particle  measurements.  Beltz  and  Menzel
reported on efforts  undertaken to automate the quantitative  particle measurement process [Beltz  et al. (1979)].
For their holographic air flow studies with particles and liquid droplets, they developed a very sophisticated but
still semi-automated holographic analysis system that used a human operator linked with a computer to measure
particle quantities,  which ultimately produced information on particle velocity and particle size. In many ways,
their  accomplishments  in automation represented a landmark  in quantitative holographic  particle  data process-
ing.  However,  their  technical  methods  of  in-line  and  off-axis  holographic  recording  appeared  to  be  less
advanced than the previous off-axis work of Trolinger and Heap [Trolinger and Heap (1979)].

By  the  early  eighties,  other  digital,  semi-automated,  holographic  measurement  systems  for  particle  analysis
were reported  [Haussman et  al.  (1980),  Payne et al.  (1984),  Stanton et al.  (1984)].  Haussman and Lauterborn
employed the off-axis holographic measurement of gas bubbles in water using digital 3-D image processing of
the  holographic  reconstruction.  Their  semi-automated  system  was  capable  of  finding  the  three-dimensional
positions  and  hence  velocities  of  gas  bubbles  and  automatically  determine  bubble  sizes.  Payne's  group  exam-
ined  dynamic  ocean-borne  particles  with  a  semi-automated  digital  image  analysis  of  in-line  holograms  to
measure  particle  shapes  and  velocities.  However,  in  all  cases,  the  quantitative  measurement  process  was  not
fully automated, since a human operator was always required to locate the particle images before the computer
could assist in the analysis process. As a consequence, only a limited number of data points could be obtained in
a reasonable length of processing time with the reported methods. In 1984, a new approach for fully automated
computer analysis was proposed by Stanton and his colleagues [Stanton et al. (1984)]. By working directly with
the  actual  recorded  particle  hologram  fringes,  the  proposed  method  promised  to  fully  automate  the  particle
search procedure. However, the technique relied on a strictly in-line hologram geometry with spherical particles
as subjects. In addition, the method required a sparsely-seeded particle field. While the particle focus results in
the  paper  were  encouraging,  the paper  did not  include  any actual  examples  of  particle  velocity  measurement.
Later  on,  in 1985,  H. J.  Caulfield  presented a separate discussion  about  the possibilities  of automated  particle
hologram analysis [Caulifield (1985)]. Here again, however, no working evidence was presented. Nevertheless,
it was clear from Caulifield's paper that the recent technical advances in digital computer and image processing
had made a fully automated holographic particle-tracking analysis system appear to be around the corner to the
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research minds of the day. After all, by that time, in the related field of holographic interferometry, several fully
automated computerized hologram analysis systems had already been developed [Trolinger (1985)]. In addition,
other  velocimetry  methods  that  used  two-dimensional,  photographic-based,  particle  image  velocimetry  had
already  become  fully  automated  by  that  time  [Reynolds  et  al.  (1985)].  In  actual  fact,  however,  a  fast,  fully
automated,  holographic  3-D particle-tracking  system has continued  to elude  researchers  even until  the writing
of this thesis some fifteen years hence, and the development efforts still continue.

In  1986,  Lee  and  Kim  presented  a  review  of  holography  applications  in  multiphase  flow  visualization  study
[Lee et al. (1986)]. In their review, many applications of holographic particle measurement were examined, but
it was also clear from the discussions that the overall emphasis in most holographic work had remained princi-
pally qualitative and that the automated processing of particle holograms had not progressed further. By the end
of  the  eighties,  quantitative  holographic  particle  measurement  appeared  to  be  at  a  stand-still  with  no  new
significant results. In 1991, however, Stanislas and his colleagues embarked on a renewed effort to develop an
automated system for three-dimensional  holographic particle tracking [Stanislas et al. (1991)]. Nevertheless, in
spite of their attempts to develop an automated system for searching the three-dimensional holographic particle
image space, the reported results were primarily  a proof-of-principle  exercise.  Even though the implications of
this report were encouraging, the overall project did not, at the time, realize a practical analysis system. Some of
this,  however,  was  still  due  to  the  computationally  intensive  operations  required  from  the  still  too  limited
computer processing capabilities then available to Stanislas's group.

Another  effort  to  develop an  automated  holographic  particle  velocimetry  system was reported  by P. J.  Bryan-
ston-Cross in 1992 [Bryanston-Cross et al. (1992)]. In his report, Bryanston-Cross used a light sheet in combina-
tion with  automated  particle  pairing to  measure  individual  particle  velocities.  His  off-axis holographic  system
successfully  measured a limited number of particle velocity vectors in a fully automatic manner. Although the
velocity  measurements  were  two  dimensional,  Bryanston-Cross  also proposed a method  of  using stereoscopic
viewing  of  the  hologram  in  order  to  obtain  a  measurement  of  the  third  velocity  component  within  the  light
sheet.  However,  because  the  large  distances  involved  between  the  hologram  and  particle  field,  the  restricted
parallax angle of the stereoscopic viewing resulted in a limited out-of-plane velocity resolution.  Moreover, his
discussion  on  3-D  stereographic  measurement  was  not  accompanied  by  any  experimental  evidence.  In  1993,
Bryanston-Cross  again  produced  a  similar  publication  on  the  same  subject  matter  but  with  supplemented
illustration  and discussion  [Bryanston-Cross et al.  (1993)]. Again,  however,  no three-dimensional  results  were
presented.  Nevertheless,  these combined works of Bryanston-Cross represent  a step forward in the automation
of holographic particle tracking.

About  the same  time  as the  work of  Bryanston-Cross,  a  related  technique  using  holographic  particle  tracking
velocimetry  with  light  sheet  illumination  was  undertaken  by  J.  K.  Schaller  [Schaller  et  al.  (1992)].  Schaller's
work  involved  the  holographic  investigation  of  droplet  size,  density  and  velocity  in  the  injection  spray  of  a
model diesel engine. A large share of Schaller's work concentrated on eliminating aberrations in the holographic
imaging process. In particular, Schaller used a ruby laser for the off-axis holographic recording, but then used a
HeNe  laser  for  the  holographic  reconstruction.  Furthermore,  Schaller  used  a  relay  lens  to  image  the  particle
field  close  to  the  holographic  plate.  During  the  reconstruction  process,  Schaller  then  performed  an  inverse
reconstruction  through  the  imaging  lens  in  order  to  cancel  the  lens  aberrations.  To  ensure  highest  possible
resolution  for  the  reconstructed  images,  Schaller  analytically  determined  the  optimal  change  required  in  the
reference beam geometry between the recording and reconstruction processes.  As a consequence of his careful
aberration  analysis,  Schaller's  distortion-compensated  system  succeeded  maintaining  a  resolution  of  3.5
microns,  a  value  that  approached  the  system's  diffraction  limit.  In  his  final  results,  Schaller  succeeded  in
producing  two-dimensional  quantitative  measurements  of  particle  velocity  with  a  particle  tracking  procedure,
but,  overall,  Schaller's largest  contribution  to the holographic  field might actually  be his optimized techniques
for  wavelength  distortion  compensation.  While  both  Schaller  and  Bryanston-Cross  were  successful  with
automated  particle  tracking,  their  methods  could  only  produce  two-dimensional  velocity  measurements  of  a
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sparsely  seeded  flow  within  a  restricted  light-sheet  region  in  space.  Much  further  development  would  still  be
needed to obtain fully three-dimensional, volumetric velocity information via holographic particle tracking.

The  early  1990s  marked  the  start  of  an  important  new  era  for  3-D  holographic  velocimetry.  By  that  time,
computer and image processing hardware had advanced sufficiently enough to fulfill  most of the requirements
of  holographic  particle  studies  and  this  in  turn  spurred  renewed efforts  by  the research  community  to  further
develop  holographic  velocimetry.  Instead  of  particle-tracking,  however,  the  most  successful  holographic
velocimetry  research  at  that  time  extended  the  two-dimensional-based  particle  image  velocimetry  (PIV)  into
three dimensions by stereoscopic viewing of distinct holographic image planes [Adrian et al. (1993), Hinsch et
al. (1993)]. This stereoscopic viewing of the particle images reduced the three-component displacement measure-
ment into two separate two-dimensional measurements that was much easier to process in an automated fashion
(analogous  to  the Bryanston-Cross's  proposal  [Bryanston-Cross  (1992)]).  Based  on particle  image  correlation,
the method did not attempt to individual track the particles, but it also did not utilize the recorded particle field
information  efficiently  since  it  relied  on  groups  of  5-10  particle  images  to  obtain  each  velocity  measurement
point.  Therefore,  sparsely-seeded  flows could  not  be adequately  processed by  such image correlation methods
and, in those instances, particle tracking methods remained the most effective.  (Particle correlation will be left
as a separate topic of discussion in subsection 1.3.3.)

In same time period, however, one of the first truly successful  3-D volumetric measurements with holographic
particle tracking was achieved by Bernal and Scherer [Bernal et al. (1993)]. Their method used two orthogonal
in-line holographic recordings in air that was seeded with 15-20 micron-sized glass micro-balloons and illumi-
nated with a copper vapor laser. By using two orthogonal views, they could obtain high measurement resolution
for  all  three displacement  components.  The  published  results  displayed  quantitative  volumetric  plots  of  three-
dimensional  velocity  that  contained  many  hundreds  of  individual  vectors  in  each  plot.  Nevertheless,  their
measurement system still depended on a human operator to identify the particle positions within the holographic
images.  As such,  while  their  project  demonstrated  the capability  of  holographic  particle-tracking  velocimetry,
Bernal and Scherer did not yet succeed in developing a fully automated particle tracking measurement process.
In 1997,  Bernal  and Scherer  extended their  concepts with a  new published  result  [Scherer et  al.  (1997)].  This
time, the experiment took place in a water tunnel and was illuminated with coupled Nd:YAG lasers. However,
their  basic  approach  remained  the  same  as  before,  with  two  orthogonal  in-line  holographic  recordings.  They
reported  that  the signal  to  noise  ratio  from the in-line  recording  process was  not  sufficiently  high for  particle
image  correlation  techniques  (see  subsection  1.3.3),  so  they  continued  to  employ  a  semi-automated,  particle
tracking analysis. In general, their still-preliminary, semi-automated methods could process roughly 200 vectors
/ hour. This rate would need to be improved for practical application of holographic velocimetry.

In addition to Bernal and Scherer, other researchers were concurrently working on holographic particle tracking
techniques [Liburdy et al. (1993), Green et al. (1993), Green et al. (1994)]. However, in all of these later cases,
the  researchers  worked  on  the  more  basic  data  processing  methodologies  of  particle-tracking.  While  such
fundamental  efforts  were  indeed  important  and  necessary,  they  also  indicated  the  continued  gap  between  the
technique's  potential  and  its  practical  capability.  Liburdy  and  Barker's  report  presented  a  flow  chart  for  the
particle  tracking  procedure  and discussed  seed  density  constraints  and  data interpolation  methods.  In  the end,
they presented a vorticity map that was based on two-dimensional velocity measurement. In two similar publica-
tions,  Green  and Zhao  demonstrated  the principles  of  a  fully  automated  system  for three-dimensional  particle
tracking analysis. One of the most interesting aspects of their system was in its method of particle displacement
measurement. Initially, the system systematically searched through the holographic image space until it detected
particle  images.  However,  after  a  particle  image  and  its  pair  had  been  correctly  identified,  the  system  then
measured  the  particle  displacement  by  image  correlation  instead  of  particle  centroid  calculation.  While  their
system  demonstrated  all  of  the necessary  elements  for  full  automation,  it  also  demonstrated  the speed  barrier
that still remained for such a process. For example, their fully automated system required two minutes to make
a  single  particle  displacement  measurement.  As  a  comparison,  they  reported  that  a  human  operator  could
analyze the same hologram at twice their measurement speed. Obviously, while their results represented a step
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forward in automation, they also demonstrated that such fully automated particle tracking procedures were still
not  practical.  In  addition,  their  comparative  studies  of  human-assisted  processing  demonstrated  that  semi-
automated  methods  were  not  practical  either  for  the  large  numbers  of  measurements  typically  required  in
holographic velocimetry.

Particle tracking research continues in the nineties with further research efforts to increase the processing speed
and efficiency  [Murata  et al.  (1996),  Sheng et al.  (1998)].  Murata and Takeuchi  reported on a neural  network
approach for holographic particle tracking. Their technique worked directly with the recorded in-line hologram
particle  fringes  as proposed  much earlier  by  Stanton and Caulifield  [Stanton et  al.  (1984),  Caulifield  (1985)].
This  time,  however,  a  neural  network  was  trained  to  determine  the  particle  depth  directly  from  the  fringe
information.  However,  the reported results  were still  preliminary  in nature.  In particular,  the method was only
tested on for small  number of particles (52).  Furthermore,  the positional  measurement  accuracy was not suffi-
cient for direct particle displacement  measurement (3.7 mm uncertainty out of a 100 mm range). Nevertheless,
the method might eventually be useful as a way to quickly locate the particle depths and then perhaps a differ-
ent, more precise method might be invoked for the final particle displacement measurement.

In  a  quite  different  approach,  Sheng  and  Meng  more  recently  presented  a  genetic  algorithm  method  for  the
automatic particle pairing in holographic images [Sheng et al. (1998)]. Their genetic algorithm used the princi-
ples of fluid dynamics to determine the most likely particle pair arrangements. Here, Sheng and Meng demon-
strated  a  particle  tracking  mechanism  that  finally  promised  to  have  practical  utility.  In  particular,  the  results
finally  demonstrated  sufficient  processing  speed  (106 measurements/  10  hours).  This  was  accomplished  by
parallel  distribution  of  the  computation  across  a  number  of  processors.  In  addition,  their  volumetric,  three-
dimensional displacement measurement results contained a sufficiently large number of displacement vectors as
to  represent  a  typical  holographic  measurement.  Nevertheless,  their  overall  process  would  appear  to  require
some additional  refinement  before  it  can  be effectively  applied  to  everyday  research.  In  particular,  it  was not
clear  from the presented  work that  the process  could  robustly  locate  the  initial  particle  positions  and velocity
directions without requiring some form of human intervention. Nevertheless, with refinement, Sheng and Meng
may  have  achieved  the  first  viable,  fully  automated,  particle-tracking  solution  in  terms  of  both  speed  and
measurement accuracy.

Other recent results in holographic particle tracking have included a pipe flow measurement using particle side-
scattering  [Chan  and  Li  (1998)]  and  particle  tracking  of  three-dimensional  sprays  [Feldmann  et  al.  (1998)].
Chan and Li used a pulsed ruby laser for the off-axis holographic recording and a HeNe laser for the reconstruc-
tion process. Because  the experiment  occurred in a water flow that  was contained by a transparent  pipe, Chan
and  Li  needed  to  compensate  for  the  water-pipe  induced  distorted  distortion.  As  such,  Chan  and  Li  used  a
wavefront  inversion  through an open half  cylinder  in an effort  to compensate  for some of  this.  Unfortunately,
however, Chan and Li did not reintroduce the water environment behind the half cylinder and since they used a
different reconstruction  wavelength  without  adjusting their reconstruction  geometry  appropriately,  their results
were restricted to a narrow region of least distortion at the midpoint of the pipe curvature. In addition, although
they discussed the use of the stereo technique for three-component extraction, Chan and Li made no use of this
technique  in  their  measurement  results,  which  were  in  fact  only  one  dimensional.  Finally,  the paper  by  Chan
and  Li  did  not  indicate  any  automated  procedure  for  the  particle  tracking,  which  probably  meant  that  the
measurements were manually taken. As such, Chan and Li's publication did not appear to offer any new innova-
tive contributions to the field of holographic velocimetry.

The  paper  by  Feldmann  et  al.  on  spray  measurement  was  considerably  more  successful  than  Chan  and  Li  in
both its intent and outcome [Feldmann et al. (1998)]. Feldmann's  group also used a ruby laser with an off-axis
recording  geometry,  but  this  time,  they  used  two  orthogonal  holographic  setups  with  diffuse  on-axis  particle
illumination.  From  this  arrangement,  Feldmann  was  successful  in  extracting  three-dimensional,  volumetric
particle velocities by HeNe laser reconstruction. Because the work took place in the open air, there was no need
to correct  for window  distortions.  However,  unlike the related  work of  Schaller  [Schaller  et al.  (1992)],  Feld-
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mann did not attempt to compensate the geometry for wavelength distortion, although his measurement calcula-
tions  did  take  into  account  the  wavelength  magnification  effects.  It  appeared  that  the  particle  sizes  in  Feld-
mann's  work  were  sufficiently  large  such  that  diffraction-limited  performance  was  not  required,  because,  the
published spray images and resulting three-dimensional  velocity field maps were of high quality in spite of the
uncompensated wavelength issues. Considerable effort was also spent by Feldmann's group in fully automating
the displacement  measurement  process as well.  Although the velocity measurements  were somewhat sparse in
number,  it  seemed  that  the  work  of  Feldmann  and  his  group  had  successfully  demonstrated  an  important
practical  three-dimensional  application  of  quantitative  holographic  particle  tracking  for  conducting  basic
scientific research.

This  subsection  on  holographic  particle  tracking  concludes  with  another  contribution  from  J.  D.  Trolinger
[Trolinger  et  al.  (1969)].  The  reported  studies  took place  aboard the space shuttle  in  a micro-gravity  environ-
ment [Trolinger et al. (1996),  Trolinger et al.  (1997)]. Trolinger's  group examined the effects of micro-gravity
within a crystal  growth chamber  via holographic  particle tracking.  By employing three different particle sizes,
they  could  obtain  three  times  the  spatial  resolution  from a  single  particle  diameter  without  endangering  their
ability to track the individual particles between time frames. Also, a comparison between the movements of the
largest  particles  and the smaller particles  were used to  distinguish  the effects  of micro-gravity  from effects  of
the fluid convection.  In addition to particle displacement,  the group was also interested in the measurement of
individual  particle  trajectories  over  time.  Trolinger's  team employed  multiple  holographic  frames  to  track  the
volumetric  time  sequence  of  particle  events.  Finally  Trolinger's  team  developed  an  automated  procedure  for
locating,  sizing, and tracking the particles between  the sequence of holographic  frames. Once again, Trolinger
demonstrated  an  important  application  of  holographic  measurement  that  uniquely  solved  a  basic  scientific
research  objective.  In  addition,  his  group  had  successfully  developed  a  functional  automated  holographic
particle tracking system that solved their unique objectives.

ü 1.3.3 Particle Image Correlation

Techniques in holographic particle correlation are based on the well-established correlation principles found in
speckle  photography  and  photographic  particle  image  velocimetry  (PIV).  Speckle  photography  was  originally
proposed  by  Jim  Burch  in  his  ground-breaking  publication  of  1968  [Burch  et  al.  (1968)].  Originally,  speckle
photography was proposed for the measurement of solid displacement and, for the first decade, speckle photogra-
phy was  principally  used on surfaces.  However,  at  the start  of the eighties,  the technique had crossed-over  to
fluid  measurements  and  renamed  as  speckle  velocimetry  [Dudderar  et  al.  (1982),  Halliwell  (1982),  Meynart
(1982)]. Finally, the technique evolved into the more mature method of particle image velocimetry [Pickering et
al. (1984), Reynolds et al. (1985), Adrian (1984), Adrian (1986), Adrian (1991)].

It  wasn't  until  the start  of  the nineties that  researchers  such as K. Hinsch hit  on the idea of extending  particle
image  correlation  to  holographic  particle  measurements  [Hinsch  et  al.  (1990),  Hinsch  et  al.  (1993A)].  Origi-
nally,  the  technique  retained  its  two-dimensional  nature,  but  was  merely  extended  to  a  light-sheet  recording
with  off-axis  holography.  However,  the  holographic  recording  of  light  sheets  had  some added  advantages.  In
particular, Hinsch developed a method of multiple light sheets that used a laser source with limited coherence to
simultaneously  record  several  image  planes  into  an  off-axis  hologram  without  adding  additional  image  noise
from the superimposed images. In particular, several multiple-angled reference beams were used in conjunction
with the multiple light sheets such the path length of each reference beam was offset to correspond with the path
length in a particular image plane. Later,  the individual image planes could be selectively  reconstructed with a
particular reference playback angle. In doing this, Hinsch had partially extended the principles of particle image
velocimetry into three-dimensions,  but only measured two-components of displacement.  More importantly,  the
application of particle image correlation techniques to holographic velocimetry made possible, for the first time,
the fully automated, velocity vector analysis of particle holograms.

By the early nineties, a significant number of researchers were actively working on holographic particle image
correlation techniques for three-dimensional velocimetry [Meng et al. (1991), Hussain et al. (1993), Barnhart et
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al.  (1993),  Adrian  et  al.  (1993),  Cha  et  al.  (1993),  Hinsch  et  al.  (1993B),  J.  Katz  et  al.  (1993),  Gray  et  al.
(1994)].  At  first,  although  many  methods  were  proposed,  most  had  met  with  limited  success.  Many  of  the
proposals  were  based  on  some  form  of  stereoscopic  viewing  of  the  particle  images  [Hussain  et  al.  (1993),
Barnhart et al. (1993),  Adrian et al.  (1993), Hinsch et al.  (1993B), J. Katz et al.  (1993)]. Some, however, also
considered  the  use  of  two  orthogonal-viewing  hologram setups  [Hussain  et  al.  (1993),  J.  Katz  et  al.  (1993)].
Considerations  were  also  made  of  in-line  geometries  [Hussain  et  al.  (1993),  J.  Katz  et  al.  (1993)],  but  most
favored some form of off-axis recording. In particular, some groups proposed the use of two, off-axis, reference
beams for the cross correlation of the holographic particle images [Hussain et al.  (1993), Adrian et al.  (1993),
Cha  et  al.  (1993)].  Initially,  while  many  good  proposals  were  put  forward  by  the  foregoing  research  groups,
only a small number were accompanied by concrete results.

Finally, in 1994, the first truly successful application of three-dimensional  holographic velocimetry via particle
image  correlation  was  reported  by  this  author  working  together  with  a  group  assembled  by  Professor  Ron
Adrian at the University of Illinois [Barnhart et al. (1994)]. In particular, the system demonstrated the first, fully
automated,  volumetric  holographic  system  that  was  capable  of  measuring  on  the  order  of  a  million,  three-
component  velocity  vectors  from a single  hologram.  An important  aspect  of  the system was its use of  stereo-
projected  image-plane  holographic  recording  combined  with  phase-conjugate  reconstruction  through  the
recording camera optics to cancel the optical aberrations. A pulsed-YAG laser was used to record the hologram
and a cw-Yag laser  was used to  reconstruct  the images,  thereby maintaining  the same wavelength  throughout
the recording and playback process and avoiding any wavelength-dependent magnification and image distortion
issues.  The  off-axis  system  also  employed  a  double  reference  beam  together  with  cross-correlation  image
analysis.  Furthermore,  the  system  employed  a  parallel  processing  computer  system  that  could  perform  the
complete  automated  hologram  analysis  within  a  single  day  (0.5  million  vectors  in  10  hours).  As  a  principle
developer of this HPV technique, its further development shall be an important topic within this thesis.

Following  the  first  successful  automated  demonstration  of  holographic  velocimetry  by  Barnhart,  Adrian,
Meinhart,  and  Papen  in  1994,  the  first  review  on  the  subject  of  three-dimensional  particle  velocimetry  was
published  by  K.  Hinsch  [Hinsch  (1995)].  Meanwhile,  other  developmental  efforts  continued  in  the  research
community  [Liu et al.  (1995),  Meng (1995),  Liu  et al.  (1998)].  In  particular,  while  the methods employed  by
Barnhart were quite successful, it also required off-axis holography and the use of a powerful, and hence singly-
pulsed,  laser  source.  Unfortunately,  such restrictions  did not  lend  themselves well  for  the production  of  holo-
graphic  movies  (holocinematography),  where  the  laser  source  must  rapidly  fire  short  pulses  at  kHz  rates.
Typically,  such laser sources must be copper-vapor driven with a limited coherence and low energy per pulse.
As  such,  there  remained  a  strong  impetus  to  develop  techniques  that  could  be  successfully  employed  at  low
powers  and  with  short  coherence.  In  one  such  proposal,  Liu  and  Hussain  reported  on  the  use  of  a  Fourier-
transform lens juxtaposed between the particle field and hologram in order to remove the unscattered illumina-
tion  light  [Liu  et  al.  (1995)].  In  the  original  proposal  by  D.  Liu  and  F.  Hussain,  the  illumination  beam  was
focussed  onto  the  hologram surface  such  that  it  would  over-blacken  a  spot  on  the plate  and  not  be  recorded.
Later  on,  however,  (a  different  Liu)  F.  Liu  and  F.  Hussain  modified  the  original  concept  with  a  Gaussian-
shaped, high-pass spatial filter juxtaposed between two Fourier-transform lenses [Liu et al. (1998)].

Within a year after Barnhart's publication, the first successful, short coherence, low energy, holographic veloci-
meter  system  based  on  image  correlation  was  reported  by  H.  Meng  and  F.  Hussain.  This  time,  however,  the
method utilized a special  form of in-line holography with off-axis stereo viewing [Meng et al.  (1995)]. Unlike
Barnhart's  system,  which  used  micron-sized  particles  in  air,  Meng's  system  utilized  much  larger  (20  micron)
particles in water. In addition, Meng's analysis was not entirely automated, since the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
was  not  consistently  high  for  a  hands-off  operation.  As  a  consequence,  the  hologram  analysis  used  image
correlation  for regions  of the hologram with  a  sufficiently  high  SNR and manual  particle  tracking for  regions
with a low SNR. The total measured vector results were on the order of 10,000. Because of the in-line nature of
the  system,  it  could  not  use  cross-correlation  analysis.  In  addition,  the  method  required  that  the  holographic
plate be located  sufficiently  close to the particle-field  subject  for the stereo-viewing  process to be  effective,  a
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prohibitive  requirement  for  some  experimental  setups.  Nevertheless,  in  spite  of  these  limitations,  Meng's
success was indeed a dramatic  step forward  for low energy,  short-coherence holography since it  demonstrated
for  the  first  time  the  in-line  production  of  high-quality,  volumetric,  three-dimensional  velocity  measurements
based on image correlation.

The two publications of Barnhart and Meng demonstrated that the application of image correlation analysis for
holographic  velocimetry  was  clearly  a  breakthrough  for  automated  hologram  processing.  For  the  first  time,
particle displacement holograms could be effectively utilized for their measurement bandwidth in a quantitative
manner.  After  these  successes,  holographic  velocimetry  was  back on  the map for  the fluids  research  commu-
nity. With this in mind, one research group reported on the holographic recording of PIV images on photother-
moplastic plates [Masciadri et al. (1996)]. While their emphasis was primarily on two dimensional PIV measure-
ment  with  holographic  recording,  it  seems  that  their  use  of  photothermoplastic  recording  might  equally  be
applied to volumetric measurement as well.

In  1997,  H.  Royer  presented  a  special  review  of  holography  and  particle  image  velocimetry  [Royer  (1997)].
This review also reiterated the effectiveness of image correlation procedures with holographic velocimetry, and
gave many insights about  its limitations as well.  In  particular,  Royer  points  out  that the holographic  measure-
ment of  particles  is  much more restrictive  for side-scattered  illumination  procedures.  As such,  Royer  suggests
that  side-scatter  systems  should  either  employ  larger  particle  diameters  or  use  light  sheet  illumination.  Royer
noted  that  the  successful  volumetric  measurement  of  smaller,  micron-sized  particles  could  only  successfully
occur  for  near-forward  scattering  illumination  geometries  (in  which  he  sighted  the  work  of  Barnhart).  Royer
also noted the inherent difficulties with in-line recording that limited its use with high particle-seed densities. In
addition,  Royer  pointed out  that  the inherent  speckle  noise  of in-line  holographic  recording with  high particle
seed  density  would  prohibit  its  use  for  particle  sizes  smaller  than  5  microns.  In  general,  the  review  of  holo-
graphic velocimetry by Royer was both informative and insightful.

Three years would pass, since the original, large scale, HPV result had been reported by Barnhart et al. in 1994,
before  another  large  scale  result  was  finally  reported  by  Zhang,  Tao,  and  Katz  in  1997.  Again,  the  reported
method depended on correlation-based holographic velocimetry [Zhang et al. (1997)]. In many ways, however,
this  technique  was  different  from  either  Barnhart  or  Meng [Meng  et  al.  (1995)].  This  time,  a  ruby  laser  was
employed  for  the holographic  recording  and a HeNe laser  was used  for image  reconstruction.  Also,  the holo-
graphic  setup  was  totally  different  from Barnhart  or  Meng,  and more  closely  followed  proposals  made previ-
ously by Katz, Hussain, and Liu [Hussain et al. (1993), J. Katz et al. (1993), Liu et al. (1995)]. In particular, the
holographic arrangement used a single off-axis reference beam together with an in-line illumination beam of the
particle  field  that  is  high-pass  filtered  before  reaching  the  holographic  plate.  The  high-pass  filter  process
employed a pair of Fourier-transform lenses with a metallic pin head, placed at the focal point, that blocked the
unscattered light component. In addition, the system used the two orthogonal-crossed holographic arrangements
to  maximize  the  displacement  measurement  resolution.  This  feature  permitted  a  much  smaller  laser  energy
requirement.  During  reconstruction,  the  system  performed  an  optical  inversion  through  the  Fourier-transform
relay  lenses  to  compensate  for  lens  aberrations.  Because  of  the  wavelength  difference  between  the  recording
and  reconstruction,  the  system  required  a  change  in  reference  beam  angle  during  playback  analogous  to  the
previous  work  of  J.  K.  Schaller  [Schaller  et  al.  (1992)].  Also,  because  of  a  single  reference  beam  being
employed,  the  method  relied  on  a  form  of  auto-correlation  analysis  rather  than  the  cross-correlation  used
previously  by  Barnhart.  Similar  to  measurements  performed  by  Meng,  the  experiment  took  place  in  a  water
fluid environment  with larger particle sizes (15 micron). The total measured vector results (818,583), however,
were on the same order of magnitude with those published by Barnhart et al. Nevertheless, the reported process-
ing speed was much slower than Barnhart et al  (> 129 hours as compared with < 20 hours for the same quantity
of vectors).

One of the most unusual features of the technique reported by Zhang, Tao, and Katz was in its method of data
acquisition and processing. The holographic image volume was sampled with a series of planar slices, with each
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slice consisting of 270 image frames taken by a CCD camera. Unusually, each of the 270 camera frames from a
slice were then  patched together  to form a single  image file that was finally  compressed.  The auto-correlation
method was then employed  with  windowed sections of  the compressed  image file to generate  the two-dimen-
sional vector data. Previous to this work, the correlation analysis would normally have operated directly within
individual  camera frames of information  in order to conserve data storage space.  Although this  new technique
may  have offered  greater  flexibility  during  the correlation  analysis  procedures,  it  came at  the cost  of  a  larger
image data storage requirement.

Three  years  following  the original  work  of  Zhang,  Tao,  and Katz,  in  May 2000,  a  follow-up  report  was  pub-
lished  by  Tao,  Katz,  and  Meneveau  [Tao  et  al.  (2000)].  This  time,  the  report  was  centered  on  geometry  and
scale  relationships  determined  from  three-dimensional  holographic  velocimetry  in  high  Reynolds  number
turbulence. In this report, they presented three-dimensional  iso-vorticity surface data from holographic velocity
measurements  and  discussed  its  implications  for  turbulence  theory.  Thus,  for  the  first  time,  a  quantitative,
volumetric, holographic velocity measurement had succeeded in contributing to the basic theoretical understand-
ing of fluid mechanics and turbulence research.

In  the  two  intervening  years  between  1997  and  this  present  writing,  developments  in  holographic  particle
correlation  have  still  continued  [Fabry  (1998),  Lozano  et  al.  (1999),  Li  et al.  (2000)].  In  a  paper  by  Fabry,  a
novel  use  of  off-axis  holographic  recording  was  applied  to  a  forward-scattering  light  sheet  and  stereoscopic
image correlation analysis [Fabry (1998)]. This method used the hologram's intrinsic ability to image particles
distinctly  from  different  depths  to  construct  a  planar  map  of  three-dimensional  velocity  vectors  that  extends
perpendicular  from  the  hologram  surface.  Although  the  presented  results  utilized  a  single  light  sheet,  the
technique could  have been  extended to multiple  light  sheets  for  a more complete  measurement  of  the particle
field volume. Perhaps the most important benefit from the method, however, was in its ability to image smaller
particles in comparison with side-scatter methods. In particular, the experiment was performed in a wind tunnel
with micron-sized seed particles. Another novel project feature was in its method of image analysis, which used
a specially oriented right-angle prism placed in the reconstructed real image volume to simultaneously image a
stereo view of the particle image space into a single CCD camera. The prism was oriented such that it straddled
the real image of the light sheet and refracted two particle views into the CCD camera. In this, the CCD camera
was positioned at  a fixed distance from the prism such that two views were simultaneously  presented into the
camera from the upper and lower directions of the light sheet. Different  samples were then taken of the image
space by translation of the prism - CCD camera unit to various spots in the light sheet plane.

Although  the  overall  technique  was  innovative,  there  were  some  hidden  technical  flaws  in  Fabry's  work.  In
particular,  the processing  of  the holograms  seemed  to  be  quite  primitive  in  that  they  were  developed  without
any follow-up  bleaching  step.  Such  a  procedure  would  undoubtedly  create  severe  image distortion  within  the
reconstruction due to a resulting chemical shrinkage of the holographic film emulsion. Although the author does
not mention this issue, it seems that the difficulty did indeed exist since he reported the use of a high f-number
(f/12)  camera  lens  setting  in  order  to  reduce  aberrations.  From  his  choice  of  processing  chemistry,  he  was
obviously  completely  unaware  of  the  importance  of  processing  chemistry  on  image  distortion.  A  different
problem was in his failure to compensate the hologram reconstruction angles for wavelength-induced magnifica-
tion and distortion that resulted from the use of a ruby laser for recording and a HeNe laser for reconstruction. It
is  likely,  however,  that  distortion  from  emulsion-shrinkage  effects  would  have  outweighed  any  wavelength-
related distortion. It is also possible that these effects of image distortion were mitigated by the close proximity
of  the  particle  field  to  the  holographic  plate.  In  addition,  the near-on-axis  reference  beam  angle  (15  degrees)
would have  lessoned the distortion effects  from emulsion shrinkage.  Thus,  in spite of these hidden issues,  the
overall  results by Fabry were encouraging and the three-dimensional  planar results demonstrated the effective-
ness of image correlation for holographic data analysis.

A related holographic PIV effort was reported by Lozano, Kostas, and Soria in 1999 [Lozano et al. (1999)]. In
this  work,  holographic  PIV measurements  from both  light  sheet  and  pencil  beam  illumination  were  obtained.
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This  time,  however,  the  flow  illumination  was  directed  parallel  with  the  holographic  plate  and  particle  side-
scatter was recorded on hologram. In addition, two off-axis reference beams were utilized to record the double-
exposed  hologram.  As  a  consequence,  cross-correlation  analysis  could  performed  instead  of  auto-correlation
analysis.  The  experiment  was  performed  in  a  tank  of  water  with  rotating  disk  located  on  the  tank  bottom.
Because of the side-scatter illumination, larger (15 micron) particles were required in comparison with the work
of  Fabry  (one micron  particles).  Unlike  Fabry's  experiment,  this  experiment  used a  pulsed frequency-doubled
YAG laser  to perform both  the holographic  recording as well  as the image reconstruction.  The hologram was
reconstructed in situ with the original recording optics and the virtual image was used for correlation analysis.
One  of  the  more  innovative  aspects  of  this  report  was  in  the use  of  a  fixed  alignment  grid  placed directly  in
front of the flow test space to ensure accurate post-registration of the hologram. During the in situ playback, the
virtual image from the recorded hologram could then be checked against the original alignment grid by focusing
the CCD camera through the hologram and onto the alignment grid space. Later  on, when the CCD camera is
instead focused onto the particle field for correlation analysis, the displaced alignment grid is no longer visible.
Unlike  Fabry,  this  group  did  not  attempt  to  obtain  all  three-components  of  the  flow  velocity.  Instead,  they
presented only two-dimensional measurements, but at simultaneous, multiple planes in space.

Similar  to  Fabry's  work,  Lozano  used  an  inferior  hologram  processing  chemistry.  Analogous  to  the  work  of
Fabry, this group had also processed their holograms using a developer without any bleach step. Once again, the
resulting  image  distortion  would  undoubtedly  have  been  severe  were  it  not  for  their  use  of  an  intermediate
camera lens to mask the distortion. Because the virtual image was utilized, only a small portion of the hologram
surface would have been visible through the lens for any given measurement. As such, the virtual image would
have appeared  relatively  free  of  distortion,  however,  a  measurement  taken directly  of  the  real  image onto  the
CCD array  would  have  immediately  shown  the severe  distortion.  Apparently,  the group  was  indeed  aware  of
such difficulties since they reported being unable to work directly with the real image.

Most recently,  a new, successful,  off-axis,  holographic velocimetry  system has been reported by Pu and Meng
[Pu et al. (2000)]. Their technique used a double-referenced, off-axis holographic recording with 90 degree side-
scattered  particle  illumination  from  a  frequency-doubled  YAG  pulsed  laser.  The  approach  taken  for  velocity
field extraction was actually a novel mixture of particle correlation and particle tracking.  During the hologram
analysis, the real  image was created by placing the recorded hologram back into the original recording system
with  its  orientation  flipped  180  degrees.  The  hologram  was  then  systematically  scanned  at  regularly-spaced
planar slices,  to make up three-dimensional  subvolumes of the image, with a CCD camera microscope system
mounted on a three-axis translation stage.  In the first stage of displacement  analysis,  after a  particular volume
subsection  had been scanned by the camera,  the three-dimensional  particle  centroids were  calculated from the
stacked  image  slices.  Once  this  had  been  accomplished,  the  memory-intensive  stacks  of  particle  image  slices
were  discarded  and  the remaining  displacement  analysis  was  carried  out  with  the  particle  centroid  data.  As  a
second  stage  of  analysis,  a  special  form  of  three-dimensional  particle  correlation  was  performed,  which  had
been labeled by the authors, "concise cross-correlation" (CCC). This type of correlation worked directly with a
subset of the particle-centroid positional data to extract a three-dimensional displacement vector. After this, as a
third stage, the spatial measurement resolution was increased by a repeated analysis of the particle centroid data
using the correlation-derived displacement to help extract the individual particle-pair displacements.  Finally, in
the  last  stage  of  displacement  analysis,  the  randomly  distributed  particle-pair  displacement  data  was  mapped
into  a  higher  density,  regular  grid  of  interpolated  points  to  make further  calculations  more  manageable.  As  a
consequence,  the  technique  utilized  the  robust  characteristics  of  particle  correlation  together  with  the  higher
spatial resolution inherent for particle tracking.

In  the  examples  presented  by  Pu  and  Meng,  the  holographic  image  volume  was  initially  scanned  in  2x2x2
mm3 subvolumes (each containing 20 planar image slices) which were then centroid analyzed and concise cross-
correlated  to  produce  between  6,000  and  12,000  displacement  vectors  on  a  regular  grid  (from  250,000  sepa-
rately obtained image slices). With the help of this initial displacement information, the particle centroids were
paired  together  and  particle  tracking  analysis  was  performed  to  extract  roughly  92,000  vectors  in  a  random
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spatial  distribution. As the last step, a gaussian interpolation was performed to produce a regularly distributed,
finer grid of approximately 400,000 three-dimensional velocity points. The authors reported that the correlation
processing time for  12,000 interrogation  cells  took 50 hours in 1997,  but  also  indicated that  it  had since been
decreased  by  a factor  of  7  (  to  roughly  7  hours).  The  subsequent  time required  to  obtain  the 92,000  particle-
tracked vectors and the 400,000 interpolated vectors was not reported, but was probably negligible in compari-
son  to  the  initial  particle  centroid  extraction.  In  comparison,  if  the  work  had  been  carried  out  by  the  system
developed by Barnhart et al.  in 1994, 12,000 three-dimensional  displacement  measurements  would have taken
16 minutes.

From  this  publication,  it  appears  that  the  technique  of  Pu  and  Meng  had  indeed  developed  a  practical,  auto-
mated means for holographic velocimetry that maximized the extraction of particle displacement information in
a  robust  fashion.  However,  the  reported  displacement  measurement  accuracy  of  4  microns  transverse  and  8
microns longitudinal was significantly worse than any of the other successful techniques reported previously by
Barnhart,  Meng,  or  Zhang  [Barnhart  et  al.  (1994),  Meng  et  al.  (1995),  Zhang  et  al.  (1997)].  In  addition,  no
mention was made in this report about  the level  of aberrations observed in the real  particle images,  nor of the
chemical processing procedures used in hologram development. Without such information, it is difficult to fully
judge  the  overall  merits  of  the  system.  In  general,  strong  aberrations  will  severely  degrade  the  measurement
accuracy in intensity-based hologram analysis (and this system is no exception). If this were the case, it would
help  explain  the poor  displacement  accuracy  reported  for  this  system.  In  particular,  I  have  found,  personally,
that  unless  the  particle  field  is  physically  located  within  50-100  mm  of  the  hologram  plate,  particle  image
aberrations  are  usually  quite strong  in such lensless,  off-axis,  holographic  systems,  and the problems are  very
much compounded with  poor  chemical  processing.  From their  layout  description,  however,  it  appears that the
particle field were indeed located very close to the hologram plate. They also reported that the particle depth-of-
focus was between 0.3 and 0.5 mm. This suggests that the particle images were not diffraction-limited, although
they were not abnormally distorted in comparison with Barnhart et al. Another possible reason for this displace-
ment measurement  inaccuracy  was their  use of  absolute rather  than relative centroid  positions to calculate the
displacement  vector.  In  general,  absolute  particle  measurements  will  have  at  least  twice  the  uncertainty  of  a
relative  measurement  between  a  particle  pair,  since  the  uncertainty  gets  passed  twice  to  the  displacement
reading  from each particle's  absolute  position.  In  addition,  the larger  distances  required  for absolute  measure-
ments will tend to amplify the uncertainty effects.

A  further  restriction  with  their  system  was  that  their  method  of  phase-conjugate  reconstruction  within  the
original  experimental  setup  was  not  suitable  for  cancelling  the  distortion  effects  of  thick-walled  or  curved
windows,  since these would require the use of  a phase conjugate beam that was holographically  reconstructed
through  such  windows,  and  could  not  work  by  simply  the  flipping  the  hologram  by  180  degrees.  Moreover,
their  use  of  off-axis,  transmission-type,  reference  beams  inhibited  the  close  placement  of  their  hologram  to
larger subjects in which the experimental setting interrupted the path of the beams. Because their system did not
utilize any intervening image relay lenses, the close placement of their hologram to its subject was vital for high
measurement  accuracy.  As  a  consequence  of  these  factors,  their  basic  method  of  holographic  recording  and
reconstruction had a number of inherent restrictions that limited its use. Of course, the use of off-axis reflection-
type reference beams could permit a closer placement of the hologram to the subject, but it would also dramati-
cally  increase  the aberrations  in the system and further damage the measurement  accuracy.  In these particular
respects, the former methods proposed by Barnhart et al. and Zhang et al. are still advantageous.

In spite of  the aforementioned  potential  shortcomings,  I  believe that  the system reported by Pu and Meng has
demonstrated a number of innovative features regarding the automated extraction of the velocity vectors that are
important  advancements  for  intensity-based  holographic  velocimetry.  In  particular,  their  technique  combined
the resolution  benefits  of particle  tracking together  with  the automation  and speed benefits of  particle correla-
tion. Their novel implementation of cross-correlation was based on the preferred form of correlation analysis. In
addition,  their  use  of  three-dimensional  particle  centroids  did  not  depend  on  the  use  of  separately  acquired
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hologram  views,  which  makes  it  simpler  to  implement.  Finally,  the overall  high  quality  of  their  three-dimen-
sional velocity-field results speaks for itself.

This concludes our two general reviews of holographic particle tracking and holographic particle image correla-
tion research. Nevertheless, several selected methods in holographic velocimetry have been reserved for a more
detailed  analysis.  Therefore,  in  the  remaining  subsections  of  Section  1.3,  we  shall  examine  these  alternative
techniques in holographic flow measurement.

ü 1.3.4 Holocinematographic Velocimetry

One  of  the  greatest  unfulfilled  dreams  for  holographic  flow  measurement  is  the  effective  development  and
practical  application of  quantitative holocinematography.  To this end,  researchers have devoted a considerable
amount  of  attention  for  more  than  two  decades.  However,  as  mentioned  at  the  start  of  this  paragraph,  such
objectives have remained largely unfulfilled. Nevertheless, this subsection reviews the ongoing research efforts
in holocinematography.

Holocinematography starting receiving special attention in the mid-seventies, initially with the paper by Ebeling
and  Lauterborn,  as  previously  discussed  in  subsection  1.3.2  on  particle  tracking  [Ebeling  et  al.  (1978)].  This
initial  publication  used  an  acousto-optic  modulator  to  write  four  off-axis  reference-beam-multiplexed,  holo-
graphic time-sequenced images onto a single plate. Several years later, Hentschel and Lauterborn extended the
concept  by  writing  holograms  onto  the  interior  of  a  rotating  drum  [Hentschel  et  al.  (1984)].  This  time,  the
acousto-optic modulator was used to select between different rows within the drum. In this way, they succeeded
in recording up to 400 separate off-axis holograms at adjustable framing rates running up to 300 kHz. The light
source this time was a cavity-dumped argon laser that generated 30 nsec pulses with 1 mJ per pulse. The coher-
ence length was also limited to about 20 mm.  Due to the low energy per pulse, the size of each hologram was
limited to a few square millimeters. As such, only very small events could be effectively recorded. In addition,
no effective methods for quantitatively analyzing the holograms had been developed. Therefore, this particular
system  could  only  have  limited,  specialized  application  to  high  speed,  microscopic  events  such  cavitation
bubbles in fluid.

By  the  mid-eighties,  another  holocinematographic  development  effort  was  underway  at  the  NASA  Langley
Research Center [Weinstein et al. (1985), Weinstein et al. (1988)]. The method utilized by Weinstein et al. was
the application of a chopped cw laser to record a series of in-line holographic frames of a particle-seeded water
flow  in  an  effort  to  measure  the  flow  over  time.  However,  because  of  the  long pulse  durations  involved,  the
technique  could  only  be  applied  to  slowly  moving  events  and  a  procedure  for  subsequent  data  analysis  was
apparently never achieved. Evidently, the final outcome of the work was not entirely successful,  because a full
publication on the work in a formal journal was never realized. In addition to the work of Weinstein, there was
a  spin-off  publication  by  J.  A.  Liburdy  which  attempted  to  discuss  limitations  of  particle  imaging  for  in-line
holocinematography  [Liburdy  (1987)].  Unfortunately,  although  the  theoretical  analysis  on  particle  depth
resolution  was  somewhat  interesting,  the  presented  experimental  results  were  too  simplistic  and  the  paper
subsequently  offered  little  insight  into the practical  issues of  in-line holography.  In particular,  little  effort  was
made  to  discuss  the  implications  of  particle-induced  speckle  for  in-line  holography.  In  contrast,  an  excellent
paper by H. Meng was later published on the subject [Meng (1993)].

Throughout the history of holocinematography,  the principle limiting factor for the technique has remained the
quality  of  the  light  source  used in  holographic  recording.  In  general,  the light  source needs  to have  at  least  a
small  degree of  spatial  and temporal  coherence,  which generally  implies  the use of  some form of  laser.  More
importantly, the light source needs to be capable of generating a rapid sequence of high energy pulses of short
duration.  The  development  of  such  laser  sources  have  been  a  central  for  progress  in  holocinematographic
research.  With  the  start  of  the  nineteen  nineties,  the  copper  vapor  laser  began  to  play  a  significant  role  in
holocinematography  [Ruff  et  al.  (1990)].  The  introduction  of  the  copper  vapor  laser  to  this  work  by  Ruff,
Bernal, and Faeth resulted in immediate performance gains over the previous research efforts. In particular, this
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laser was capable of a 10 kHz sustained pulse operation, with <30 nsec for each pulse, and a pulse energy of 2
mJ. As such,  the laser  pulses contained  approximately  2000 times more energy than the cavity-dumped argon
laser  could  previously  provide.  At  the  same  time,  the  pulse  durations  were  comparable  with  the  Q-switched
ruby  laser  and  could  effectively  record  high  speed  events.  Unlike  the  ruby laser,  which  could  only  provide  a
small number of pulses, the copper vapor laser was capable of a sustained pulse-train operation. Unfortunately,
the  copper  vapor  laser  had  intrinsically  short  coherence  length  and,  as such,  could  only  support  in-line  holo-
graphic  techniques.  The  work  by  Ruff  et  al.  used  a  drum-type  holocamera  with  an  in-line  reference  beam to
record  glass  beads  striking  a  flat  surface.  This  time,  the holograms  could  made with  sufficient  size  to  permit
particle studies on a reasonable scale. In addition,  the system employed a 2x magnifying set of relay lenses to
increase the recorded particle volume. Finally, the paper produced a quantitative measurement of a falling glass
bead's three-dimensional trajectory over time. With the introduction of the copper vapor laser, holocinematogra-
phy was back on its feet again.

As mentioned previously, the copper vapor laser had an intrinsic problem with coherence and as such could not
sustain off-axis recording methods. In 1993, this problem was finally solved with the introduction of the copper-
vapor-pumped dye laser to holocinematography by Lauterborn, Judt, and Schmitz [Lauterborn et al. (1993)]. As
such,  the dye  laser  had  improved  the  coherence  length  from a few millimeters  to  7 centimeters  and  could  be
used for off-axis holographic recording. This time, the holographic sequence of 40 frames was recorded around
the perimeter of a single disk-shaped holographic glass plate. With this new system, the team studied the three-
dimensional  dynamics of  bubbles in  a  driving sound field,  although  no quantitative  analysis  of  the holograms
were reported.

Since 1993, there have been few reports about holocinematography. Recently, however, there has been a single
conference  publication  that  reported  on  a  new  method  of  distributed  processing  for  analysis  of  holograms  in
holocinematography [Pu et al. (1999)]. In this paper, it indicated that a new HPIV system had been developed at
Kansas State University for holocinematography.  Due to incomplete, preliminary nature of this report, it is not
possible  to  make  any  further  conclusions  about  the  effectiveness  of  this  new  system.  Nevertheless,  it  does
appear that holocinematographic  development efforts have not ceased. It seems clear, however, that the subject
will require a great deal more development before it can fulfill its potential.

ü 1.3.5 Short-Coherence and Light-in-Flight Recording

Light-in-flight  holography  was  originally  developed  by  N.  Abramson  in  order  to  holographically  record  the
motion  of  light  as  it  propagates  through  space  and  interacts  with  various  optical  components  [Abramson
(1978)]. He originally developed the technique using a laser source with short coherence, but later applied ultra-
short  pulsed  laser  instead.  A  number  of  researchers  since  exploited  the  light-in-flight  applications  of  object
shape  measurement  and  to  the  measurement  of  particle  fields  [Abramson  (1991),  Pomarico  et  al.  (1995),
Abramson  (1997),  Nilsson  et  al.  (2000)].  More  recently,  however,  light-in-flight  techniques  for  holographic
velocimetry has become the domain of K. Hinsch and H. Hinrichs [Hinrichs et al. (1997), Hinrichs et al. (1998),
Herrmann et al. (2000)].

The most  important  asset  of  light-in-flight  velocimetry  is  its tolerance to image noise and its ability to  isolate
particle  information  at  different  depths.  Light-in-flight  velocimetry  works  by  recording  different  three-dimen-
sional  shells in the particle space with a different portion of the holographic film area. This is a natural conse-
quence of the limited coherence light source coupled with a carefully arranged recording geometry. The initial
work of  Hinrichs et al.  demonstrated  the technique's  ability to image deep particle  fields with selective image
reconstruction  at  depth different  locations [Hinrichs  et al.  (1997),  Hinrichs et al.  (1998)].  The  reported results
were primarily a proof of principle in nature. More recently, however, Herrmann et al. reported the use of cross
correlation  particle  image  analysis  in  order  to  extract  two-dimensional  velocity  field  data  at  different  three-
dimensional surfaces in space [Herrmann et al. (2000)].
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Presently,  the  light-in-flight  holographic  velocimetry  technique  has  intriguing  possibilities.  At  the  moment,
however,  measurements  have  only  been  demonstrated  for  two-component  velocity  and  further  refinement  is
required for three-dimensional  velocity  measurement.  In  addition,  more research  is needed in optimizing  laser
light  sources  for  controlled  coherence.  With  further  refinement,  the  light-in-flight  method  could  serve  an
important role for deep field, high resolution holographic velocimetry.

ü 1.3.6 Holographic Diffraction Image Velocimetry

Holographic  diffraction  image  velocimetry  (HDIV)  is  really  a  specialized  form  of  three-dimensional  particle
image correlation analysis. Developed by S. S. Cha and J. S. Slecpicka, the technique utilizes a double-exposed,
angularly-multiplexed, off-axis hologram taken of a seeded flow [Cha (1996), Slepicka et al. (1997), Slepicka et
al. (1997), Slepicka et al. (1998)]. The holographic data analysis then relies on a combination of image intensity
cross-correlation and image interplane cross-product procedures to extract the transverse and longitudinal image
displacement components,  respectively. At first, the two-dimensional  cross-correlation is performed on the two
time-separated holographic particle images in much the same way as that the intensity correlation methods were
used in subsection 1.3.4. After the cross-correlation has been used to determine the in-plane displacements, the
out-of-plane  displacement  is  then  found  by  the  comparison  between  successive  planes,  spatially-separated  in
depth,  with  an  initial  reference  image  plane.  Called  an  "image  cross-product"  by  the authors,  the  comparison
has a maximum value for the correct out-of-plane image displacement.  This image cross-product is evidently a
form of inner-product rather than the vector cross product in the traditional sense.

In  many  respects,  this  form of  analysis  is  similar  to  a  three-dimensional  intensity  correlation  analysis,  except
that  the  out-of-plane  displacement  calculation  is  decoupled  from  calculation  of  the  two  transverse  in-plane
displacement components, and this results in a much faster calculation. However, a major time limitation in the
technique  remains  the  large  numbers  of  images  required  for  a  single  longitudinal  measurement  calculation,
which  could  result  in  a  substantial  portion  of  the  overall  calculation  time  being  occupied  by  image  frame-
grabber data acquisition time. Nevertheless, this same time limitation also exists for three-dimensional intensity
correlation  methods  as  well.  In  contrast,  however,  holographic  stereo correlation  procedures  only  require  two
frame-grabs per three-dimensional measurement.

In  some  respects,  the  method  is  also  related  to  three-dimensional  particle  tracking,  in  that,  the  out-of-plane
measurement is accomplished by searching through the particle image space. An important difference with this
technique,  however,  is  that  it  does  not  depend  on  the  image  focusing  of  individual  particles  for  out-of-plane
displacement  measurement,  nor  does  it  attempt  to  locate  the  particle  centroid  positions.  In  these  respects  it
works  analogously  to  three-dimensional  intensity  correlation,  since  it  measures  the  relative  displacement
directly  with  the image cross-product  of  many  particles  simultaneously.  However,  the technique can be faster
than  three-dimensional  intensity  correlation  since  it  can  dynamically  search  for  a  cross-product  minimum
without having to first scan the image space at constant sample intervals.

Nevertheless,  as  in  all  intensity-based  methods,  the  presence  of  imaging  aberrations  can  degrade  the  spatial
resolution as well  as the displacement  resolution  of the measurement.  As such,  this new method of HDIV still
requires careful attention to be given on aberration-free holographic recording and subsequent image reconstruc-
tion  for  accurate  results.  (Note  that  this  limitation  does  not  exist  for  the complex-field  correlation  procedures
discussed later in this chapter.) In addition, like other forms of particle image correlation, this method still relies
on large numbers of particle images to be present within each resolution cell  and as such has the same speckle
noise limitations found previously in other correlation methods.

The four published reports on this subject have substantially the same content and little experimental  evidence
have been presented [Cha (1996), Slepicka et al. (1997A), Slepicka et al. (1997B), Slepicka et al. (1998)]. One
of the reports is actually a patent publication for the technique [Cha (1996)]. Another of the articles, however,
mentions the use of this technique with solid surfaces [Slepicka et al. (1998)]. At first glance, the article appears
to  be  doing  something  uniquely  different  from  its  former  application  in  holographic  particle  velocimetry.
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However,  at  closer  inspection,  the  proposed  surface  measurement  technique  is  really  a  particle  velocimetry
technique in disguise.  In fact,  the basic  idea was to coat  the surface with a layer of tiny seed particles.  In this
respect,  the  proposed  idea  could  have  worked  equally  well  with  any  other  3-D particle  measurement  system.
One  of  the  reports,  however,  had  a  nice  technical  innovation  worth  mentioning  [Slepicka  et  al.  (1997B)].  In
particular, the reported system used a pulsed ruby laser for holographic recording and a cw diode laser (20 mW)
for holographic reconstruction that has been specially tuned to the precise ruby laser wavelength (694 nm) via a
temperature  controlled  mechanism.  This  is  the  first  time that  I  have  personally  read  about  such  a laser  being
utilized. This particular innovation could have important benefits for measurement holography.

In  conclusion,  this  new  method  of  HDIV  is  really  a  specialized,  more  efficient  form  of  three-dimensional
particle  intensity  correlation.  At  the  moment,  however,  there  has  not  yet  been  enough  experimental  evidence
published  to  make  an  accurate  judgement  about  its  effectiveness  as  a  practical  technique.  It  seems,  however,
that  the  method  presently  suffers  from  an  inordinately  large  number  of  image  frame-grabs  required  for  each
three-dimensional  displacement  measurement  point.  This  same  problem,  however,  also  exists  for  other  tech-
niques  such  as  three-dimensional  particle  tracking  and  three-dimensional  intensity  correlation.  Nevertheless,
with  the  implementation  of  high-speed,  intelligent  cameras,  the  technique  might  eventually  become  a  viable
alternative to other correlation-based holographic velocimetry techniques.

ü 1.3.7 Direct Analysis of Recorded Particle Fringes

Ever  since  the  early  investigations  of  holographic  velocimetry  in  the  late  nineteen  sixties,  there  has  been  an
ongoing interest in a more direct analysis of recorded particle hologram fringes. Most methods for such analysis
of  holographic  fringes  fall  into  the  two  categories  of  either  numerical  reconstruction  or  fringe  interpretation.
Numerical reconstruction techniques mimic the optical holographic reconstruction process in order to determine
the  image  structure  numerically.  Numerical  reconstruction  can produce superior  images to  optical  reconstruc-
tion,  since  special  digital-methods  can be  employed  to  remove  image  noise  as well  as  distortion.  While  such
methods  can  boost  the  signal-to-noise  and  accuracy  of  the  final  measurement  results,  they  do  not  directly
address  the  issues  of  fast,  automated  data  reduction  that  is  desired  for  practical  holographic  measurement
applications. Fringe interpretation, on the other hand, does not attempt to reconstruct the holographic image, but
instead attempts to extract particle size and position data directly from the recorded fringe information. As such,
fringe interpretation methods hold the promise of fast, automated, data extraction from the holographic informa-
tion. However,  such techniques usually rely on a strictly in-line hologram geometry with spherical particles as
subjects. In addition, the methods require a sparsely-seeded particle field. In summary, numerical reconstruction
can  be  used  for  qualitative  holographic  studies  of  any  subject  matter  while  numerical  fringe  interpretation  is
best suited for quantitative measurements of sparsely-seeded spherical particles. Finally, both forms of analysis
are often best suited for small-scale measurement volumes in order to keep the measurement analysis tractable.

The  earliest  example  of  fringe  interpretation  was  in  the  work  of  Menzel  and  Shofner  in  1970,  who  used
microdensitometer traces of Fraunhöfer particle fringes from an in-line hologram recording to predict the three-
dimensional  particle positions [Menzel  et al.  (1970)]. At that time, however, the existing computer technology
was  not  adequate  for  practical,  automated  application  of  such  a technique.  Nevertheless,  Menzel  and Shofner
managed to report  high  quality  experimental  results  by use of  analog measurement techniques  in combination
with manual techniques. In addition to the experimental data, Menzel and Shofner presented a complete analyti-
cal model for the Fraunhöfer  fringe profile of an opaque particle located at a particular axial distance from the
in-line  hologram.  This  model  enabled  them  to  predict  a  particle  position  from  its  recorded  fringe  pattern.
Finally,  they  performed an  error  analysis  of  several  experimental  predictions  from fringe  data to  discover  the
measurement uncertainty for the predicted particle axial positions, which was on the order of °2.5 mm for z and
°1  mm for  Dz  for  single  scanned  results,  but  could  be  improved  by  performing  multiple  scans  on  the  same
particle  fringes  (°0.1  mm for  the  average  Dz).  Unfortunately,  such  levels  of  uncertainty  are  quite  large  for
velocity measurement purposes. In general, however, Menzel and Shofner displayed a great deal of the resource-
fulness  for  the  level  of  technology  available  at  that  time.  Even  though  the  technology  did  not  yet  exist  to
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support  full  automation of their techniques,  Menzel and Shofner did succeed in demonstrating the potential  of
direct  fringe  analysis  for  particle  position  measurement.  Nevertheless,  a  considerable  number  of  years  would
elapse before  the topic  received further  attention.  (Note that  a  number of  researchers  such as B. J.  Thompson
also  used  direct  fringe  measurement  as  a  means  of  particle-size  analysis.  Such  efforts,  however,  will  be
excluded from this restricted discussion on velocity measurement.)

Years  later,  in  1984,  a  related  approach  for  fully  automated  hologram  analysis  was  proposed  by  Stanton  and
Caulifield  [Stanton  et  al.  (1984),  Caulifield  (1985)].  By  working  directly  with  the  actual  recorded  particle
hologram fringes,  the proposed method built  upon the former work of Menzel and Shofner.  While the particle
focus results in the paper were encouraging, the paper did not include any actual examples of  particle velocity
measurement.

Also  in  1984,  techniques  in  holographic  particle  fringe  interpretation  received  an  analytical  boost  with  the
derivation of near-field  Lorenz-Mie theory by Slimani  et al. In the previous efforts of direct fringe analysis by
Menzel et al., it was always required that the particles be located in the particle far-field region from the in-line
holographic recording. This Fraunhöfer assumption was vital for the effective prediction of the particle location,
because  the near-far  fringe pattern  was not  well  understood  analytically  and,  as such,  particle  positions  could
not  be  effectively  predicted  from  near-field  hologram fringes.  (Note  that  throughout  this  thesis,  the near-field
refers to the Fresnel-region of an object. This is not to be confused with sub-wavelength region associated with
near-field microscopy.) In reality, however, there are many situations where near-field holograms are necessary
or  even  preferable  to  far-field  holograms.  In  particular,  it  was  eventually  demonstrated  that  specialized  tech-
niques that depend on near-field diffraction patterns could produce a more accurate measurement of the particle
position  and hence,  particle  displacement  [Ovryn  (2000)].  The  derivation  presented  by  Slimani  et  al.  was  the
first  step in such use of near-field  holograms for direct  near-field  fringe interpretation.  In this paper,  the near-
field solution is compared with the far-field approximation of both opaque and transparent particles. An interest-
ing discovery  from the  reported  simulations  was  that  the transparent  and  opaque  particles  have  the  same  far-
field  pattern  distribution  but  that  the  near-field  distribution  is  very  different  for  the  two  cases.  Although  the
paper  did not  directly  address  holographic  velocimetry  and  in fact  no physical  experimental  work was  under-
taken, nevertheless, the analytical and numerical presentations given would serve as an important reference for
later near-field particle research efforts. Later on, in 1989, further experimental work on the near-field imaging
of  particle  fringes  was  conducted  by  Schaub,  Alexander,  and  Barton  [Schaub  et  al.  (1989)].  This  later  work
finally  provided  actual  experimental  support  to  the  previously  simulated  results  of  Slimani  et  al.,  although,
again no work in particle velocimetry was directly conducted.

Efforts  in  numerical  in-line  holographic  reconstruction  appeared  in  1987  with  the  publication  of  two  related
projects on the digital-decoding of in-line holograms by Liu and Scott, and also by Onural and Scott [Liu et al.
(1987), Onural et al. (1987)]. This time, instead of fringe interpretation, the emphasis was placed on numerical
reconstruction  of  holographic  images.  Both  of  these  publications  reported  on  efforts  to  use  digital  signal
processing to remove the twin-image noise that normally plagues the in-line hologram. Although each of these
two  reports  had  the  same  goals  in  mind  (ie  numerical  reconstruction  without  virtual  image  noise),  the  two
digital methods invoked were distinctly different from each other. In particular, Liu and Scott used an iterative
technique to remove the twin image, while Onural and Scott were using a truncated series operation to filter the
numerical  reconstruction.  In  reality,  however,  both  methods  were  complementary  techniques  in  digital  signal
processing.  While  both  papers  reported  a  significant  improvement  in  the  reconstructed  in-line  particle  image
quality,  these  papers  did  not  attempt  to  address  methods  specifically  concerning  the  measurement  of  particle
position or velocity. As such, the two reported techniques were mainly concerned with the noise-reduction of in-
line holograms.  These techniques might  have found much favor with D. Gabor,  however,  had he been able to
apply them to his x-ray microscope project during his lifetime.

In 1992, L. Onural worked with M. T. Özgen to develop a method of fringe interpretation for the extraction of
three-dimensional object location directly from in-line holograms. [Onural (1992)]. Borrowing a signal-process-
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ing method known as Wigner analysis,  their technique once again applied specialized digital processing to the
recorded in-line hologram fringes. This time, however, the resulting transformed information provided both the
in-plane and out-of-plane particle positions from the original fringe information. As such, the Wigner transforma-
tion  produced  a  function  from which  the three-dimensional  particle  location  could  more readily  be  extracted.
Unfortunately,  the  Wigner  approach  seemed  to  work  best  for  one-dimensional  traces  of  the  fringe  data
(analogous to work of Menzel and Shofner). Furthermore, these traces worked best when the traces were taken
through  the  particle  diffraction  centers.  As  such,  Wigner-based  fringe  interpretation  required  a  preprocessing
step to identify each of the projected particle centers. Finally, the Wigner-technique lost its effectiveness when
either the particle size was increased or the particle seed density was increased. Therefore, the proposed method
did  not  appear  to  be  sufficiently  robust  for  practical  application  to  high  density  holographic  velocimetry.
Nevertheless,  the technique might be successfully  applied to low density  particle fields.  Finally,  the published
results did not examine the measurement accuracy of the technique. As such, it is difficult to judge the method's
effectiveness for velocity measurement.  It seems, however, that since the technique relied on far-field recorded
fringes, the accuracy would be inherently worse than for near-field measurement techniques.

The  numerical  reconstruction  of  a  digital-recorded  off-axis  hologram  was  finally  reported  by  Schnars  and
Jüptner in 1994 using a Kodak Megapixel CCD camera [Schnars et al. (1994)]. In this original publication, the
purpose was simply to produce a qualitative proof-of-principle test that demonstrated the technical capability of
making  digital-recorded  off-axis  holograms  and  then  numerically  constructing  an  image  from  the  digital
fringes.  As  such,  the  effort  was  purely  qualitative  and made  no attempt  to  produce  a  scientific  measurement.
Until this point in time, all numerical holograms were of the in-line variety and this publication was the first to
report  an  off-axis  result.  More  recently,  several  off-axis  efforts  have  reported  the  use  of  digital  techniques  to
suppress the dc term and eliminate the twin-image in digital  off-axis holography [Kreis et al (1997),  Takaki et
al. (1999), Cuche et al. (2000)]. In the future, as digital cameras continue to increase in their pixel capacity, the
use of off-axis,  digital  holographic  recording could  become a viable  technology for such applications as holo-
graphic particle velocimetry, at least in a limited number of settings.

Another research effort in in-line fringe interpretation was reported in 1995 by Anderson and Diao [Anderson et
al. (1995)]. In this paper, the authors have proposed the use of a two-dimensional  wavelet  transform to extract
the  three-dimensional  particle  positions  from the fringe data.  Again,  however,  this  technique  depended on the
use  of  Fraunhöfer  fringes,  which,  as  mentioned  previously,  did  not  lend  themselves  to  the  same  degree  of
positional measurement accuracy as found with near-field fringes. In addition, the technique required a complex
optical arrangement for implementing the wavelet transformation. In this regard, the technique relied on optical
processing of an optically recorded hologram rather than using numerical processing procedures mentioned by
other techniques. Nevertheless, the prescribed method did not reconstruct images from the in-line hologram and
instead  used  a  direct  optically  processed  interpretation  of  the  recorded  fringes  to  extract  three-dimensional
particle positions. In fact, the process utilized a form of matched optical filtering operation in which an optically
scaled  wavelet  worked  as  a  matched  filter  for  potential  particle  locations.  Finally  the  technique  promised  to
offer  a  much  higher  signal-to-ratio,  better  depth  and  lateral  resolutions  of  the  particle  position,  and  permit  a
fully automated  data reduction of particle  locations.  At the end of the day,  however, the paper  did not present
any  experimental  evidence  for  its  claims  and,  as  such,  did  not  appear  to  be  refined  sufficiently  for  practical
consideration.

More recently, efforts using a CCD-based digital holography for flow measurements have increasingly become
more  successful  [Skarman  et  al.  (1996),  Skarman  et  al.  (1999)].  Using  a  newly  developed,  digital,  in-line
holocamera system, Skarman, Becker, and Wozniak have published two accounts of a technique for the measure-
ment  of  three-dimensional  particle  velocimetry.  Instead  of  relying  on  the  unscattered  light  for  its  reference
beam, an in-line, phase-shifted reference beam was fed via a beamsplitter inserted between the object space and
the CCD camera. In doing this, the system was also capable of measuring temperature profiles and performing
phase unwrapping to remove virtual image noise. After the digital recording took place, the holographic image
was numerically reconstructed for the temperature as well as seed particle positions and velocities.  Finally, the
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group succeeded in experimentally demonstrating a fully automated particle tracking analysis from the numeri-
cally  reconstructed  hologram.  Although  the  technique  was  limited  to  small  experimental  volumes  with  rela-
tively  low  numbers  of  particles,  this  technique  has  been  shown  effective  and  practical  for  automated  particle
velocimetry  and  even  temperature  measurement.  Certainty,  the  success  of  this  recently  developed  technique
indicates an important direction for future fluid dynamics research.

In  addition  to  the  previously  mentioned  recent  success  of  digital  holographic  velocimetry,  another  recently
developed  method  uses  a  completely  different  approach  to  three-dimensional  digital  velocimetry  that  exploits
the  direct  fringe  interpretation  from  near-field  forward  particle  scattering  [Ovryn  (2000A),  Ovryn  (2000B)].
Building  on  the  analytical  work  of  Slimani  et  al.  (1984)  and  Schaub  et  al.  (1989),  Ovryn  utilized  a  highly
accurate,  polarization-dependent  model  of  near-field  particle  scattering  of  light  in  order  to  accurately  predict
particle positions and velocities in the near-field. In order to construct a sufficiently accurate model, Ovryn had
to include the effects of the imaging optics as well as the image signal behavior from the CCD detector. Rather
than using an in-line reference beam, the technique relied the scattered intensity  distribution from the particles
by an incoherent  light source.  In this  respect,  the technique differed from in-line  holography and,  as such,  did
not  suffer  from speckle  noise.  In  fact  it  was the dynamic  behavior  of  the near-field  forward-scattered  particle
intensity  that  enabled  the  technique  to  more  accurately  predict  particle  positions  than  otherwise  permitted  by
traditional  in-line  holography.  In  addition  to  position  and  velocity  measurement,  the  technique  could  also
measure  particle  sizes.  As mentioned  for  the previously  reported  methods of  this  subsection,  this  technique  is
restricted  to  small  experimental  volumes  with  relatively  low  numbers  of  particles.  Although  the  technique  is
still  in  development,  based  on  the  experimental  findings  presented  already,  it  is  likely  to  be  successful  as  a
practical  tool  with  further  refinement.  One particularly  encouraging  aspect  about  the technique  is  its potential
for good longitudinal measurement accuracy. In particular, Ovryn has already reported a longitudinal measure-
ment  uncertainty  better  than  0.5  microns  for  the  absolute  particle  position.  In  addition,  Ovryn  has  already
demonstrated  the effective  experimental  use  of  the technique  for  quantitative  velocity  measurement.  As  such,
the technique already far exceeds the measurement capabilities reported previously for in-line, far-field, particle
hologram  studies.  Additional  work  is  still  needed,  however,  to  refine  the  procedures  for  fast  extraction  of
velocity measurement from the near-field fringe patterns.

ü 1.3.8 Summary

In this section, we have examined a number of different methods for the analysis of particle holograms for three-
dimensional  velocity measurement.  In particular, we have taken a historical  perspective on selected techniques
in an effort  to follow their  development toward full  automation.  We have observed that  correlation techniques
lend  themselves  more  easily  toward  automated  procedures,  but  that  particle  tracking  techniques  hold  the
promise  of  greater  applicability  for  a  wider  range  of  experimental  settings.  Finally,  we  examined  the  more
recent  development  of  digital  particle  hologram recording,  numerical  reconstruction,  and the direct  interpreta-
tion of hologram fringes. In the next section of this chapter, we examine techniques in holographic interferome-
try  and  speckle  photography  as  it  applies  to  three-dimensional  surface  displacement  and  flow  velocity
measurement.
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‡ 1.4 Review of 3-D Holographic Interferometry and Speckle Photography

ü 1.4.1 Overview

Holographic interferometry (HI) has traditionally been associated with surface displacement measurement [Vest
(1979),  Huff  (1985)].  As  discussed  previously  in  subsection  1.1.3,  the  measurement  of  surface  displacement
was  one  of  the  first  scientific  applications  of  off-axis  holography  and  such  efforts  were  reported  as  early  as
1965 [Collier et al. (1965), Brooks et al. (1965), Powell and Stetson (1965)]. In general, holographic interferome-
try  depends  on  the  random scattering  of  coherent  light  from  rough  surfaces.  Each of  these  random scattering
sites  generate  partially  quadratic  phasefronts  that  precisely  determine  the  surface  location  from  the  recording
hologram.  By  recording  a  double-exposed  hologram  of  the  object  surface  that  undergoes  a  displacement,  the
relative  movement  between  the two holographic  image fields  shows  up as a series of  fringes  within  the holo-
graphic  image.  From these fringes,  an accurate  displacement  can be  measured either  qualitatively  or  quantita-
tively. Typically, holographic interferometry has been commonly applied to out-of-plane displacement measure-
ments, although three-dimensional displacement  measurement can be also achieved with more complex optical
arrangements.  In  the  following  discussions,  we  will  be  paying  particular  attention  to  such  three-dimensional
displacement  measurement  techniques.  In  particular,  we  are  interested  in  methods  which  yield  quantitative
three-dimensional displacement information. Speckle photography is a complementary technique to holographic
interferometry  but  is  most  effective  for  in-plane  displacement  measurement.  In  some instances,  the combined
application  of  holographic  interferometry  (for  out-of-plane  measurement)  and  speckle  photography  can  be
useful  for  three-dimensional  displacement  measurement.  In  the  following  discussions,  our  interest  in  holo-
graphic interferometry and speckle photography shall remain restricted to the aforementioned objectives of this
thesis.  As  such,  the  vast  majority  of  material  published  in  these  subjects  will  not  be  incorporated  into  this
selective review.

Next,  in  subsection  1.3.2,  we  examine  some  applications  of  traditional,  wet-processed  holograms  for  three-
dimensional  surface  displacement  measurement.  In  addition  to  interferometry,  hybrid  techniques  involving
speckle photography will  be reviewed as well.  Then,  in subsection 1.3.3, we examine some recent methods of
electronic  recording  for  three-dimensional  surface  displacement  analysis.  Finally,  in  subsection  1.3.4,  we will
examine the use of holographic interferometry in flow velocity measurement.

ü 1.4.2 Holographic Interferometry and Speckle Photography

In the first years of development, holographic interferometry was primarily utilized as a qualitative indicator of
object stress and strain. As a quantitative instrument,  holographic interferometry has a number technical issues
which must first be resolved [Vest (1979)]. The first issue is a geometric problem.  This main difficulty lies in
the  complex  geometric  arrangement  of  the  experiment  and  the  dimensions  of  which  needs  to  be  accurately
measured.  In  particular,  quantitative  measurement  requires  that  the  three-dimensional  locations  of  the  light
source, scattering surface points, and holographic viewing perspective are all accurately known. In addition, the
procedure requires that the observed interference fringes are accurately  mapped to corresponding points on the
surface.  Moreover,  the  holographic  interferometric  measurement  of  three  displacement  components  usually
requires the corresponding displacement measurement from three different hologram perspectives, all of which
must be accurately registered to each other. In such cases, the holographic image usually  has a different shape
owing  to  the  change  in  perspective.  Alternatively,  the  displacement  measurement  can  be  made  from a  single
observational  perspective  that  is  taken  with  three  different  object  illumination  directions.  In  this  case,  the
overall holographic image shape is maintained, but at a cost of three different recordings taken over time.

Finally,  to  make  matters  even  worse,  the  fringe  formation  in  the  holographic  image  space  is  not,  in  general,
located on the object surface. This phenomenon, known as fringe localization, is actually dependent on the type
of  surface  movement,  the  illuminating  source  location,  and  the  hologram  viewing  perspective.  In  cases  that
involve  rigid  body  translation,  the  fringes  are  localized  at  infinity,  but  in  other  cases  that  involve  surface
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rotations,  the  localized  fringes  can appear  on  the  object  surface  or  along  an  inclined  surface  extending  away
from  the  object.  Here,  the  precise  fringe  localization  strongly  depends  on  the  axis  of  rotation.  Therefore,  in
order  to  accurately  measure  the  hologram  fringes  by  an  automated  system,  the  fringe  localization  in  three-
dimensional  space  becomes  an  issue  for  the  focussing  of  the  automated  camera  imaging  system.  To  some
extent,  such procedures  can  be  avoided  by  reducing  the  camera  lens aperture  in  order  to  increase  the camera
depth-of-field.  Such procedures, however,  result in more speckle in the image which inhibits the fringe spatial
resolution. Of course, in the early years of quantitative holographic interferometry,  such automated procedures
did not exist and any such measurements were often painfully extracted through purely human observation and
manual calculation.

The first proposal for quantitative, three-dimensional displacement measurement via holographic interferometry
was  issued  by  Gates  in  1969.  This  proposal  laid  a  basic  procedure  that  used  quantitative  measurements  from
three  different  observation  points  from  within  the  hologram  surface  to  extract  the  three-dimensional  surface
distortion.  The  report  also  presented  the  basic  mathematical  foundation  required  to  perform  such  an  analysis.
Although  no  results  were  presented,  this  paper  contained  the  basic  principles  required  for  successful  three-
dimensional displacement measurement.

One  of  the  first  successful  application  holographic  interferometry  to  quantitative,  three-dimensional  surface
displacement measurement was finally reported by Shibayama and Uchiyama in 1971. In their groundbreaking
paper, the team used three separate holographic plates to obtain three separate viewpoints of a cantilever object
undergoing a strain. They then measured the reconstructed  fringes from each viewpoint to obtain three sets of
displacement values at selected points along the long dimension of the cantilever surface. With these three sets
of  data,  they were  able to  extract  the three orthogonal  displacement  components  for  selected points  along the
cantilever. Finally, the resulting displacement  data was compared to the theoretical displacement profile for the
same experiment.  In  addition to a doubled exposed  holographic  recording,  the paper also used a time-average
recording  method.  One  of  the  most  important  sources  of  error  in  the  method  resulted  from  the  observation
points that were located a finite distance to the subject. This finite distance resulted in an observational error in
the fringe measurement.

The spatial sampling resolution in the results presented by Shibayama and Uchiyama were on the order of 1 cm.
As  such,  only  7  measurement  points  were  obtained  across  the  entire  cantilever  surface.  Such  coarse  samples
were  probably  due  to  the  manual  techniques  required  for  each  measurement.  In  addition,  the  entire  object
contained  only  about  12  fringes  across  its  surface,  which  would  naturally  limit  the  sample  resolution.  In  this
experiment,  the  total  displacement  range  on  the  cantilever  was  5.3  microns.  The  displacement  measurement
uncertainty was quite good for such a manual procedure, and appeared to be better than 1/20 micron in all three
components.  This report is particularly  significant to this thesis, since the same cantilever experimental setting
has  also  been  utilized  later  in  this  thesis  work  to  verify  the  capability  of  the  holographic  camera  instrument
developed therein for automated, three-dimensional, displacement measurement.

Following the work of Shibayama and Uchiyama, very little further development occurred in holographic three-
dimensional displacement measurement for more than a decade. Nevertheless, of course holographic interferome-
try  became  a  widely  used  technique  for  both  qualitative  analysis  and  non-three-dimensional  quantitative
analysis  in  numerous  specialized  settings  [Vest  (1979)].  In  this  present  review of  3-D displacement  measure-
ment, however, no effort will be made to recount such ongoing activities. Finally, in 1985, another development
in three-dimensional  displacement  measurement  was reported by  Kakunai  et al.  This paper  utilized the highly
accurate  method  of  heterodyne  holographic  interferometry  to  measure  the  three  displacement  components  on
another  cantilever  beam  experiment.  Rather  than  using  three  separate  holograms  as  attempted  previously  by
Shibayama and Uchiyama, this time a single holographic plate is utilized.

In this  paper  by Kakunai  et al.  (1985),  the measurement  procedure  was quite elaborate.  First,  the hologram is
recorded with two angularly distinct, off-axis, pencil-sized, reference beams that are optically distributed to four
spatially distinct locations on the holographic plate in which two different reference exposures occur before and
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after  the  object  strain  event.  In  total  there  are  eight  distinct  reference  beams  that  illuminate  four  miniature
holograms across the plate. During holographic  reconstruction,  the four miniature holograms are  again pencil-
beam  illuminated  by  the  same  reference  beams,  which  now  have  frequency-shifted  components.  A  large
imaging lens sequentially  projects the virtual  holographic  image from each of the four  hologram sites onto an
image plane.  A photodiode then scans the image plane to measure the time-varying  intensity signal  at various
translated points within the projected object image.

Displacement measurement in heterodyne holographic interferometry basically works by measuring the relative
phase of the frequency-modulated image intensity that results from two frequency-shifted reference beams. This
relative  phase  is  compared  between  the  different  hologram  sites.  The  measured  relative  phase  shift  at  each
image point from a particular hologram viewpoint then precisely determines the localized surface displacement
in a particular displacement sensitivity direction. Finally, the three-components of displacement are determined
by  the  repeated  measurement  of  the  projected  object  surface  from each  of  the four  different  reference-illumi-
nated  viewpoints  on  the  hologram  plate  surface.  These  different  measurements  become  the  constants  in  a
system of equations for which the solutions determine the three components of displacement.

In the end, this hetrodyne technique manages to achieve a much higher measurement accuracy than previously
reported  by  Shibayama  and  Uchiyama.  In  particular,  the  paper  reported  an  experimental  displacement  uncer-
tainty of 0.0124, 0.015, and 0.0045 microns respectively  for the x (in-plane), y (in-plane), and z (out-of-plane)
directions.  This  represents  an  order  of  magnitude  improvement  in  measurement  accuracy.  In  their  cantilever
experiment,  the  entire  displacement  range  was  2.5  microns  and  the  object  was  spatially  sampled  at  5  mm
increments, although it appears that the system's spatial resolution was much higher than this. While the results
reported  by  this  system  was  indeed  impressive,  the  complexity  of  their  optics  was,  unfortunately,  equally
impressive. Nevertheless, the reported results appeared to lend itself for automated application.

In the same year as the previous report, Trolinger presented a discussion on methods for automated data reduc-
tion in holographic  interferometry  [Trolinger  (1985)]. In his analysis of methods,  Trolinger concluded that  the
method  of  heterodyne  interferometry  would  be  the  most  suitable  for  automated  processing.  Trolinger  added,
however, that  until  that point in time, heterodyne interferometry  had never been fully incorporated into a fully
operational  data  reduction  system.  Such  conclusions  are  also consistent  with  our  previous  examination  of  the
work by Kakunai et al. In particular, the high level of optical complexity required for three-dimensional hetero-
dyne-based measurement would certainly be a barrier from its common application. Furthermore, it is apparent
from Trolinger that while the full automation of holographic interferometry was partially solved in at least three
operational facilities in the United States, the use of automated techniques for quantitative displacement measure-
ment was obviously not a common occurrence.

A different application of three-dimensional  surface displacement  measurement  was reported,  also in 1985, by
R.  J.  Pryputniewicz.  The  most  interesting  aspect  of  this  work  was  its  chosen  subject  of  bone  motions  and
deformations in living subjects. This time, the displacement measurements were extracted through six different
viewpoints of the same hologram. By this use of six observation points, the resulting extraction of three displace-
ment components were over specified. This overspecification permitted an increased measurement accuracy and
allowed  for  additional  computations  of  object  rotations  and  rigid  body  motion.  Because  living  subjects  were
used in the measurement, the holographic recordings had to be taken with a double-pulsed laser system.

In  the  years  following  1985,  in  spite  of  its  wide  spread application  to  object  deformation  measurement  holo-
graphic  interferometry  was seldom applied to  three-dimensional  displacement  measurement.  In  part,  however,
this  was  due  to  new  emerging  techniques  that  enabled  the  real  time  measurement  of  object  displacement
through direct  electronic recording techniques.  These electronic techniques,  such as electronic speckle correla-
tion  interferometry  (ESPI)  and (more  recently)  digital  holographic  interferometry,  have  become very  popular,
especially  since  the  mid-1980's.  As  a  consequence,  holographic  interferometry,  with  its  requirements  on
chemical  hologram  development,  began  to  lose  some  favor  among  the  research  community.  ESPI  and  other
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electronic  recording  methods  will  be  discussed  next  in  the  subsection  1.4.3.  For  the  moment,  however,  we
continue our review of the more traditional holographic interferometry in three-dimensions.

The next reported development in 3-D measurement by holographic interferometry occurred in 1993 by Zhuang
et  al.  This  time,  an  entirely  different  approach  was  taken  for  the  three-component  displacement  analysis.  In
contrast  with  the  techniques  discussed  previously,  the  simplicity  of  the  approach  taken  by  Zhuang  et  al.  is
perhaps the solid body equivalent of in-line holography for particle measurement. This time, the hologram was
placed directly against the solid body specimen such that the two surfaces were resting against each other with a
small  mechanical  spacer holding them slightly  apart. Next  a Denisyuk-type,  reflection hologram was obtained
by  illuminating  the  hologram from the backside,  and  a second hologram exposure  was further  taken after  the
object  has  been  stressed.  Here,  the  three  components  of  displacement  were  obtained  in  a  quite  different  way
from  previous  methods.  First  of  all,  the  out-of-plane  displacement  was  measured  directly  by  counting  the
interference  fringes  within  the  reconstructed  image.  Secondly,  the transverse  object  displacements  were  mea-
sured  by  transilluminating  the  holographic  plate  and  performing  speckle  correlation  analysis  on  the  recorded
information.  In summary,  this three-dimensional  measurement  technique was actually a hybrid combination  of
holographic interferometry and speckle photography. Since the object was located against the holographic plate,
the recorded speckles on the plate had a direct, point-mapped correspondence with the object surface.

Finally, experimental  measurements of a pin-loaded hole plate were compared against a finite-element simula-
tion  of  the same  experiment.  Although  these results  were  found  to be  consistent  with each  other,  the level  of
accuracy between the two results  were not sufficiently  good to calculate  the experimental displacement  uncer-
tainty. In spite of the geometric simplicity  of their optical  arrangement,  it appears that some barriers still  exist
for routine application of the technique. In particular, the group reported on having some difficulty in obtaining
good holographic images and speckle images with the same recording process. They suggested that a compro-
mise  in  recording  and  processing  procedures  were  necessary  for  the  simultaneous  measurement  of  speckle
photography and holographic interferometry. Another restriction of the technique is the requirement of the very
close proximity of the hologram to the subject, which could well be prohibitive in many experimental settings.
In comparison with the more complex heterodyne measurement technique of Kakunai et al. (1985), this proce-
dure could actually be more difficult  for automated measurement processing in spite of its simplicity since the
resulting  fringe information  contains  more  speckle  noise  and  requires  two-dimensional  image  analysis  proce-
dures.  Nevertheless,  the  geometric  simplicity  of  the  technique  could  be  more  attractive  than  methods  that
require  multiple  hologram views,  such as reported  by  Shibayama and Uchiyama (1971),  and Gates (1969).  In
contrast  with  electronic holography  techniques,  however,  the wet-processing,  higher speckle  noise, and result-
ing poorer image quality remains a strong deterrent.

Recently,  three-dimensional  holographic  interferometry  has  become  an  important  tool  in  the  stress  and  strain
evaluation  of  micro-opto-electro-mechanical  systems  (MOEMS)  [Kruschke  et  al.  (1995),  Kruschke  et  al.
(1997), Wernike et al. (1998)]. The basic idea behind MOEMS is interesting. In particular, MOEMS utilize the
same principles  of batch-processing  technology found in integrated circuit  fabrication. Such techniques enable
the  mass  production  of  low  cost,  micro-scale  devices.  As  a  consequence,  MOEMS  can  provide,  for  the  first
time,  inexpensive,  micro-scale  devices  that  can  simultaneously  integrate  together  electronic,  mechanical,  and
optical  functionality.  Because these devices  inherently  operate  at  a microscopic  scale,  they require  the submi-
cron  displacement  sensitivity  provided  by  holographic  interferometry.  In  addition,  unlike  many displacement-
analysis  applications  which  can  get  along  without  three-component  displacement  analysis,  the  three-dimen-
sional  displacement  behavior  of  MOEMS  is  not  well  understood  and,  as  such,  such  knowledge  is  a  highly-
prized  commodity.  The  combination  of  these  factors  makes  three-dimensional  displacement  analysis  via
holographic interferometry a perfect candidate.

In the series of  papers by  Kruschke et al.  and Wernike et al.,  three different  techniques  for three-dimensional
holographic interferometry were proposed. The first two proposed techniques are wet-processed holograms that
utilize  phase-conjugate  reconstruction  to  cancel  aberrations  found  in  the  imaging  microscope  objective.  The
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third technique uses digital recording of the hologram and as such cannot incorporate phase-conjugate cancella-
tion of the imaging aberrations. All three methods use three separate illumination directions onto the subject in
order  to  obtain  the  three  components  of  displacement.  In  the  first  of  the  two  wet-processed  hologram  tech-
niques,  two  off-axis  reference  beams are  used  during  the  recording  procedure  and  the  hologram  is  translated
between  double  exposures  of  the  three-illumination  directions  in  order  to  record  three  spatially  separated
holograms  on  the  plate.  These  two  reference  beams  are  then  phase-stepped  relative  to  each  other  during  the
holographic  image  analysis  process for  quasi-heterodyne  processing  of  the  image for  each illumination  direc-
tion. In the second,  wet-processed technique, three off-axis reference beams are utilized. This time, one of the
three reference beams are used for each illumination direction.  In this latter case, the hologram is analyzed by
use of a Fourier-transformation  procedure (known as spatial heterodyning) [originally proposed by Takeda and
Ina (1982)]. In this manner, the sign ambiguity  of the phase is removed and the phase can be demodulated for
each  of  the  three-reference  beam  reconstructions.  The  third  technique  proposed  by  Wernike  et  al.  was  to
electronically record the hologram with a slightly off-axis reference beam. This electronic hologram could then
be  evaluated  by  either  phase-stepping  or  spatial  heterodyning  procedures.  Because  of  its  digital  nature,  the
electronic  hologram  could  not  be  phase  conjugate  reconstructed  through  the  microscopic  objective.  As  a
consequence,  the resulting measurement by the method suffered from image aberrations and distortion. There-
fore,  in  this  application,  the  two,  wet-processed  hologram  methods  were  found  to  be  superior  for  accurate
displacement measurement.

With  the  recent  ever  present  advances  in  digital  imaging  and  signal  processing  technology,  the  use  of  wet-
processed  holograms  for  surface  displacement  measurement  has  become  a  threatened  species.  In  many  situa-
tions,  surface  displacement  measurement  can  more  easily  be  accomplished  with  electronic  measurement
techniques.  In  particular,  digital  methods can  usually  take measurements  automatically  and quickly  with  little
hands-on effort. Nevertheless, as shown by the recent work by Wernike et al., wet processed holograms can still
play an important role for situations where optical phase conjugation is needed to cancel imaging aberrations or
in  situations  where  the  space-bandwidth  product  exceeds  the  present  information  capacity  of  digital  imaging
technology. In the next subsection, we turn our attention to fully electronic means of three-dimensional, interfero-
metric, displacement measurement.

ü 1.4.3 TV and Electro-optic Holography

Electro-optic  holography  was born  out  of  the two complementary  techniques  of  speckle  correlation  and holo-
graphic interferometry. The original format, known as TV holography or electronic speckle correlation interfer-
ometry (ESPI), was first demonstrated in 1971 by Butters and Leendertz and again in the same year by Macov-
ski et al. [Butters et al. (1971), Macovski  et al. (1971)]. Development in ESPI continued throughout the seven-
ties and early eighties such that, by the mid-nineteen eighties, ESPI was being commercially manufactured as a
turn-key  product  for industrial  application [Vest  (1979),  R. Jones  and C. Wykes (1989)].  In  its  original  form,
particularly  due  to  the  low  spatial  resolution  of  available  camera  sensors,  electro-optic  holography  was
restricted  from  three-component  displacement  measurement  on  three-dimensional  objects  [Vest  (1979)].
Instead, ESPI was usually applied either to out-of-plane (using an in-line, phase-stepped, reference beam) or in-
plane  (via  speckle  image  correlation)  measurement  of  objects  in  two-dimensions  [R.  Jones  and  C.  Wykes
(1989)]. In fact it was not until the nineteen nineties, with the development of higher-resolution camera sensors,
that  electro-optic  holography  began  to  succeed  in  three-component  displacement  measurement  on  three-
dimensional surfaces.

One of the first attempts at three-component measurement on a three-dimensional object surface was published
by G. K. Bhat in 1997 (although the work had been originally conducted in 1994). Bhat applied the technique to
the measurement of strain on the surface of a pressurized  cylindrical vessel.  The basic technique employed by
Bhat used four illumination beams together with a phased-stepped reference beam to permit unwrapping of the
interference fringes. Bhat's technique also utilized an imaging lens to project a view of the object onto the CCD
camera. In this regard, the technique did not obtain the three-dimensional  shape information about the subject.
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By  subtractive  superposition  of  the  different  images,  fringes  corresponding  to  the  deformation  field  were
obtained. The three-components of displacement  were calculated by the simultaneous solution of displacement
equations  using the phase from each of the four  illumination directions.  Once the displacement  was known in
the  global  coordinate  system,  it  was  next  mapped  into  the  local  coordinate  system  of  the  three-dimensional
cylinder  surface.  After  this,  the  three-components  of  strain  was calculated  from the local-coordinate  displace-
ment  gradient.  Finally,  the  experimentally  determined  strains  were  found  to  be  within  two  microstrain  of  the
theoretical  values. This system was interesting in that it measured the three-components  of displacement  firstly
in  the global  coordinate  system and  then mapped it  into the local  coordinate  system of  the object  surface.  Of
course,  this  required  precise  knowledge  ahead  of  time  about  the  surface  shape.  In  this  regard,  the  employed
technique did not actually enable independent measurement of the object surface shape and as such could not be
effectively employed on an arbitrary three-dimensional surface shape for strain measurement.

In addition to Bhat, a number of other researchers have recently reported techniques for the in-plane and out-of-
plane  deformation  measurement  of  objects  by  electo-optic  holography  [Pedrini  et  al.  (1997),  Sjödahl  et  al.
(1997),  Mohan  et  al.  2000].  Pedrini  et  al.  used  a  two-dimensional  spatial  carrier  phase-shifting  method  to
determine  the  in-plane  and  out-of-plane  deformations.  Sjödahl  and  Saldner  combined  methods  of  digital
holographic  interferometry  with digital  speckle  photography for the parallel  evaluation  of in-plane and out-of-
plane deformation. More recently, Mohan et al. used a split view camera to simultaneously record in-plane and
out-of-plane deformation  separately.  In all  of these techniques,  however,  the subject  was digital  recorded with
the  help  of  a  camera  imaging  lens.  As a consequence,  the three-dimensional  shape information  of  the subject
was  effectively  discarded  by  the  small  numeric  aperture  of  the camera  lens in  the  system.  Other  researchers,
however,  have started to use improved camera sensors  to permit the digital,  lensless,  holographic recording of
the subject [Seebacher et al (1997)]. For small subjects  that are located close to the camera sensor, it becomes
possible  to  numerically  reconstruct  both  the three-dimensional  shape of  the object  as well  as  the three-dimen-
sional object displacement. With these new developments, electro-optic holography is now replacing traditional
holographic interferometry in many applications.

One  such  technique  was  successfully  demonstrated  by  Seebacher,  Osten,  and  Jüptner  in  1997.  Their  system
used a bare 2000 x 2000 pixel  camera array with 9 micron-sized pixels  together  with  four object-illumination
beams and a slightly off-axis reference beam. To make the system more compact and simpler to operate, all of
the object and reference beams were delivered via optical fibers.  The object consisted of a miniature, magneti-
cally-stressed  cantilever.  There  are  several  interesting  consequences  of  digital  holographic  interferometry.  To
begin, the object can be holographically  reconstructed via numerical FFT methods and this also enables digital
filtering  of  the  reconstruction  to  remove  noise  terms originally  encoded  in  the holographic  recording.  A  high
lateral resolution without any magnifying optics can be achieved because of the reconstruction process. In this
particular  report,  a  7  micron  resolution  was  reported  without  optics  and a  1.3 micron  resolution  was  reported
with a single convex lens used to magnify the subject. Furthermore, the numerical reconstruction permitted the
full  direct  recovery of  both the amplitude and mod-2p  phase information  at the surface of the object.  In addi-
tion,  the  direct  phase  information  was  inherently  more  accurate  than  the  interference  fringes  measured  in
traditional  holographic  interferometry  and  phase-stepping  was  no longer  necessary.  Finally,  in  addition  to  the
three-dimensional  displacement,  the  three-dimensional  shape  of  the  object  could  also  be  measured  from  the
numeric holographic reconstruction.  In conclusion, the report provided by Seebacher et al.  demonstrated many
inherent  advantages  for  digital  holographic  interferometry  of  small  objects.  As  imaging  sensors  continue  to
improve in pixel capacity, digital holographic interferometry will continue to replace wet processed holographic
interferometry.
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ü 1.4.4 Holographic Interferometry in Flows

Although techniques in holographic interferometry were originally developed for surface displacement measure-
ment, they were more recently applied to flow measurement. There are three general ways to apply holographic
interferometry  in  flow  measurement:  transmission  interferometry,  traditional  (Fresnel)  interferometry
(analogous  to  the  surface  interferometry  discussed  previously),  and  far-field  interferometry.  By  far  the  most
common  approach  has  been  the  holographic  measurement  of  three-dimensional  refractive  index  variations
within  the  flow  by  means  of  the  transmissive  optical  path  variations  [Trolinger  (1979),  Becker  et  al.  (1985),
Bachalo  et  al.  (1985)].  In  a  still  more  advanced  form,  the  volumetric  refractive  index  is  computed  from  the
hologram  phase  measurements  using  optical  tomographic  techniques  [Yu  et  al.  (1995),  Cha  et  al.  (1996),
Lysenko et  al.  (1996),  Timmerman et  al.  (1998),  Zhao  et al.  (1999)].  While  such transmission  interferometry
methods are extremely useful for flow density measurement and heat transfer analysis, they generally cannot be
used for flow velocity measurement  (with one notable exception in which the time-dependent  refractive index
propagation was monitored for real-time velocity measurement  of plasma [Deason et al.  (1985)]).  As a conse-
quence, such techniques generally bear little relevance to the objectives of this thesis and shall not be examined
further. The second interferometric approach applies the traditional holographic interferometric surface measure-
ment  techniques  to  seed-particle-scattered  light  from  within  a  cross-sectional  plane  of  the  flow.  This  second
approach  can  directly  measure  particle  displacement  and  hence  flow  velocity.  It  is  this  second  approach  that
shall  be  the subject  of  the foregoing  discussion.  A third  interferometric  approach  is  what might  be called  far-
field  or  Fourier-plane  interferometry.  This  final  technique  utilizes  the  far-field  interference  fringes  from very
small patches within the particle image space. This latter topic bears the closest relation to the objectives of this
thesis and, as such, merits its own separate examination in Section 1.5.

More  than  a  decade  after  the  first  use  of  the  technique  for  surface  displacement  measurement,  holographic
particle  interferometry  for  flow  velocity  measurement  was  first  reported  by  Iwata  et  al.  in  1977.  The  basic
techniques outlined in this first published account have ever since remained substantially the same. Analogous
to the previously-discussed surface interferometry, the basic technique relies on the use of light sheet illumina-
tion and the holographic recording of the scattered light from densely-seeded particles in the flow. By making a
double  exposure hologram from  two instants  in  time,  the resulting  fringes  in the hologram image enables  the
planar measurement of flow velocity. The experimental results from the paper demonstrated qualitative as well
as quantitative flow information. It is apparent, however, that quantitative measurement was considerably more
difficult  to  achieve  than  pure  qualitative  information.  As  discussed  previously  for  surface  measurement,  this
difficulty  lies  in  the complex  geometric  arrangement  of  the experiment:  the dimensions  of  which  needs  to be
accurately  measured.  In  particular,  quantitative  measurement  requires  that  the  three-dimensional  locations  of
the  light  source,  scattering  surface  points,  and  holographic  viewing  perspective  are  all  accurately  known.  In
addition,  the procedure  requires  that the observed interference  fringes are accurately  mapped to corresponding
points  in  the  flow  field.  Finally,  measurement  of  three  displacement  components  requires  the  corresponding
displacement  measurement  from three different  hologram perspectives,  all  of  which  must  be accurately  regis-
tered to each other. As a consequence of this difficulties, many uses of interferometric flow measurement have
remained either purely qualitative and in other cases, the technique has been restricted to quantitative measure-
ment  of  a  single  displacement  component.  Because  of  the  light  sheet  illumination  usually  required  for  the
technique,  holographic  interferometric  flow  measurement  is  usually  restricted  by  its  nature  to  the  analysis  of
displacement  points  which  lay  in  a  two-dimensional  plane.  Nevertheless,  although  not  reported  in  this  first
paper, the displacement values, themselves, can still be three-dimensionally measured.

Although  the  basic  principles  of  the  technique  were  made  known  by  Iwata  et  al.  in  1977,  in  practice,  holo-
graphic particle interferometry  for flow measurement  has only been publicly reported  on a few occasions ever
since the original publication. In fact, surprisingly, the next documented occasion did not appear until 1996 in a
conference  proceedings by  Lòpez and Moore on three-dimensional  displacement  measurement  by holographic
interferometry.  This next publication is quite crude in its application, since it only demonstrated the solid body
displacement  of  a  container  full  of  particles.  One  interesting  aspect  of  the  report,  however,  was  in  its  use  of
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speckle photography  for the measurement  of  in-plane displacement  and holographic  interferometry  for out-of-
plane displacement.  With a length of four  pages, the report was quite short and did not produce any spatially-
dependent displacement results. In this sense, the proposed technique was not practical in its reported condition.

In many respects, particle image velocimetry (PIV) and holographic particle interferometry (HI) are complemen-
tary measurement techniques since PIV generally measures the in-plane particle displacements and holographic
interferometry  most  easily  measures  the  out-of-plane  displacement.  In  the  next  reported  paper,  however,  the
optical  geometry  was  specially  configured  to  permit  HI  displacement  measurement  of  all  three  displacement
components. In their publication, Andrés, Arroyo, and Quintanilla  used both PIV and holographic interferome-
try measurement of the Rayleigh-Bénard convective flow in water [Andrés et al. (1997)]. In this way, they were
able to make a relative comparison of the two techniques. One particularly innovative technical aspect was their
use  of  a  holographic  optical  element  to  project  the  real  particle  image  space  into  an  imaging  CCD  camera
system. Initially, the hologram was double-exposed  with a light-sheet-illuminated  particle field. After develop-
ment,  the hologram is partially  reilluminated  by a phase-conjugate,  pencil-sized reference  beam. This  resulted
in a two-dimensional  projection of the real  particle image back into the original  light sheet space.  At this site,
the holographic lens was located to directly divert the image projection into the imaging camera that was offset
to have an orthogonal view of the light sheet. By sequentially reilluminating different portions of the hologram,
different  two-dimensional  viewpoints  were  sequentially  projected  via  the  holographic  lens  into  the  imaging
camera.  By combining the two-dimensional  displacement  calculations  from each of these multiple viewpoints,
all three displacement components could be extracted. In many respects, the holographic particle interferometry
techniques used by Andrés et al. utilized methods already in use for surface displacement  measurement.  How-
ever,  it  was the application to flow measurement and its subsequent  comparison with PIV methods that  really
made  the  report  stand  out.  Finally,  the  paper  succeeded  in  reporting  a  quantitative  three-dimensional  flow
measurement  with a subsequent  error analysis using PIV methods for comparison.  The paper also showed that
holographic interferometry could permit the measurement of velocities approximately 50 times slower than for
PIV methods. Overall, the paper succeeded in demonstrating the effectiveness of holographic particle interferom-
etry  for  three-dimensional  velocity  measurement.  Nevertheless,  the  technique  was  also  shown  to  suffer  from
speckle noise and decreased spatial resolution in comparison with other holographic velocimetry techniques.

More  recently,  another  paper  was  published  by  the  same  authors  in  collaboration  with  H.  Hinrichs  and  K.
Hinsch [Andrés et al.  (1998)].  In  this follow-up  paper, the HI technique was applied to a Von Karman vortex
street flow in air. Again the technique was jointly compared to PIV measurement of the same wind tunnel flow.
Instead of  using  different  view points  to  obtain three-components  of  velocity,  the authors  proposed the use of
PIV together with HI to extract the in-plane and out-of-plane velocity components.  Here, they suggested that a
single  hologram could  be given  four  exposures  in  which  the two time intervals  are appropriately  adjusted  for
PIV and HI separately. The results presented in the conference report, however, did not attempt to extract three
velocity  components,  but  rather  only  measured  the  HI  displacement  components  from  two  viewpoints  in  the
hologram.

Finally,  in  their  latest  report,  Palero,  Andrés,  Arroyo,  and  Quintanilla  made  a  comparison  between  HI  and
stereoscopic  PIV  for three-dimensional  velocity  measurement  [Palero  et  al.  (2000)].  In  this  report,  they again
performed  experimental  measurements  on  a Rayleigh-Bénard  convective  flow  in  water.  This  time,  they  com-
pared the out-of-plane velocity components from holographic interferometry  with the out-of-plane components
obtained through stereoscopic  PIV.  From this,  they found  the HI  out-of-plane  measurements  were more accu-
rate than the stereo PIV out-of-plane measurements. In fact they observed that HI results matched the continuity
equation predictions more closely. This indicated that the HI measurements were more reliable than stereo PIV
measurements.  Finally,  they  recommended  the  combined  application  of  HI  (for  out-of-plane  motion)  with
traditional  PIV  (for  in-plane  motion)  as  the  most  effective  planar,  three-dimensional  velocity  measurement
system.
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The method of HI for velocity measurement has clearly been under-utilized in the past and is worthy of closer
consideration  as  a  practical  alternative  to  other  velocimetry  techniques.  Nevertheless,  while  HI  has  a  greater
displacement sensitivity than many other techniques, it suffers from particle speckle noise that lowers its spatial
resolution.  In  addition,  HI  is  generally  restricted  to planar  velocity  measurements.  Perhaps,  however,  this  last
restriction  might  be  removed  by  its  combined  application  with  the  light-in-flight  (short  coherence)  recording
methods  discussed  previously  in  subsection  1.3.5.  In  such  an  event,  HI  could  be  applied  to  volumetric  three-
dimensional velocity measurements as well.

ü 1.4.5 Summary

In this section,  we have examined a number of different  methods that  incorporated holographic interferometry
and speckle  photography for  three-dimensional  displacement  measurement.  In  particular,  we separately  exam-
ined the use of  wet-processed  holograms  and electro-optic  holography  for surface displacement  measurement.
Finally,  we  studied  the  application  of  holographic  interferometry  in  flow  velocity  measurement.  In  the  next
section,  we will  examine a different  form of  holographic  interferometry  that  is  known as far-field  or  Fourier-
plane interferometry. We will see that the same techniques can be applied in the measurement of solids as well
as fluids. Finally,  we will examine methods for the automated analysis of far-field holograms by the technique
of  complex-field  correlation.  This  will  enable  the accurate  measurement  of  three-dimensional  displacement  in
the presence of severe aberrations. The techniques summarized in this next section lead directly to the important
developments presented later by this thesis.

‡ 1.5 Review of Far-Field Interferometry and Complex-Field Correlation

ü 1.5.1 Overview

In  the  preceding  sections,  I  have  examined  a  large  variety  of  methods  that  share  a  common  objective:  the
quantitative holographic  measurement  of displacement  in three-dimensions.  In addition,  I have been interested
in the measurement  not only of displacement  in solids, but also of velocity in fluids to an even greater extent.
While some techniques  were initially  conceived  for use in surface displacement  (such as speckle photography
and  holographic  interferometry),  variations  of  such  techniques  (such  as  PIV  and  holographic  interferometry)
were also developed for flow measurement with equal success. In this section, I will discuss yet another method-
ology  that  has  dual  application  to  solid  and  fluid  mechanics:  Fourier-plane  interferometry  and  complex-field
correlation.  I  have  relegated  this  topic  to  a  final,  special  section  because  it  is  fundamental  to  one of  the  end-
products of this thesis.

ü 1.5.2 Far-Field Interferometry

Far-field interferometry is the first of a two-part methodology to be presented in this final section of this review.
The second part of the methodology,  known as complex-field correlation, will be discussed in the next subsec-
tion. As mentioned previously in subsection 1.4.4, three forms of holographic interferometry exist: (1) transmis-
sion  interferometry,  (2)  traditional  (Fresnel)  interferometry,  and  (3)  far-field  interferometry.  In  the  previous
discussions on holographic interferometry from Section 1.4, all of the discussions were limited to the traditional
techniques  in  interferometry.  In  addition,  we  have  previously  omitted  further  discussion  on  transmission
interferometry since it cannot generally be used in displacement measurement. This leaves us with the last form
of interferometry which I have called far-field interferometry (or Fourier-plane interferometry) since the fringes
are always localized in the far-field by design.

I should like to point out, however, that the distinction drawn between Fresnel and far-field holographic interfer-
ometry has not, to my knowledge, been a common practice in the literature written on the subject of interferome-
try.  In  particular,  most  discussions  about  interferometry  have  always  been  centered  on  Fresnel  holographic
techniques. Because such popular discussions have rarely ever recognized the existence of far-field interferome-
try, there has been no need to draw a distinction between the two methods. On the other hand, papers explicitly
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written  on  far-field  interferometry  usually  do  express  an  awareness  of  the  method's  separateness  from  more
traditional methods. Such publications sometimes refer to their methods as Fraunhöfer or Fourier-plane interfer-
ometry,  but  they  always  seem  to  be  at  a  loss  of  how  to  refer  to  the  traditional  techniques.  I  must  confess,
however, that I have merely borrowed these concepts from the previously-mentioned work by B. J. Thompson
and others  on in-line  particle  holography  [Parrent  et al.  (1964)].  In  particular,  Thompson  and others  drew the
distinction between the recording hologram's relation to the particle object and the particle-field ensemble. They
pointed out that the hologram may be in the far field of the single particle object while, at the same time, remain
in  the  Fresnel  region  of  the  particle-field  ensemble.  Here,  I  have  made  an  analogous  observation  about  the
scattering-sites in the object for holographic interferometry.

Because  the more traditional  form of holographic  interferometry  always  observes  the subject  in its scattering-
ensemble  entirety,  such  measurements  are  generally  always  taken  in  the  Fresnel  region  from  the  hologram.
However,  if  either  only  a  tiny  portion  of  the  original  subject  is  committed  to  observation  or  the  subject  is
viewed  through  a  Fourier-transforming  lens,  than  the measurement  can  well  take  place  in  the  far-field  of  the
hologram.  More  importantly  than  this,  however,  is  the  localization  of  the  measurement  fringes  in  the  holo-
graphic  image.  In  Fresnel  interferometry,  every  effort  is  taken  to  either  prevent  or  negate  the effects  of  rigid
body  motion  in  the  subject  since  it  is  desirous  to  localize  the  fringe  formation  in  the  Fresnel  region  of  the
subject  and  such  rigid-body  activities  (which  create  far-field  fringes)  obscure  the  intended  measurement  pro-
cess.  However,  in  the  foregoing  techniques  of  far-field  interferometry,  the  complementary  objectives  are
undertaken. In this case, the measurement is undertaken in the far-field of the subject such that only the fringes
from rigid-body displacement can readily be observed. Spatial resolution is then achieved through the selective
sampling of adjacent image-field segments.

The  development  of  far-field  holography  begins  in  1969  with  a  paper  from  Japanese  researchers  that  was,
unfortunately  for  me,  written  in  French  [Tsujiuchi  et  al.  (1969)].  This  paper  contained  all  of  the  essential
techniques  required  for  far-field  interferometry  of  surfaces.  In  particular,  the  paper  proposed  the  holographic
recording of a stressed object by the traditional method of an off-axis, doubled-exposed, transmission geometry
with one important  change:  the object illumination beam was received normal to its surface via a semi-reflect-
ing mirror inserted in front of the hologram. The really clever bit, however, came during holographic reconstruc-
tion.  This  time,  an  imaging  lens  was  utilized  to  project  the  real  image  of  the  subject.  Next,  a  small  pinhole
aperture  was located in the real  image space to permit selective sampling of the image projection.  Finally,  the
Fourier-transform  was taken of  the pinhole-sampled  image with  the help  of  a  Fourier-transform  lens that  was
locate at a distance of one focal length from the pinhole. Here, the far-field fringes were observed in the Fourier
plane of the lens. In this paper, Tsujiuchi demonstrated that out-of-plane displacements in the object resulted in
Haidinger-type fringes in the Fourier plane and in-plane displacements produced Young's fringes in the output
plane. Next, they showed arbitrary movements would result in combinations of Haidinger and Young's fringes.
The group  also observed  that  the pinhole  could  be  repositioned  over different  points  on the object  in order to
obtain  the  localized  displacement  information  across  the  object.  In  the  end,  the  work  of  Tsujiuchi  et  al.  ade-
quately demonstrated most of the basic principles important to far-field interferometry. The group, however, did
not experimentally report any quantitative measurements in their paper.

The  next  related  effort  was  reported  by  P.  M.  Boone  in  1972.  While  the  overall  methods  reported  by  Boone
were  quite  similar  to  Tsujiuchi  et  al.,  there  were  also  some  notable  differences.  In  particular,  Boone  used  a
collimated reference beam with the recording and then later invoked its phase conjugate to reconstruct the real
holographic image. Another notable difference between the two reports was that Boone had decided to measure
only  the  in-plane  displacement  information  from  the  Fourier-transformed  real  image  samples  and  then  to
measure  the  out-of-plane  displacement  via  a  separate,  conventional,  Fresnel  fringe  analysis  of  the  virtually-
reconstructed image. As such,  Boone had chosen to ignore the quadratic  component of the far-field fringes. In
this, he reckoned that although the in-plane displacement was well suited for far-field measurement, the out-of-
plane measurement could be achieved with greater accuracy from the virtual image. Therefore, by ignoring the
quadratic phase information in the far-field fringes, Boone had effectively reduced far-field interferometry into
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a specialized form of two-dimensional  speckle photography.  In  many respects,  such a conclusion was perhaps
the  most  practical  for  its  time,  since  complex-correlation  analysis  procedures  had  not  yet  been  effectively
developed  and,  as  such,  linear  fringes  would  have  been  the  easiest  to  support  quantitatively.  Nevertheless,
although he had suggested a basis for quantitative analysis, the report by Boone did not publish any quantitative
measurements.

Efforts  in  far-field  interferometry  continued  with  another  report  in  1978,  this  time  by  Roychoudhuri  and
Machorro. In their letter to the editor of Applied Optics, Roychoudhuri and Machorro proposed a new variation
on  the  previous  methods.  This  time,  they  propose  making  a  Fourier-transform  recording  of  the  object  by
imposing  a  Fourier-transform  lens  between  the  object  and  hologram.  In  all  other  respects,  the  work  looks
remarkably similar to Tsujiuchi et al. In addition, no quantitative results was reported nor was any mechanism
suggested  for  the extraction  of  quantitative  measurement,  three-dimensional  or  otherwise.  In  this  regard,  their
endeavor made little contribution in progressing far-field techniques.

Until this point in time, all efforts in far-field interferometry had been exclusively interested in surface displace-
ment  measurement.  In  addition,  it  was  evident  that  little  progress  was  getting  made  toward  a  quantitative
application of the technique. Next,  however, far-field interferometry was applied to flow measurement and, for
the first  time, quantitative  results  were produced.  In two different reports,  far-field  interferometry  was applied
to holographic particle velocity measurement in 1979 by B. C. R. Ewan [Ewan (1979A),  Ewan (1979B)].  This
time, however, in-line holography was used for the hologram recording and the entire real image of the particle
field was  reconstructed  simultaneously  by  the Fourier-transform  lens.  In this  format,  the technique lacked any
ability to identify spatial features of the flow. although the particle size distribution could be extracted to some
extent.  Essentially,  the  technique  only  permitted  the  statistical  analysis  of  velocity  distributions  for  in-plane
particle motion in one-dimension. The most notable result of this work, however, was the use of digital analysis
(via  a  PDP-8  computer)  to  obtain  quantitative  velocity  distribution  measurement  from  the  far-field  fringe
information.

Following  the  original  work  of  Ewan,  the  same  basic  methodology  was  further  developed  by  a  group  spear-
headed by  Malyak and Thompson [Crane et  al.  (1982),  Malyak et  al.  (1983), Malyak et al.  (1984)]. However,
the basic procedures remained essentially the same as the work of Ewan. In particular, an in-line hologram was
taken  of  the  particle-seeded  flow  field.  Next,  the  real  image  from  the  reconstructed  hologram  was  passed
through  a  Fourier-transform  lens.  Finally,  the  interference  fringe  power  spectrum  was  digital-scanned  and
Fourier-transformed numerically.  With each successive publication, the far-field technique for measurement of
particle velocity distributions became more refined. Finally, in the last publication, the technique was expanded
to  the  quantitative  measurement  of  two-dimensional,  in-plane  velocity  distributions  via  two-dimensional
Fourier-transform  methods.  The  team  recognized,  however,  an  inherent  directional  ambiguity  present  in  their
velocity measurement technique. From the discussion in this last paper, it was also evident that the authors were
aware of the technique's potential for three-component velocity measurement. Nevertheless, it was decided that
the  poor  depth-of-focus  found  with  in-line  holographic  techniques  prevented  its  practical  use  in  this  area  and
instead that the use of dual, orthogonal,  two-dimensional, velocimetric systems would be more effective if such
measurements were required. At the end of the day, however, the methods proposed by Ewan as well as Malyak
and Thompson all lacked in their ability to spatially resolve particle velocities.

In many respects, the velocity distribution research of Ewan, Malyak, and Thompson were all playing the same
games as found in speckle image correlation and particle image velocimetry techniques.  Far-field interferome-
try, however, offered a single difference from these other intensity-based methods, namely, the object-scattered
phase information.  While  all  of  the other  flow measurement  methods was  recorded  photographically  and was
based on intensity measurement, far-field interferometry was the only method at the time that directly recorded
the scattered phase information  from the particles as well.  Ironically,  all of the preceding quantitative work on
far-field  interferometry  had  explicitly  ignored  this  unusual  asset  which  could  have  directly  provided  all  three
displacement components in one fell swoop. Even though Malyak and Thompson were aware of such capabili-
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ties, their  techniques were explicitly designed to ignore any spatial  information and,  as such, they had already
thrown out the baby with the bath water.

One  of  the  first  earnest  attempts  at  using  far-field  interferometry  for  quantitative  three-dimensional  displace-
ment  measurement  was  finally  reported  in  1986  by  Vlad,  Popa,  and  Solomon.  This  time,  the  system  was
designed for solid displacement measurement and again used an off-axis method for the holographic recording
analogous  to  Roychoudhuri  and  Machorro.  Finally,  the  quadratic  phase  was  utilized  together  with  the  linear
phase for a complete three-dimensional displacement analysis in the far field. In addition, the group employed a
digital computer to automate the entire process, which included the digital quantitative displacement analysis of
the  far-field  interference  fringes.  Uniquely,  the  far-field  fringes  were  interpreted  in  a  direct  fashion  through
specially  designed  computer  algorithms  instead  of  employing  a  Fourier-transform  correlation  approach.
Although the paper showed illustrations of out-of-plane displacement fringes and a corresponding technique for
quantitative  analysis  was  discussed,  the  paper  only  presented  quantitative  measurements  of  in-plane  displace-
ment.  In  addition,  while  the  group  presented  a  functioning  methodology  for  spatially-dependent  displacement
measurement, the reported experiment had only utilized a rigid body displacement of the entire object. In these
respects,  the results reported  by the group were incomplete.  Nevertheless,  the basic far-field  methods required
for three-dimensional object displacement measurement were finally addressed in at least a preliminary fashion
by this report.

Another methodology, which bears some relation to far-field interferometry, has been shown in the activities of
C. S.  Moraitis  [Moraitis  (1992)].  In many respects,  however,  the work of Moraitis  was entirely different  from
the previous far-field techniques, although only preliminary results have been reported. Evidently, Moraitis had
been particularly  interested in the use of specialized,  real-time,  holographic  materials for optical  processing of
particle holograms for three-dimensional velocity measurement in flows. Moraitis reported on a range of novel
concepts for the data reduction of both in-line and off-axis holographic recording. Most of these efforts seemed
to be centered on the idea of using matched filters in BSO (a photorefractive material)  for the spatial selection
of the holographic image. However, for the actual fringe analysis, digital processing procedures were proposed.
Overall,  however,  the techniques  have  appeared  rather  cumbersome  to  implement.  At  the end  of  the day,  the
efforts were apparently not entirely successful since few publications have appeared from this work.

Very recently, an effort reminiscent  to the work of Moraitis was published, in the French language, by Amara
and Özkul [Amara et al. (1997)]. Aside from the language barrier in reading this report, the proposed methods
were  quite  novel.  In  particular,  they  proposed  the  coherence-encoded  holographic  recording  of  multiple  light
sheets from a particle-seeded flow into a photorefractive crystal. They utilized a very thick block of BSO crystal
that  faced  the  particle  flow  with  its  front  facet.  In  addition,  a  relay  lens  was  used  to  project  the  flow  field
volume close to the BSO crystal. In addition, they directed a multiple set of reference-beam light sheets through
the edge face of the crystal. By adjusting the optical path lengths correctly, they were able to separately encode
each  of  the  different  multiple  flow  planes  by  a  unique  reference  beam  plane  within  the  three-dimensional
crystal. Finally, they could independently reconstruct each light sheet image via the independent application of
a particular reference plane.

In  this  system by Amara  and Özkul,  the connection  with  far-field  interferometry  finally  occurred in  the holo-
graphic data extraction phase. First of all,  an imaging lens was used to project the real image of the flow from
the  BSO  reconstruction.  In  this  real  image  was  placed  a  pinhole  aperture  that  was  followed  by  a  Fourier-
transform  lens.  The  far-field  fringes  were  then  projected  onto  a  CCD  camera  sensor  and  the  fringes  were
subsequently digital-analyzed for displacement extraction. This system had two merits in particular. First of all,
it permitted the spatially independent reconstruction of the spatially separated light sheets. In this way, volumet-
ric information could be obtained without additional background speckle noise due to out-of-focus images. This
technique is similar to the previous work of K. Hinsch with his method of coherence-limited multiple lightsheet
recordings  [Hinsch  (1990)].  In  addition,  this  system used a photorefractive  material  to record  the hologram in
real  time without  the  need for  wet-processing.  Finally,  the thick  nature  of  the BSO material  was  exploited  to
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spatially multiplex the different exposed particle planes. Of course, one major drawback of the system was the
limited spatial resolution due small size of the crystal. Nevertheless, such limitations also exist in all other real-
time hologram systems and the small size can to some extent be compensated with the use of magnifying relay
lenses. In many respects, the system appeared to be promising, although the reported quantitative measurements
were  still  preliminary  in  scope.  Finally,  the  reported  quantitative  measurements  indicated  a  relatively  poor
displacement accuracy, which was shown to depend on the numerical aperture of the system.

ü 1.5.3 Complex-Field Correlation

In  all  of  the  previous  efforts  that  we  have  examined  on  far-field  interferometry,  there  has  been  a  consistent
barrier  toward  three-dimensional  quantitative  analysis  of  the  far-field  fringes  by  the  methods  previously
invoked.  Some  of  the  presented  research  efforts  simply  gave  up  trying  to  extract  quantitative  displacement
information.  Others  contented  themselves  with  two-dimensional  or  even  one-dimensional  measurement  of
displacement. Eventually,  some rather bizarre methods were belatedly introduced which were either intolerably
slow or did not  seem to work out practically  for some other reason.  The problem is, of course,  that traditional
quantitative  techniques  have  never  been very  comfortable  in  the analysis  of  circular  fringes.  In  particular,  the
direct  measurement  of  fringe  curvature  has  always  been  a source  of  trouble.  And  yet,  such analysis  was  pre-
cisely required for the far-field extraction the out-of-plane displacement.

In 1992, Coupland and Halliwell reported a method to analyze double exposed particle image fields [Coupland
and Halliwell (1992)]. Starting with the same far-field interference fringes as generated by previous efforts, they
recognized  that  fringe  curvature  could  be  measured  quite  nicely  by  an  optical  Fresnel-transform  of  the fringe
intensity profile. This produced a three-dimensional,  complex-field correlation of the holographic displacement
information.  Now, three-dimensional  displacement  information could  be extracted through direct measurement
of the three-dimensional  correlation peak. Of  course,  this  also created an addition optical  step in the displace-
ment analysis procedure. In addition, the correlation function was actually an autocorrelation which had a zero-
order  peak  and  two  first-order  peaks  that  had  to  be  contended.  This  also  meant  that  directional  ambiguity
existed  in  the  measurement  and  that  very  small  displacements  could  not  be  observed  without  some  form  of
image  shifting  or  cross-correlation.  Given  all  of  these  factors,  as  well  as  many  others,  the  technique  would
require a great deal of further development before it could be useful on a practical basis. This is a major objec-
tive of the foregoing work described in the current thesis.

In  addition  to  the  previously-mentioned  characteristics  of  complex-field  correlation,  Coupland  and  Halliwell
also  discovered  another  beneficial  aspects  to  such  a  system  [Coupland  and  Halliwell  (1996),  Coupland  and
Halliwell (1997)]. In particular, they noticed that aberrations within the generated image field no longer had an
over-riding effect on the displacement measurement accuracy. In fact, they observed that the images of particles
could be virtually lost through optical distortion and yet accurate particle displacements could still be extracted.
This is not to say, however, that the optical distortion did not have an effect on the available spatial resolution.
In  general,  the  spatial  resolution  has  always  be  depended  on  the  depth-of-focus  and  point  spread  function
characteristics  of the imaging process and there is no known way to escape this fact. Instead, this new method
of complex-field  correlation had for the first time decoupled the displacement  measurement accuracy from the
spatial resolution requirements of the system.

Finally, for the first time, Coupland and Halliwell no longer treated the measurement of displacement in solids
and fluids as separate items. Previous to the work of Coupland and Halliwell, all research efforts had committed
themselves,  exclusively,  either  to  the  measurement  of  surface  displacement  or  to  the  measurement  of  flow
velocity.  With  the  advent  of  complex-field  correlation  based  on far-field  interferometry,  Coupland  and  Halli-
well recognized for the first time that a single displacement measurement process could be applied equally well
to both endeavours.
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ü 1.5.4 Summary

In  this  section,  we  have  examined  the  past  efforts  undertaken  in  far-field  interferometry  and  complex-field
correlation.  In  particular,  we  noticed  that  far-field  interferometry  is  not  a  new concept  but,  combined  with  a
Fresnel-transform  operation  of  the fringe  intensity,  the resulting  complex-field  correlation  is  a  powerful  tech-
nique  which  has  only  recently  been  discovered.  Such  techniques  for  complex-field  correlation  shall  remain  a
central theme in this thesis.

‡ 1.6 Conclusions
In  this  chapter,  we have covered  great  deal  of  territory.  We started the chapter,  in  section 1.1,  with  a  general
introduction  to  this  thesis  along  with  some  more  personal  perspectives  on  this  work.  Next  came  the  present
research  objectives  of  this  thesis,  which  was,  in  the  first  part,  the  further  development  of  stereoscopic  holo-
graphic particle image velocimetry and, in the second part, the practical development of holographic techniques
in  complex-field  correlation-based  displacement  measurement.  In  section  1.2,  we  began  the  literature  review
with a brief discussion on how information was selected for inclusion in this research review. Then, the history
of early holography was presented and we examined the early research endeavors undertaken in particle hologra-
phy and holographic  interferometry. In section 1.3, we narrowed our focus to examine the various holographic
methods developed for flow measurement. Next, in section 1.4, we switched our focus to holographic interferom-
etry  and  to  the  related  methods  that  were  developed  initially  for  surface  displacement  and  later  on  for  flow
measurement.  Section 1.5 brought us to the most significant  topic of the all,  which was techniques in far-field
interferometry  and complex-field  correlation.  Finally,  in  reaching this Conclusions  section,  we should by now
have a reasonable overview of holographic displacement measurement methods taken in the past.

So what  exactly  were  the shortcomings  of  the holographic  techniques  used in the past and how can we avoid
them in the future? Holography has often been called a solution in search of a problem. Nevertheless, it appears
that  displacement  measurements  have  indeed  been  a  worthy  candidate  for  holographic  methods.  Holographic
measurement  techniques,  however,  have  historically  been  restricted  to  solving  very  specific,  well  controlled
types of experimental  problems.  Some of these restrictions have existed for fundamental  reasons.  Instances of
such  fundamental  restrictions  include  the  size  of  the  measurement  volume,  the  measurement  distance  to  the
holographic  camera,  the  quality  of  laser  and  support  technology,  the  choice  of  seed  particles  used  in  flow
measurement, and the use of optical windows in the set-up. Other restrictions have been more dependent on the
budget of the project. These restrictions might include the chosen type of laser and the experimental context in
which  the holographic  measurement  was  applied. Of  course,  even  the fundamental  restrictions are  actually  an
indirect  function  of  the budget.  In  particular,  the choice  of  laser  is  probably  the most  critical  factor  to  almost
every other design restriction and yet this choice is almost certainly  made as a result of budget considerations.
Often  each  experimental  setting  places  its  own  set  of  restrictions  to  the  employed  methodology  such  that
successful  holographic  techniques have required a customized  approach to each new experimental  application.
Such  customized  approaches  are  often  more  expensive  and  require  a  higher  degree  of  specialized  technical
knowledge than would otherwise be required.

New methods in holographic displacement measurement should strive to permit its application to more general
categories of experimental settings without the holographic method placing a restriction on desired experiment.
In addition to being highly customized, holographic techniques have often suffered from noise and distortion in
the image which limited its performance.  As a consequence, new techniques should strive to be immune to the
consequences of noise and distortion. In fact, most of the effort in designing a holographic measurement system
must be spent eliminating the effects of noise and distortion as much as possible. Finally, techniques in the past
have  suffered  from  the lack  of  adequate  automated  data  reduction  methods.  Unless  better  methods  for  robust
automated data reduction of holograms can be developed,  holographic measurement  will continue to be inhib-
ited  in  its  usefulness.  In  short,  future  development  of  holographic  methods  should  strive  for:  generalized
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applicability  with  fewer  experimental  restrictions,  immunity  to  noise  and  distortion,  and  better  measurement
efficiency through automation.

Given the additional overhead required,  in both expense and expertise,  for holographic displacement  measure-
ment techniques,  it is sometimes easy to lose sight of the techniques'  potentials.  To make matters worse,  from
the previous  literature  review  given,  it  has  appeared  that  most  of  the  reported  research  has  had,  at  best,  only
partially successful  outcomes from the application of holographic methods.  Nevertheless, holographic methods
have  enjoyed  a  continual  development,  principally,  because  equivalent  alternative  methods  simply  have  not
existed  or  have  produced  vastly  inferior  results.  In  addition,  recent  history  has finally  shown an upturn  in  the
successful  use of holographic  measurement in a  wider range of settings.  Much of this recent success has been
the result of the improved supporting technology such as computers, digital cameras, and lasers, but some of it
has  also  occurred  from more  innovative  thinking  and  improved  understandings  of  the  limitations  imposed  by
holography.

After  having  taken  such  an  in-depth  historical  review  of  holographic  displacement  measurement  techniques,
several over riding themes have become apparent. One such theme is that new innovations are usually driven in
response  to  the  joint  development  of  other  essential  technologies.  In  the  case  of  holographic  displacement
measurement,  there  were  two essential  technologies  needed before  such techniques  could  be developed:  these
were  the  laser  and  the  computer.  Another  important  theme  might  be  that  automation  is  a  necessary  but  not
guaranteed  prerequisite  for  commercial  acceptance.  Perhaps  this  theme  is  not  as  strong  as  the  previously
mentioned one, however, it seems that holographic techniques have never really caught on in industry and one
cannot  help  but  think that  perhaps  the lack  of  automation  might  be  an  important  contributor  of  this  problem.
Perhaps  even more  importantly  is  that  if  a  process has not  been automated  then it  has not  matured as a tech-
nique. Nevertheless, automation is certainly not sufficient for a technique to be successful.

A final theme would be that  if  something  can be accomplished  by digital  methods,  even if  it  is ten times less
powerful,  it  will  ultimately  win  over  a  competing  technique  that  requires  wet  chemical  processing,  even  if  it
performs  ten  times  better.  Already,  photographic  PIV  techniques  for  two-dimensional  work  have  almost
universally been replaced by digital cameras.  Even today, digital holography has already become a viable (and
hence superior) alternative  to wet-processed  holograms for miniature flow volumes. Presently,  however, large-
scale,  volumetric,  three-dimensional  flow  studies  are  still  the  domain  of  traditional  wet-processed  holograms
and, as such, it is one of their final frontiers.

Before concluding this chapter, there still  remains an important unanswered question to be asked. In particular,
can  the  objectives  of  this  thesis  adequately  address  some  of  the  deficiencies  found  presently  in  holographic
displacement  measurement? It appears to this author that the outlook is promising. In the very least, it appears
that the present objectives can bear a degree of uniqueness and novelty with respect to efforts taken in the past.
In addition,  these objectives attempt to expand automated holographic displacement  measurement to a broader
category  of experimental  settings.  It  is  hoped by the author  that  this work can provide a fertile foundation for
future efforts undertaken by the author and others.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical  Background of Methods

‡ 2.1 Introduction
The purpose of  this  chapter  is  to introduce the basic  principles  and theory used by  this  thesis  for  holographic
displacement  measurement.  The  process  of  holographic  fluid  velocity  and  surface  displacement  measurement
involve  two  steps:  recording  a hologram of  the subject  and measuring  displacements  from the recorded  holo-
gram.  This  chapter  discusses  the  basic  principles  of  holographic  recording,  reconstruction,  and  correlation
measurement  analysis.  The  chapter  begins,  in  Section  2.2,  with  a  discussion  of  methods  for  recording  the
hologram.  Next,  Section  2.3  considers  the basic  principles  used  for intensity-based  holographic  measurement.
Finally,  Section  2.4  describes  the  basic  principles  of  complex-field-based  analysis.  This  initial  discussion  of
theory  and  methodology  will  be  left  quite  general  and  open-ended  in  nature.  Discussion  of  more  specific
applications and results shall be left to the remaining chapters. However, the efforts detailed in the remainder of
this thesis are all subject to the foundational principles introduced here.

Whole field, optical flow measurement techniques are becoming increasingly important in the study of unsteady
flow phenomena  and as a means  to validate  computational  models.  As  discussed in Chapter  1,  particle  image
velocimetry  (PIV)  is  now  a  well-established  method  to  make  planar,  two-component  velocity  measurements
and stereoscopic PIV techniques can be employed to make three-component measurements from a single plane
in the fluid.

Holographic  recording  techniques  have  recently  been  studied  as  a  means  to  extend  two-component,  planar
particle  image  velocimetry  (PIV)  techniques  for  three-component,  whole-field  velocity  measurements.  In  a
similar  manner  to  two-component  PIV,  three-component,  holographic  PIV  (HPIV)  uses  correlation  based
techniques to extract particle  displacement  fields from double exposure holograms.  Since a holographic  image
contains information concerning both the phase and the amplitude of the scattered field it is possible to correlate
either the intensity or the complex amplitude.  However, it has been found that optical methods to compute the
auto-correlation  of  the complex amplitude are  inherently  more tolerant  to aberrations  introduced in  the recon-
struction process.

In  order  to  make  three-component  measurements  from  an  extended  volume  of  fluid  much  work  currently
concerns the development of holographic particle image velocimetry (HPIV). Holographic recording of seeding
particle distributions in fluids is particularly attractive since the amplitude and the phase of the light scattered by
these objects is stored. This information can be used to locate the positions of seeding particles at two or more
instants in time and from this all three-components of the fluid velocity can be found in principle throughout an
extended volume of fluid.

‡ 2.2 Basic Recording Geometries

ü 2.2.1 Overview

Regardless  of the final playback analysis  method taken,  the basic  geometries  of holographic  recording  remain
the  same.  In  this  section,  we  outline  the  most  basic  geometric  forms  of  holographic  measurement  recording.
You  will  note  that  some  geometric  forms  are  best  suited  for  fluid  measurements,  while  other  geometries  are
more favorable for surface measurements. Each of the schematics presented here represents a particular class of
hologram geometries. In practise, however, applied holographic recordings are seldom in these "pure" forms.

Regardless  of the specific  recording geometry,  all  of the displacement  measurement techniques presented here
use  the  idea  of  two  holographic  recordings  taken  between  an  incremental  displacement  of  the  subject:  in  the
case of fluid mechanics, the subject consists of millions of tiny particles suspended in a flow; in solid mechan-
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ics,  the subject  is  the front  surface of  a  solid object.  The number of  required  reference beams depends  on the
final processing procedure.  In the case of autocorrelation processing,  a double exposure is taken of the subject
with  a  single  reference  beam angle. However,  with  cross-correlation,  each of  the two  exposures  is  taken by  a
distinct  reference  beam  angle.  In  the  end,  it  is  the  relative  change  in  position  of  a  given  particle  or  surface
region between the two exposures that determines a displacement vector in the experiment.

The  laser  light  source used  in  the experiment  depends  on  the measurement  subject.  In  case  of  fluid measure-
ments,  the  light  source  is  always  a  pulsed-laser  system in  order  freeze the  particle  movements  for  each holo-
gram exposure. However, for surface measurements, the laser source can instead be CW for static load measure-
ments, where the subject does not move during a single exposure.

ü 2.2.2 Fluid Measurements

Figure  2.1  shows  the classic  in-line  holographic  recording  geometry.  This  geometry  is  one  of  the  most  com-
monly found formats used in fluid measurements due to its simplicity. The most striking quality of this geome-
try  is  the  use  of  a  single  beam  of  light  for  both  reference  and  illumination  purposes.  In-line  recording  in  its
purest  form  is  only  suited  for  particle-like  subjects,  since  the  reference  beam  is  composed  of  the  unscattered
portion of the incident  light. In-line holography has several  inherent advantages over off-axis holography. It  is
vibration  tolerant  because  of  large  fringe  sizes.  Light  sources  having  short  coherence  lengths  can  be  used  in
recording  the  hologram  because  of  the  small  path  differences.  In  addition,  in-line  holography  has  low  image
distortion,  because the  real  image  is  generated  by  the unconjugated  reference  beam and the hologram is  rela-
tively  insensitive  to  changes  in  wavelength  between  the  exposing  light  source  and  the  imaging  light  source.
Finally, low power laser systems can be used in the in-line systems for two reasons: the large fringe patterns of
an in-line hologram allow the use of higher speed photographic  emulsions,  and the forward diffraction lobe of
particle scattering contains the largest component of the scattered energy. 

A  special  case  of  the  in-line  particle  hologram  is  the  far-field  (Fraunhöfer)  configuration.  The  Fraunhöfer
particle  hologram  was  pioneered  by  Brian  J.  Thompson  (whose  name  will  forever  be  associated  with  the
technique)  and is made by placing the holographic  plate in the far field  of each individual  particle  object (but
not  in  the far-field  of  the entire  particle  field  when taken as  a whole)  [Thompson  et  al (1967)].  The  far-field
condition is met when the particle to plate distance, d, is greater than d = a2 /l , where a is the particle size and
l is the recording wavelength. Under these conditions, the reconstructed particle image does not suffer from the
noise  effects  of  the  out-of-focus  conjugate  image  that  is  ever  present  with  Fresnel-region  in-line  holograms.
Another  benefit  of  this  hologram  type  is  in  the  behaviour  of  the  recorded  fringes  themselves.  The  Fresnel
particle  hologram  typically  has  fringes  that  dynamically  change  in  form  with  different  particle  distances.  In
contrast, the far-field hologram produces fringes that remain constant in their form but merely grow larger with
increased  particle  distance.  This  has  the  benefit  of  permitting  greater  particle  movement  during  the  same
recording exposure period without incurring as much loss in fringe contrast. In addition, the predictability of the
far-field  fringes  have  led  to  some  simple  particle-sizing  methods  that  directly  interpret  the  recorded  fringe
patterns. Unfortunately, an undesired consequence of far-field recording is the loss of angular perspective that is
critical  for  accurate  particle  depth  resolution.  This  is  due  to  the  increased  recording  distance  of  the  far-field
hologram  and  the  resulting  decrease  in  the  hologram's  numerical  aperture  (NA).  The  outcome  of  this  is  that
although  the  Fraunhöfer-type  recording  may  be  ideally  suited  for  particle-size  measurement,  a  more  accurate
3D particle displacement measurement may well be accomplished through the Fresnel-type recording, but at the
cost of greater speckle noise from the out-of-focus, conjugate particle-images.
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Figure 2.1

In-line hologram recording schematic.

While the in-line  recording geometry  has found much favor among the fluid-measurement  community,  in-line
holography has several limitations that affect its use in three-dimensional particle velocimetry measurements:

1)  relatively  large  depth-of-focus,  which  limits  the  accuracy  of  longitudinal  displacement  measure-
ments,

2) higher noise levels for large concentrations of particles due to intermodulation effects,
3)  decreased  particle  visibility  from  intermodulation  speckle  places  a  lower  particle-size  limit  of  5

microns for high particle density measurements,
4)  directional  ambiguity  in  the  particle  displacement  for  single-plate  holograms  and  registration  prob-

lems for multiple-plate holograms,
5) spurious scattering of stray light into the recorded hologram from slight scratches and imperfections

along windowed surfaces,
6) additional reference beam distortion, due to the windowed surfaces crossing the reference beam path,

and reference beam obstruction from the particle field.

Off-axis  reference  geometries  can overcome some of  the in-line  limitations  at  the cost  of  higher  laser  power,
better light coherence, and better control over the reference wave front.

Figure  2.2  shows  a  simple  off-axis  transmission  recording  geometry  for  use  in  HPIV.  This  geometry  uses
separate object and reference beams. Two beams are necessary in order to balance the particle scattered energy
with  the  reference  beam  energy.  Typically,  the  initial  object  illumination  intensity  needs  to  be  10-100  times
greater  than the reference beam intensity  (to compensate for the weak particle  scattering).  For fluid flows that
require windowed boundaries, the object illumination should not have direct contact with the imaging windows
since the secondary light  scattering at  the window surfaces  can easily exceed the particle  scattering and intro-
duce  unwanted  noise.  Therefore  object  illumination  often  occurs  at  90  degrees  from  the  desired  scattering
direction.

This  geometry  uses  side-scattering  from  the  particles,  which  is  several  orders  of  magnitude  less  than  for  the
forward  scattering.  This  requires  an  illumination  source brighter  than for the in-line  geometry  shown.  Finally,
the depth-of-focus is significantly smaller than for the in-line geometry.
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Figure 2.2

Basic transmission recording schematic for off-axis HPIV.
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An equivalent reflection geometry  is shown in Figure 2.3.  Here the reference beam approaches the plate from
the  left  side  of  the  hologram  plate.  Because  the  beam  penetrates  the  holographic  plate  from  the  direction
opposite  to  the  surface,  the  hologram  can  be  placed  very  near  the  subject.  This  gives  a  wider  viewing  angle
through the hologram and permits more accurate depth resolution. Known as a reflection hologram (because the
reconstructed wave front is on the same side as the light source), this geometry has traditionally been avoided in
scientific  measurements,  since  aberration  effects  of  emulsion  shrinkage  are  the  most  severe  with  it.  This  is
because the fringes are in the "thickness" direction for this geometry.
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Figure 2.3

Basic reflection recording schematic for off-axis HPIV.

Figure 2.4 exhibits a second reference beam used for cross-correlation purposes. The basic idea is to encode two
distinct holograms on a single plate with the two reference beams: each hologram is exposed to a distinct beam
angle. This technique is commonly known as angular multiplexing.
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Figure 2.4

HPIV recording schematic with two reference beams for time discrimination.
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ü 2.2.3 Hologram Depth-of-Focus and Light-Scattering of Particles

Depth-of-focus,  or depth-of-field,  is a foremost concern  in the holographic imaging of particles. The depth-of-
focus  is  defined  to  be  the  diffraction  limited  spot  size  in  the  longitudinal  direction  perpendicular  to  the  film
plane. In a simple camera lens imaging system, the depth-of-focus is

(2-1)df º l do
2 êA2

where df  is the depth of field, l is the wavelength of light, A  is lens aperture size, and do  is the distance to the
subject image [Born and Wolf, (1985), pp 441]. The ratio do ê A is the f-number of the system.

For holographic  images,  the equation for the depth-of-focus is the same as for an imaging lens. However  in a
holographically-recorded particle scattering, the aperture size, A, is usually not equal to the hologram plate size.
The effective aperture size is  determined by the portion of the hologram which receives scattered light from a
given particle, and thus depends on the type of scattering.

There  are  three  mechanisms  that  produce  light  scattering  from  particles:  diffractive  scattering,  refractive
scattering,  and  reflective  scattering.  Diffractive  scattering  is  produced  by  the  diffraction  of  light  around  the
edges of the particle.  Diffractive  scattering increases dramatically  with  decreasing particle  diameter  and is  the
dominant  mechanism  in  opaque  objects.  Therefore,  for  particles  in  which  diffractive  effects  dominate  the
scattering process, the effective aperture size of the hologram varies for each particle diameter.

Refractive scattering is the result of a transparent particle behaving like a lens. If the particle has a lower index
of refraction than the surrounding medium, then it  acts as a diverging lens. Conversely,  if the particle  is more
optically dense then the fluid, it is like a converging lens. Compared to diffractive scattering, particle size is less
important for defining the effective aperture size.

Reflective  scattering  is  similar  to  refractive  scattering,  where  the  particle  behaves  as  a  spherical  mirror  over
some  range  of  angles.  Transparent  particles  can  refractively  scatter  for  small  angles  of  incidence  and  reflec-
tively scatter light for those angles of incidence larger than the critical angle of the particle/fluid interface. 

In general,  the forward scattering of light from particles is dominated by diffractive effects.  In contrast, in off-
axis  scattering,  refraction  and  reflection  effects  are  dominant,  while  both  reflection  and  diffraction  effects
dominate  the  back  scattering.  Off-axis  scattering  can  be  several  orders  of  magnitude  less  than  the  forward
scattering,  however,  the backscattering  of  sufficiently small  particles  can in fact return  a surprising amount of
light.

As an example of how the type of scattering will affect the effective aperture size of a hologram, in the forward
scattering of 25 mm particles, the depth-of-focus is approximately 1 cm for l= 532 nm. If the holographic plate
is  12  cm from  the  particle,  from  equation  (2-1),  the  effective  aperture  is  about  3  mm in  diameter.  In  this
instance, the majority of the holographic plate does not contribute to any given particle reconstruction and is left
unused.  However,  for  holograms  positioned  to  receive  the  side  scattered  energy  from  a  particle,  the  entire
plate's  surface  can  be  exposed  to  the  particle,  provided  the  illumination  source  is  powerful  enough.  For  this
case, the effective aperture dimensions is equal to the plate dimensions.
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ü 2.2.4 Surface Measurements

Figure 2.5 shows a simple reflection recording geometry for use in solid surface measurements. This geometry
uses a single beam for both the reference and object illumination. For surface measurements, the scattered beam
intensity  can  be  sufficiently  great  to  permit  single  beam  illumination.  Again,  as  discussed  for  Figure  2.3,
because the beam penetrates the holographic plate from the direction opposite to the surface, the hologram can
be placed very near the subject. This also permits extremely accurate depth resolution.

Holographic Plate

Solid 
Surface

Single Reference and
Object Illumination

Figure 2.5

Single beam reflection recording schematic for surface displacement measurements: reflection geometry

Shown  in  Figure  2.6  is  the  reflection  geometry  in  a  two-beam  configuration.  Here  the  reference  beam
approaches the plate from the left side, similar to Figure 2.4, while a separate illuminates the object as shown in
Figure  2.3.  This  can be  important  for  subjects  exhibiting weaker light  scattering (or placed far  away from the
plate).
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Figure 2.6

Two-beam surface recording schematic: reflection geometry
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The  most  common  surface-recording  geometry  is  shown  in  Figure  2.7.  This  transmission  hologram geometry
has the lowest aberrations,  producing the highest  fidelity reconstructions.  However, the object most be located
some distance away from the holographic plate to provide access for the illumination and reference beams. This
in turn reduces the viewing range of the hologram, and increases the subsequent depth-of-focus.
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Figure 2.7

Two-beam surface recording schematic: transmission geometry

Figure  2.8  exhibits  a  second  reference  beam  used  for  cross-correlation  purposes.  This  two-beam  reflection
geometry is analogous to the two-beam transmission geometry illustrated by Figure 4 previously.
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Figure 2.8

Surface recording with two reference beams for time discrimination.
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ü 2.2.5 Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Noise  in the holographic  image degrades  the accuracy  of a  displacement  measurement.  There are  four  factors
which  contribute  noise  to  a  hologram:  virtual  image  noise,  image  intermodulation,  film  scattering  noise,  and
imperfect optics.

Virtual  image noise,  produced by  in-line  holography,  results  from the virtual  image generating interference  in
the real image space. Virtual image noise is not found in off-axis holography. Intermodulation noise, produced
from the scattering  of light  by each object  point  acting as the reference source for every  other object  point,  is
not  only  of  great  concern  in  fluid  measurements,  since  there  is  such  a  large  number  of  particles,  but  also  in
surface measurements  due to  the large number of  surface scattering  sites.  Because  this  problem is inherent  in
holography, it is important to first eliminate all other possible noise sources.

Film scattering  noise,  due to  the Raleigh  scattering from the grains in the film emulsion  at  the time of  image
reconstruction,  is dependent on grain size, which, in turn, is dependent on the film type, the chemical develop-
ing  processes  used  and  the  film  exposure.  Finally,  imperfect  optics  contribute  intermodulation  noise  due  to
scattering of light and from secondary reflections within the holographic plate surfaces.

‡ 2.3 Intensity Correlation Analysis

ü 2.3.1 Overview

Methods for intensity analysis of the hologram depend on the use of focused images within the hologram. This
is done by projecting focused images from the hologram onto a CCD camera, and then using two-dimensional
digital  correlation  methods  to  obtain  displacement  information.  The  consequence  of  correlation  in  image
intensity  is that the phase information present  in the recorded hologram is not used.  It becomes important  that
sharp images are formed and therefore elimination of optical aberrations in the reconstruction and interrogation
process becomes important.

There are several important consequences of using image correlation analysis to find displacements. Correlation
does not  require  image  matching  on  a particle-by-particle  basis,  nor does it  attempt  to  track  particles  in three
dimensions. Provided that the concentration of particles is high enough, each interrogation cell yields a displace-
ment  vector  measurement,  and the  vectors  can  be  evaluated  on a  uniform,  non-random  grid.  The  two-dimen-
sional  procedure used is built  on planar scanning technology that is well  established for the analysis of photo-
graphic  PIV  images.  Our  discussion  on  intensity  correlation  analysis  shall  concentrate  on  the  application  of
fluid  measurements.  Please  note,  however,  that  the  same  basic  procedures  might  also  be  applied  to  surface
displacement subjects (to yield three-dimensional displacement information about the surface). 

ü 2.3.2 Holographic Playback

This  section  illustrates  two  basic  approaches  for  holographic  playback  of  intensity  information.  Although  the
following illustrations  use particle  images,  solid-surface  subjects could  be substituted.  Figure 2.9 uses the real
image projected from the phase-conjugate reconstruction of the hologram. In this approach, the phase-conjugate
reference beam produces a real image within the space of the original experiment. A CCD camera focuses into a
particular plane of the real image space. At each plane, the camera is stepped along a grid of coordinate points
to  obtain  a  map  of  two-dimensional  displacement  measurements.  The  camera  is  then  stepped  through  the 3D
space to process multiple, distinct planes of particle field information. Finally the view of the camera is shifted
such that a different perspective of the object space is taken and the process is repeated. In some setups, a single
hologram  is  used  for  both  perspective  measurements,  but  in  other  setups,  a  separate  hologram  records  each
perspective.  In  either  case,  the  resulting  sets  of  two-dimensional  stereoscopic  displacement  data  is  eventually
combined mathematically into a single three-dimensional displacement dataset.
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Figure 2.9

Phase-conjugate playback method: a real image plane of particles is focused onto the CCD array.

Figure  2.10  uses  a  similar  approach  as  described  above,  except  that  the  original  reference  beam  is  used  for
reconstruction and a virtual image is created by the hologram. As a consequence, the CCD camera must now be
located on the opposite side of the hologram from the object space. This results in a longer viewing distance for
the  camera.  Again,  the  camera  is  stepped  through  the  3D  space  to  image  distinct  planes  of  particle  field
information.
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Figure 2.10

Original playback method: a virtual image plane of particles is focused onto the CCD array.

In both  of the methods presented  here, a CCD camera focuses into a particular  plane of the image space. The
volume  of  the  image  space  is  broken  into  one  or  more  cells  of  information.  Such  volumes  are  known  as
"interrogation"  cells.  The  effective  thickness  of  an  interrogation  cell  is  the  depth-of-focus  of  the  projected
holographic image, and the area of an interrogation cell is given by the image projection onto the CCD sensor.
Each displacement  measurement is extracted from the focused particle image intensity  information of a  single
interrogation cell using correlation analysis on a digital computer. This theory of intensity correlation analysis is
presented in the next two sections.
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ü 2.3.3 Digital Auto-Correlation

A simplified yet useful model of this method of analysis can be formulated by considering only paired particle
images.  If  we assume that  the particles  scatter  light  as  point  sources across  the camera aperture,  the intensity
function  on  the  CCD  camera  is  proportional  to  the  sum  of  the  particle-scattered  intensity  distributions  at  the
time of the first and second exposures and can be written in the form,

(2-2)

I Hxi , yi L =

Io hHxi , yi L≈ ‚
m

dHxi - xm, yi - ymL≈ HdHxi , yi L + dHxi - Dx, yi - DyLL

where xm , ym  are the coordinates of the m'th particle within a particular imaged particle plane of focus; Dx, Dy
are the components of the particle image displacement; hHxi , yi L  is the impulse response function of the imaging
system; Io is a constant; and the symbol ≈ denotes a convolution.

Correlation analysis of image intensity is accomplished using digital  image processing to directly calculate the
two-dimensional autocorrelation of the intensity distribution, and is given by,

(2-3)
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where RhhHu, vL  is the autocorrelation of the impulse response function. Expanding and rearranging this expres-
sion gives,

(2-4)

RUUHu, vL = 2 N Io
2 RhhHu, vL

+ N Io
2 RhhHu, vL≈ HdHu - Dx, v - DyL + dHu + Dx, v + DyLL

+ Io
2 RhhHu, vL≈ HdHu - Dx, v - DyL + 2 dHu, vL + dHu + Dx, v + DyLL≈

‚
m

‚
n

dHu - Hxm - xnL, v - Hym - ynLL

The  first  term  is  a  central  peak  that  represents  the  self-correlation  function,  while  the  second  term  has  the
positive and negative first order correlation peaks that correspond with the positive and negative-going particle
displacements  (and hence a directional  ambiguity).  The final term is the noise which can be considered as the
relative uncertainty in the particle pairing.

Clearly, the expected number of particle image pairs within each interrogation region has a strong influence on
the  ability  of  the  analysis  system  to  accurately  identify  and  measure  the  position  of  the  signal  peaks.  Using
models  similar to that  described above,  Keane and Adrian [Keane et al.  (1992)] have investigated the random
and systematic  bias  errors introduced  by the method of analysis.  In  essence this work shows that  ideally  each
interrogation region should contain 10 particle image pairs and should nominally be digitized to a resolution of
128  µ  128  pixels  although  more  particle  image  pairs  are  necessary  if  strong  velocity  gradients  are  present
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within the region. If this is the case, the measured velocity is a good estimate of the two-dimensional fluid at the
centre of the measurement volume, at the time midway between the exposures.

Although  the autocorrelation  analysis  described above provides a good estimate of the fluid velocity  it  should
be noted that an ambiguity exists in the sign of the velocity since the order of the exposures is not recorded. In
addition it is evident that the minimum measurable particle image displacement must be greater than the image
diameter in order for the signal peaks to be separated from the zero order peak. These deficiencies are overcome
by the methods discussed in the following section.

ü 2.3.4 Removing Directional Ambiguities with Digital Cross-Correlation

Relative to autocorrelation analysis of the images,  cross-correlation permits small  displacements (hence, larger
velocity dynamic range), determines the direction of the displacements (removal of directional ambiguity),  and
improves  the  signal-to-noise  ratio.  Figure  2.11  shows  a  modified  playback  method  used  for  cross-correlation
analysis.  This  system  relies  on  sampling  two  sets  of  data  for  each  region  in  the  measurement  sample.  Two
reference  beams,  alternately  switched  on,  provide  independent  displays  of  twin  particle  image  data.  We  then
perform cross-correlation between the two images.
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Figure 2.11

Phase-conjugate playback method for cross-correlation: the two reference beams are alternately switched on.

With  reference  to  the analysis  presented  in the previous  section,  the first  and second exposure  images can be
modelled as,

(2-5)AHxi , yi L = Io hHxi , yi L≈ ‚
m

dHxi - xm, yi - ymL

and

(2-6)BHxi , yi L = Io hHxi - Dx, yi - DyL≈ ‚
n

dHxi - xn, yi - ynL

The corresponding cross-correlation function, RAB Hu, vL , is given by,
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(2-7)

RAB Hu, vL =

Io RhhHu, vL≈ dHu - Dx, v - DyL≈‚
m

‚
n

dHu - Hxm - xnL, v - Hym - ynLL

= N Io RhhHu - Dx, v - DyL +

Io RhhHu, vL≈‚‚
m,n:m∫n

 dHu - Hxm - xnL, v - Hym - ynLL

Comparison  with  equation  (2-4)  shows  that  the  cross-correlation  of  image  labelled  data  does  not  contain  a
central peak and thus displacement  measurements of less than one particle diameter are possible. In addition it
should be noted that the noise contribution is considerably reduced.

‡ 2.4 Complex-Field Correlation Analysis

ü 2.4.1 Overview

We  have  recently  developed  optical  correlation  techniques  to  measure  three-dimensional  displacement  from
double pulsed holograms of this type. In essence the method uses optical methods to compute the autocorrela-
tion of  the phase and amplitude of the optical  field  that  passes through  a sampling aperture  placed in  the real
image.  The output  of  the correlator  is  an  optical  field  that  appears  to  contain three sources  or  intensity  peaks
positioned along a line in three-dimensional  space.  The central peak is the self-correlation of the double expo-
sure record.  Relative  to the position of the central  peak, the outer  peaks are situated  at positions equal to plus
and minus the particle displacement. 

The following uses a correlation in both amplitude and phase of the complex wave fronts within the hologram.
With  this  use  of  amplitude  and  phase  correlation,  it  is  no  longer  critical  to  minimize  the  optical  aberrations.
Unlike the intensity-correlation analysis, which uses the combined two-dimensional data sets from stereoscopic
viewpoints,  complex-field  correlation  only  requires  a  single  viewing  perspective  for  full  three-dimensional
displacement  measurement.  As  mentioned  previously  for  the  intensity  analysis  section,  we  shall  limit  the
following discussions to the fluid measurements. Nevertheless, the basic technique of complex-field correlation
may  be  applied  equally  well  in  both  fluid  and  surface  displacement  measurements.  In  Section  2.4,  the  basic
theory  of  complex-field  correlation  as  developed  by  Coupland  and  Halliwell  is  presented  [Coupland  and
Halliwell (1992), Coupland and Halliwell (1997)].

ü 2.4.2 Holographic Playback

As shown in Figure 2.12, a phase conjugate reference beam illuminates the measurement hologram, which now
projects  a  real  image  back  into  the  space  in  front  of  it.  In  this  space  is  placed  a  pinhole  aperture  mounted
together  with  a  Fourier  transform  lens  and  CCD  camera  on  a  3-axis  motorized  translation  stage.  The  recon-
structed  complex-field  image formed  at  the pinhole  opening determines  the sample volume of a  measurement
point.  The  Fourier-transform  lens then  takes  the Fourier-transform  of  the complex  wavefront  emanating  from
the pinhole aperture and forms the spatial power spectrum which contains displacement  fringes onto the CCD
array.  Attached  to  the  CCD  camera,  either  an  optical  processor  or  digital  computer  is  used  to  perform  the
complex autocorrelation of the particle-scattered field from the pinhole via Fourier transformation of the CCD-
imaged fringe pattern. This directly provides three-dimensional  displacement information. Finally, the pinhole-
camera configuration  is  stepped through  the larger  test  volume of  interest,  progressively  sampling  at  adjacent
points in space.
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Figure 2.12

Phase-conjugate playback method: real particle images pass through the pinhole aperture and are Fourier-transformed at the
CCD array.

ü 2.4.3 Complex-Field Auto-Correlation [Coupland and Halliwell (1992)]

The complex amplitude transmitted by the aperture,  U(x,y),  can be considered as the sum of the contributions,
A(x,y) and B(x,y), and which result from the scattered light recorded by each of the two exposures such that:

(2-8)UHx, yL = AHx, yL + BHx, yL
Using the Fresnel approximation and modelling the particle-scattering as point sources, the complex amplitude
from the first exposure can be written as the sum of quadratic wave fronts such that:

(2-9)AHx, yL = ‚
m

AmÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Â l zm

 ‰
-Â pÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅl zm

HHx-xmL2+Hy-ymL2L

It is assumed that these particles move in unison a distance

(2-10)Ds = HDx2 + Dy2 + Dz2L1ê2

then using the Fresnel approximation once again, the optical field as a result of the second exposure recording
can be written:

(2-11)BHx, yL = AHx, yL≈
1

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Â l Dz

 ‰
- Â pÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅl Dz HHx-DxL2+Hy-DyL2L

where the constant phase factors have been omitted for simplicity. Hence the complex amplitude describing the
double pulsed reconstruction can be written:

(2-12)UHx, yL = AHx, yL≈ AdHx, yL +
1

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Â l Dz

 ‰
- Â pÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅl Dz HHx-DxL2+Hy-DyL2LE

It  is  interesting  to  consider  the far-field  diffraction  pattern  observed  in  the back  focal  plane  of  a  convex  lens
which is proportional to the spatial power spectrum given by:
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(2-13)
WH fx, fyL = J À U

~
H fx, fyL ÀN

2
= J À A

~
H fx, fyL ÀN

2
µ

H2 + 2 cosHp l DzH fx
2 + fy

2L - 2 pH fx Dx + fy DyL - p ê2LL
where ~ denotes a Fourier transform and H fx, fyL  are spatial frequencies.

It can be seen that the far-field  diffraction pattern  corresponds to the spatial power spectrum of the first expo-
sure images modulated  by a fringe pattern  which is a  function of  the displacement.  The loci  of the minima in
this fringe pattern are defined by the set of equations:

(2-14)l DzH fx2 + fy
2L - 2 HDx fx + Dy fyL - 1 ê2 = 2 n + 1

where  n  is  an  integer.  For  displacement  in  the  plane  of  the  aperture  (Dz  =  0),  the  fringes  form parallel  lines
(Young's fringes). In general, however, the fringes are a family of concentric circles centred at {Dx/ (l Dz), Dy/
(l Dz)} with radii, rn , given by:

(2-15)rn = HHDx2 + Dy2L ê Hl Dz2L + H2n + 3ê2L l DzL1ê2

Although in principle the three-dimensional particle displacement could be extracted from the fringe pattern as

in  the  two-dimensional  case,  the  finite  scattering  population  results  in  noise  which  is  manifest  in  the-

À  A
~
H fx, fyL À2 term  in  equation  (2-13).  In  a  similar  manner  to  the  two-dimensional  case,  the  dominant  fringe

pattern can be identified from the complex autocorrelation function,RUU  Hu, vL ,  given by the Fourier transform
of equation (2-13), ie:

(2-16)
RUUHu, vL = RAAHu, vL≈ A

- 1
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Â l Dz

 ‰
Â pÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅl Dz HHu-DxL2+Hv-DyL2L +

2 dHx, yL +
1

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Â l Dz

 ‰
- Â pÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅl Dz HHu+DxL2+Hv+DyL2LE

where RAA Hu, vL  is the complex autocorrelation of A(x,y) given by:

(2-17)

RAAHu, vL = „
m

 

ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
 Am 

ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ

2  

dHu, vL + ‚
m,n:

 ‚
m∫n

 Am An
*  

-1
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Â l Hzm - znL

 ‰
- p ÂÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅl Hzm-zn L HHxm-xn-uL2+Hym-yn-vL2L

The  first  term  in  this  equation  describes  a  peak  at  the  origin  with  magnitude  proportional  to  the  sum  of  the
scattered  intensity  from  each  particle.  The  second  term  consists  of  randomly  phased  quadratic  wave  fronts
resulting  from  uncorrelated  particle  images  and  can  be  considered  as  noise.  Consequently,  substituting  in
equation (2-16), we have:
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(2-18)

RUUHu, vL =
-⁄m » Am »2
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

Â l Dz
 ‰

Â pÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅl Dz HHu-DxL2+Hv-DyL2L + 2 ‚
m

 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ

 Am 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
2  

dHu, vL +
⁄m  » Am »2
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

Â l Dz
 ‰

- Â pÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅl Dz HHu+DxL2+Hv+DyL2L + noise terms

It  can  be  seen  that  the  complex  autocorrelation  consists  essentially  of  a  central  peak  and  two  signal  peaks,
however, in this case the signal peaks consist of contributions from quadratic wavefronts. If optical correlation
techniques  are  used  to  compute  the  complex  correlation,  the  signal  peaks  are  spherical  wavefronts  which  are
modelled here as quadratic  as a result of the Fresnel assumption. In this way the wavefronts can be brought to
focus at a distance proportional to Dz in front of and behind the correlation plane as shown in Figure 2.13. The
quadratic wave fronts corresponding to the noise terms in equation (2-18) are generally out of focus and can be
removed from an image formed on a CCD camera by using a suitable threshold.

v u
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∆z ∆z

∆x
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Figure 2.13

Three correlation planes separated by Dz.

ü 2.4.4 Immunity to Phase Aberration [Coupland and Halliwell (1997)]

One of  the greatest  benefits  of  the complex-field  correlation  process is  its  inherent  immunity  to optical  phase
aberrations which may be present in the final holographic image. In this section, we will examine this benefit in
more  detail.  Phase  aberrations  can  result  from  a  number  of  different  factors,  the  most  important  of  which
include:  refractive  distortions  by  components  such as optical  windows  and  the hologram substrate,  as well  as
diffractive distortions due to hologram emulsion shrinkage and also reconstruction wavelength changes.

Without  loss  of  generality,  we will  consider  a  one-dimensional  model  of  the aberrated  holographic  recording
and  reconstruction  process,  shown  in  Figures  2.14  and  2.15.  For  the  purposes  of  illustration,the  holographic
recording and image reconstruction is depicted as two separate process steps. In this analysis, however, we will
treat  the  recording  and  reconstruction  process  as a  single  composite  system,  hHxi : xoL ,  in  which  the complex
object field, uHxoL , is the object field that is input to the system and the complex image field, uHxi L , is the output
of  the  system.  For  a  linear  space  invariant  imaging  system,  the  complex  image  amplitude  distribution,  uHxi L ,
can be written as:

(2-19)uHxi L = uHxoL ≈ hHxi : xoL
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where ≈ denotes a convolution [Goodman (1968)]. Note that uHxi L  was previously written in equation (2-8) as
UHx, yL .  In  addition,  the  complex  image  amplitude  distribution  found  at  the  image  plane  of  Figure  2.15  was
previously depicted in Figure 2.12 at the pinhole aperture.
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Figure 2.14

Holographic recording of object field, uHxoL .
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Figure 2.15

Holographic reconstruction  through  aberrated complex pupil function, PHxhL .

While some causes of phase aberration,  such as the presence of curved optical windows, may occur during the
holographic  recording  process,  other  aberrations such as emulsion  shrinkage take place  during the reconstruc-
tion process.  Nevertheless,  we will  lump all  causes of phase distortion into a single,  composite complex pupil
function, PHxhL , as shown in Figure 2.15. In addition to phase changes, this pupil function models the changes
in amplitude, such as finite aperture effects, that generally occurs during any holographic imaging process.

Assuming the Fresnel  approximations,  we can reasonably  approximate  the complex image amplitude distribu-
tion by:

(2-20)uHxi L = uHxoL ≈ FT@ PHxhLD
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where the impulse response function, hHxi : xoL , is simply the Fourier transform of the complex pupil function,
PHxhL ,  the  multiplicative  phase  and  amplitude  factors  have  been  neglected,  and  FT[  ]  indicates  a  Fourier
transform.  Using  the  autocorrelation  theorem  [Goodman  (1968)],  the  complex  autocorrelation,  Ruu ,  of  the
image amplitude is given by:

(2-21)Ruu = HuHxoL * u*  HxoLL ≈ FT@† PHxhL§2D
where *  denotes correlation.

In general, we can define the complex pupil function, PHxhL ,by:

(2-22)PHxhL = aHxhL  ‰Â «HxhL

where aHxhL  represents the amplitude changes of the system and «HxhL  contains all of the phase aberrations. We
now substitute this back into equation (2-21) to obtain:

(2-23)Ruu = HuHxoL * u*  HxoLL ≈ FT@a2 HxhLD
From this,  we can see that the phase aberrations are irrelevant when the complex autocorrelation of the image
amplitude distributions are computed. Here, the autocorrelation is convolved  with the Fourier transform of the
square  of the hologram pupil  function, aHxhL ,  as in the case of diffraction-limited  imaging.  In practice,  ampli-
tude aberrations are less disruptive to the final correlation result than phase aberrations.  In this situation,  aHxhL
can be considered to be a rectangular function whose spectrum is a Sinc function but can also be approximated
as  a  delta  function  for  the  high  numeric  apertures  typically  found  in  holographic  measurement.  In  this  way,
when  the  wavefront  consists  of  an  original  object  field,  uHxoL ,  as  well  as  a  slightly  displaced  object  field,
uHxo + sL , in which s represents the displacement distance, we find Ruu  to be:

(2-24)
Ruu = uHxoL * u* HxoL + uHxo + sL * u* Hxo + sL +

uHxoL * u* Hxo + sL + uHxo + sL * u* HxoL

Here,  the  first  two  terms  represent  the  central  (zero  order)  peak  and  the  third  and  fourth  terms  denote  the
symmetrically displaced signal peaks at a distance s from the origin (as shown previously in Figure 2.13). If one
wishes to take the finite aperture effects into account, one can simply convolve each of the above terms with an
appropriate Sinc function according to equation (2-23). Nevertheless, this case clearly illustrates that any spatial-
invariant phase aberrations present in the system shall have no effect on the resulting complex-field correlation.
This is  because the complex-field  correlation uses the spatial  power spectrum rather than image intensity,  and
this is  only sensitive to phase changes between the original,  uHxoL ,  and displaced image field,  uHxo + sL .  Such
phase  changes,  however,  are  negligible  for  small  object  displacements  and  holographic  imaging  systems  that
are spatially invariant.

‡ 2.5 Summary
The methods of intensity and complex field correlation presented in this chapter provide fundamental principles
to  be  exploited  in  the  remaining  chapters.  Each  of  these  basic  techniques  suffer  from  certain  deficiencies.  In
particular, intensity correlation depends on high fidelity (sharp) images, while complex field correlation, which
alleviates  this  problem,  suffers  from directional  ambiguity  since  cross-correlation  cannot  be  readily  achieved.
Therefore,  the  basic  approaches  presented  here  must  be  modified  in  practice  for  successful  application.  The
precise nature of such modifications forms the central theme of this thesis.
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Part II : Intensity-Correlation Analysis Methods and 
Results

Overview of Part II
Part II presents two generations of image-intensity-based holographic PIV systems that have been designed and
fabricated at the University of Illinois for studying three-dimensional turbulence structures within fluid velocity
fields. The task of these systems is to follow the movement  of millions of micron-sized particles between two
instants in time within  a chosen volumetric  region. These particles are carried  by an air flow and enable  us to
measure  the  air  movement  within  the  volume.  By  recording  a  holographic  image  of  the  particles  using  two
distinct  viewing  angles,  we  can  triangulate  on  the  three-dimensional  position  of  each  particle.  Finally,  by
knowing  the positions  at  two  instants  in  time and  by  knowing  the time  interval,  we can  determine the  three-
dimensional velocity for a grid of points in space.

Shown in Figure II.1, these two holographic systems will be examined in the following three chapters. First, in
order  to provide  a perspective  of  the overall  HPIV research  development,  we examine the HPIV system as it
was originally constructed [Barnhart et al. (1994), Barnhart (1994)]. Secondly, we examine a newer design that
enables  us to image through  thick-walled,  curved windows [Barnhart  et  al.  (1995)].  These systems have been
designed to provide the high spatial resolution required to achieve small depth-of-focus and hence good spatial
resolution  in  all  three  measurement  directions.  Both  systems  are  configured  to  record  on  a  single  film  plate,
images  at  two  times  from  two  different  perspectives  which  provide  information  for  reconstruction  of  three-
dimensional vector displacements.

Figure II.1

Two generations of intensity-based HPIV cameras. On the left  is the first generation, stereo-prism camera. On the right is
the second generation, stereo-mirror camera.

The goals that guided the development of these two intensity-based HPIV systems have been to make measure-
ments with one millimeter resolution over a 100×100×100 mm3  cube with accuracy better than one-percent  of

full  scale,  i.e. 100:1 dynamic ranges in space and velocity.  To measure continuous velocity  fields,  it is neces-
sary to extract velocity  data from nearly every  resolution cell  in the measurement domain,  and since the parti-
cles are randomly distributed, the only way to guarantee this is to place many particles in each cell on average.
These considerations  lead to large numbers of particles (~107  in a 100 mm cube) which in turn create speckle
noise  in  a  holographic  recording  that  must  be  suppressed  by  using  a  strong  reference  beam  relative  to  the
scattered  light  object  beam. Furthermore,  with the large number of  particles,  the size of  each particle  must be
restricted to a few microns to avoid overloading the fluid, either on a volume basis, or on a mass basis when the
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fluid is gaseous. A final consequence of the wide range of spatial scales in turbulence is that the analysis of each
hologram involves vector measurements of many cells. In our case, more than one million cells must be interro-
gated. To increase the speed of these calculations, we have employed a multi-processor computing system.
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Chapter 3: Stereo-Prism Holographic Camera Review
      [Barnhart (1994)]

‡ 3.1 Introduction
In  the  stereo-prism  design,  shown  in  Figures  3.1  and  3.2,  the  holographic  stereo  camera  uses  four  lenses  in
combination  with  two  prisms  to  project  two  viewing  channels  onto  a  single  holographic  plate.  The  fluid  is
initially seeded with millions of tiny particles and illuminated with a pulsed laser source. Shown in Figure 3.2,
the  camera  images  the  forward-scattered  light  from  these  seed  particles  through  the  stereo  prism  optics,  and
onto the holographic plate. This system has a stereo viewing separation of 30°. Two reference beams are used to
make independent  holographic  recording at two instants  in time. Later,  the same camera optics  are used again
with  phase-conjugate  reference  beams  to  process  the  holographic  images  for  velocity  field  information.  This
chapter examines the stereo-prism camera system in detail.

Figure 3.1

Stereo-prism camera with pipe flow experiment.

Figure 3.2

Crossed  auto-stereogram  of  stereo  prism  camera.  Rays  of  light  are  shown  emitted  from  a  particle  scatterer  within  the
measurement  volume and projected  through the  optics  onto the  holographic  plate  at  the back of  the  camera.  Use crossed
eyes to overlap the two images for 3-D effect.
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‡ 3.2 Holographic Recording
The  original  recording  system  is  shown  in  Figure  3.3.  Four  images  are  independently  recorded  on  the  same
plate: two pairs in each of two distinct stereo views, each view recording images at different times. This single
plate system uses dual  off-axis reference beams in combination with a stereo pair  of low ƒ-number optics that
project  two  perspectives  of  the  particles  in  the  flow  volume  away  from  the  flow.  The recording  light  source
consists  of  twin  synchronized,  injection  seeded,  frequency  doubled  Nd:YAG  lasers  which  produce  300  mJ
pulses.  Injection  seeding  creates  nearly  transform  limited  pulses  having  a  coherence  length  of  >1  m.  Single
pulses  from  each  laser  I01 (t1)  and  I02 (t2)  are  split  at  the  beamsplitter  BS  and  directed  through  three  optical
paths.  The beamsplitter  reflections feed two reference beam paths, while  the beamsplitter  transmissions feed a
common  illumination  path  directed  through  the  flow  volume.  The  transmitted  beams  intersect  after  M6  and
expand after L4 , before being collimated by L7 and used to illuminate the flow volume. The reference beams
are expanded by either L3 or L5, collimated by either L6, or L8, and directed to the film plate at the angles of
±50º with respect to the plate normal.  The reference beam energy deposited on the 10×12.5 cm2  film plate for

one  exposure  is  approximately  2-3  mJ.  The  common  illumination  beam  is  prevented  from  reaching  the  film
plate by a stop, while the scattered object beams are passed through the stereo camera optics and onto the film
plate.

The lasers produce double pulses I01 , I02  at a repetition rate of 10 Hz with an arbitrary time offset between the
pulses, and they are shuttered to permit emissions of single sets of pulses. The first pulse illuminates the flow at
time  t1.  Light  scattered  by  the  particles  from  I01 ,  is  collected  by  two  lenses  L11  and  L21  which  define  the
object beams O1 and O2. They provide two views of the particles at time t1 that are used subsequently to obtain
the three-dimensional motion. Each object beam is deflected by a prism and refocused to form images near the
single  holographic  plate.  Both  object  views  (through  L11  and  L21)  are  recorded  on  the  plate  at  t1  by  using
reference beam R1. The procedure is repeated identically at time t2 except that the flow volume viewed through
L11 and L21 is  recorded  using reference  beam R2. Again  two  views are  recorded,  resulting in  a total  of  four
images on the holographic plate. The angle between the two object beams is approximately 30º, and was chosen
to reject the on-axis  illumination beam and permit recording of the two perspectives onto a single holographic
plate. Reference angular multiplexing of the images at t1 and t2 on the same plate eliminates the image registra-
tion  problems which  occur  during  analysis  of  images recorded  on separate  plates.  Furthermore,  it  permits  the
use of cross-correlation  to find the image displacement  between exposures  and hence the determination  of the
displacement direction.

Note  that  image  registration  is  ensured  as  a  result  of  the  phase-conjugate  reconstruction  process.  Here,  the
naturally  occurring  aberrations  of  the  imaging  optics  actually  provide  a  high  finesse  mechanism  for  accurate
reference beam registration. This is because the strong lens aberrations only get cancelled (to give sharp particle
images) for the correct,  precise,  phase-conjugate reference beam direction. (In the event that a slight reference
misalignment  should  occur,  the result  would  be expressed  as a slight,  constant  image shift  that  could  be  sub-
tracted from the final displacement measurement without undue difficulty.)
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Figure 3.3

Table layout used in recording the hologram. Light pulses I01[t1] and I02[t2] are generated by a dual pulsed Nd:YAG laser
system. A V-shaped beamsplitter is used to combine the two pulses into a common illumination path (BS, M4, M6, L4, M7,
L7), as well as to produce separated reference beams (R2 = BS, L2, M5, L5, L8, M9 and R1 = BS, L1, M3, L3, L6, M8).
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‡ 3.3 Interrogation System

ü 3.3.1 System Overview

The interrogation of the hologram to produce 3-D velocity fields involves three steps: measurement of the two-
dimensional  displacements  seen through L1;  measurement of the two-dimensional  displacements seen through
L2;  and  computation  of  the  three-dimensional  displacements  from  the  two  sets  of  two-dimensional  measure-
ments.  As  such,  the  procedure  is  quite  similar  to  stereo  PIV  with  photographic  recording,  however  there  are
several important differences.

To  reconstruct  and  interrogate  the  individual  volumetric  interrogation  cells,  the  entire  imaging  sub-assembly
(L11, P1, L12, L21, P2, L22, plus the developed film plate, as shown in Figures 3.2 - 3.4) is placed on a recon-
struction table and two phase conjugate reference beams and are alternately switched to reconstruct the particle
images at t1 or at t2. During the first interrogation, the optical path through L11, P1, L12 is blocked so that only
the view of the particles recorded through L21, P2, L22 is reconstructed (See Figure 3.4). The images at t1 and
t2 are reconstructed, digitized, and analyzed to determine the two-dimensional displacement field of the images
as viewed through L21. This procedure is applied to the entire reconstructed volume by scanning the digitizing
camera over many XY planes.  Next,  the optical  path through L21, P2, L22 is blocked so that only the view of
the  particles  recorded  through  L11,  P1,  L12 is  reconstructed.  The  procedure  described  above  is  repeated  to
obtain the two-dimensional  field of particle displacements as seen through L21. It  is important  to note that the
holographic plate records four images of each particle, one from each viewing direction at each time. The two
viewing directions for recording make it possible to reconstruct the images with good intensity from two widely
separated  directions.  While  the individual  images are  elongated ellipsoids (measuring  hundreds of  microns,  in
Figure  3.6),  measurement  of  the  absolute  three-dimensional  particle  position  can  be  determined  from  the
intersection of the two images which is a small fraction of the single image depth-of-focus (on the order of 10
microns). This gives us an indication of the imaging system's positional accuracy.

Although  we  have  just  explained  a  method  for  determining  the  absolute  position  of  each  particle  in  three-
dimensions, in practice, we do not measure the absolute position at all. In fact, we do not even measure individ-
ual particles. Instead, we only look at clusters of multiple particle images. By using correlation methods, we can
directly  measure  the  relative displacement  of  an  ensemble  of  particle  images  more  accurately  than  can  be
provided by the absolute measurement  of individual  particles. Initially,  these measurements only  take place in
two  dimensions  for  each  of  the  two  stereo  imaging  directions.  Once  these  two-dimensional  displacement
measurements  have been taken,  the two-dimensional  stereo data sets are used to extract  the three-dimensional
displacement  components.  This  correlation-based  displacement  measurement  process  is  explained  further  in
Section 3.2.2.

We refer  to  the procedure  just  described as stereo-stereo holography  because it  involves  recording the images
stereoscopically  and  reconstructing  them  stereoscopically.  It  is  not  the  same  as  reconstructing  a  single  holo-
graphic  image  and  viewing  it  stereoscopically.  It  is  important  to  note  that  the  holographic  plate  records  four
images of each particle, one from each viewing direction at each time. The two viewing directions for recording
make it possible to reconstruct the images with good intensity in two widely separated directions. For example,
the scattering particles  employed  in the present  experiments are  0.5-1 micron oil  droplets  in air, and these are
very weak  scatterers,  much smaller than the 30-40 micron particles  used in HPIV experiments  that  have been
reported  earlier.  More  importantly,  the two  viewing  directions  also make  it  possible  to  reconstruct  each view
separately.

Images are digitized  by placing a 1035x1320  pixel CCD array (Videk Megaplus  sans lens)  in an XY plane in
the  space  of  the  reconstructed  image.  The  CCD array,  mounted  on  a  computer  controlled  XYZ  table,  covers
only a small part of a complete XY plane. It examines a cross-section of each particle image, the cross-section
being slightly larger than the diameter of the image since particle images intersect the plane of CCD array at a
relatively small angle (see Figures 3.5 and 3.6). The video array records the image field at time t1 reconstructed
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by phase conjugate reference  beam, R1
* ,  and transfers  it  to a computer.  Then it  records  the image at  t2 recon-

structed by, R2
* , and passes it to the computer as a second, separate file. While the video array is moved to the

next location in the XY plane, the computer determines the two-dimensional displacements dX between the two
exposures by procedures that have been developed previously for the analysis of two-dimensional photographic
PIV data.  Specifically, the image array is sub-divided into interrogation spots that contain many (~10) images,
and the displacement  of the group of images in each spot  is found  by cross-correlating  the images of  the first
and second exposures.

There are several important consequences of using image correlation analysis to find displacements. Correlation
does not  require  image  matching  on  a particle-by-particle  basis,  nor does it  attempt  to  track  particles  in three
dimensions. Provided that the concentration of particles is high enough, each interrogation cell yields a displace-
ment  vector  measurement,  and the  vectors  can  be  evaluated  on a  uniform,  non-random  grid.  The  two-dimen-
sional procedure used in the present work is built on planar scanning technology that is well established for the
analysis of photographic PIV images.

Relative to autocorrelation analysis of PIV images, cross-correlation permits small displacements (hence, larger
velocity dynamic range), determines the direction of the displacements,  and improves the signal-to-noise ratio.
These advantages come at the cost of transferring twice as much image data and performing three FFT computa-
tions instead of two for autocorrelation.

Figure 3.4

The  imaging  subsystem  used  for  phase  conjugate  reconstruction.  One  camera  recording  channel  is  shown  being
reconstructed. 
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ü 3.3.2 Correlation Analysis

The  hardware  and  software  system  used  to  analyze  HPIV  data  should  be  much  faster  than  that  of  a  typical
planar PIV in order to process conveniently the large amount of data generated by the extension to volumetric
vector  fields.  For  example,  with  the present  approach,  the analysis  of  one 100x100x100  mm3  volume with  1
mm resolution requires 2 x106  measurements of vector displacement,  the same number as the analysis of two-
hundred  100  mm  x100  mm  photographs.  To  meet  this  demand  a  parallel  processor  computer  system  was
constructed using eight i860-based attached processors (Mercury Computer MC860VS) in a Sun 4/370 host for
an aggregate peak processing speed of 640 Mflop. It uses completely  digital cross-correlation  analysis with an
adaptive windowing method to enhance signal recovery. Using pipe lined processing and careful load balancing
it  has  been  possible  to  achieve  cross-correlation  speeds  of  100  vectors  per  second  based  on  128x128  pixel
interrogation domains. The peak theoretical cross-correlation speed is 160 vectors per second, based on the FFT
computation time for the MC860VS, but with overheads ( data transfers, peak searches, etc.) the achievable rate
is lower. (For comparison, the peak rate for Young's fringe analysis is calculated to be 266 vectors per second,
including overheads.)

The  input  image  from  the  CCD  array  is  digitized  onto  a  1024x1024  frame  which  is  subdivided  into  eight
512x256 processor  images that  are  passed to each of  the eight attached  processors.  Within  each processor  the
processor  window is further  divided into correlation blocks which each contain two data windows.  Window 1
contains I1 ,  the image intensity  from the exposure at  t1,  and Window 2 contains  I2 ,  the image intensity  field
from the exposure at t2. These windows are cross-correlated according to

(3-1)CHsL = ‡ I1HXL I2HX - sL dX : X = H x1, x2L , dX = dx1 dx2.

The size of Window 1 is adapted to the flow field to give the smallest area (maximum resolution) that contains
enough  images  to  produce  reliable  interrogation.  The  size  and  offset  of  Window  2  are  determined  by  the
character of the velocity field. They may be set according to a priori knowledge, or they can be set dynamically
during the interrogation. Typically, the grid of interrogation points overlaps the correlation windows by 50% to
satisfy the Nyquist criterion.

ü 3.3.3 Vector Decomposition

The relationship  between  two-dimensional  displacements  in the plane of  the video array and the three-dimen-
sional displacement  of the particle is needed to solve for the velocity vector. As shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6,
the  three-dimensional  particle  images  formed  by  the phase  conjugate  reconstruction  are  long,  small  diameter,
roughly  ellipsoidal  volumes.  The orientation  of  the long axis  will  be denoted by the unit  vector  q (See Figure
3.5). To a good approximation the direction of q is parallel to the axis of the focused light cone which forms it,
and  the focal  spot  diameter  is  perpendicular  to  that  direction.  Thus,  q varies  with  the  location  of  the particle
image  in  a  predictable  way;  the  images  recorded  at  t1  and  t2 having  slightly  different  directions  q1 and  q2.
Between exposures, the particle is displaced in the fluid by an amount dx = u dt with dx being the correspond-
ing displacement  of the center of the holographic image. Since the length of the particle image and it displace-
ment are each very small fractions of the distance to the optical center of the lenses L12 and L22, the difference
between q1 and q2 is normally negligible. Specifically, the fractional error incurred in evaluating dX assuming
q1 = q2 = q is less than the ratio of the length of the image to the distance to the optical center, a fraction of a
per cent in most cases.

If  q  is  taken  to  be  constant  between  exposures,  the  displacement  dX  is  independent  of  the  distances  of  the
images from the video array plane, and the relationships between displacement and velocity are given by:

(3-2)dX = u dt - w  dt qx ê qz
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(3-3)dY = v dt - w dt qy ê qz

where u = (u,v,w) and q = (qx,qy,qz). Note that the magnification is always unity for phase-conjugated imaged
reconstructions. These equations, coupled with measurements of dX from the two stereo views and a knowledge
of q, provide four equations for the three components of u. The extra equation can be used to check the validity
of the measurements. While it is a satisfactory approximation to treat q as a constant within a single interroga-
tion cell, the variation of q over the entire field of view should be accounted for, either by a calibration and table
look-up, or by a model of q(X).
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Figure 3.5

Schematic of the two images at times t1 and t2 within the image volume. The displacement along the CCD array is dX and
the actual displacement of the particle is u dt where u is the particle velocity.
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Figure 3.6

Image volume containing 2-D measurement plane.
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‡ 3.4 Summary
In  this  chapter,  we have  examined a stereo-prism  holographic  camera system that  has been  developed  for  the
study of three-dimensional  fluid velocity fields. A key element of this system is a unique low f-number optical
arrangement for recording two views of the flow volume at two times on a single holographic plate, and recon-
structing those views one-at-a-time using phase conjugate multiplexed image reconstruction.

Relative  to  in-line  holographic  techniques,  the  advantages  offered  by  this  system  are  a  substantially  smaller
depth-of-focus and improved signal-to-noise ratio. Relative to conventional off-axis techniques, the advantages
are  improved  image  resolution  and  depth-of-focus.  Recording  on  a  single  plate  eliminates  the  problem  of
accurately  registering  separately  recorded  images,  and  multiplexing  the  images  at  two  times eliminates  direc-
tional  ambiguity  in  the  velocity  measurements  and  makes  it  possible  to  use  cross-correlation  analysis  of  the
images, which is a preferred form of signal analysis. The optical system has been shown to image on the order
of 107  particles with 20 mm in-plane resolution and a single channel out-of-plane  image resolution less than 1
mm.  These  values  are  at  least  as  good  as those  achieved  with  photographic  imaging.  Using  300  mJ,  532  nm
Nd:Yag pulses, images of 1-2 mm particles in air can be recorded with good signal-to-noise ratios at scattering
angles more than 15o  away from the forward direction. Such particles are able to follow turbulent fluctuations
accurately in many gaseous turbulent flows.

The optical  system uses a stereo holographic  recording technique in which two images are  recorded from two
different  viewing  directions,  and each  view  is  reconstructed  separately.  The  analysis  of  this  form of  image  is
done without three-dimensionally tracking individual particles, thereby greatly simplifying the procedure. In the
present  system,  the  two-dimensional  cross-correlation  algorithms,  having  been  used  in  analyzing  two-dimen-
sional  displacements in PIV photographs, are used to analyze displacements in planar slices of the holographi-
cally  reconstructed  three-dimensional  flow  volume.  Analysis  of  each  stereo view permits  measurement  of  the
full  three-dimensional  flow vector.  Implementation  of this algorithm on a parallel  processor  makes analysis of
many holograms feasible.

In the next chapter, we will examine a stereo-mirror holographic camera system that represents the next genera-
tion design for intensity-correlated displacement measurement.
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Chapter 4: Stereo-Mirror Holographic Camera

‡ 4.1 Introduction
In  the  design  discussed  previously  in  Chapter  3  [Barnhart  (1994)],  we  had  developed  a  holographic  camera
system  that  used  four  lenses  in  combination  with  two  prisms  to  project  two  viewing  channels  onto  a  single
holographic plate. In addition to requiring large, costly, custom-made prisms, the system also required compo-
nent decomposition of the acquired stereo-sampled two-dimensional displacement vectors in order to obtain the
desired  three-dimensional  velocity  field.  This  decomposition  step  must  be  calibrated  to  the  stereo  camera
geometry.  In  an  effort  to  improve  these  issues,  we  have  developed  a  revised  stereo  camera  system  that  uses
mirrors instead of prisms, shown in Figure 4.1.

L2

M1

M2L4

L3

L1

H

Figure 4.1

Mechanical schematic of the revised stereo mirror camera system. Shown here are the hologram: H and the stereo imaging
optics: L3,M2, L4 and L2, M1, L1. Although not shown, the measurement volume is located to the immediate right of the
camera system. See also Figure 4.4,
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‡ 4.2 Camera Design
Shown in Figures 4.1-4.4, the revised camera utilizes four lenses with two front-surfaced mirrors for projecting
two  imaging  channels  from the flow  volume into  the  film plate  [Barnhart  et  al.  (1995)].  This  revised  camera
system has a stereo viewing separation  of 90°. In  this revised system,  the expensive custom prisms have been
replaced  by  inexpensive  front-surfaced  mirrors  and  the  revised  orthogonal  viewing  angles  now  gives  direct
three-dimensional  velocity  components  without  requiring  a decomposition  step,  as well  as  having an isotropic
velocity  resolution  in three dimensions.  This  optimal  camera  design was  determined  by  modelling the system
with  Optica  [Optica (1995)].  As part  of  the design  criteria,  we required  that  the lenses  used for  camera  were
available  as standard  items from a major  optics  supplier  and that  the revised  camera  system could  record  the
desired flow measurement dimensions (a 50 mm cube). A third design requirement is discussed in Section 4.4:
In  order  to determine  the imaging  volume of  the revised  camera design,  we traced  nine bundles  of  rays from
point-sources at the eight corners and center of the desired measurement volume, through the camera optics and
across the hologram aperture.

Shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, we modelled each of the nine scattering points as a cone of rays having a diver-
gence angle of 10° to correspond with the desired f/number of each stereo channel (f/3). We then required that
every  ray-bundle  pass  within  the  working  aperture  of  the  hologram  (shown  later  in  Figure  4.18.)  Shown  in
Figure 4.4, each stereo-channel f-number is determined by either L1 or L4, since the aperture stops are located
near  these  two  lenses.  Note,  however,  the  f-number  of  the  system  varies  according  to  the  particular  three-
dimensional measurement point. As such, the design criteria of f/3 represents a maximum f-number setting, but
the actual camera performance is better than this.

Figure 4.2

Stereo-mirror  camera  with  pipe  flow  experiment.  A  baffle  is  employed  to  prevent  spurious  object-scattered  light  from
reaching  the  holographic  plate.  Shown  on  the  left,  the  gravity-drop  holographic  plate  holder  is  sloped  to  secure  the
hologram position and orientation at six fixed points.
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Figure 4.3

Crossed  auto-stereogram of  the  revised stereo camera showing  rays being traced from the image volume corners and the
image  volume  center.  The  two  images  are  fused  with  slightly  crossed  eyes  to  produce  a  three-dimensional  effect.  The
cylindrical  window  is  not  shown.  The  ray  trace  emanates  from  the  eight  corners  and  center  of  the  flow  measurement
volume.
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M1

L3

L4M2

H

Figure 4.4

Top view of the revised stereo camera system. The surrogate window is not shown. Two reference beam angles are depicted
as two sets of rays passing to the outside the camera optics. Elements L1 and L4 are located close to the aperture stop. At
the end of this chapter, Figure 4.18 shows a spot diagram of the rays hitting the hologram, H.
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‡ 4.3 Holographic Recording in Pipe Flow Setting

ü 4.3.1 Use of Camera in Pipe Flow Setting

One  of  the  principle  motivations  for  the  development  of  the  stereo-mirror  camera  was  for  volumetric  flow
measurement  of  three-dimensional  velocity  fields  within  an  enclosed  pipe.  Shown  in  Figures  4.5  and 4.6,  the
stereo-mirror  camera  sits  with  the  transparent  pipe  window  attached  by  large  elastic  tubing  during  the  holo-
graphic recording.  The object illumination light  is directed along the central  axis of the pipe by beam steering
optics (shown in Figure 4.6). In addition,  the holographic recording utilizes two reference beam paths in order
to create two independent holographic recordings of the flow at two time intervals. In each reference path, first
a  small  plano-concave  lens element  is  first  utilized to expand  the beam.  This  is  followed by a large (150 mm
diameter) lens-doublet to collimate the beam (shown in Figure 4.5). Finally, in each path, a large front-surfaced
mirror  (shown in  Figure  4.5)  directs  the collimated  beam energy  into  the holographic  plate  of  the camera (as
shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4).

During the reference beam creation, it is vitally important that a flat reference wavefront is produced. In order
to  ensure  this,  the  reference  optics  are  fabricated  to  a  high  standard  of  quality.  In  particular,  the  large  front
surfaced mirrors  are ground to  1/4 wavefront  of flatness and the large lens doublets  are designed to be nearly
aberration-free. Furthermore, all of the large mirrors used in the stereo camera and reference beam arms have a
plain silver coating in order to avoid  the depolarization effects  that sometimes occur with enhanced-aluminum
coatings.  Each silvered  surface  has  a 94  percent  reflectance  (in  contrast  with  85% for  plain  aluminum).  As a
final measurement of wavefront  flatness, the reference beam collimation is adjusted by examining the interfer-
ence reflections from a double-sided optical flat that is placed at the beam output. Beam collimation is adjusted
by shifting each lens doublet position.

Figure 4.5

Stereo-mirror camera with pipe flow experiment. The two large reference beam steering mirrors are shown to the left and
right of the stereo camera with the large collimating lens located further behind. 
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Figure 4.6

Stereo-mirror camera with pipe flow experiment. The pipe illumination uses two high-energy mirrors (shown at the right) to
direct two object beams below the table, which are then reflected up the center of the pipe by a larger high-energy mirror
that is located below the pipe exit (not shown). Two long focal length lenses (appearing as two circles on the right) are used
to determine the final beam cross-section at the measurement volume.
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ü 4.3.2 Pipe Circulation System

In  the  pipe  flow  experiment,  the  system  uses  a  recirculating  pipe  that  extends  up  through  the  ceiling  of  the
laboratory and even into the office space that is located on the floor just above. This extended configuration is
necessary in order to permit on unobstructed straight pipe that is 5 meters in length to precede the experimental
measurement  portion  of  the  pipe  flow.  Shown  in  Figure  4.7,  the  recirculating  air  pump is  located  below  the
optical  table.  To  seed  the  flow  with  tiny  particles,  the  experiment  uses  a  purpose-built  oil  seeder,  shown  in
Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.7

Air recirculation system for pipe flow experiment.  The air pump is  shown below the table.  The white pipe, shown on the
right,  sends  the  flow  out  of  the  pump  and  up  through  the  ceiling  of  the  room.  The  clear  glass  pipe,  used  for  taking
measurements, comes down from the ceiling and returns the flow back into the pump.

Figure 4.8

Close-up  of  particle  seeding  system  that  uses  compressed  air  in  combination  with  Lasken  nozzle  assemblies  to  create
micron-sized oil droplets.
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‡ 4.4 Interrogation System

ü 4.4.1 System Overview

Shown  in  Figures  4.9  and  4.10,  the  entire  stereo  camera  subsystem  (Figures  4.1  -  4.4)  is  self  contained  on a
removable  optical  breadboard that  is  transferred to a  separate interrogation  table for reconstruction.  Discussed
further in Section 4.3.2, the imaging aberrations are corrected by using phase conjugate reference beams during
the  holographic  reconstruction  process.  These  conjugate  reference  beams  are  generated  with  a  smaller  (200
mW) laser,  at 532 nm, operating in cw mode (diode pumped frequency doubled Nd:YAG). This wavelength is
the same as the recording wavelength  to prevent  magnification  effects.  Discussed  further in Section  4.3.3 and
4.3.4, a surrogate curved pipe wall  is placed in the system to cancel the aberrations resulting from the original
pipe wall boundary.

Figure 4.9

Stereo-mirror camera shown with interrogation system.

Figure 4.10

Close-up of  stereo-mirror  camera  with interrogation  system.  The incoming phase conjugate reference  beam is  evident  on
holographic plate holder.
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ü 4.4.2 Reference Beam Illumination

During initial  layout  of the optics, the reference beams must be aligned to ensure correct angle and wavefront
collimation.  Analogous  to  the  recording  reference  alignment,  the  reference  beam  collimation  is  adjusted  by
examining  the  interference  reflections  from a double-sided  optical  flat  that  is  placed at  the  beam output.  The
beam angles are adjusted through each of the two large reference mirrors. After the conjugate reference angles
have been crudely matched to the recording beam, the final beam angles are given final adjustment by examin-
ing  the  reconstructed  particle  images.  The  particle  images  are  only  visible  once  the  reference  beams  are
matched in angle (by 180 degrees) with the original reference beam recording.  This ensures phase conjugation
and correct image registration.

During  the  holographic  interrogation  process,  the  playback  laser  is  automatically  switched  between  the  two
phase-conjugate  reference  beam  arms,  shown  in  Figures  4.11  -  4.13.  Shown  in  Figure  4.12,  an  low  voltage
liquid  crystal  phase  retarder  (from  Meadowlark  Optics)  is  used  to  electronically  rotate the  polarization  of  the
laser beam. After this, a Glan-Thompson polarizing beamsplitter is used to direct the laser beam into one of the
two separate reference beam optics.  As an additional  measure, two mechanical  shutters are alternately  used to
prevent stray light from traversing the improper reference optics.

Figure 4.11

Interrogation system showing left and right reference optics with the large lens doublets and front-surfaced mirrors. The 200
mW diode-pumped continuous wave YAG laser source is present in the foreground.
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Figure 4.12

Reference beam control system. First, the electronically-controlled liquid-crystal  phase retarder determines the polarization
direction. Next, the beam is switched with the polarizing beamsplitter.  Finally, two mechanical shutters filter out the stray
light  from  the  switched  off  reference  path  (second  shutter  not  pictured).  These  shutters  are  fabricated  from  two
galvanometers that have a small piece of foil attached to theirs needle. When a galvanometer receives a TTL level voltage,
its needle moves the foil shutter out of the beam path.

Figure 4.13

Interrogation system showing left  and right conjugate reference beam arms that each consist of: a beam expanding spatial
filter, a large lens doublet,  and a large front-surfaced mirror. To save on cost, the same two large lens doublets of the left
and right reference arms are used in the flow measurement recording and playback procedures, since each 150 mm diameter
lens doublet has a cost of $2000.00. The two lens doublets are first used on the flow measurement optical table during the
holographic recording and then, later on, are relocated to the interrogation optical table for holographic playback. However,
magnetic optical mounts are permanently left on site in order to preserve the optical alignment of the lenses in each set-up.
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ü 4.4.3 Surrogate Window Effects

With  phase  conjugate  holographic  reconstruction,  the  real  image  is  projected  into  the  original  object  space.
When  a  thick  curved  optical  window  is  present  during  the  holographic  recording,  it  becomes  important  to
compensate  for  windows phase  aberrations  during  holographic  reconstruction.  As shown  by Figures  4.14  and
4.15,  this  is  most  easily  accomplished  through  the  use  of  a  second  surrogate  window  during  holographic
reconstruction. The surrogate window set-up is illustrated further in the Section 4.3.4.

Figure 4.14

Aberrated particle image pairs when curved surrogate window is absent.

Figure 4.15

Particle image pairs when curved surrogate window is present.
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ü 4.4.4 Imaging CCD Camera with Surrogate Window

During image reconstruction, shown in Figure 4.16, we now remove the imaging aberrations due to a glass pipe
wall  by  carefully  placing  a  dimension-matched,  surrogate  glass  pipe  in  front  of  the  holographic  camera  and
sending the phase-conjugate field back through the front side of the pipe. The back side of this surrogate pipe is
cut  out  to  permit  unobstructed  viewing  through  its  back  side  by  the  CCD  camera.  Because  the  method  of
particle  illumination  used  in  the  original  HPIV  system  produced  intense  scattering  from  the  glass  pipe  wall
during  recording,  the  particle  image  quality  upon  playback  was  severely  degraded.  In  the  revised  system,  we
have resolved this difficulty by using a particle illumination path that is sent up the length of the pipe instead of
across  the  pipe  diameter.  In  this  fashion,  only  the  particle-scattered  light  penetrates  the  pipe  wall.  However,
since  this  revised  set-up  uses  a  90°  viewing  angle  with  the  illumination  axis,  the  scattered  light  intensity  is
greatly diminished in the imaging direction.  To compensate for this,  we started to use a stronger interrogation
laser  (50-200  mW instead  of  the  10  mW  used  previously  in  Chapter  3)  and  larger  particle  sizes  (1-5  micron
instead of the 0.5-1 micron used previously). In general, however, there can be a trade-off between particle size
and measurement accuracy, since larger particles risk losing buoyancy in air. In addition, with larger particles, it
can be difficult to generate and maintain sufficiently high seed concentrations.

In general,  any remaining aberrations are caused from variations in pipe wall dimensions  between the original
pipe and the surrogate pipe. This can be modelled as a thin-walled pipe whose thickness is equal to the surro-
gate and original pipe wall differences. We have measured pipe diameter variances in the range of 100 microns
for  inexpensive,  off-the-shelf,  glass  pipe  having  a  3  mm wall  thickness  with  an  80  mm  outer  pipe  diameter.
Although  such aberrations  are fairly  benign,  they are  still  a  factor  in the resulting particle  images.  With addi-
tional expense, these residual aberrations can be nearly eliminated by using precision-ground and polished pipe
walls having close manufacture-tolerances. However, we have not found that solution to be necessary.

Figure 4.16

Stereo-mirror  camera  shown  together  with  surrogate window  and Kodak  Megaplus  CCD camera  with  macro  lens  that  is
mounted on a Unidex three-axis translation  stage assembly.  Note the use of  a stereo carriage to hold the CCD camera. A
special  armed  extension  of  the  stereo  camera  is  used  to  clamp  the  surrogate  pipe  into  alignment  with  the  original  pipe
recording.
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During reconstruction in the original prism-based camera system, the particle images are projected directly onto
a  bare  CCD  array.  In  the  original  design,  which  used  no  windows,  the  CCD  camera  is  located  in  the  space
where the real particle images are formed by the hologram. The left or the right  view is sequentially  projected
onto the CCD array by simply blocking the unused stereo camera channel and allowing the unobstructed prism
pathway  to  form a  real  image  onto  the CCD array.  In  this  original  mode,  the CCD camera  is  left  fixed  in its
mount between the left and right interrogation steps. However, with the placement of a curved pipe window in
the revised design, the physical presence of the curved window in the real image volume prevents the physical
presence of a CCD camera. To circumvent this problem, the revised system uses a macro-type  lens mounted on
the CCD camera to focus into the real image volume from outside the pipe diameter.  Now the second viewing
direction is selected by physically moving the CCD camera to a second, calibrated camera holder after the first
viewing  direction  has  been  completely  analyzed.  An additional  flexibility  with  the  revised  system  is  variable
magnification of the particle images.  While the original  design always used unity magnification of the particle
images, in the revised design, the macro-lens enables variable magnification of the images. This permits control
over the sampling resolution of digitized particle images to allow optimal use of the digital imaging process.

ü 4.4.5 Analysis Software

An often  overlooked  component  of  many  optical  systems  is  the software  that  controls  the hardware  and  ana-
lyzes the acquired data results. In addition to the physical hardware, the importance of computer software to a
project's success should not be overlooked. The HPIV interrogation software was written by Carl Meinhart on a
Sun workstation  and it  controls  every  aspect  of the interrogation  process.  This includes:  the movement  of the
translation  stages,  the  frame  grabbing  of  particle  images,  the  switching  of  the  reference  beams,  the  cross-
correlation  analysis,  and  the  final  data  storage.  One  of  the  key  features  of  the  software  is  its  highly  refined
graphical user interface, pictured in Figure 4.17. This graphical interface provides the user with an intuitive way
of  setting  up the different  input  parameters  as well  as  providing  an  ongoing  display  of  the results  as they get
processed.  Such  high  level  control  greatly  simplifies  the  overall  measurement  procedure  and  its  importance
should not be underestimated.

A normal process run for HPIV interrogation required approximately 6 hours. However, because the process is
fully  automated,  human  intervention  is  only  needed  once  to  switch  the  CCD  camera  into  the  second  stereo
viewing direction. After the initial interrogation analysis is completed, the data is then passed through a second,
automated program that filters out spurious data and checks the possible validity of secondary correlation peak
results. This procedure usually requires another 1-2 hours. Next, the two sets of stereo data are combined into a
three-dimensional  dataset  and  the  results  are  low-pass  filtered  with  a  three-dimensional  Gaussian  kernel  to
remove high frequency noise. The entire process run requires approximately ten hours to complete for a single
hologram of 500,000 measurement points.
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Figure 4.17

Screen  shot  of  the  HPIV  interrogation  software  interface.  This  shows  the  various  control  panels  used  for  setting up   the
parametersof  the hologram interrogation.  The window in the bottom-right  quadrant  of  the  screen shows the  displacement
vector results using a single set of cross-correlated camera frames taken of the holographic particle image space.

‡ 4.5 Distortion Compensation
In order to measure velocity vectors accurate to 1%, it is necessary to minimize all sources of image distortion.
There are two dominant sources of distortion in the present system. The first is the non-ideal reconstruction of
the image volume resulting from aberrations in the imaging optics. As will be shown below, this effect can be
compensated  by  using  phase  conjugate  reconstruction.  The  second  is  the  distortion  resulting  from  physical
changes  in  the holographic  film emulsion  after  recording  and processing.  This  can be  minimized  through  the
judicious choice of processing chemistry and recording geometry.

The large imaging volumes used in  our HPIV systems result  in a  large range of  recorded  angular  frequencies
and require large aperture, low ƒ-number imaging optics (better than f/3 for this system). In theory, the small ƒ-
numbers  of  the lenses  used  in  the imaging  system should  produce  excellent  resolution  and  low aberration.  In
practice,  low  ƒ-number  diffraction  limited  optics  are  prohibitively  expensive.  However,  simpler,  more  cost-
effective  optical  components  typically  cause  severe  aberrations.  Without  some  form  of  compensation,  these
aberrations significantly increase the effective ƒ-number of the system, decrease the quality of the reconstructed
images and increase the depth-of-focus to the point where it is larger than the desired resolution cell  size. The
imaging  aberrations  are  corrected  by  using  phase  conjugate  reference  beams  with  a  surrogate  window  during
the holographic reconstruction process as discussed in Section 4.3.

Holographic imaging results from an interferometric  recording process between an object field and a reference
field.  During  the holographic  recording  step,  an  interference  pattern  is formed  by the two  fields  and having a
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fringe  spacing  on  the order  of  microns.  This  interference  pattern  photochemically  develops  into  a  permanent,
three-dimensional  grating  structure  within  the  film  emulsion.  During  reconstruction,  the  object  field  is  repro-
duced  by  diffracting  a  second  reference  field  off  this  recorded  grating  structure.  Unfortunately,  the  chemical
processing  of  the  film  typically  produces  a  distorted  grating  structure,  resulting  in  a  distorted  reconstructed
object field. The distortion is minimized by a judicious choice of the chemistry used in film processing and the
geometry used in recording. It can be shown that for large recorded image volumes and wide ranges of recorded
angular  frequencies,  an  off-axis  transmission  geometry  produces  the least  distortion.  For  the holographic  film
used in this system, spatially-uniform grating distortion is caused by the shrinkage of the gelatin suspension that
contains  the  silver  halide  grains,  and  is  caused  by  material  removal  during  the  development  process.  This
change in emulsion volume results in a corresponding change in the recorded fringe pattern. We have found that
Agfa  8E56HD  plates  processed  with  Agfa-Gevaert  GP-62  developer  formula  followed  with  a  rehalogenating
bleach gives the best results. The hologram processing chemistry is detailed in Appendix B.

An additional  image distortion  effect,  identified during the development  of  the first  system,  results  from non-
uniform  spatial  variations  in  emulsion  shrinkage,  holographic  plate  thickness,  and  reference  beam  phase.  In
order to produce an acceptable image quality (diffraction-limited at f/3) it was experimentally determined by the
author that the scattered light from each particle must subtend a region not greater than ~1 cm2  when projected
at  the  holographic  plate.  These  distortions  are  not  generally  observed  with  in-line  techniques  because  the
dominant  energy  in  the  forward  direction  within  the  dynamic  range  of  the film  is  already  contained  within  a
small  solid  angle  about  the illumination  axis  and  thus produces  small  projected  images  at  the film  plate.  The
side scatter used in the off-axis technique is more uniformly distributed in angle, and thus for the same dynamic
range of the film, records a larger angular distribution of scattering, which in turn produces the improvement in
the  depth-of-field.  However,  this  larger  range  of  recorded  scattered  angles  may  not  generate  an  equivalent
improvement  in  the  reconstructed  image  if  non-uniform  shrinkage  and  reference  phase  variations  are  present
over the total range of scattered angles that are recorded. To minimize these effects, the projected image size is
kept to a minimum either by locating the film plate close to the particle space or by imaging the particles close
to  the  film  plate.  The  phase  variations  in  the  reference  field  are  also  minimized  by  using  a  well  collimated
reference field. For large image volumes and small particle sizes, it is extremely difficult to produce a projected
area of ~1 cm2  without using lenses and in order to produce a sub-millimeter depth-of-focus, these lenses must
have low ƒ-numbers.  Thus,  to minimize  spatially  non-uniform distortion effects  in the film, lenses are used to
project  the  recorded  volume  near  the  film  plate,  and  to  compensate  for  the  distortion  from  this  imaging,  the
phase  conjugate  reconstruction  geometry  is  used.  It  is  the  combination  of  both  of  these  techniques  which
produces high quality particle images.

Figure 4.18 shows a spot diagram of the holographic  plate surface according to the ray-trace shown in Figures
4.3  & 4.4.  Used in  the  design of  the  camera system,  the purpose of  this  ray trace  is  two-fold.  First  of  all,  by
finding the locus of  traced rays from the eight  corners and the center  of the desired measurement  volume, we
can see that each locus of rays covers less than 1 cm2 of this area. As mentioned previously,  it  is important in
order  to  ensure  that  particle-scattered  energy  lie  within  such  a  confined  region  on  the  hologram  surface  to
minimize the image distortion.  The second concern is that the camera imaging system be capable of capturing
information from the every point within the desired  measurement  volume. Here, each of the depicted circle of
points emanate from a different boundary point in the measurement volume, shown previously in Figures 4.3 &
4.4. With this, it is clear that the present camera geometry successfully records the light scattered from each of
the eight  measurement boundary  points  as intended.  Although not  previously  discussed,  a similar  process was
also used in the design of the original, stereo-prism camera from Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.18

Spot diagram displaying the nine loci of rays hitting the 10×12.5 cm2  film plate as imaged through each stereo channel of
the revised camera optics (shown in Figures 4.3 & 4.4) from the eight corners and center of the 50 mm3  test volume.

‡ 4.6 Summary
In summary, a new form of holographic stereo camera has been developed that uses mirrors rather than prisms.
This camera enables two viewing perspectives that have a 90 degree angular separation. The camera is particu-
larly designed to accommodate volumetric velocity measurement within pipe channels that may also have thick,
curved  windows.  During  the  holographic  reconstruction,  the  stereo  camera  uses  the  phase  conjugate  of  the
recording  reference  beams  to  generate  a  real  image  at  the  front  of  the  camera.  Additional  steps  are  taken  to
remove imaging aberrations through the use of a surrogate window with the reconstruction process.

Even though the stereo mirror camera has performed well in preliminary holographic recording of micron-sized
oil  droplet  particles,  the  low  numbers  of  recorded  particles  at  90  degree  angles  has  thus  far  hampered  the
instrument's  usefulness  with  intensity  correlation  analysis.  Until  now,  the  system  has  relied  on  the  use  of
micron-sized  oil  droplets.  Although  some  percentage  of  the  particles  are  bright  enough  for  good  holographic
reconstruction,  the resulting particle image density has not yet been sufficient for intensity correlation analysis.
In  particular,  the  present  seeding  system  has  resulted  in  1-3  particle  image  pairs  per  interrogation  cell  and
efforts  to  increase the seeding  density  have, thus  far,  not  been entirely  successful.  As discussed  previously  in
Section 2.3, 5-10 particle image pairs are normally required for good correlation analysis.  One solution to this
problem could be to decrease the CCD camera magnification such that more particle images are held within an
interrogation sample window, discussed in Section 4.4.4. This, however, would also result in increased depth of
focus in the sampled particle image and a corresponding loss in spatial resolution (by a factor of 4 or more). A
better solution would be to find a way to increase the seeding concentration of suitably larger particles. There is
a danger, however, if the enlarged particles can not faithfully follow the flow. Otherwise, the flow measurement
accuracy can be compromised.

More recent efforts undertaken have been successful in 90 degree off-axis holographic recording with a differ-
ent form of  particle  seeding that  uses 50 mm hollow particles,  discussed further  in Chapters 12 and 13. These
large particles  are still  capable of  following the air flow,  but  scatter the light much more strongly than the oil
droplets.  It  appears  likely  that  the  application  of  these  same  particles  with  the  stereo  mirror  camera  system
would also enable successful measurement by the instrument.
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Chapter 5: Intensity-based Results and Discussion

‡ 5.1 Introduction
In this chapter,  we examine the results from two different  flow experiments.  First, in Section 5.2,  we examine
the results from the original ground-breaking test of the stereo-prism camera system. These results have already
been presented previously  in my Master's  thesis [Barnhart (1994)], but are repeated here for sake of complete-
ness. Then,  in Section 5.3, new original  results are presented from a jet flow experiment  with the stereo-prism
camera  system.  These  new  results  have  not  appeared  previously  under  any  publication.  Unfortunately,  as
explained  previously  in  Section  4.6,  this  chapter  contains  no reported  experimental  measurement  results  with
the stereo-mirror camera system, due to difficulties in obtaining adequate numbers of recorded oil-seed particles
with the 90-degree scattering angle.  It is the belief  of the author that  the stereo-mirror  camera system requires
the application of larger (5-50 micron) seed particles for successful measurements. Larger particles can be more
readily  applied to  water  flow applications,  but,  as  noted in Section  4.6,  recent  progress  has  been made for  air
flows as well.

‡ 5.2 Pipe Flow Measurement Review [Barnhart (1994)]
For  an  initial  verification  of  the  HPIV  system,  the  preliminary  test  flow  was  setup  that  used  air  flows  in  a
turbulent circular  pipe having a mean velocity of 0.8 m/s and a Reynolds number on the order of 6000, where
the  pipe  length  is  10  m and  pipe  diameter  is  76.2  mm.  The  air  was  seeded  with  0.5  -  1  mm oil  droplets  in  a
concentration of ~10 droplets per mm3 . Two openings were created on opposite sides of the pipe at the location
of the measurement  volume to  permit illumination  of the test volume without  excessive flare  from walls.  The
hologram was exposed to two (10 ns ) laser pulses with Dt = 0.2 ms between the pulses.

Figure  5.1  shows  the three-dimensional  velocity  field  obtained  from the  pipe  flow experiment  with  the  mean
velocity  subtracted.  The  measurement  volume is 24.5  ä  24.5  ä 60  mm3 .  For  clarity,  only  the data on the sur-
faces  of  the  rectangular  volume  are  shown.  The spacing  of  the  50% overlapping  interrogation  spots  is  0.435
mm,  and  the  measured  volume  was  sampled  at  448,362  points.  The  derived  three-dimensional  field  was
obtained  by  imaging  through  the  left  and  right  camera  channels  separately,  and  twice  sampling  a  shared-
coordinate stack of 138 two-dimensional  image planes. The stereo-sampled,  cross-correlated displacement  data
was  then  used  for  composing  the  three-dimensional  vector  map.  The  average  recovered  vector  success  rate,
after  combining  the  results  from  the  two  channels,  was  better  than  85%.  By  interpolating  missing  data,  the
displayed  vector  field  fills  more  than  95%  of  the  original  sampled  points.  The  data  was  low-pass  filtered  to
remove high-frequency noise, using a three-dimensional  Gaussian smoothing function with a kernel size of 1.5
grid-points in each dimension.

Unfortunately, the two pipe openings have a dramatic effect on the neighboring regions of flow, one of which is
clearly  evident  in  Figure  5.1.  Here,  one  of  the  two  openings  is  located  near  the  smaller  closest  face  of  the
depicted flow measurement cube. The effect of this opening is evident from the large vertical upwelling of the
velocity field. This upwelling effect is actually a slowing of the air flow due to the pipe opening. Although this
particular  experiment  represents  a  milestone  in  quantitative  holographic  flow  measurement,  the  incidental
effects  from  the  pipe  openings  compromise  the  integrity  of  the  intended  experimental  setting.  Until  now,
unfortunately,  no  compatible  solution  has  been  found  to  alleviate  the adverse  effects  from window-scattering
for this forward-illumination,  stereo-prism camera system. In part due to this concern, the author has chosen to
develop  the  two  new  (intensity  and  complex-correlation  based)  holographic  measurement  systems  that  are
presented  in  this  thesis.  These  new  systems  avoid  sending  the  illumination  beam  through  the  observation
windows, and as such, are better equipped to work in windowed flow settings.
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Figure 5.1

Complete 3-D vector field volume, from a pipe channel  flow, showing the measured vectors along the sides of the 24.5 x
24.5  x  60  mm3  measurement  volume,  based on cross-correlation  of  the particle  images.  More than 400,000 3-D velocity
vectors have been extracted from the measurement volume. Vectors have their mean velocity subtracted (0.8 m/s). The full
measurement  procedure  for  this  result  required  10  hours  to  carry  out,  most  of  which  was  spent  during  the  interrogation
processing phase that operated automatically without human intervention.
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‡ 5.3 Jet Flow Measurement

ü 5.3.1 Experimental Set-up

As  an  additional  demonstration  of  the  stereo  prism  camera  system,  another  experiment  was  more  recently
conducted that used a low-speed air jet. The basic schematic is shown in Figure 5.2. Here, a plastic nozzle was
produced  by  cutting  the  off  the  top  portion  of  a  2-Liter  Coke  bottle.  This  nozzle  was  attached  to  the  end  of
channelized circular pipe flow system. Again the air was seeded with 0.5 - 1 mm oil droplets in a concentration
greater  than ~10 droplets  per mm3 . With a mean velocity of UJ = 2 m/s, and a jet nozzle diameter  of DJ = 22
mm, the most interesting characteristic of the flow as the presence of several vortex rings surrounding the jet.

Figure 5.2

Schematic of air jet flow with arrows showing the overall movement of the air stream as it issues out of the jet nozzle. The
nozzle opening is 22 mm across. Note the curved arrows depicting vortex rings. These vortex arms are of particular interest
and appear in the following measurement results.

ü 5.3.2 Overview of Results

Figure  5.3  shows  a  two-dimensional  flow  map  taken  along  the  axis  of  the  jet  stream.  This  figure  shows  the
overall outline of the jet flow as well as the four vortex rings which intercept the measurement plane. There are
also a large number of empty measurement points surrounding the jet flow. This is due to the absence of seed
particles, since the majority of particles are located within the jet flow. A striking aspect of this experiment was
the large number of data points present. Even though the experiment occupied a relative small volume of 50 mm
x 30 mm x  30 mm,  the  high density  of  particle  seeding  coupled  with  the high  image resolution  enabled us  to
access more than 5 million data points in the hologram. At the time of the study, such a large number of points
were  excessive  for  the  computer  resources  available,  and  in  practise,  we  had  to  limit  our  measurements  to
400,000 points per dataset, although the single hologram provided a much larger capability.
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One of the greatest difficulties in obtaining flow measurement was due to variations in scattered light intensity
from different  regions  in  the flow.  In  particular,  the scattered  light  was  much stronger  at  the center  of  the jet
column than for the vortex rings. Unfortunately, since we did not have dynamic light adjustment, it was neces-
sary  to  adjust  the  playback  laser  light  to  the  average  intensity  of  the  measurement  volume,  and,  as  a  conse-
quence, the measurements  taken in Figure 5.3 do not record much detail  in the vortex flow regions. Neverthe-
less, enough vectors were recorded to indicate the location of the vortex rings. Later on, shown in Figures 5.4 -
5.6,  we  made  separate  measurements  of  the  vortex  flow  with  a  different  playback  light  setting  on  the  same
holographic recording.

Figure 5.3

Two-dimensional  vector map of the overall jet flow. UJ = 2 m/s, DJ = 22 mm, 0.5 mm resolution, 0.25 mm grid. This map
has more than 5000 measurement  points  over an area of 32 x 50 mm.  The entire three-dimensional  jet flow measurement
contains more than 100 such maps and more than 5 million vectors.
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ü 5.3.3 Center of Flow

Figure 5.4 shows the three-dimensional  velocity field taken from the core of the jet flow. In this section of the
flow, two of the vortex rings are clearly present. It is interesting to observe the voids present in the dataset due
to  the  entrainment  of  clean  air  into  the  seeded  air.  These  voids  give  us  a  clear  view  of  the  vortex  and  jet
boundaries.

Figure 5.4

The 3-D vector field volume showing the core of the jet flow.
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ü 5.3.4 Edge of Flow: Vortex Ring

Figure 5.5 shows a two-dimensional  map taken of one vortex ring. The arm of the vortex is clearly seen in the
left  half  of  the  picture,  while  the  body  of  the  jet  flow  can  be  observed  in  right  portion  of  the  map.  A  most
striking feature is the flow reversal within the vortex arm, in this measurement, the mean velocity has not been
subtracted  from  the  data  field,  and  direction  of  the  vector  heads  clearly  illustrate  the  flow  reversal.  Finally,
Figure 5.6 depicts the three-dimensional velocity field for the same vortex region as shown by Figure 5.5 in two-
dimensions. Here, the circular symmetry of the jet stream and vortex rings is clearly visible.

Figure 5.5

Two-dimensional  vector  map of  the  jet  flow  that  shows  a  close-up of  one of  the jet  vortex  entrainment  arms.  The mean
velocity has not been subtracted here. Note the reversed flow direction within the vortex arm.
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Figure 5.6

The  3-D  vector  field  volume showing  the  same  jet  vortex  entrainment  arm  as  depicted  in  two-dimensions  previously  in
Figure 5.5.

‡ 5.4 Summary
Two  intensity-based  holographic  particle  image  velocimeter  systems  have  formerly  been  developed  for  the
study  of  three-dimensional  fluid  velocity  fields.  The  original,  stereo-prism  design  was  used  successfully  for
measurement  of  open  fluid  flows.  The  second,  stereo-mirror  system  was  subsequently  developed  for  taking
measurements  through  thick-walled,  curved  windows.  A key element  of  this system is a  unique low f-number
optical arrangement for recording two views of the flow volume at two times on a single holographic plate, and
reconstructing  those  views  one-at-a-time  using  phase-conjugate  multiplexed  image  reconstruction  through  a
substitute window.

In both of these systems, recording on a single plate eliminates the problem of accurately registering separately
recorded  images,  and  multiplexing  the  images  at  two  times  eliminates  directional  ambiguity  in  the  velocity
measurements and makes it possible to use cross-correlation  analysis of the images,  which is a preferred form
of  signal  analysis.  With  the  stereo-mirror  camera,  by  combining  2-D  orthogonal-viewed  displacements  from
two imaging channels, the measurement accuracy is equal for all three dimensions. The stereo-prism camera has
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shown that,  using 300 mJ, 532 nm Nd:Yag pulses,  images of 1-5 micron particles in  air can be recorded with
good signal-to-noise ratio at scattering angles of 15 degrees away from the forward direction.

Unfortunately,  the final  application  of  the stereo-mirror  camera  system  with  90  degree  particle-scattering  has
only  been  carried  out  with  partial  success  and  requires  further  work  on  the  particle  seeding  configuration.
However, future work with larger hollow particles could very well yield successful results. This concludes Part
II.  Next,  in  Parts  III  and IV of  this  thesis,  we will  examine a  different  approach  in  holographic  displacement
measurement that relies on complex correlation instead of intensity correlation of images.
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Part III : Complex-Correlation Analysis Methods

Chapter 6: Theory of Object-Conjugate  Reconstruction (OCR)

‡ 6.1 Introduction
In  experimental  fluid  mechanics,  holographic  recording  of  seeding  particles  offers  a  powerful  means  of
"freezing"  and  storing  a  dynamic  event.  Known  as  holographic  particle  image  velocimetry  (HPIV)  or  holo-
graphic velocimetry (HV),  the reconstruction  and analysis of the real image allows quantification of important
flow parameters  such  as velocity,  vorticity  and strain  rate.  In  solid mechanics,  holographic  interferometry  is a
well established technique that has been used to great effect in non-destructive testing. As discussed in Chapter
1, no working HV system yet exists in industry and wide-spread industrial applications of holographic interfer-
ometry  are  primarily  limited  to  qualitative  measurements.  In  this  chapter,  we  introduce  a  solution  that  could
ultimately allow holographic interferometry and holographic velocimetry to achieve their full potential.

Traditionally,  holographic  systems have been plagued with the need for  minimizing imaging aberrations  while
maximizing  signal-to-noise  ratios.  In  addition,  the  need  for  obtaining  accurate  measurements  in  the  z  (depth)
direction  dictates  the  need  for  wide  viewing  angles  of  the  subject.  This  can  be  accomplished  either  by  using
some form of stereo imaging to obtain two different views of the subject,  as discussed in Part  II of this thesis,
or,  more  simply,  by  placing  the  recording  hologram  very  close  to  the  subject.  The  use  of  stereo  imaging  can
result in a high accuracy measurement of the subject, but at the cost of a more complicated optical arrangement
than otherwise required.  While simple geometries are the easiest to utilize and hold the promise of maximizing
signal-to-noise ratios, these are also, unfortunately, the most prone to optical aberration effects (especially in the
reflection hologram geometry that shall be used here).

In an intensity-correlation  system, methods for analysis of the hologram depends on the use of focused images
within  the  hologram.  With  the  HPIV  work  discussed  in  Part  II,  this  was  done  by  projecting  focused  images
from the  hologram onto  a  CCD camera,  and  then using  two-dimensional  digital  correlation  methods  to obtain
displacement  information.  The  consequence  of  correlation  in  image  intensity  is  that  the  phase  information
present in the recorded hologram is not used. It becomes important that sharp images are formed and therefore
optical aberrations in the reconstruction and interrogation process become a major issue.

In  contrast,  the  complex-correlation  system  uses  an  optical  correlation  in  both  amplitude  and  phase  of  the
complex wave fronts within the hologram as discussed in Section 2.4. Because of this, aberration-free recording
is no longer  an essential design criteria. If it can be assumed that the optical  system aberrations do not change
between exposures, they have no effect on the correlation of both amplitude and phase. This in turn allows us to
simplify  the  holographic  recording  geometry,  and  in  turn  maximize  the  signal-to-noise  in  the  recorded  holo-
gram. If a suitably large hologram is taken to ensure accuracy in the depth direction, the new technique uses all
available information in the hologram simultaneously.

In this  chapter  we introduce  a  new method of holographic  recording  and  reconstruction  that allows  a constant
image  shift  to be  introduced  to  the  particle  image  displacement.  This  technique,  which  we call  "object-conju-
gate"  displacement  measurement,  allows  the  optical  processor  to  perform  cross-correlation  analysis  of  the
separate first and second exposure images, thus resolving directional ambiguity and extending dynamic range.

It  is  clear  that,  as  in  the  case  of  two-component  PIV,  autocorrelation  does  not  provide  the  sense  of  the  flow
since  the  order  of  the  exposures  is  not  recorded.  However,  analogous  to methods  used  in  planar  PIV [Adrian
(1986)],  it  is  possible  to  resolve  the  directional  ambiguity  by  introducing  a  known  image  shift  between  expo-
sures. In this chapter  we analyze a new method to record holograms of seeded fluid  flow. In essence a double
exposure  reflection  hologram  is  taken  using  identical  but  laterally  displaced  converging  reference  beams  for
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each exposure. The hologram is then reconstructed using a diverging wave from a fibre-optic probe. The object-
conjugate method is shown schematically for a single exposure in Figures 6.1 (a) and (b).

Seeding Particles

Hologram

Converging
Reference
Wave

Hologram

Fiber-optic Probe

Sampling
Aperture

Figure 6.1

(a) Recording of hologram. (b) Object-conjugate reconstruction of hologram.

In this chapter it is shown that this configuration behaves as an imaging system such that a magnified (although
slightly  astigmatic)  image  of  the  object  wave in the  region of  the probe  is  produced at  a  fixed point  in space,
defined by the point of focus of the reference beam. By recording each exposure with an identical but laterally
shifted, converging reference beam, we show that it is possible to separate the images due to each exposure. In
this way,  optical  cross-correlation  analysis  can be performed thus  resolving directional  ambiguity  and increas-
ing  the  dynamic  range  of  the  measurement  technique.  The  theory  of  this  method  is  examined  in  detail  and  a
relationship  between  the  image  and  object  displacement  is  derived.  Experimental  verification  of  the  theory  is
presented in Part IV of this thesis.
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‡ 6.2 Theory of Object-Conjugate Displacement Measurement

ü 6.2.1 System Overview

The process of object-conjugate  displacement  measurement  involves  two basic steps:  1) recording  a hologram
of  the  subject  and  2)  measuring  displacements  from the  recorded  hologram.  As  previously  mentioned,  earlier
successful  methods  for  making quantitative  holographic  measurements  usually  required complex  constructions
of optical set-ups for the holographic recording. These methods were designed to minimize imaging aberrations
while  at  the  same  time  provide  wide  viewing  perspectives  of  the  subject  (for  accurate  depth  measurement).
With  our  use  of  amplitude  and  phase  correlation,  it  is  no  longer  critical  to  minimize  the  optical  aberrations.
With  this  constraint  relaxed,  it  is  now  possible  to  utilize  some  relatively  simple  recording  geometries.  By
keeping  the  holographic  recording  close  to  the  subject,  the  wide  viewing  perspectives  provide  accurate  depth
measurement as well as maximize the collected energy from the subject. Two such geometries are presented in
Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2

Schematic of (a) two beam HPIV recording and (b) single beam surface recording.

In the geometries shown in Figure 6.2,  a converging single-referenced,  double-exposed  hologram is taken of a
subject that moves slightly between the two exposures. These localized displacements  are then measured using
complex  autocorrelation  of  the  holographic  real  image  (as  shown  in  Figure  2.13,  Chapter  2).  Figure  6.2(a)
shows  one  potential  recording  geometry  for  use  in  HV,  where  the  subject  consists  of  a  distribution  of  fine
(typically  micron-sized)  particles  within  the  fluid  flow.  This  geometry  uses  a  separate  off-axis  object  beam
together  with  an  on-axis  converging  reference  beam.  Here,  the  two  beams  are  often  needed  to  balance  the
particle-scattered energy with the reference beam energy since, typically, the initial object illumination intensity
needs to be 10-100 times greater than the reference beam intensity (to compensate for the weak particle scatter-
ing).  For fluid  flows  that  require  windowed  boundaries,  the  object illumination  should  not  have  direct  contact
with  the  imaging  windows  since  the  secondary  light  scattering  at  the  window  surfaces  can  easily  exceed  the
particle  scattering  and  introduce  unwanted  noise.  Therefore  the  object  illumination  may  occur  at  90  degrees
from the desired scattering  direction.  Figure 6.2(b) shows a simple recording geometry for use in solid surface
measurements.  This  geometry  uses  a  single  beam  for  both  the  reference  and  object  illumination.  For  surface
measurements, the scattered beam intensity can be sufficiently great to permit single beam illumination.

Because  the  reference  beam  penetrates  the  holographic  plate  from  the  direction  opposite  to  the  subject,  the
hologram can be placed very near the subject. This also permits extremely accurate depth resolution. Known as
a reflection  hologram geometry  (because  the  reconstructed  wavefront  is on  the same side  as the light  source),
this type of geometry would normally be avoided in scientific measurements involving image-intensity calcula-
tions since the image aberration effects due to the emulsion shrinkage are the most severe with it, as discussed
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in  Part  II.  The  design  and  construction  of  such  holographic  recording  systems  are  discussed  further  in  the
Chapter  7.   It  is  worth  noting  that  an  alternative  to  the  particle  holographic  recording  shown  in Figure  6.2(a)
would  be  an  in-line  transmission  hologram  recording  with  the  holographic  plate  placed  in  the  converging
reference beam down-stream from the object particle space. However, such a system could not also be used for
surface displacement measurements and is left for future investigation.
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Figure 6.3

Reconstruction geometry with fiber optic illumination probe.

After  chemical  development,  the  double-exposed  hologram  is  placed  in  a  stand-alone  displacement  measure-
ment  assembly  as  shown  in  Figure  6.3.  Here,  an  optical  fiber,  mounted  on  a  three-axis  motorized  translation
stage  and  placed  in  the  object  volume,  reilluminates  the  measurement  hologram,  which  now diffracts  the  two
displaced real images into the space surrounding the focal point of the original recording reference beam (that is
located after the object space).  In this reference focal position is placed a stationary pinhole aperture, followed
with a Fourier  transform lens and CCD camera.  The real image formed within the pinhole opening determines
the sample volume of a measurement  point. The CCD camera detects the power spectrum of the complex field
emanating from the aperture. This consists of fringes generated by interference of the complex fields (analogous
to  Young's  fringes  in  two-dimensional  processing).  The  intensity  profile  obtained  by  the  CCD  camera  of  the
fringes may then be passed to a purpose-built optical processor (discussed in Chapter 9) which takes the Fourier
transform  of  the  far-field  fringes  optically  to  determine  the  three-dimensional  optical  correlation  and  hence
three-dimensional  displacement  at  each  measurement  point.  Alternatively,  the  fringe  information  may  be
digitized and processed within a digital computer. The optical fiber is stepped through the larger test volume of
interest, progressively sampling at adjacent points in space. A significant benefit of this arrangement is the fact
that  the  pinhole-lens-camera  remains  stationary  while  the  lightweight,  movable  optical  fiber  determines  each
sample  measurement  position.  Of  course,  one  of  the  most  important  advantages  of  the  complex-correlation
analysis  method  is its immunity  to image aberration  effects.  As described  in Section  2.4, the complex correla-
tion method directly processes the power spectrum of the object field, which is insensitive in phase aberrations.

In  this  section,  we  have  introduced  our  basic  methods  for  holographically  recording  and  analyzing  three-
dimensional  displacements  using  fiber  optic  illumination  with  complex  optical   auto-correlation.  In  the  form
presented  here,  these  methods  still  suffer  in  two  important  ways:  1)  directional  ambiguity  can  exist  in  the
displacement measurement (analogous to 2-D PIV methods), and 2) displacements occurring in a purely z (out-
of-plane) direction cannot be measured owing to the self-correlation peak obscuring the correlation result. Soon,
we  will  introduce  a  novel  method  of  image  shifting  that  eliminates  the  aforementioned  problems.  Instead  of
recording  the  double-exposed  hologram  with  a  single  converging  reference  beam,  we  shall  use  a  slightly
displaced  reference  beam  during  the  second  exposure.  The  fiber-reconstructed  hologram  will  then  exhibit  an
image shift corresponding to the reference beam shift.
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ü 6.2.2 Paraxial Analysis of Holographic Recording and Object-Conjugate Reconstruction

In this section, we will derive the imaging behaviour of our specially-configured holographic system. In particu-
lar, we seek to obtain an analytic solution that models the point-mapping between a particle center point in the
object space and its corresponding image center point in the conjugate image space for a particular illumination
configuration.  This  is accomplished  by matching  the linear  and quadratic  phase  terms  at the hologram surface
between each  object  point and  its  corresponding  image  point  [Goodman (1968)].  In  general,  however,  we can
only match the phase information at a single surface point on the hologram since the inherent aberrations in the
holographic  imaging  process  will  prevent  a  perfect  phase  match  at  all  points  on the  hologram surface.  There-
fore,  we  must  choose  a  surface  point  that  most  accurately  represents  the  average  behaviour  of  the  hologram
during its reconstruction. In practice, the representative surface point depends on the apodization of the reillumi-
nating light source. Initially, in this section, we shall assume an ideal isotropic light source that illuminates the
hologram equally across its surface.  In this case, the center of the hologram surface most  accurately represents
the  average  phase-behaviour  of  the  hologram  and  our  calculations  will  be  taken  from  the  hologram  surface
center. In Appendix A, we instead consider the phase-behaviour of a hologram that is illuminated with forward-
directed,  non-isotropic  light  source.  In  such  a  case,  the  representative  surface  point  is  not  fixed,  but  rather,
moves  with  the  light  source  position.  Therefore,  even  though  we  are  using  a  single  point  on  the  hologram
surface  for  our  calculations,  we  have  nevertheless  implicitly  taken  into  account  the  average  behaviour  of  the
entire hologram through this choice of surface point.

Consider  the  system  shown  in  Figure  6.4.  This  novel  geometry  shows  a  holographic  recording  between  a
diverging  object  point  source  and  a  converging  reference  point  source,  where  the  object  source  is  positioned
somewhere  between  to  the  film  plane  and  reference  point  position.  According  to  Huygen's  principle,  we  can
model  any  object  source  as  a  superposition  of  point  sources.  We  will  later  apply  Huygen's  principle  to  this
single object-conjugate model and examine the effects of an extended object source. In our physical system, the
reference source will always be located close to the optical axis of the system, and this lends itself very well to
paraxial  analysis. However, we cannot in general make the same assumption for the object source, since many
object points may be located significantly away from the optical (z) axis. Nevertheless,  in this section, we wish
to establish  a conceptual  framework in order to highlight the basic features  of this holographic system.  There-
fore, in the interest of conceptual clarity, for the moment we will assume paraxial conditions for both the object
and reference sources. Later in Section 6.2.3, we will drop the paraxial assumption for the object source in order
to construct a more accurate depiction of the system's off-axis behavior. Without loss of generality for paraxial
systems,  we  will  restrict  our  attention  to  the  x  and  z-dimensions.  We  can  write  the  complex  field  at  the  film
plane as:

(6-1)UHxL = a£  ‰-Â k ro + A£  ‰Â k rr

where the phases are determined by the distances from the sources to the film plane:

(6-2)ro = "###########################Hx - xo L2 + zo
2

(6-3)rr = "###########################Hx - xr L2 + zr
2

(6-4)k =
2 p
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

l
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Figure 6.4

Holographic recording between converging and diverging point sources.

If  we  assume  that  the  positions  of  the  object  and  reference  source  are  located  close  to  the  optical  axis
(horizontal  z-axis),  we  can  take  the  Fresnel  approximation  by  substituting  the  spherical  phases  with  quadratic
phases (from a binomial or power series expansion):

(6-5)

UHxL = a£ ‰-Â k zo ‰
-Â k Hx-xo L2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zo + A£ ‰Â k zr ‰

Â k Hx-xr L2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zr

= a ‰
-Â k Hx-xo L2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zo + A ‰

Â k Hx-xr L2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zr ,

where a = a£ ‰-Â k zo and A = A£ ‰Â k zr .

The intensity distribution at the film plane is therefore:

(6-6)I = a a* + A ‰Â k I Hx-xo L2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zo
+ Hx-xr L2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zr

M a* + A A* + a ‰-Â k I Hx-xo L2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zo
+ Hx-xr L2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zr

M A*

Since  the  object  and  reference  wavefronts  interfere  with  a  180  degree  angular  separation,  a  Bragg  reflection
hologram  is  produced  and,  according  to  coupled  wave-theory  [Kogelnik  (1969)],  the  resulting  reflection
coefficient is proportional  to this interference intensity  distribution.  Next,  as shown in Figure 6.5, we reillumi-
nate the developed hologram by a fiber optic probe placed near the original object position. Assuming an ideal
quadratic point source for the probe with the Fresnel approximation:

(6-7)Up = B ‰
-Â kÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zp

Hx-xp L2

The Bragg  reflection hologram then diffracts  the probe  source to produce wavefronts  related by multiplication
between  equations  (6-6)  and  (6-7).  Of  the  four  terms  generated,  the  second  term  of  (6-6)  satisfies  the  Bragg
condition and produces the diffracted image wavefront of interest:

(6-8)Ud = b a* A B ‰Â k I Hx-xo L2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zo
- Hx-xp L2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zp

+ Hx-xr L2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zr
M = b a* A B ‰Â k sd

By expanding the terms in the exponent factor, sd , we get the following diffracted phase function:

(6-9)sd =
x2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zo

-
x xoÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zo

+
xo

2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zo

-
x2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zp

+
x xp
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zp

-
xp

2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zp

+
x2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zr

-
x xrÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zr

+
xr

2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zr
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Holographic point source reconstruction.

If  we  compare  this  with  an  image  point  source  function,  we  can  determine  the  position  of  the  reconstructed
image point. Again we shall use the Fresnel approximation  and assume a quadratic image point function of the
form:

(6-10)Ui = C ‰
Â kÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zi

 Hx-xi L2 = C ‰Â k I x2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zi
- x xiÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅzi

+ xi
2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 zi
M

The image-point phase function, si , is therefore:

(6-11)si =
x2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zi

-
x xiÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zi

+
xi

2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zi

If indeed the image point function, as given by equation (6-10), and the diffracted wavefront function, as shown
in  equation  (6-8),  are  to  be  the  same  wavefront,  then  all  partial  derivatives  of  their  phase  functions,  from
equations (6-9) and (6-11), must  also be equal.  We will now exploit  this fact to find analytical expressions for
the imaged-particle  position of the fiber-illuminated hologram.  Thus by setting the second partial x-derivatives
from equations (6-9) and (6-11) to be equal and solving for zi  at x = 0, we immediately find:

(6-12)zi =
i
k
jjj

1
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zo

-
1

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zp

+
1

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zr

y
{
zzz

-1

Similarly, by setting the first partial x-derivatives from equations (6-9) and (6-11) to be equal, solving for xi  at
x = 0, and combining with equation (6-12) we find:

(6-13)xi = zi
i
k
jjj

xoÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zo

-
xp
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zp

+
xrÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zr

y
{
zzz =

xoÅÅÅÅÅÅzo
- xpÅÅÅÅÅÅzp

+ xrÅÅÅÅÅÅzrÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
1ÅÅÅÅÅÅzo

- 1ÅÅÅÅÅÅzp
+ 1ÅÅÅÅÅÅzr

=
xr zo zp - xp zo zr + xo zp zr
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

zo zp - zo zr + zp zr

Next, we find the transverse magnification for xi  to be:

(6-14)mT =
∑ xiÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ xo

=
ziÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zo

=
i
k
jjj1 -

zoÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zp

+
zoÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zr

y
{
zzz

-1

=
zp zr

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zo zp + zr zp - zo zr
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Similarly, we find the axial magnification as follows:

(6-15)mz =
∑ziÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ zo

=
i
k
jjj1 -

zoÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zp

+
zoÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zr

y
{
zzz

-2

= mT
2

When we set zp = zo ,we find that

(6-16)mT =
zrÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zo

(6-17)mz =
zr

2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zo

2
= mT

2

Here  we see  that  equations  (6-16)  -  (6-17)  are analogous  to  the results  suggested  by standard  thin-lens  theory
for  an  imaging  system  [Goodman  (1968)].  If  we  allow  the  reconstruction  probe  to  be  a  small  distance  away
from  an  object  point,  zo = zp and  xo = xp + Dx,  then  equations  (6-12),  (6-13),  and  (6-16)  reveal  an  image
position:

(6-18)zi = zr  and xi = mT Dx + xr

Given  that  the  result  in  equation  (6-18)  is  linear,  we  can  apply  the  principles  of  superposition  to  examine  an
extended object  source.  Expanding our  analysis  into the y-dimension:  if  the original  object wavefront  is given
by  the  function  OHxo , yo L  in  the  plane  zo with  the  reconstruction  probe  at  zp = zo ,  if  we  can  neglect  locally
uniform phase  terms  and  any  cross  terms  between  the  x  and  y-coordinates  (owing  to the  small  object  sample
region  at  the  pinhole  of  our  system  in  Figure  6.13),  then  equation  (6-17)  suggests  that  the  resulting  image
wavefront IHxi , yi L  formed at the plane zi = zr  is:

(6-19)IHxi , yiL = OH mxHxo - xpL + xr, myHyo - ypL + yrL
where mx = my = mT  for paraxial systems.

An interesting consequence and significant practical advantage of equations (6-18) and (6-19) is that the image
is positioned about a fixed reference point in space. Here, the reference position is unaffected by magnifications
in  the  image  itself.  If  we  record  our  two  holographic  exposures  with  a  spatially  shifted  reference point  at  the
second exposure:

(6-20)8xr2, yr2, zr2< = 8xr1 + Dxr, yr1 + Dyr , zr1 + Dzr<
and illuminate  the double-exposed  hologram  with a  single fiber  optic  probe  at  a point on the  extended object,
then  the  resulting  two  images  will  reconstruct  about  the  corresponding  shifted  positions  of  the  two  reference
points.  As  shown  by  equation  (6-21),  a  relative  displacement  measurement  between  the  two  reconstructed
complex  images  now  contains  a  combination  of  magnified  object  displacements,  8mx Dxo , my Dyo , mz Dzo < ,
and fixed image shifts, 8Dxr , Dyr , Dzr < :

(6-21)8Dxm , Dym , Dzm< = 8mx Dxo + Dxr, my Dyo + Dyr , mz Dzo + Dzr<
By setting the amount of image shift to be greater than the magnified object movement, we are able to resolve
the  difficulties  of  directional  ambiguity  and  out-of-plane  measurements  discussed  in  the  previous  section.
Furthermore, the two reference positions and hence the amount of image shift is accurately determined through
the  relative  placement  of  the  two  original  reference  sources.  These  reference  positions  are  not  coupled  to  the
probe position. Hence, the image focus at the stationary pinhole is spatially fixed to the probe position, and the
resulting  image  shift  is  spatially  constant  and  free  from  magnification  effects  (even  for  far  off-axis  recon-
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structed images that get magnified in a spatially-variant way.) The fiber optic probe position, with respect to the
original object, designates the center of the reconstructed image formed at the focus within the pinhole sampling
aperture.

ü 6.2.3 Non-paraxial Inverted Image Solution

The purpose of the paraxial analysis in previous section has been to introduce the elementary principles used by
our  holographic  system.  In  order  to  simplify  the  presentation,  the  preceding  discussion  had  assumed  that  the
point sources were located close to the optical axis (given by the z-axis of the coordinate system). This assump-
tion  allowed  us  to use  Fresnel  approximations  that  greatly  simplifies  the  overall  mathematics  in  the  presenta-
tion.  This  in turn  allowed  us  to discuss  our  system in  terms  of standard  thin-lens  descriptions  with  transverse
and  axial  magnifications  that  the  reader  is  likely  to  be well  acquainted.  However,  in  actual  practice,  we must
make fewer assumptions for our system in order to maintain a higher degree of measurement accuracy, because
the  object  and  probe  sources  may  also  impinge  upon  holographic  film  surface  from  far  off-axis.  In  such
instances, the Fresnel  approximation  cannot be made for either  the object or probe sources, and their spherical
phase  functions  should  be  left  without  approximation.  Fortunately,  since  both  the  reference  and  conjugate
image  points  are  indeed  very  close  to  the  optical  axis  and  also  further  away  from  the  holographic  plate  in
practice,  this  portion of  the  system can  still  be simplified  to their  quadratic  counterparts  without  loss  of  accu-
racy.  The resulting image point equations  become rather  more complex than the results described in equations
(6-12) and (6-13).

Because  of  the  inherent  three-dimensional  coupling  in  the  non-paraxial  form,  all  three  dimensions  must  be
included  in these  calculations.  In this  case,  we  will  choose to break  down the object  scattering  point  position,
8xo , yo , zo < , into two components for each dimension:

8xo , yo, zo< = 8xp + xs, yp + ys , zp + zs< , 
 where  "p" denotes  the  optical  fiber  probe  position,  and  "s"  specifies  the  incremental  distance  from the  probe
position  to  the  object  scattering  point.  Now we  use  these  three-dimensional  parameters  to  describe  the  phase
distances ro  and rp ,  and equations (6-2) and (6-3) become:

(6-22)
ro = "##############################################################################Hxp + xs - xL2 + Hyp + ys - yL2 + Hzp + zsL2

rp = "################################################Hxp - xL2 + Hyp - yL2 + zp
2

Later, in Section 6.2.4, we will use the local "s" components of the incremental scattering distance to construct
a linear solution to the image space that remains localized around the global "p" components of the probe-image
position  that  are  left  in  their  fully  non-linear  form.  This  localized  "linearization"  procedure  will  ultimately
enable us to secure a closed-form inverted solution for our measurement system.

The diffracted,  sd ,  and image point,  si , phase  distance  functions,  analogous  to equations  (6-9) and (6-11),  can
now be given by:

(6-23)

sd = -"################################################Hxp - xL2 + Hyp - yL2 + zp
2 +

x2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zr

+
y2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zr

-
x xrÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zr

+
xr

2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zr

-

y yrÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zr

+
yr

2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zr

+ zr + "##############################################################################Hxp + xs - xL2 + Hyp + ys - yL2 + Hzp + zsL2

(6-24)si =
x2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zi

+
y2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zi

-
x xiÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zi

+
xi

2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zi

-
y yiÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zi

+
yi

2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zi

+ zi
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Analogous to equation H6 - 12L,
we now set the second partial x and y derivatives from equations H6 - 23L and H6 - 24L to be equal,

∑2 siÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑2 x

+
∑2 siÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑2 y

=
∑2 sdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑2 x

+
∑2 sdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑2 y

, and by solving for zi  at x = 0 and y = 0, we find the average solution to be :

(6-25)

zi =

2ì
i

k

jjjjjjj
xp

2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Hxp

2 + yp
2 + zp

2 L3ê2
+

yp
2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Hxp

2 + yp
2 + zp

2 L3ê2
-

2
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
"########################xp

2 + yp
2 + zp

2
+

2
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zr

-

Hxp + xsL2
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
HHxp + xsL2 + Hyp + ysL2 + Hzp + zsL2L

3ê2 -

Hyp + ysL2
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
HHxp + xsL2 + Hyp + ysL2 + Hzp + zsL2L

3ê2 +

2
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
"################################################################Hxp + xsL2 + Hyp + ysL2 + Hzp + zsL2

y

{

zzzzzzz

Next we find xi  and yi  by setting 
∑siÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ x

=
∑sdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ x

 and 
∑siÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ y

=
∑sdÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ y

, and solving for xi  and yi  at x = y = 0 respectively :

(6-26)xi = zi

i

k

jjjjjjj
-

xp
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
"########################xp

2 + yp
2 + zp

2
+

xrÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zr

+
xp + xs

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
"################################################################Hxp + xsL2 + Hyp + ysL2 + Hzp + zsL2

y

{

zzzzzzz

(6-27)yi = zi

i

k

jjjjjjj
-

yp
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
"########################xp

2 + yp
2 + zp

2
+

yrÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zr

+
yp + ys

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
"################################################################Hxp + xsL2 + Hyp + ysL2 + Hzp + zsL2

y

{

zzzzzzz

where zi is given by equation (6-25).

Note that the transverse and axial image solutions are no longer spatially separable in x, y, and z. Nevertheless,
while  these  results  reveal  that  the  imaging  function  can  be  strongly  spatially  variant  and  nonlinear,  the  local
imaging  at  each  pin-hole  sample  region  of  the  image  space,  as  described  in  equations  (6-18)  -  (6-21),  still
remains  nearly  constant  owing  to  the  small  image  sample  size  allowed  by  the  pinhole,  shown  in  Figure  6.3.
Furthermore, in spite of the spatially varying magnification, all of the preceding conclusions regarding spatially-
fixed reference points and spatially-invariant image-shift properties of the fiber optic probe system, as given by
equations (6-19) and (6-21), continue to remain rigorously valid (even for far off-axis object points). However,
the above results also reveal that before we can accurately determine object displacements with our system, we
will first need to inverse-transform the measured holographic image displacements appropriately.
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ü 6.2.4 Displacement Equations

In  order  to  accurately  determine  displacement  measurements  with  our  fiber-sampled  holographic  system,  we
must  determine  the  relationship  between  the  object  displacement  and  the  holographic  image  displacement.  As
discussed  in  the  previous  section,  the  3D  displacement  image  formed  during  fiber  optic  illumination  of  the
hologram is a spatially-dependent, non-linear representation of the physical object displacement. Therefore, it is
necessary to use a nonlinear inverted transformation of the measured image displacement in order to recover the
original  object  displacement  information.  Fortunately,  we  can  still  partially  linearize  the  results  for  the  local
image  space  around  the  probe  position  without  losing  significant  accuracy  because  the  small  object  displace-
ments  involved and  the  small  sampling  aperture  size of  our  inverted  imaging system that  restricts  the  field  of
view in the  object space  to a tiny neighborhood  around  the probe  position.  In this section,  we will  outline the
construction of the displacement equations that describe the transformations between object and image displace-
ments in our holographic measurement system. The resulting object displacement equations are, in fact, integral
to the displacement measurement process.

Figure  6.6  shows  the  relationship  geometry  between  physical  object  displacement  and  the  holographic  image
displacement. If we extend the holographic image displacement theory presented from the previous section, we
can determine an accurate model for the displaced image, {Dxi , Dyi , Dzi }, as a function of the displaced object,
{Dxo , Dyo , Dzo }, probe-object position, {xo , yo , zo }, reference position, {xr , yr , zr }, and reference point shift,
{Dxr , Dyr , Dzr =0}.

zo

zr

Image 
Displacement

(x  , y , z  ) r rr

(x  , y , z  )o oo
Hologram

(∆x  , ∆y , ∆z  )o oo

(∆x  , ∆y , ∆z  )
i ii

Object
Displacement

(∆x  , ∆y , ∆z  )r rr

Figure 6.6

Object and holographic image displacement geometry.

The  displacement  results  are  presented  in  equations  (6-28)  -  (6-30).  These  results  are  found  from  equations
(6-25)  -  (6-27)  by  using  first  order  differentials  to  create  a  linearized  function  in  object  displacement,  {Dxo ,
Dyo ,  Dzo },  and  substituting  the  image  shift  parameters  for  the  x  and  y  reference  coordinates,  {xr ,  yr }=
8Dxr , Dyr <  (where zr =zr  and Dzr =0):

(6-28)

Dxi =
i

k
jjjj
i
k
jj

∑ xiÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ xs

 Dxo +
∑ xiÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ ys

 Dyo +
∑ xiÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ zs

 Dzo
y
{
zz

xr = 0
+ xi

ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
xr =Dxr

y

{
zzzz

xs ,ys ,zs = 0

=

H-Dyo xp yp + Dxo yp
2 + zp H-Dzo xp + Dxo zpLL zr

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Hxp

2 + yp
2 + zp

2 L3ê2
+ Dxr
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Here,  equation  (6-28) gives  the image  displacement  Dxi  as a linear  function of  the variables {Dxo ,  Dyo , Dzo ,
Dxr }  and  a  nonlinear  function  of  variables  {xp ,  yp ,  zp ,  zr }.  Here,  the  incremental  portion  (from  the  partial
derivatives)  was  added  to  the  image  shift  component  given  by  xi  at  xr = Dxr .  In  the  resulting  nonparaxial
solution,  as  found  previously  in  equation  (6-18)  for  paraxial  systems,  the  image  shift  quantity,  Dxr ,  remains
fully  decoupled  from  the  (now  fully  coupled)  object  position  quantities.  Equations  (6-29)  and  (6-30)  both
follow similarly to model Dyi  and Dzi  respectively:

(6-29)

Dyi =
i

k
jjjj
i
k
jj

∑ yiÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ xs

 Dxo +
∑ yiÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ ys

 Dyo +
∑ yiÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ zs

 Dzo
y
{
zz

yr = 0
+ yi

ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
yr =Dyr

y

{
zzzz

xs ,ys ,zs = 0

=

HDyo xp
2 - Dxo xp yp + zp H-Dzo yp + Dyo zpLL zr

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Hxp

2 + yp
2 + zp

2 L3ê2
+ Dyr

(6-30)

Dzi = i
k
jj

∑ ziÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ xs

 Dxo +
∑ziÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ ys

 Dyo +
∑ziÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ zs

 Dzo
y
{
zz

xs ,ys ,zs = 0
=

H-Dzo zp Hxp
2 + yp

2 - 2 zp
2 L + HDxo xp + Dyo ypL Hxp

2 + yp
2 + 4 zp

2 LL zr
2

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 Hxp

2 + yp
2 + zp

2 L5ê2

After having determined equations (6-28), (6-29), and (6-30), we now need to determine the inverted transforma-
tion in order to recover the original object displacement  from the holographic  image displacement.  In essence,
we  must  simultaneously  solve  three  non-linear  equations  (6-28)  -  (6-30)  for  the  three  unknowns,  {Dxo ,  Dyo ,
Dzo }. We will later apply these inverse transformed solutions to the measured values, {Dxi , Dyi , Dzi }, in order
to recover the actual object displacements, {Dxo , Dyo , Dzo }. The inverted solution is now presented:

(6-31)

Dxo =
1

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Hxp

2 + yp
2 + 2 zp

2 L zr
2
I"########################xp

2 + yp
2 + zp

2

Hzr Hxp
2 HDxr - DxiL - Hyp

2 + 2 zp
2 L HDxr - DxiL + 2 xp yp HDyr - DyiLL +

2 xp Hxp
2 + yp

2 + zp
2 L DziLM

(6-32)

Dyo =
1

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Hxp

2 + yp
2 + 2 zp

2 L zr
2

I"########################xp
2 + yp

2 + zp
2 H2 xp yp zr HDxr - DxiL + Hyp

2 - 2 zp
2 L zr HDyr - DyiL +

2 yp Hyp
2 + zp

2 L Dzi + xp
2 Hzr H-Dyr + DyiL + 2 yp DziLLM

(6-33)

Dzo =

I"########################xp
2 + yp

2 + zp
2 HHxp

2 + yp
2 + 4 zp

2 L zr Hxp HDxr - DxiL + yp HDyr - DyiLL +

2 zp
2 Hxp

2 + yp
2 + zp

2 L DziLM ë Hzp Hxp
2 + yp

2 + 2 zp
2 L zr

2L

These  equations  form  the  basis  of  object-conjugate  displacement  measurement.  (You  can  find  the  complete
Mathematica-based derivation of these equations in Section C of the Appendix in the electronic thesis copy.) In
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the  next  section,  however,  we  will  use  a  different  method  to  determine  the  displacement  equations  in  polar-
coordinates.  Although  not  required  for  practical  application  of  the  instrument,  a  theoretical  examination  with
polar-coordinates offers a deeper insight into the spatial aberrations of object-conjugate reconstruction.

ü 6.2.5 Alternative Theory in Polar-Coordinates: A Study of Astigmatism

In  this  section,  we  examine  an  alternative  derivation  of  object-conjugate  reconstruction  in  polar-coordinates.
Although the solution determined for rectangular coordinates in the previous section is general and will be used
for practical implementation of the instrument, the rectangular-coordinate derivation is lacking in its conceptual
clarity.  If  we  instead  frame  the  displacement  solution  in  terms  of  polar  coordinates,  some important  concepts
are better explained. In particular, the astigmatic-aberrations  for off-axis conjugate image points becomes more
apparent.  This  astigmatism  is  an  inherent  consequence  of  the  object-conjugate  reconstruction  method  and  is
important  to  the  system's  spatial  imaging  characteristics  and  the  resulting  displacement  measurements.  In
addition,  in  this  section,  we  will  use  a  different  presentation  format  that  overlaps  in  its  content  with  some
previous material  but also provides  significant insights  of its  own. (You can also find the complete Mathemat-
ica-based derivation of these equations in Section D of the Appendix in the electronic thesis copy.)

Let us consider a single exposure holographic recording of a single particle that uses the configuration shown in
Figure 6.1  (a). The light  scattered from this  particle is mixed with a  coherent reference wave and  the interfer-
ence  is  recorded  and  reproduced  as  a  phase  hologram.  If  the  scattered  and  reference  fields  are  denoted  by
Uo and Ur , respectively, the intensity of the interference in the plane of the hologram, Ih , can be written,

(6-34)
Ih = †Uo + Ur §2

= †Uo §2 + †Ur §2 + Uo  Ur
* + Uo

*  Ur

In the inverted geometry considered here, the reference wave and object waves are incident on opposite sides of
the  holographic  plate,  and  as  such  a  reflection  hologram  is  produced.  The  hologram  is  reconstructed  using  a
diverging  wave  generated  by  a  fibre-optic  probe,  Up  as  shown  in  Figure  6.1(b).  The  theory  of  reflection
holograms suggests that the Bragg condition will be satisfied if the position of probe relative to the holographic
plate  is  sufficiently  close  to  that  of  the  particle  at  the  time  of  recording.  The  reflection  coefficient  is  then
proportional to the final term in equation (6-34) and the reflected field in the plane of the holographic plate can
be written,

(6-35)Uh = Up  Uo
*  Ur

Clearly if the position of the particle and probe are identical then the hologram provides a perfect reconstruction
of the reference wave such that  Uh ∂ Ur . In general,  however, this  is not the case and  the form of the recon-
structed wave must be considered further.

Since each of the fields are essentially of uniform amplitude we can write the reconstructed wave in the form,

(6-36)
Uh = Ap  ‰Â«p  Ao  ‰-Â«o  Ur

= Ap  Ao  ‰ÂH«p -«o L  Ur

Hence,  the  reconstructed  field  is  proportional  to  the  reference  wave  modulated  by  a  field  with  phase  propor-
tional  to  that  of  the  phase  difference  of  the  probe  and  scattered  fields.  The  reference  wave  used  for  object-
conjugate  reconstruction  can  be  considered  as  a perfect  spherical  wave converging  to a  point,   {xr , yr ,zr },  as
shown in Figure 6.7. If the position coordinates in the plane of the hologram are {x,y} the reference field can be
written in the form,

(6-37)Ur = Ap  ‰Â«r
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where k is the wave number and the phase can be written,

(6-38)«r = -k HHx - xrL2 + Hy - yrL2 + zr
2L1ê2

Particle
Hologram

y

x

z

Reference wave
point of focus

{x  ,y  ,z  }r r r

Figure 6.7

Recording geometry (single particle hologram). Note that the reference coordinates, {xr , yr ,zr }, are now defined differently
from their use in previous sections.  In particular,  their directions are now locally aligned with the polar-coordinate system
axis that runs to the hologram center.

If  xr  and  yr  are  small  such  that the  point  of focus  is close  to the z-axis,  the binomial  theorem can be used to
expand the phase variation to second order in x and y such that,

(6-39)«r = -k zr -
k

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zr

 HHx - xrL2 + Hy - yrL2L

Since the  z-axis can  be considered  to be the  optical  axis of  the system this  approximation  is equivalent  to the
paraxial  approximation  of  Gaussian  optics.  In  order  to  analyze  the  effect  of  the  modulation  term  in  equation
(6-36),  we consider the change in phase,  D«r ,  that accompanies  a small  change in the position  of the point of
focus.  If  the  components  of  this  change  are  {xi , yi ,zi }  with  respect  to  an  origin  at  the  point  of  focus,  in  the
Cartesian geometry we can write,

(6-40)D«r =
∑ «rÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ xr

 xi +
∑ «rÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ yr

 yi +
∑ «rÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
∑ zr

 zi

Evaluating the differential quantities and noting that xi , yi , and zi  are small we find,

(6-41)D«r = -k zi -
k

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
zr

 Hx xi + y yiL +
k ziÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
2 zr

2
 Hx2 + y2L

Inspection of equation (6-41) shows that the phase is separable into first order and second order variations in x
and y and leads to two well known results: A linear variation of phase (ie a tilt) moves the point of focus in the
x  and y directions while a second order variation moves the point in the z direction.  Consequently, in order to
analyze the effect of the modulation term, it is necessary to consider the first and second order variations in the
phase difference, «p - «s  .
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Without  loss of generality,  we consider the probe to be placed in the y=0  plane as shown in Figure 6.8.  Since
the  position  of  the  probe  could  be some  distance  from the  optical  axis,  in this  case  it  is  not  possible  to use  a
binomial expansion of the spherical wave in the manner described above. To simplify the derivation,  however,
we consider the phase difference along the x and y axes separately and assume a separable solution of the form
of  equation  (6-41).  Further  simplification  can  be  made  by  describing  the  probe  location  in  polar  coordinates.
Accordingly, if the probe is positioned at a distance, r, from the origin and subtends an angle, a, with respect to
the optical axis, the law of cosines defines the phase of the diverging wave along the x axis of the hologram and
can be written,

(6-42)
«px = kHx2 + r2 - 2 x r cosH90 - aLL1ê2

= kHx2 + r2 - 2 x r sin aL1ê2
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Figure 6.8

Reconstruction  geometry  (single particle  hologram). Note  that the object  coordinates, {xo , yo ,zo }, and image coordinates,
{xi , yi ,zi }, are defined differently from their use in previous sections. In particular, their directions are now locally aligned
with the polar-coordinate system axis that runs to the hologram center.

Let  us  consider  a  small  particle  located  at  position  r+rs ,  a+as .  If  rs  and  as are  small  then  we  can  write  the
difference in the phase of the probe and particle fields along the x axis of the hologram, «px - «ox , as,

(6-43)«px - «ox = -
∑ «px
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

∑ r
 rs -

∑ «px
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

∑ a
 as

Differentiating we find,

(6-44)

«px - «ox =

-k
i
k
jjj

r - sin a
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Hx2 + r2 - 2 x r sin aL1ê2

 rs -
x cos a

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
Hx2 + r2 - 2 x r sin aL1ê2

 as
y
{
zzz

Expanding to include second order variations in x, we have,
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(6-45)«px - «ox = -k
i
k
jjji
k
jjj1 -

x2  cos2  a
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

2 r2

y
{
zzz rs -

i
k
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A similar analysis of the phase variation along the y axis gives,
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Inspection of  equations (6-45)  and  (6-46)  shows that the coefficients  of the second order variation of phase  in
the  x  and  y  directions  are  not  equal  except  in  the  special  case  where  the  angle  a  is  zero.  As  such,  the  wave
fronts in the x and y directions are brought to focus at a slightly different distances from the hologram and the
system  therefore  exhibits  astigmatism.  The  effect  of  the  astigmatism  at  finite  angles  will  be  discussed  later,
however, we can find the point of best focus by replacing the second order coefficients with their average value.
In this way the x and y variations can be combined to give the separable function, 

(6-47)
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Finally we note that displacement relative to an orthogonal set of Cartesian axes rotated as shown in Figure 6.7
can be found by a change of variables, 

(6-48)
xo = r as,
yo = r bs,
zo = rs

Using these variables we have,

(6-49)
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Comparing  the  first  and  second  order  coefficients  with  those  of  equation  (6-41),  we  find  that  a  particle  at
position  defined  by  {xo , yo ,zo } results  in a  reconstructed  wave  that  converges  to a  point  defined  by  the  vari-
ables {xi , yi ,zi }, such that,

(6-50)
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Inspection  of  these  equations  shows  that,  given  the  position  of  the probe,  a straightforward  relationship  exists
between the particle  position at the time of recording  and the point of best  focus of the reconstructed  wave. It
can be seen that when the angle a  is small  the system behaves as an imaging system with magnification given
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by M = zr ê r . At finite angles the image variables xi and yi are singularly defined by the object variables xo and
yo but the zi  component is dependent on both zo  and xo  components. 

In practice the scattered field is the sum of diverging waves scattered from all of the illuminated particles within
the flow. Since the holographic recording process is linear, the reconstruction of each particle generates a wave
that  converges  to  a  point  defined  by  the  equations  above.  In  this  way  the  light  collected  from  particles  in  a
region  centred  with  at  the  position  of  the  probe  is  imaged  to  a  region  centred  on  the  point  of  focus  of  the
reference wave relative to the holographic plate.

An advantage of the object-conjugate displacement measurement method, therefore, is that it provides an image
of the particle field in a region defined by the probe position at a fixed point in space. In this way the hologram
can be interrogated using a light and convenient  fibre-optic probe rather than a more cumbersome camera. The
major  benefit  of  the  technique,  however,  is  in  the  reconstruction  and  analysis  of  the  double  exposure  holo-
graphic  records  of  HPIV.  By  using  reference  waves  that  converge  to  slightly  different  points  a  known  image
shift  or  bias can be added to the particle  displacement.  This can be verified  by considering  a  double  exposure
record such that the scattered and reference fields in the plane of the hologram are {Uo1 and Ur1 } at the time of
the first exposure, and {Uo2  and Ur2 } at the time of the second exposure. If the hologram is reconstructed using
the diverging wave,Up , in the same way as the single exposure case, the reconstructed field in the plane of the
hologram can be written,

(6-51)Uh = Up  Uo1
*  Ur1 + Up  Uo2

*  Ur2

The first term in this expression is a reconstruction of the first exposure recording and results in an image of the
particles in the probe region at this time relative to the point of focus of the first reference wave. Similarly,  the
second term describes a reconstruction of the second exposure recording. Here the images are located relative to
the  point  of  focus  of  the  second  reference  wave.  Consequently,  the  distance  between  the  two  points  of  focus
augments the image position.

If the particle displacement in the region of the probe is {Dxo , Dyo , Dzo } and the reference waves converge to
points  separated  by {Dxr , Dyr ,  Dzr =0},  it  is  clear  from the  linear  form of  the equations  (6-50)  that  the  corre-
sponding image displacement {Dxi ,Dyi ,Dzi } is given by,
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Finally, the equations can be inverted  to relate measurements  of image displacement  (relative to the image co-
ordinates) to movement of the scattering particles (relative to the probe co-ordinates) such that,

(6-53)
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Before these equations can be used in object-conjugate displacement analysis, the three-dimensional object and
image  space  must  be  transformed  appropriately  into  polar  coordinates  about  the  optical  axis  and  this  process
adds unwanted complexity in the polar-coordinate solution. Therefore, while the polar solution is the useful for
conceptual  thinking  about  astigmatism,  in  practise,  the  rectangular-coordinate  methods  described  previously
remain the easiest to implement.

‡ 6.3 Theory for the use of Holographic Optical Elements and 
      Curved-Windows

ü 6.3.1 Overview

In  order  to  implement  the  system  as  discussed  in  Sections  6.1  and  6.2,  we  need  to  have  a  reliable  way  of
producing  a  wave-front  which  converges  to  a  well  defined  reference  point  after  the  measurement  volume.   In
some cases, this process is further complicated with the addition of a curved window in the test subject.  In this
section, we examine the use of a holographic optical element (HOE) in combination with lens optics to produce
a converging reference wave suitable for the recording of the displacement-measurement  hologram. In particu-
lar,  we  examine  how  such  holographic  optical  elements  can  be  used  to  cancel  the  effects  of  thick,  curved-
windows on the overall recording and playback process.

ü 6.3.2 Construction of HOE

In fulfillment  of the previous  discussions,  we desire to construct a wave-front  that converges to a well defined
reference point after propagation through a thick, curved-window. In practice this can be achieved for a window
of  arbitrary  shape  by  recording  a  phase  conjugate  HOE as  shown  in Figure  6.9.  A regular,  diverging  wave  is
first  created  using  a  pin-hole  positioned  at  the  reference  point  S  on  the  optical  axis.  This  diverging  wave
propagates  through the window (or  a replica) and passes through an undeveloped holographic  plate or equiva-
lent glass substrate. The light is collected by a condenser system and is incident on the unexposed HOE.

Plane reference beam

Glass substrate

Diverging wave

Pin
 hole

Zp
Plane α

Cylindrical
window

HOE

Condenser
lenses

Figure 6.9

Recording of a holographic optical element (HOE).

To a good approximation  the optical  field generated  by the pin-hole  is a diverging spherical  wave. With refer-
ence to Figure 6.9, the field in the plane a that is both perpendicular  to the optical axis and containing the axis
of the cylinder the field can be written as the scalar complex amplitude, Ua , given by

(6-54)Ua = A ‰-Â k "#######################x2 +y2 +zp
2
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In general terms, a linear transform can be used to describe the propagation of this field to the HOE through the
optical  system consisting  of  the  window,  the  glass  substrate  and  the  condenser  lenses.  Using  tilde  notation  to
represent the transformation, the complex amplitude in the plane of the HOE, UHOE , is the sum of this field and
that of a plane reference wave such that, 

(6-55)UHOE = U
è

a + ‰-Â k x sinHqL

where it has been assumed that the reference wave is of unit amplitude and q is the angle of incidence. 

The intensity is proportional to the modulus of this field and neglecting the constant of proportionality, takes the
form,

(6-56)
IHOE = †UHOE§2

= 1 + †Uè a §
2

+ U
è *

a ‰-Â k x sinHqL + U
è

a ‰Â k x sinHqL

The HOE is removed, developed,  bleached and returned to the holo-camera in precisely the same position as it
was recorded.  This process is facilitated using a kinematically  mounted plate holder constructed  from stainless
steel. This construction allows both the plate and plate holder to be immersed in chemical baths and accurately
repositioned.  Since  the  object  and  reference  fields  are  incident  on  the  same  side  of  the  holographic  plate  the
HOE is in the form of a thin phase hologram. The phase modulation resulting from this element is proportional
to the incident intensity distribution during exposure and the transmission function can be written,

(6-57)

t = ‰Â k IHOE

> 1 + Â k IHOE

> 1 + Â k I1 + †Uèa§
2
+ U

è
a
*
‰-Â k x sinHqL + U

è
a ‰Â k x sinHqLM

For the purposes of making flow holograms using the holo-camera,  the HOE is illuminated  with a plane wave
Urec =  ‰Â k x sinHqL ,  that  propagates  in the  opposite  direction  to the  reference wave  used  to create the  element as
shown in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10

Generation of a converging reference wave.

The reconstructed field in the plane of the HOE can therefore be written,

(6-58)
U£

HOE = Urec  t

= I1 + Â k + Â k †Uè a §
2M ‰Â k x sinHqL + Â k U

è
a ‰2 Â k x sinHqL + Â k U

è
a
*
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The first  two terms  in this  expression  describe  fields that  are  of relatively  large  spatial  frequency  and  as such
represent orders  which propagate  far from the optical  axis. The final term however, represents  the exact  phase
conjugate replica of the object field in the plane of the HOE.

According  to  the  distortion  correction  theorem,  first  stated  by  Yariv  [Yariv  (1977)],  if  a  wave  propagates
through a lossless dielectric medium then its phase conjugate replica will propagate back through the dielectric
medium so as to remain everywhere  phase conjugate  replica.  Since the optical  system described here  is essen-
tially lossless, the optical field, U£

ra , in the plane a can be written,

(6-59)U£
ra ∂ U*

ra = A ‰Â k "#######################x2 +y2 +zp
2

Thus,  after  propagation  through  the  cylinder  the  reference  field  generated  by  the  holo-camera  is  a  perfect
spherical  wave  as  required.  The  holo-camera  is  now  ready  to  make  recordings  of  a  flow  though  a  cylindrical
window. This process is discussed in the following section.

ü 6.3.3 Recording and Reconstruction of Flow Holograms

Let us now consider the use of the holo-camera to record a fluid flow. To simplify the analysis let us consider
for  the moment,  a single  exposure  recording  of  a single particle  located at  position  8xp , yp , zp <with respect to
the origin defined earlier. This configuration is shown in Figure 6.11. 

Cylindrical window

xp

zp

Plane αFlow hologram

Converging 
reference beam

Figure 6.11

Recording a flow hologram.

(6-60)Upa = P ‰-Â k "#############################################Hx-xp L2 +Hy-yp L2 +zp
2

If we treat the propagation through the cylinder to the holographic plate, as an unspecified linear transformation
denoted by double tilde, we can write the field in the plane of the hologram, UH , as 

(6-61)UH = U
º

pa + U
º

ra
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The corresponding intensity distribution is therefore,

(6-62)
IH = ¢ U

º
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º

ra¶
2

= ¢ U
º
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º
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º

pa U
º

ra

*
+ U

º
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*
 U

º

ra

Since  the  light  scattered  from  the  particle  and  the  reference  beam  propagate  to  the  holographic  plate  from
different  sides,  a Bragg reflection hologram is generated.  Using coupled-wave  theory the reflection coefficient
of the resulting hologram can be shown to depend on the wave-front  used to reconstruct the hologram and the
requirement to satisfy the Bragg condition.

If  we  illuminate  the  hologram  with  the  phase  conjugate  reference  beam as  shown in  Figure  6.12.  A  spherical
wave  diverging  from the point,  {0,0,zr },  propagates  through the system and  the Bragg  condition  requires  that
the reflection coefficient, r, is dominated by the fourth term in equation (6-62) such that,

(6-63)r ∂ U
º

pa

*
 U

º

ra

Neglecting constants of proportionality, the reconstructed amplitude in the plane of the hologram is therefore,

(6-64)Uh
£ = U

º

pa

*

Using the distortion correction theorem once again, the field in plane a is 

(6-65)
Ua

£ = Upa
*

= P ‰Â k "#############################################Hx-xp L2 +Hy-yp L2 +zp
2

This is readily identified as a spherical wave converging to the point,{xp ,yp ,zp }.  Thus the distortion caused by
the cylinder is exactly cancelled and a perfect, real image is produced.

Cylindrical window

Flow hologram

Real 
image

Figure 6.12

Reconstruction geometry I.
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Alternatively  if  a diverging  spherical  wave is  generated  from the  point,  {xp ,yp ,zp },  as  shown in Figure  6.13,

the reconstructing  field  in the  plane of  the  hologram is U
º

ra .  In  this  case  the Bragg  condition  requires  that  the

reflection coefficient is dominated by the third term in equation (6-62), the reflected field is, Uh
£ = U

º

ra

*

  and by
the distortion correction theorem, the corresponding field in the plane a is,

(6-66)
Ua

£ = Ura
*

= A ‰Â k "#######################x2 +y2 +zp
2

Thus  equations  (6-65)  and  (6-66)  show  that  the  reflection  hologram  can  be  considered  as  a  perfect  imaging
system for the pair of conjugates {xp ,yp ,zp } and {0,0,zr }. 

Cylindrical window

Flow hologram
Fibre optics
 illumination

CCD
detector

Sampling aperture

Magnified real image

Figure 6.13

Reconstruction  geometry II.

In  both  cases,  the  effect  of  the  HOE  and  reconstruction  geometry  is  to  cancel  the  gross  aberration  due  to
propagation through the thick cylinder. Although the imaging properties of the system have been discussed with
reference to cylindrical distortion, it is clear that the result is general and applies to any shape of window.

‡ 6.4 Summary
In  this  chapter,  we  have  discussed  an  innovative  method  to  record,  reconstruct,  and  analyze  two  displaced
holographic  images.  We  call  this  method  object-conjugate  displacement  measurement.  In  essence  a  reflection
hologram  is  taken  using  a  converging  reference  beam.  The  hologram  is  then  reconstructed  using  a  diverging
wave from a fibre-optic probe. It is shown that the system behaves as an imaging system such that a magnified
image of the object wave in the region of the probe is produced at a fixed point in space, defined by the point of
focus of the reference beam. In this way, an image coordinate system with an origin at the point of focus of the
reference beam at the time of recording and a rotated, object coordinate system centred on the probe position at
the time of reconstruction are defined. It is shown that a straightforward relationship exists  between the object
and image conjugates in each system.
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It has been shown that when the probe is positioned at distance from the optical axis of the system, the image is
astigmatic.  The  astigmatism  is  zero  at  the  centre  of  the  field  but  increases  in  a  linear  manner  for  particles
located closer or further from the optical axis. We have discussed that when the complex amplitude rather than
the intensity of the recording is correlated, optical aberrations in the holographic image cancel provided that the
aberrations  are common  to both exposures.  In  this  case therefore,  only  the differential  astigmatism of the first
and second exposures corrupts the correlation peak. Since for small displacements  the astigmatism has a linear
spatial  variation,  the  differential  astigmatism  is  proportional  to  the  particle  displacement.  Given  that  typically
the particle displacement is a few tens of wavelengths, the astigmatism is typically less than a few wavelengths
and a good quality correlation peak is observed. Nevertheless,  since the correlator is capable of measuring sub-
wavelength displacements it is necessary to calculate the displacement of the point of best focus of each image,
as we have shown.

The  method  of  object-conjugate  reconstruction  has  a  number  of  advantages  over  conventional  holographic
techniques  when used  to analyze  double  exposure  records of seeded fluid  flows  in HPIV.  Most importantly,  a
known image shift or displacement  bias can be applied to the recorded data and the particle displacement adds
or subtracts  from this according to its sense.  Like two-component  PIV the inclusion of an image shift  resolves
the  direction  of  the  flow  and  increases  the  ability  to  measure  small  displacements.  In  the  case  of  HPIV,  the
image  shift  is  essential  when  optical  correlation  analysis  is  used  since  the  method  becomes  problematic  in
regions  where  the  lateral  components  of  the  image  displacement  are  small.  In  addition  to  this,  because  the
reconstructed images are formed at a fixed point in space, a fibre probe of low mass can be used to scan through
the  hologram  at  speed.  Additional  instrumentation,  such  as  the  optical  correlator  used  to  measure  the  particle
displacement  in this case,  need not be moved.  Finally,  the phase conjugate holographic  element used to create
the  converging  reference  waves  can  be  made  to  compensate  for  gross  aberrations  caused  by  poor  quality
windows.  Later,  we  will  examine  successful  three-component  measurements  of  fluid  velocity  in  an  internal
combustion engine that have been made through a thick glass cylinder.

In  this  chapter,  we  have  introduced  the  theory  and  principles  for  a  new  fiber-based  system  of  holographic
measurement in fluid and solid mechanics. In the remaining chapters of this thesis, we will discuss in detail the
physical  construction  of  the  measurement  system  as  well  as  the  application  of  this  measurement  system  to
specific problems in fluid and solid mechanics.
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Chapter 7: Design and Construction of the Holographic Camera

‡ 7.1 Introduction
The  purpose  of  this  chapter  is  to  conduct  a  detailed  study  of  the  design  and  construction  of  the  holographic
camera.  In  practise,  the  holographic  camera  has  two  different  configurations:  one  for  continuous-wave  (cw)
laser operation (Figure 7.1) and a second one for pulsed-laser operation (Figure 7.2). Furthermore, the camera is
designed  to  work  both  with  surface  displacement  measurements  as  well  as  volumetric  fluid  displacement
measurements.  The cw laser-based camera  is strictly limited  to surface  displacement  measurements.  However,
the  pulsed-laser-based  camera  is  capable  of  both  surface  and  fluid  subjects.  In  the  situation  of  fluid  measure-
ments, there is quite often an additional thick, curved window placed between the fluid flow experiment and the
holographic  camera.  This  additional  fluid-containment  window in  turn  requires  some  further  optical  consider-
ations for the holo-camera. In what follows, the complete design and construction of the holo-camera with all of
its variations will be discussed in some detail.

Figure 7.1

CW holo-camera for surface displacement measurements.
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Figure 7.2

Pulsed holo-camera with on-board optics for fluid velocity measurements and transient surface displacement events.

‡ 7.2 CW Holo-Camera Set-up: Construction of Holographic Optical 
      Element (HOE)

ü 7.2.1 Construction of Holographic Optical Element (HOE) for Open-Air 
         Surface-Displacement Measurements

Before  the  holographic  camera  (holo-camera)  can  be  used,  it  is  first  necessary  to  build  a  holographic  optical
element  (HOE)  to  be  placed  within  the  camera.  This  diffractive  element  is  used  to  generate  two  reference
wavefronts  for  the  holo-camera's  measurement  recording.  Shown  later  in  Chapter  9,  a  similar  fabrication
process is also used with the HOE of the optical processor assembly. Although much of this chapter reports on
the use of a continuous wave (cw) laser-based camera, a similar recording set-up for the HOE is also used with
the  pulsed  laser  holo-camera  system.  Whether  or  not  the  final  camera  laser  is  pulsed  or  cw  in  operation,  the
initial HOE fabrication process always uses a cw laser. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show the overall HOE recording set-
ups. Later, this HOE is responsible for creating two converging, slightly tilted, reference beams within the holo-
camera. In order to make the HOE in the first place, a light-sensitive photographic plate is twice exposed to an
object and reference beam. For each exposure, the object and reference beam directions are changed slightly, as
illustrated separately in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. The HOE creation process is outlined next.

In its final use, the holo-camera needs to produce two converging reference beams with near diffraction-limited
performance. The generation of such reference beams is accomplished with the combination of two large format
(150 mm diameter) plano-convex  lens elements,  L2 and L3, that are placed in series with the HOE. As part of
the overall camera design process, the combined focal lengths of the two lenses are chosen to match up with the
desired  overall  converging  reference  beam focal  length.  Finally,  during  playback  of  the  HOE (shown  later  in
Figure 7.12), a novel method of optical phase conjugation is used by the camera system to produce a diffraction-
limited output. With this, the system relies on the holographic element HOE to cancel  the phase aberrations of
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L2,  L3,  and  H  in  order  to  produce  nearly  diffraction-limited  converging  reference  beams.  This  is  discussed
further in Section 7.3.1. At first,  during the HOE fabrication, the element H is actually a blank glass hologram
substrate  placed  in the  system to  introduce  the  same wave  front  aberrations  produced  later  by  final  recording
holographic plate H. During this HOE fabrication process, element H is not used for any active purpose. Later,
during holo-camera use, element H becomes the active medium that records the object displacement event.

As shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4, Laser2 is used to record the HOE and Laser1 is switched off during the entire
HOE  recording  process  (in  practise,  Laser1  and  Laser2  is  actually  a  single  diode-pumped  50  mW,  532  nm,
YAG,  continuous-wave  laser  that  gets  moved  between  the  two  locations).  In  this  recording  process,  the  HOE
reference  beam consists  of  elements:  BS,  M7,  SF3,  L5,  and  M8/M9;  the  HOE  object  beam consists  of:  BS2,
M10,  M6,  M5,  M4,  SF2,  H,  L3,  and  L2.  During  the  layout  of the  optics,  the  HOE is positioned  such  that  the
object and reference beams have similar projected areas at its surface: on the order of 1 cm2 . Eventually, during
phase  conjugate  reconstruction  of  the  HOE,  the  phase  conjugate-diffracted  HOE object  beam finally  becomes
the measurement reference beam of the holo-camera. During this HOE play-back with Laser1 (shown in Figure
7.12),  the  focus of  the  converging  reference  beam is  formed  again  at  the  pinhole  position  of  SF2.  The mirror
elements, M8 and M2, are mounted on removable kinematic bases in order to create switchable HOE reference
beam  angles (by  using  either  M8 or  M9 during  the HOE recording  and  by using  either  M1 or  M2 during  the
HOE playback). As shown in Figure 7.3 and 7.4, during the recording process, the HOE reference beams are in
perfect  alignment  with  the  phase-conjugate  playback  reference  beam  optics  (M1/M2,  L1,  SF1)  such  that  the
HOE  reference  beam,  after  passing  through  the  HOE,  continues  to  propagate  through  the  pinhole  at  SF1.
However, in practise,  the mirrors M1 and M2 are blocked during the recording of the HOE to avoid any back-
reflections from L1.

As  the  first  step  in  the  HOE construction,  the  holographic  plate  HOE is  mounted  in a  kinematic  plate  holder,
double-exposed  to Laser2,  and then chemically-developed  within its  stain-less steel holder.  After  the HOE has
been fabricated and placed back in the system, Laser2 is no longer  used. From now on, only Laser1 is used to
generate  the  phase-conjugate  playback  reference beam with  the optics:  BS1,  M3, SF1,  L1,  M2/M1,  HOE,  L2,
L3, and H. To ensure perfect  alignment of the phase-conjugate  beam, the new reference beams are adjusted to
circumnavigate  the  original  reference  beam  optics  through  the  pinhole  at  SF3  and  back  to  Laser2.  All  of  the
optics that form the holo-camera are located in the framed area and are mounted together on a separate optical
platform.  After  adjustment of  the phase-conjugate  reference,  the holo-camera portion of the layout  is removed
from the recording optics to form a self-contained unit. The finished unit is shown in Figure 7.7.

In  addition  to  cancelling  optical  aberrations  in  the  system,  the  constructed  holo-camera  must  sequentially
produce  two  spatially-shifted,  converging,  reference  beams  that  are  used  in  the  double-exposed  holographic
measurement  recording  procedure.  This  is  accomplished  by  angular  multiplexing  of  the  two  desired  camera
reference  wavefronts  on  the  HOE.  As  shown  in  Figures  7.3  and  7.4,  during  the  HOE  recording,  the  HOE  is
doubled-exposed  with  two angularly-separated  HOE reference beams, given  by M8/M9.  In addition,  shown in
Figures 7.5 and 7.6, the pinhole/spatial filter assembly SF2 has been mounted on a translation stage (often on a
45  degree  slope  angle)  and  is  translated  by  a  precisely  known  transverse  distance  (typically  ~100  microns)
before  making  a  second  exposure  on  the  HOE.  This  pinhole  translation  determines  the  exact  converging
reference  beam  shift.  Then,  during  the  displacement-recording  process  of  the  holo-camera  (and  the  HOE
playback), the two reconstruction HOE wave fronts are used in sequence. The HOE reconstruction is discussed
further in the Section 7.3.
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Figure 7.3

Recording the phase-cancellation HOE : first exposure. Dimensions given in millimeters.
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Figure 7.4

Recording the phase-cancellation HOE : second exposure. Dimensions given in millimeters.
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Figure 7.5

Three-dimensional  view of  reference  beam optics  used to  create  a moveable  diagonal  reference  point  source:  M10,  M6,
M5,  M4,  and  SF2  (see  Figures  7.3  &  7.4).  The  last  mirror,  M6,  and  spatial  filter,  SF2,  are  mounted  together  on  a
diagonally-positioned  translation  stage  (on  a  45  degree  slope).  These  two  are  traversed  a  small  calibrated  distance
(typically ~100 microns) between the two exposures of the HOE.

Figure 7.6

Front view of reference beam optics used to create a moveable diagonal reference point source. In the foreground is shown
the spatial filter point source, SF2,  that is diagonally mounted together with a translation stage in order to create the two
diagonally displaced reference beams.
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Figure 7.7

Completed cw holo-camera.  Note  the two large lens elements at the top-right of the picture. The holographic  plate holder
sits  at  the  extreme  top-right  of  the  camera.  Also  note  the  extra  cylindrical  lens  element  present  to  the right  of  the  HOE.
Although not shown in Figures 7.3 & 7.4 above, this element is used with the thick, curved window as described in Section
5.2.2.
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ü 7.2.2 Construction of Holographic Optical Element (HOE) for Displacement 
Measurements  Through Curved, Thick-walled Windows

When the use of a thick curved window is required, it is often necessary to include additional optics within the
holo-camera.  One  of  our  objectives  is  to  be  able  to  take  measurements  through  the  cylinder  walls  of  a  fully
operational,  skip-fired,  internal  combustion  engine.  In the engine,  the  cylinder  wall is  made of optical  quality,
fused-silica, as shown in Figure 7.8.  However, during the fabrication of the holo-camera HOE, a surrogate half-
cylinder  (Figure  7.9)  is  used  instead  of  the  full  cylinder,  since  the  optical  measurements  are  taken  through  a
single side of the cylinder. This surrogate window must be located in close proximity with the final experiment
window location.  In order  to accomplish  this, a special  jig is utilized,  discussed later  in Section 8.2.5.  Finally,
the holo-camera is modified with an additional cylindrical lens, CL, that is placed next to the HOE, as shown in
Figures 7.10 and 7.11.  As shown in Figure 7.10,  the purpose of this cylindrical  lens is to partially compensate
for the astigmatic effects introduced by the cylindrical window and thus maintain a small projected object-beam
area on  the recording  HOE that  matches  with  the reference  beam area.  In the  next  section,  we will  give addi-
tional details about the holo-camera construction and discuss its working operation.

Figure 7.8

The original thick fused-silica cylinder wall that is used in fluid displacement measurements. This particular cylinder has a
10 mm thickness with an 80mm bore.

Figure 7.9

Close-up  of  surrogate,  half-cylinder,  fused-silica  window  used  in  the  construction  of  the  HOE  and  later  on  with  the
interrogation.
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Figure 7.10

Recording the phase-cancellation HOE to cancel the aberrations from a thick-curved window. An unmarked surrogate half-
cylinder  has  been placed  at  the  right  of  the  holographic  plate,  H,  at  the same  geometric  location  of  the  final  combustion
engine  piston cylinder  wall.  A cylindrical  lens,  CL,  has been added within  the holo-camera  to  maintain a small  projected
object beam area on the HOE.

Figure 7.11

Close-up of HOE with cylindrical lens, CL, on holo-camera with light shield installed.
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‡ 7.3 Operation of the Holo-Camera

ü 7.3.1 Use of HOE in Holographic Camera for Image-shifting Purposes

During  the use of  the holo-camera,  the HOE is now back-illuminated  with the  phase-conjugate  of  the original
recording  HOE  geometry.  Similar  to  the  original  recording  of  the  HOE,  two  reference  beams  are  used  to
sequentially  double-expose  the  measurement  hologram,  H.  Shown  in  Figure  7.12  for  cw  laser  operation,  two
distinct  reference  beams are created  as  follows:  Laser,  BS, M3,  SF,  L1, M1/M2,  HOE,  L2,  L3,  and H. In  this
arrangement,  M1  creates  the  first  reference  beam  and  M2  creates  the  second  reference  beam  (See  Section
7.3.2).  Now the  HOE  produces  the  phase  conjugate  of  the  original  HOE  object  beam  that  runs  back  through
lenses  L2,  L3,  and,  finally,  to  the  holographic  plate,  H.  These  HOE-generated  object  beams   form  the  new
reference beams to record the measurement hologram, H. In some cases, these reference beams are also used to
illuminate the measurement object, but in other cases, a separate object beam is introduced from the beamsplit-
ter,  BS,  for  object  illumination.  The  object,  though  not  shown in  this  schematic,  is  placed  directly  to right  of
hologram, H. In any case, precise object illumination geometries depend heavily on the particular experimental
setup. Specific object illumination considerations are provided in the later chapters of this thesis which discuss
particular experimental measurements and results.

It  is  interesting  to  note  that  while  the  HOE  is  illuminated  by  two  reference  sources  from  distinctly  different
angles  (separated  by ~10  degrees),  the resulting two reference beams that  diffract  from the HOE are  at nearly
the  same  angle.  Nevertheless,  these  newly  HOE-diffracted  beams  are  not  identical,  and  in  fact  have  a  well
calibrated  angular shift  between them such  that they form two transversely-distinct  convergent  points of focus
that  lie  apart  from  each  other  (approximately  ~100  microns).  This  exact  spatial  shift  is  determined  by  the
original SF2 shift used during the HOE recording as well as from the exact alignment of the two HOE playback
reference beams.
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Figure 7.12

Recording  the  displacement  measurement  hologram  H:  first  exposure  before  object  displacement  motion  and  second
exposure after  object displacement  motion .  The  object,  not  shown in this  schematic,  would  be placed directly  to  right of
hologram, H. Considerations about object illumination can vary with each experimental setup.
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Although Figure 7.12 illustrated for  cw holo-camera operation,  the pulsed holo-camera  works on similar  basic
principles,  shown  in  Figure  7.13.  For  this  system,  the  on-board  cw  laser  has  been  replaced  by  an  off-board
pulsed twin laser system. The pulsed system uses a short time separation (~1 msec) between the two exposures,
and,  as  such,  cannot  depend  on  the  physical  movement  of  reference  mirrors.  Instead,  the  two  HOE  reference
beams  are  fed  through  two  sets  of  optics  which  guide  the  light  from  a  twin  pulsed  laser  system  which  fires
alternately.  Here,  the two reference beam paths  given  by either  M6,  M8, M7,  and M10,  or M5 and M12.  The
object  illumination  optics  consist  of  M4,  M1,  M2,  M3,  LO1,  LO2,  and  MO.  Pulsed  holo-camera  operation  is
discussed further in Sections 7.3.3 and 7.4.2.
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Figure 7.13

Pulsed holo-camera that shows a ray-trace of the object and two reference beams.
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ü 7.3.2 Mechanical Structure of Kinematic-Mirror Mounts in the CW Holo-Camera

Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show the mechanical  structure of the kinematic-mounted  mirrors M1 and M2 (discussed
previously  in  Section  7.3.1).  These  particular  mirrors  are  only  used  with  the  cw  laser  and  are  removed  for
pulsed holo-camera operation.  Shown in Figure 7.15, each kinematic stage rests at three points: at each resting
point there is a metallic ball placed on one surface and two linearly spaced metallic rods attached to the second
surface.  The  rods from all  three  resting points  all  aligned such  that  the three balls  cannot  slip or  move in  any
direction and  thus is locked to a single three-dimensional  point  and orientation in space within interferometric
(sub-wavelength)  tolerances.  Similar  kinematic  mounts  of  larger  construction,  based  on  the  same  principles
presented  here,  are also used on the bases of the cw laser and pulsed-reference  optical assembly as well  as on
the  base  of  the  holo-camera  itself.  The  construction  of  these  larger  kinematic  mounts  are  discussed  further  in
Section 8.2.2.

Figure 7.14

Kinematic-mounted reference mirrors M1 and M2 on cw holo-camera.

Figure 7.15

Close-up of kinematic-mount construction for cw reference mirrors.
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ü 7.3.3 CW versus Pulsed Holo-Camera

The holo-camera  can easily  be reconfigured  for  cw or pulsed  laser  operation  as shown in Figures  7.16 -  7.18.
Shown in Figure 7.16, the cw laser is bolted to a special kinematic mount that is interchangeable with the pulsed
reference  optics,  shown  in  Figure  7.17.  During  the  pulsed  holo-camera  operation,  the  pulsed  reference  optics
assembly  replaces  the  use  of  mirrors  M1  and  M2,  which  are  in-line  with  Mirrors,  M1  and  M2,  as  shown  in
Figure  7.18.  Because  of  the  larger  size of  the  pulsed  laser  (not  shown)  it  is  not  directly  attached  to the  holo-
camera. Instead, off-board mirrors (shown in Figures 7.13 and 7.26) are used to direct the pulsed-laser reference
beams  into  the  pulsed  reference  optics  assembly.  Pulsed  holo-camera  operation  is  illustrated  and  discussed
further in Section 7.4.

Figure 7.16

Back-diagonal-view of cw holo-camera. The cw laser and reference mirrors, M1 and M2, are present.
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Figure 7.17

Back diagonal view of pulsed  holo-camera with  on-board optics. The kinematic-mounted  mirrors, M1 and M2, have been
removed, and the cw Laser has been replaced with the kinematic pulsed reference optic assembly. These new optics replace
the function of mirrors M1 and M2.

Figure 7.18

Close-up  of  optics  on  holo-camera.  Note:  the  cw  laser  has  been  replaced  by  the  purpose-built,  pulsed-reference  optics
assembly. The pulsed reference mirrors are in line with the removable cw reference mirrors, M1 and M2, and the HOE. The
cylindrical  lens  is  shown  mounted  next  to  the  HOE.  This  lens  is  used  with  thick  cylindrical,  windows  as  discussed  in
Section 5.3.3. The pulsed-laser holo-camera operation is discussed further in Section 7.4.
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ü 7.3.4 Use of Holo-Camera with Curved, Thick-walled Window

As  discussed  in  Section  7.2.2,  for  thick,  curved  windows,  the  holo-camera  requires  an  additional  cylindrical
lens element to be placed after to the HOE element in the playback reference beam arm. The HOE is now back-
illuminated  with  the  phase-conjugate  HOE  reference  of  the  original  recording  HOE  geometry.  Similar  to  the
original HOE recording process, two reference beams are now used to sequentially double-expose the measure-
ment hologram, H. Shown in Figure 7.19 for cw laser operation, the two distinct reference beams are created as
follows: Laser, BS, M3, SF, L1, M1/M2, HOE, CL, L2, L3, and H, where M1 and M2 are switched between the
two exposures as discussed in Section 7.3.1. Note that the cw laser, shown in Figure 7.19, may only be used for
solid displacement measurements. However, for fluid measurements, a pulsed-laser would have to be used in an
analogous fashion as discussed previously in Section 7.3.3.

When optical  windows  are involved in the recording  geometry,  a separate  object  beam is normally  introduced
from the backside  of the window for  object illumination  (via  beamsplitter,  BS).  Although  not shown here,  the
object  in  this  case  would  be  normally  be  located  directly  behind  the  optical  window  opposite  the  recording
hologram,  H.  Specific  illumination  geometries  are  discussed  further  in  Section  7.4  and  Chapter  12  for  fluid
measurements through a curved-window.
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Figure 7.19

Recording the displacement measurement hologram H through a thick-curved window.
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ü 7.3.5 Use of Large Condenser Lenses together with the HOE

An important  design in  the holo-camera  is  the large  condenser-lens-HOE combination.  Shown in Figure 7.20,
two large  plano-convex  lenses  (150  mm diameter,  250 mm focal  length)  form a  condenser  lens assembly  that
works in conjunction with the holographic optical  element (HOE) to create the converging reference beams of
the  holo-camera.  Placed  directly  behind  the  recording  holographic  plate,  H,  these  condenser  lenses  serve  two
important functions: 

1) Firstly, the large size of the lenses match with the area of the holographic plate,  H. This allows the HOE to
remain  small  in  size,  which  makes  the  HOE  fabrication  easier.  Experience  with  HOE  fabrication  shows  that
diffraction-related  aberrations  in  the  HOE  structure  tend  to  become  worse  with  the  increasing  size  of  the
hologram.  The  physical  reasons  for  such  aberration  effects  are  discussed  further  in  Part  II.  Also,  there  are
limitations to the size of the HOE because the high quality optics required to form the HOE reference beam are
more  manageable  and  less  expensive  with  smaller  optical  components.  These  concerns  both  place  an  upper
limit on the physical  size of the HOE. At the same time, it is important  to maintain a uniform object illumina-
tion of the HOE, which, in practise, is more difficult to control as the size of the hologram is made smaller. This
restricts  of  the minimum  size of  the  HOE.  Taking  into  account  the  aforementioned  factors,  the  active area  on
the HOE is presently  15-20 mm in diameter (though the actual plate  size is a 50 mm), and the reference beam
optics have physical diameters of 25-30 mm.

2) Secondly, the condenser lens assembly is designed to have a focal length that is matched to the focal point of
the  holo-camera.  In  this  way,  most  of  the  beam-shaping  power  comes  from  the  glass  condenser  lenses  rather
than the HOE. Rather than creating the gross reference beam curvature, the HOE primarily corrects for intrinsic
aberrations  in  the  physical  optics  (lenses  and  window)  and  creates  the  required  spatial  shift  between  the  two
reference beams.

The most  important benefit  of the lens-HOE combination is the fact that large inexpensive  lenses may be now
used  in  place  of  expensive  custom-built  lens  optics.  Because  of  the  lens  aberration-canceling  abilities  of  the
HOE,  it  is  possible  to  achieve  diffraction-limited  performance  with  inexpensive  off-the-shelf  lens  elements.
Finally,  the  HOE  is  essential  for  introducing  a  calibrated  image  shift  and  for  compensating  for  aberrations  in
optical windows, which might otherwise jeopardize the displacement measurement altogether.

Figure 7.20

Close-up of large condenser  lenses L1 and L2 with  holographic plate  holder H on holo-camera. The top edges of the lens
elements  have  been  specially  trimmed  to  line  up  with  the  top  edge  of  the  holographic  plate  holder.  This  provides  low
clearance access for experimental settings involving a combustion engine.
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ü 7.3.6 Use of the Holographic Plate Holder

Another  critical  element  in the  holo-camera  design is  the  holographic  plate  holder.  Shown in Figure  7.21,  the
holographic plate holder uses three clips and three pins to maintain interferometric positioning and alignment of
the holographic glass plate, H, within the holo-camera. The holographic glass is mounted vertically in the plate
holder  in  such  a  way  that  it  rests  against  two  pins  along  the  bottom  and  a  third  pin  on  the  side  of  the  plate
holder. Behind each of the three clips is a ball bearing that is fixed to the plate holder. These three clips gently
squeeze  the glass  plate  against  the  three ball  bearings  that  further  maintains  the  exact  positioning  of  the glass
plate.  It  is  important  that  the  holographic  plate  is  securely  fastened  within  its  holder  since  some  experiments
have  considerable  vibration  that  can  shift  the  holographic  plate.  At  the  same time,  the  clips  should  not  apply
needless pressure on the glass plate in order to avoid any bending of the glass plate by the clips. A holographic
plate holder of identical construction is used in the interrogation assembly, as described in Chapter 8.

Figure 7.21

Close-up  of kinematic  hologram plate  holder  on holo-camera.  There are  three  pins  and three  clips  with  ball  bearings  that
hold the glass holographic plate in place.
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‡ 7.4 Pulsed Holo-Camera

ü 7.4.1 Pulsed-Laser Set-up

A twin-cavity frequency doubled, Q-switched, Nd:YAG laser was designed and built by Spectron Lasers (UK)
for  fluid  experiments  and  is  shown  in  Figures  7.22  and  7.23.  The  laser  is  rendered  coherent  using  a  diode
pumped seeding  laser, the output  of which  is split  between the separate  cavities and the cavity length  is main-
tained  using  piezo  driven  rear  mirrors  .  A  novel  feature  of  this  laser  is  that  the  output  from  the  cavities  is
combined by the doubling process to produce a single coaxial object beam. In addition two reference beams are
doubled independently  and output through separate independent  apertures.  All three beams are set up to main-
tain  the  same  linear  polarization  direction  (either  horizontal  or  vertical).  The  Gaussian  resonator  design  is
capable of pulse energies of approximately 300mJ in the object beam and 30mJ in each reference beam at rates
of up to 12.5 Hz.

For  practical  reasons  the  laser  was  later  converted  to  operate  at  repetition  rate  of  1  Hz.   During  the  research
programme, it was discovered that the laser would not reliably maintain coherence since the repetition rate was
marginally  outside  that of the control loop used to stabilize  the cavity length. For this reason the cavity length
was stabilized manually  by optimizing  the cavity build up time on a 1 GHz,  digital  oscilloscope.  This method
was found to be quite adequate providing a laser warm up period of approximately 20 minutes was observed. A
further  problem  with  the  coherence  of  the  second  pulse  was  encountered  when  the  pulse  separation  was  less
than  10ms.  This  was  attributed  to optical  feedback  into the  seeding  laser  and  was later  cured  by  an additional
Faraday isolator in the seed laser.

As a side note, a significant fraction of the overall project time was spent on getting this particular pulsed laser
system  to  work  correctly,  and  delayed  this  portion  of  the  project  for  perhaps  9  months  out  of  its  three-year
project  life.  Such  costs  in project  resources  could have  been avoided  if  the  pulsed laser  system had  been ade-
quately  designed  and  manufactured  for  these  purposes  in  the  first  place.  It  is  important  to  recognize  however
that  this  particular  laser  was  originally  ordered  for  multiple  experimental  purposes,  and  that  high-speed  holo-
graphic recording was only one of many different objectives. In this respect, it is quite difficult to fully access in
advance all of the potential requirements for such a laser system. In general, it has been this author's experience
that  the  importance  of  performance  and  reliability  as  it  relates  to  pulsed-lasers  cannot  be  over-estimated,  and
that it is usually a great mistake for a research project to trade in favor of cost over performance when purchas-
ing a pulsed-laser  system.  More likely than not, however,  it is the laser  company that makes such cost-benefit
judgements internally without consultation of the purchaser, since such details are highly technical in nature and
it is clearly in their favour to save on manufacturing cost to boost profit margins. In such cases, the recipient of
the pulsed laser system may not discover operational difficulties  until it is too late to get any restitution, since,
the laser may appear to perform adequately under simple operation for the limited time period of the warranty.
In  further  support  of  such  judgements,  the  author  has  previously  experienced  a  different,  but  equally  time-
consuming set  of reliability  issues with a different pulsed-laser  system (built  by Continuum)  that was used for
the HPIV work at the University of Illinois (described in Part II of this thesis). In both situations, the root of the
trouble  was  similar:  an  (outwardly)  expensive  laser  that  was  actually  designed  and  built  for  economy  over
reliability. In both situations, the laser company, being responsible for the overall laser design, was also responsi-
ble for its reliability problems, although it was the research group that ultimately paid the cost in both time and
money to remedy the situation as much as possible. Unfortunately, in such cases, the best and most cost effec-
tive  solution  would  have  been a  completely  different  (and  probably  more  expensive)  laser  system.  This  high-
lights the need for the laser purchaser to insist on performance criteria testing by the laser manufacturer as part
of  the product  acceptance agreement.  Perhaps  the most  difficult  aspect,  however,  is for  the research project  to
be adequately defined in advance such that the laser can be ordered with a suitable set of performance criteria.

Often times,  the perceived performance  criteria  for  a pulsed laser  system may have little to do with the actual
project  requirements  at  the  end  of  the  day.  In  particular,  there  is  a  strong  temptation  to  request  for  the  most
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powerful laser available (as dictated by the project budget). Again, it is the experience of the author that obtain-
ing  absolute  laser  power/energy  can  be  secondary  (and  often  mutually  exclusive)  to  obtaining  good  (uniform
and coherent)  beam quality and  day-to-day working  reliability.  However,  if  required,  trade off  everything  else
possible in favour of reliable high laser energy together  with  good beam quality.  The demand for a high pulse
repetition  rate  (per  laser)  is  also  an over-estimated  quality  in  holography  applications.  Quite  often,  high  pulse
repetition  rates  are  more  for  the  benefit  of  the  laser  designer  than  the  end-user.  Finally,  an  automatically-
controlled, but unreliable laser system is a far worse thing than a manually-controlled, but reliable laser system.
Also,  when it  comes to troubleshooting  and laser monitoring,  investment in a good 1 Ghz  oscilloscope is well
worth its savings in aggravation and hair loss.
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Figure 7.22

Twin cavity Q-switched Nd: YAG Laser Schematic. The laser produces three beams: a combined object beam with 90% of
the energy and two reference beams with 10% of the total energy.
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Figure 7.23

Pulsed laser assembly. The twin cavity Nd: YAG laser is shown on the right. Located at the far top left is a Rover optical
engine  that is  used with  our  holographic  measurements  of  velocity  fields.  The  holo-camera  is  not  present,  but  the sliding
undercarriage for the camera is visible at the front of the engine. A dye laser (with pink tubes), not involved in this work, is
shown at the left. It uses the YAG laser as a pump source for two-dimensional, two-color PIV studies.
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ü 7.4.2 Pulsed Holo-Camera Optics

For  fluid  measurements,  the  holo-camera  is  configured  to  work  with  the  pulsed-laser  system  described  in
Section  7.4.1.  Shown  previously  in  Figure  7.13  and  below  in  Figures  7.24,  7.25  and  7.27,  the  pulsed  holo-
camera  uses  two  incoming  reference  beams  that  are  fed  independently  through  a  single  holographic  optical
element.  Here,  the  cw  laser  has  been  replaced  with  a  different  breadboard  containing  the  pulsed  reference
optics. The holo-camera is positioned against the fluid experiment, which, in many cases, can involve the use of
a cylindrical optical window, as shown in Figure 7.26. Shown in Figure 7.27, the holo-camera and fluid experi-
ment  is  also  located  near  the  pulsed  laser  source,  where  there  are  additional  beam optics  required to  steer  the
light into the camera system and match the optical lengths between the different light paths of system. In many
cases,  the  object illumination  beam is directed  up through the axial  center of  the cylinder  walls  in a  half  peri-
scope illumination arrangement.

Figure 7.24

Pulsed holo-camera with on-board optics. See Figure 7.13, shown previously.
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Figure 7.25

Ray-trace  of  pulsed  holo-camera  that  shows  the  object  and  two  reference  beams.  The  object  and  two  reference  beams
originate from a twin pulsed laser system located off the bottom of this image.
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Figure 7.26

Close-up of holo-camera positioned against fused-silica glass cylinder. This same cylinder is used in both the Taylor vortex
experiment and the i.c. engine measurements that are described in Chapter 12.
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Figure 7.27

Overview of holo-camera with together with pulsed laser system
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‡ 7.5 Summary
This chapter has reported on the design and construction of an object-conjugate holographic camera system for
the study of three-dimensional displacements. A novel feature of the camera system is its ability to operate with
both pulsed and continuous  laser formats. In addition,  the holo-camera is designed to record both three-dimen-
sional  surface  displacements  and  volumetric  particle  displacements  (in  fluids).  The  holo-camera  is  a  self-
contained unit  that can be easily transported  between different experiment  settings. For static surface displace-
ment  measurements,  the  cw  laser  source  is  contained  on-board  within  the  holo-camera.  The  holo-camera
employs an unique holographic optical element (HOE) that can eliminate directional ambiguity in the measure-
ment  as  well  as  compensate  for  aberrations  present  in the  system.  In  particular,  the  HOE can  be fabricated  to
compensate for  the imaging distortions of thick-walled, curved windows. The holo-camera does not depend on
stereo imaging and requires only a single port of access to the experimental subject.

In  the  next  two  chapters,  we  will  discuss  in  detail  the  design  and  construction  of  the  optical  processor  and
interrogation  assembly.  However,  the  overall  application  of  this  holo-camera  system  to  specific  problems  in
solid and fluid mechanics, with cw and pulsed-laser recording, will be the subject of Chapters 10-12 in Part IV
of the thesis.
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Chapter 8: Fringe Generation: Design and Construction of the 
      Hologram Interrogation Assembly

‡ 8.1 Introduction
The  purpose  of  this  chapter  is  to  conduct  a  detailed  study  of  the  design  and  construction  of  the  holographic
interrogation assembly. Different from the intensity-based correlation system of Part II, the complex-correlation
measurement system does not involve the actual holo-camera after the holographic displacement recording has
been  taken.  Instead,  an  entirely  separate  system  is  used  to  analyze  the  recorded  holographic  plate.  The  fiber
interrogation system consists  of two parts:  fringe generation and fringe analysis. The purpose of this chapter is
to discuss the fringe generation portion of the interrogation system. Fringe analysis will be discussed in Chapter
9.

Once exposed and  developed,  each recorded holographic  plate  is interrogated  using the fiber-optic  reconstruc-
tion  configuration  shown  in  Figure  8.1.  As  discussed  previously  in  Chapter  6,  the  reconstruction  process
essentially provides a magnified image of the complex amplitude distribution recorded at a small region close to
the origin of the fiber probe. If the interrogation position is known with respect to the recording geometry,  the
particle  displacement  can  be  found  by  optical  autocorrelation  of  this  distribution.  In  this  way  it  is  possible  to
measure the particle displacement in three dimensions to a resolution of a small fraction of a wavelength.

In  addition  to  practical  convenience,  the  object-conjugate  process  lends  itself  to  a  straightforward  method  of
image shifting using two marginal rays of the separated reference beams. In Figure 8.1, marginal rays resulting
from  the  first  exposure  reference  beam  are  shown  displaced  to  those  resulting  from  the  slightly  displaced
second exposure reference beam. In this way a known bias displacement corresponding to the three-dimensional
separation  of  the  foci  of  the  reference  waves  is  added  to  the  image  displacement.  This  image  shift  not  only
resolves directional ambiguity of the particle displacement, but is essential if the particle displacement is purely
in the Z (longitudinal) direction.

Holographic plate

Half optical cylinder

Fibre optics illumination

Sampling
aperture

CCD
Camera

Dual reconstructed beam

Figure 8.1

Holographic reconstruction configuration using a fibre-optic probe. This shows the basic elements of the fiber-interrogation
assembly.  An  optional  surrogate  half  cylinder  is  used  in  conjunction  with  experiments  that  require  a  thick  cylindrical
window.
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‡ 8.2 Interrogation Assembly Set-up

ü 8.2.1 Overall Design of Fiber-sampled Playback System

The fiber-sampled playback  system is  shown schematically  in Figure 6.3 of  Section 6.2.1 as well  as in Figure
8.1 above. The pictorial  layout of the playback system is shown below, in Figures 8.2-8.6, from several differ-
ent  vantage  points.  The  overall  hardware  components  involved  is  exceedingly  simple,  with  the  following:  a
laser  source,  an  optical  fiber  and  translation  stage,  optional  surrogate  window,  holographic  plate,  Fourier
transform  lens,  pinhole,  and  detector  array.  In  the  following  subsections  of  8.2,  the  system's  components  are
examined in greater detail.

Fiber Probe

H

PHCCD L

Figure 8.2

Fiber  interrogation  system  schematic  that  shows  the  hologram,  H,   fiber  probe,  pinhole  aperture,  PH,  Fourier-transform
lens,  L,  and  CCD  array.  In  a  process  known  as  object-conjugate  reconstruction,  the  holographic  image  is  formed  at  the
pinhole,  PH,  while  the  hologram  is  illuminated  by  the  fiber  probe  at  an  object  point.  Note  that  the  fiber  probe  has  an
illumination  angle  that  is  greater  than  the  numeric  aperture  of  the  hologram.  This  is  necessary  in  order  to  insure  full
coverage of the hologram surface from all object points.

Figure 8.3

Fiber interrogation system. Starting with the cw YAG laser on the left and progressing to the right is the video camera at the
left  end  of  the  optical  rail,  the  fiber  coupler  below  the  rail,  the  three-axis  translation  stage  above  the  rail  with  attached
optical probe, the surrogate half-cylinder, and holographic plate holder at the right end of the rail.
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Figure 8.4

Side-view of optical fiber-sampled holographic interrogation system. The measurement hologram is shown at the left of the
picture, with the video camera shown at the right of the image. In the middle, the optical fiber is shown attached to a three-
axis translation drive stage. Here a thick half-cylinder widow is shown between the hologram and optical fiber probe.

Figure 8.5

Front-view of plate holder, fiber probe, translation stage, and video camera in the background. The surrogate half-cylinder
is absent.
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Figure 8.6

Top-front-view  of  optical  fiber-sampled  holographic  interrogation  system.  The  measurement  hologram  is  shown  at  the
bottom  of  the  picture,  with  the  video  camera  shown  at  the  top  of  the  image.  In  the  middle,  the  optical  fiber  is  shown
attached  to  a  three-axis  translation  drive stage.  For  many fluid  measurements,  a surrogate  thick,  curved  widow is  located
between the hologram and optical fiber probe to cancel out window effects present in the original fluid experiment.
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ü 8.2.2 CW Laser and Kinematic Mounting System

The interrogation laser is a continuous wave (cw) YAG that has an output wavelength of 532 nm and an output
power of 50 milliwatts.  This laser is mounted on a specially designed kinematic  holder mechanism that allows
the same laser to be moved between several equipment stations without loss of alignment. Similar in design to
the smaller  kinematic  mirror  mount  (described in Section 7.3.2),  this large kinematic  holder  system (shown in
Figures 8.7-8.9) consists of three male-female connection points: with the male consisting of a large seated ball-
bearing and the female consisting of two parallel rods that are fixed at the bottom of a hollow cylindrical base.
A unique feature of this mount system is the raised sides of female mount. This hollow cylindrical base prevents
the laser from getting dislodged from its support due to mechanical vibration or accidental jarring of the equip-
ment. Such protection can be quite important for fragile, expensive components such as the cw YAG laser. This
mounting system has also turned out to be quite useful  in numerous  other laboratory setups.  In particular, two
similar kinematic mounts are used with the holo-camera: to hold the holo-camera itself in place and to hold the
cw YAG laser/ pulsed reference optics in the holo-camera.

Figure 8.7

50 mW, continuous wave YAG laser on kinematic mount. The laser is made by Coherent.
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Figure 8.8

Kinematic stage for cw YAG laser.

Figure 8.9

Left: female kinematic mounting socket. Right: male kinematic mounting ball.
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ü 8.2.3 Optical-fiber Source

A key component to the fiber-sampled measurement system is the optical fiber delivery of the laser light to the
measurement  hologram.  Illustrated  in  Figures  8.10-8.15,  the  present  optical  fiber  system  is  the  result  of  four
years of evolved development. Often in the course of a developing a new system, each design success has been
built upon several design failures. In some cases, when a new approach gets tested, the result leads directly to a
better approach. But in other cases, the tested approach is entirely discarded in favor of an alternative approach.
Before the present fiber probe system, a number of previous designs were undertaken. However, before discuss-
ing this development process further, it is first necessary to understand the basic requirements of the fiber probe
delivery system.

The fiber probe delivery system must maximize the following characteristics:
(1) Uniform illumination and maximum coverage of the hologram,
(2) High fiber numeric aperture,
(3) High fiber delivery efficiency,
(4) Point source delivery,
(5) Low mass and small cross-sectional area.

As will be shown later in Section 8.4, the reilluminated displacement hologram returns a distribution of fringes
given by the power spectrum of the complex amplitude of the light emanating from the pinhole shown in Figure
8.2. These  fringes are further  analyzed to determine the three-dimensional  object displacement  for  a particular
measurement point.  In general,  the displacement  measurement  resolution is dependent on the working numeric
aperture  (NA) of the  hologram.  This  is in  turn determined  by the active  area  of the hologram  and the  object's
distance to the hologram. Therefore, to achieve maximum resolution, the object is placed as close as possible to
hologram  surface  and  the  hologram  surface  is  made  as  large  as  possible.  However,  in  order  to  maximize  the
hologram's active area, it is also necessary to fully illuminate the hologram with the reconstruction light source.
In  addition,  the  hologram  illumination  should  be  uniform  and  free  of  speckle  for  clear  observation  of  the
displayed  fringes.  Furthermore,  it  is  important  for  the  fiber  source  to  emanate  from  a  single  point  in  space,
otherwise,  the  fiber  image  at  the  pinhole  can  restrict  the  spatial  resolution  of  the  object  field  (although  the
displacement  resolution is determined solely  from the object-to-hologram  NA).  Finally, the optical fiber  probe
must have a small cross-sectional area, since it lies directly in the line-of-sight with the output video camera and
would otherwise obscure the resulting fringe information.  In addition, the probe must be sufficiently light to be
scanned  through the  recorded  object  field  at  speed.  These  factors  combine  to  make a  good fiber  probe  design
rather  difficult  to  achieve  in  practice.  Because  of  its  vital  importance  to  our  measurement  system,  the  present
fiber delivery system is the end-product of seven distinct design iterations.

In approximate chronological order, here is a listing of the seven fiber probe design approaches undertaken:
(1) Single-mode optical fiber in series with ball mirror,
(2) Single-mode optical fiber in series with ball lens,
(3) Single-mode optical fiber in series with plano-concave lens,
(4) Multi-mode, high numeric aperture optical fiber,
(5) Single-mode, tapered optical fiber tip,
(6) Single-mode optical fiber in series with holographic lens,
(7) Single-mode optical fiber with two lenses in series.
While some of these approaches are self explanatory, others need to be discussed in more detail.

(1)-(3) Single-mode optical fiber with single-optic elements. These three variants were the first design attempts
and  each  involved  the  use  of  a  single-mode,  polarization-preserving  optical  fiber.  By  itself,  a  single-mode
optical fiber has a natural  full-angle beam divergence of 8-10 degrees and a corresponding numeric aperture of
between  0.1  and  0.2.  Although  the  beam  quality  and  illumination  uniformity  is  excellent,  unfortunately,  the
narrow beam divergence is, by itself, completely useless for our hologram illumination. Therefore, efforts were
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undertaken  to  insert  a  single  optical  element  in  front  of  the  single-mode  fiber.  While  each  approach  yielded
some success, none of these approaches produced a satisfactory beam divergence.

(4) Multi-mode, high numeric aperture optical fiber. This was the first approach to demonstrate sufficient beam
divergence.  In this  case,  the  single-mode  optical  fiber  was replaced  with a  multi-mode optical  fiber  that has  a
core  diameter  of  125 microns  and  a  numeric  aperture  of  0.65.  Due to  its  high  numeric  aperture  and  a  natural
beam divergence greater  than 70 degrees, the fiber could be used without additional optical elements.  Unfortu-
nately,  the  multi-mode  nature  of  the  fiber  produced  unwanted  speckle  in  the  illuminated  hologram  and  addi-
tional noise in the output fringes. Finally, the finite-size of the fiber core diameter increased the object depth-of-
focus and thus decreased the spatial resolution of the measurement  point volume. Although somewhat success-
ful, the multi-mode fiber approach was discarded in favor of other designs.

(5)  Single-mode,  tapered  optical  fiber  tip.  In  this  approach,  the  tip  of  a  single-mode  optical  fiber  is  initially
prepared in a special  manner that  has been commonly  used to create near-field optical  microscopes.  The basic
idea is to carefully heat a tiny segment of the optical  fiber and simultaneously  stretch the heated segment until
the fiber is divided into two pieces (credit to Paul Skull for efforts undertaken). In practise, a specialized fiber-
pulling  machine  was  utilized  (on  location  at  the  Physics  department,  University  of  Leeds,  England).  The
resulting fiber tip is thus tapered to a point that is remarkably small (literally atoms wide). After the fiber tip has
been  tapered,  it  is  vacuum coated  with a  thin reflecting  layer of  metal (such  as silver  or aluminum),  encapsu-
lated in a tiny epoxy-resin cylinder, and, finally, carefully polished to expand the size of the fiber tip into a tiny
exposed facet. It was hoped that such a metallic-coated,  tapered, polished fiber would channel the light through
to  its  faceted  tip  and  subsequently  diffract  the  light  outwards  with  extreme,  point-like  divergence.  While  the
approach looked promising on paper, it turned out to be remarkably difficult to fabricate in practise, so much so
that  (after  an  effort  that  spanned  9  months)  the  approach  was  abandoned  in  favor  of  something  less  trouble-
some.  If,  one  day,  such  a  device  is  ever  successfully  fabricated,  it  may  well  serve  its  intended  purpose
admirably.

(6)  Single-mode optical  fiber in series  with holographic  lens. As the tapered optical  fiber  tip concept  began to
lose favor,  new work was started  to couple  a single-mode optical  fiber into a tiny holographic  optical  element
(HOE),  shown in Figure  8.14.  The basic  idea  is  to use  the optical  fiber  as the  reference beam for  an off-axis,
transmission-format hologram made of a 100X microscope objective. On its own, the microscope objective has
a cross-sectional  area that is much to large to work as a fiber probe, but it does provide sufficient  beam diver-
gence (~120 degrees) for our system. By making a tiny hologram of the same objective, the HOE can provide a
highly  divergent,  uniform,  and  compact  point  source  of  light.  One  of  the  most  challenging  aspects  was  the
construction of a tiny clamp mechanism that binds the holographic optical element to the optical fiber tip. This
fiber clamp required a great  deal of care to be taken in both its design and fabrication.  Before  the hologram is
recorded,  the  tiny  unexposed  holographic  glass  plate  is  first  attached  to  the  optical  fiber  via  the  clamping
mechanism.  Next,  the hologram is  exposed to the  microscope  objective  and  fiber reference beams and  chemi-
cally  developed,  all  while  still  remaining  attached  to  the  optical  fiber.  In  addition,  the  clamp  needed  to  be
extremely  rigid,  but  also  immune  from corrosion  by  the  development  chemicals.   It  was  therefore  made  with
stainless  steel.  As  a  last  requirement,  the  clamp  needed  to  be  reusable,  as  many  trials  would  be  needed  to
determine  the  optimal  hologram  exposure  conditions.  After  two  false  design  attempts,  a  successful  HOE
clamping  mechanism  was  finally  fabricated.  Once  the  successful  clamp  was  fabricated,  the  next  step  was  to
construct an efficiently working HOE to go with it. Again, it required a deal of patience to determine the correct
object-to-reference beam ratio and exposure time (measured in milliseconds) for recording the HOE. There was
a great  of deal of trouble  to get a uniform illumination pattern from the highly divergent  microscope objective
because  the  hologram  edges  tended  to  get  underexposed  while  the  hologram  center  was  overexposed.  In  the
end,  there  always  remained  some  trade-off  between  the  overall  diffraction  efficiency  and  the  resulting  HOE
beam divergence.  Finally, after dozens of trials,  a fully  functioning fiber-coupled HOE probe was successfully
completed. However, the overall light transmission efficiency was limited to about 20% as a result of the HOE
diffraction efficiency. Although much simpler than (5), the biggest problem with this design is the overall HOE
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fabrication  complexity,  which  prevents  easy  duplication  of  the  probe.  Nevertheless,  the  fiber-HOE  probe  was
successfully  utilized  for  a  one  year  period  before it  was finally  superseded  by  the  simpler  fiber  probe  design,
described in (7).

(7) Single-mode optical fiber with two lenses in series. Shown in Figures 8.10-8.12, this final fiber probe design
is really an extension of the fiber probe design of (2). In addition to having low mass and a small cross-sectional
area,  the  resulting  probe  produces  a  highly  divergent  (>120  degrees)  beam  with  good  point  source  features.
Also,  the  overall  transmission  efficiency  is  far  superior  to  the  HOE  design,  described  in  (6).  Although  the
resulting  beam  illumination  is  not  entirely  uniform  (being  more  concentrated  at  the  centre),  there  remains
sufficient  beam  uniformity  (with  low  speckle-noise)  to  produce  excellent  measurement  results.  Finally,  the
overall  simplicity of the final probe design makes its fabrication easy to duplicate  in comparison with some of
the previous design efforts that were discussed.

A ray trace of the current fiber probe, shown in Figure 8.10, reveals some aberrations. In particular, the current
fiber probe has an approximate RMS geometric spot size of 30 microns at the probe focal point ( with the outer
spot bound at 80 microns). These aberrations restrict the spatial-sampling resolution of the holographic measure-
ment in correspondence with the geometric spot size. Consequently, our present system cannot resolve adjacent
points in the object space that are much closer together than 0.08 mm. The probe distortion is also evident in the
resulting  far-field  image  space  found  at  the  CCD  array  as  modelled  in  Figures  8.15  further  below.  Here,  the
probe distortion produces  a phase distortion. However,  because the phase distortion is identical for each of the
displaced  phase  fronts,  the  resulting  displacement  measurement  is  only  marginally  effected  and  the  resulting
displacement-measurement  accuracy  will  not  suffer  for  small  displacements.  Nevertheless,  our  current  optical
probe  design  could  be  further  optimized.  Future  probe  designs  should  strive  to  maintain  the  high  numeric
aperture while further minimizing the optical aberrations.

Fiber Probe

Figure 8.10

Fiber probe schematic at top that shows the fiber-point-source, mounted in series with a plano-convex lens and sapphire ball
lens.  Note  that  the  ray-spacing  at  the  surface  of  the  hologram  is  somewhat  closer  for  the  center  region.  This  indicates  a
slight non-uniformity in illumination due to the lens geometry, which is worsened by the Gaussian intensity distribution of
the optical fiber. Shown at the bottom, close inspection of the probe focus reveals an aberrated focal point, since the rays do
not converge through a single point. Nevertheless, the RMS spot size is less than 30 microns.
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Figure 8.11

Close-up  of mounted  fiber-probe.  The fiber-probe  is  attached  to  the three-axis  translation  stage by means  of a clamp and
steel rod configuration. Originally,  the optical fiber comes factory-encased within a plastic sleeve, that runs its full length.
However,  in  the vicinity  of the  probe tip,  fiber  casing  is finally  threaded  through a  shorter length  of snugly-fitted  hollow
stainless-steel tubing which is bent into an L-shape near the bottom. Shown at the bottom of this figure, the lens-containing
probe  is  finally  fitted  onto  the  end  of  this  tubing  by  a  small  length  of  heavy,  straight,  rubber  tubing  that  also  permits
adjustment of the fiber-lens spacing.
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Figure 8.12

Front-view of the optical fiber point source shining through the surrogate window and holographic plate. This image shows
the extreme divergence of the fiber point source that exceeds 120 degrees.

Figure 8.13

Close-up of fiber-input coupler assembly, from OZ-Optics Corporation.
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Figure 8.14

Close-up of  HOE-tipped fiber  probe with  the narrow glass  hologram (shown on the left) affixed  to  the optical fiber  via a
stainless  stain  clamping  mechanism  (shown  in  the  middle).  The  optical  fiber  is  fed  through  a  tiny  stainless  steel  tube.
Although  used with  the surface  measurements  reported in this  thesis,  this probe has now been replaced with  an improved
lens assembly, shown in Figures 8.10-8.12 above.

L
CCD

Figure 8.15

Close-up of the far-field Fourier-transform lens (middle) and CCD array (left). This also corresponds with L and CCD from
Figure  8.2.  Note  the  uneven-spacing  of  the  left-most  rays  that  are  incident  the  CCD  as  well  as  the  uneven  nature  of  the
overlapping rays on the right. These are all indications that the phase front has been distorted by the fiber probe. In practice,
the actual Fourier-transform lens has multiple elements. Nevertheless, the probe-dependent phase distortions shown for this
single element lens will be similar in the actual system.
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ü 8.2.4 Three-axis Stepping Motor Translation System

Shown  in  Figure  8.16,  the  Aerotech  Unidex  three-axis  translation  system  consists  of  three  linear  translation
stages  mounted  along  three  orthogonal  axes.  The  stages  are  screw-driven  with  stepping  motors  that  have  a
stepping  precision  of  0.1  microns/step  with  an  overall  repeatability  of  ±1.0  micron.  The  total  travel  of  each
stage is 50 mm with a maximum transversal speed of 10 mm/sec. Unlike many translation systems found on the
market that rely on an internal pc computer plug-in card, this three-axis system is supported by its own external
control  box,  shown  in  Figure  8.17.  While  the  programmable  control  box  is  quite  capable  of  operating  the
translation stages without additional computer support,  a parallel  communications port on the controller can be
used to communicate with an external PC computer. For manual control of the translation stages, a proportional-
control joystick (also shown in Figure 8.17) is used with the external control box. The overall characteristics of
this setup have made this particular three-axis translation system ideal for this application. It worth noting that a
very similar system was previously utilized for the HPIV project at the University of Illinois, reported in Part II.

Figure 8.16

Three-axis translation stages placed in working operation with the interrogation assembly.

Figure 8.17

Unidex control box for 3-axis translation system. Note the proportional-control joystick..
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ü 8.2.5 Holographic Plate Holder and Use of Surrogate Curved Window

Analogous  to  recording  the  HOE  within  the  holo-camera,  a  surrogate  window is  also  used  in  the  holographic
interrogation  system for  displacement  experiments  that  involve thick,  curved windows.  Shown in Figure 5.19,
the surrogate  window is  placed  in  front  of  the  hologram in close  proximity  with the  original  experiment  win-
dow.  Here,  the  fiber  optic probe  is  located  in the  object space behind  the surrogate  window.  In order  to use a
surrogate  window,  it  is  vitally  important  that  the  window  is  located  within  close  tolerances  to  the  original
experiment  window  position.  Otherwise,  unwanted  aberrations  will  appear  in  the  reconstructed  field  and  the
object  field spatial resolution  (although not the displacement  resolution)  will be reduced. This is accomplished
by using a special jig that fits into the holographic plate holder,  shown in Figure 5.18.  This window-alignment
jig has four pencil-like  probe-projections  that extend out against the surrogate window.  The adjustment  of this
jig is originally set by placing the jig in the holographic plate holder within the holo-camera at the experimental
site and then by sliding the finger probes out against the outside surface of the experimental window. Once they
are set, the probes are then clamped in place in order to permanently freeze their current slide positions. Finally,
the  jig  is  moved  to  the  holographic  plate  holder  of  the  fiber-interrogation  setup  and  the  surrogate  window  is
caused to rest against the finger-probe  tips of the jig. The bottom of the surrogate  window rests on top of a 2-
axis  tilting  stage  which  allows  for  precise  tilt-alignment  of  the  window  with  the  jig.  The  x-y  position  of  the
window  is  achieved  simply  by  sliding  the  window  bottom  across  the  top  surface  of  the  tilting  stage,  and  the
window is held in its  final place  by gravity. Because of the window's  vertical  symmetry,  it is not necessary to
have  any  height  (z-axis)  adjustment  of  the  window.  After  the  surrogate  window  is  set  in  place,  the  window-
alignment  jig  is  carefully  removed  from  the  holographic  plate  holder  and  a  measurement  hologram  may  be
inserted.

Figure 8.18

Use of a surrogate widow, located between the hologram and optical fiber probe, to cancel out the aberration effects of the
original experimental window. Note that this is same type of holographic plate holder that is used in the holo-camera. The
surrogate window is resting on a 2-axis tilting stage, only top of which can be seen here.
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Figure 8.19

Aluminum-brass  jig  used  to  align  the  surrogate  window  which  freely  rests  on  a  two-axis  tilting  stage  (right  image  at
bottom). The four finger-like projections are constructed from brass rod material that has rounded-off tips to make contact
with the cylindrical   window. The aluminum plate has the same outer dimensions as a holographic glass plate.  Set-screws
are used within the alignment jig to lock the fingers in place at the experimental site.

ü 8.2.6 Video Camera with Fourier-transform Lens and Built-in Pinhole

At the output of the interrogation system, as shown in Figures 6.3 and 8.1, is a pinhole aperture  followed by a
Fourier-transform  lens  and  CCD video  camera  detector.  However  in our  working  system,  as  shown in Figure
8.20, all three of the aforementioned items are contained within the standard CCD video camera assembly that
has  an attached  standard  50 mm focal  length  camera  lens. In  this  system,  the pinhole  aperture  (of  Figures  6.3
and  8.1)  is  simply  the  standard  iris  of  the  camera  lens,  which  has  been  turned  down  to  its  smallest  aperture
setting. The camera is mounted on its side (using an angle bracket, not visible in Figure 8.20) on two mechani-
cal stages (2-D tilt and 1-D translation) in order to accurately align the aspect ratio of the pinhole-lens assembly
and CCD array with the detected fringe pattern of the measurement output. This entire camera assembly is then
attached to an optical rail that is used to fix the pinhole distance to the hologram surface.

In  practise,  the  exact  positioning  of  the  camera-pinhole-assembly  is  quite  important  to  the  measurement  pro-
cess. In particular, the pinhole location needs to correspond with the original reference point position relative to
the holographic plate (shown by the spatial filter, SF2, in Figures 7.3, 7.4, & 7.10). This reference point position
minimizes  the  image  aberrations  and  thus  maximizes  the  spatial  imaging  resolution  for  the  system  since  it
corresponds with the original HOE-fabrication recording geometry (described in Section 7.2).

Generally, the camera system is adjusted to maximize the coverage of the hologram fringes on the CCD detec-
tor array and to align the fringe orientation with the object field coordinate  system. In addition, it  is important
that the  pinhole  be made as  small  as possible  in order  to maximize  the object  field resolution.  In practise,  the
minimum  pinhole  size  is  limited  by  the  aberrations  in  the  conjugate  image  since  the  pinhole  cannot  be  made
smaller than the image point spread function (PSF) and particle-pair spacing without losing fringe information.
However, because of the inherent magnification of this conjugate imaging system, the pinhole size possesses a
magnified scale of the object field such that the pinhole can be more than 4 times larger than the intended object
spatial  resolution.  In practise,  the camera  lens  pinhole is  typically  0.5 -  1 millimeter  in diameter,  which  trans-
lates  to  an  object  field  resolution  of  125  -  250  microns  (as  determined  from the  image  PSF  and  particle-pair
spacing).
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One notable difference between the present pinhole-lens system from that originally envisioned in Section 6.2.1
is the fact  that the present  commercial  camera  lens has  lens elements  placed  both before and after  the pinhole
aperture  stop of the  lens, whereas,  the  pinhole-lens shown in Figures 6.3 and  8.1 has the pinhole  appearing as
the very first element,  followed in sequence by the Fourier-transform lens. This difference in design appears to
have mostly minor side-effects,  with one important side-effect being that the physical location of the pinhole is
harder  to  measure  for  setting  up  the  system.  It  is  also  important  that  the  Fourier-Transform  lens  exhibit  low
distortion  such  that  the  hologram  fringes  are  imaged  without  distorting  the  shape  of  the  fringes  and  this  is
remains a concern with the present lens system. Although a small  degree of effort  has been taken to search for
alternative  pinhole-lens  configurations,  these  design  explorations  have  remained  inconclusivc  such  that  the
present use of a standard video camera lens for this application is probably more convenient than it is optimal.

Figure 8.20

Close-up of video camera on optical rail with attached 2-D tilt and 1-D translation stages.

‡ 8.3 Calibration of the Interrogation Assembly

The  actual  operation  of  the  interrogation  hardware  is  simple  and  straightforward.  However,  before  first  time
use,  the interrogation  system needs  to be carefully aligned to insure  correct  placement  of the hologram,  surro-
gate window, and video camera assembly. There have been two different methods established for this purpose.
The original  method  involves  using a  specifically  calibrated measurement  hologram that  is taken of two point
sources, one of which is located at the object center and other is located at the reference point position. First, the
video camera  and holographic  plate  holder  are positioned  along the optical  rail according to the original  holo-
camera  and  reference  point  positions.  However,  at  this  stage,  the  camera  lens  and  pinhole  is  removed  to give
direct  access  of the  CCD array  such  that  the bare  array  is positioned  at  the original  reference point.  Next,  the
fiber probe  is positioned at the approximate  object center point.  Having done this, an aberrated focused image
point now appears in the CCD video output.  Full calibration  of the system is accomplished by finely adjusting
the alignment of the camera, surrogate  window, and holographic plate holder with each other until the focused
image  point  aberration  is  minimized.  A second  method  to  achieve  system alignment  was  later  developed  that
offers  greater  economy  in effort.  This  second  method  uses  a  purpose-built  jig  that  attaches  to the  holographic
plate  holder  and  extends  out  to  the  reference  point  position.  Attached  to  this  jig  is  a  small  lens  element  that
assists in the alignment process. This method of alignment has proven to be more reliable and less cumbersome
than  the  first  method.  However,  regardless  of  the  alignment  procedure  chosen,  the  interrogation  hardware
alignment  continues to remain a somewhat  tedious process. Fortunately,  this only needs to be carried out once
at the start of an experimental course, and does not require further adjustment.
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‡ 8.4 Results and Discussion
If  the  measurement  hologram  is  illuminated  from  the  reference  point  position,  a  real  image  of  the  object  is
projected into the original object space, as shown in Figure 8.21.  However, in its normal mode of operation, as
shown in Figures 8.21 - 8.24,  the fiber-probe reconstructed hologram yields an image of the object field at the
camera  pinhole  aperture.  Often  times,  as  shown  in  Figure  8.22,  the  resulting  image  may  be  considerably
aberrated  in comparison  with the unaberrated version,  shown in Figure 8.23.  Nevertheless,  as shown in Figure
8.24,  the  resulting  fringe  pattern  at  the  Fourier-transform  output  plane  does  not  exhibit  the  same  aberration
effects, since the aberrated affects occur equally in both the displaced and undisplaced images. As discussed in
Section  2.4.4  previously,  such  phase  aberrations  have  no  effect  on  the  fringes  contained  by  the  spatial  power
spectrum.  A  consequence  of  this  result  is  that  the  measured  displacement  resolution  is  independent  of  the
particle  image resolution.  Even though the aberrated particle images can measure  hundreds of microns in size,
the measured displacement accuracy can still be one tenth of a micron.

The object measurement resolution for the instrument is determined in part by the size of the sampling pinhole
aperture  but also by  the image point  spread function in the  object-conjugate  reconstruction.  In the case of this
system, sampling aperture measures  approximately 2 mm in diameter and this corresponds  with a .5 mm  trans-
verse resolution in the object space (because of a 4.25 magnification factor between the conjugate image space
and  normal  object  space).  This  resolution  also  corresponds  with  the  point  spread  function  of  the  conjugate
imaging system, shown in Figure 8.22. In general, the dimensions of the pinhole aperture should roughly match
the size of the point spread function in order to maximize the system's measurement resolution and to maximize
the light sensitivity of the system. The longitudinal resolution of the measurement is governed by the conjugate
image depth of focus, which is dependent on the level of aberrations as well as the size of the pinhole aperture.
For our system, the longitudinal resolution has been measured to be 0.5 - 2 mm, depending on the particle image
quality.  Although  not  shown  here,  the  holographic  system  works  equally  well  with  surface-displacement
experiments  in which  the  object  is not  microscopic  particles,  but  rather  a  surface  which has  no defined  image
shape other than speckle. In such cases, the generated fringes (as shown in Figure 8.24) are still the same.

Figure 8.21

By  reilluminating  the  hologram  from  the  camera  pinhole  position,  real  particle  images  can  be  seen  "floating"  within  the
surrogate  window  walls.  These  particle  positions  correspond  with  the  original  fluid  experiment  particles.  In  normal
operation,  however,  the  fiber-probe  point  source  is  placed  at  the  experimental  particle  volume  and  the  phase  conjugate
image of the particles is then formed at the camera pinhole. In this normal operation, no particle images are visible within
the experimental object space.
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Figure 8.22

Aberrated particle image pairs as used by the interrogation system. These particle images, shown at sampling pinhole plane,
are reconstructed from the full  hologram aperture.  Such aberrations result from reflection hologram emulsion shrinkage as
well  as  phase  distortions  due  to  curvatures  in  the  manufactured  holographic  glass  substrate.  Nevertheless,  the  presently
aberrated  images  can  still  provide  sub-millimeter  spatial  resolution and  sub-micron  displacement  resolution  (which  is not
effected  by  such  aberrations).  Often,  the  pinhole  diameter  is  fabricated  to  match  with  the  outer  dimensions  of  a  single
aberrated particle image pair.

Figure 8.23

Same particle image pairs shown without aberrations. These unaberrated images were obtained by restricting the hologram
aperture  dimensions  during playback  to  approximately  one centimeter.  In practise,  however,  the full  hologram aperture is
needed  to  maximize  the  displacement  measurement  resolution.  Consequently,  there  are  always  aberrations  present  in  our
recorded results and our system is designed to operate effectively under such circumstances.
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Figure 8.24

Fringes  in  the power spectrum generated  by Fourier  transform lens of  either  aberrated  particle  images  or surface  speckle.
The effects of  particle image aberrations  are not  present in the resulting fringes.  This is because the phase aberrations are
spatially  invariant  and  constant  within  the pinhole  aperture.  Note  the shadow  in  the image  due to  the optical  fiber  that  is
positioned  in-line  with  the  video  camera  axis.  Also  note  the  specular  reflection  from  the  fiber  illumination  hitting  the
hologram glass interface.

‡ 8.5 Summary
A significant benefit of our complex correlation system is the fact that it has been designed for taking displace-
ment measurements by two different modes of operation: 
(1) from either a single particle pair (analogous to particle-tracking methods), or
(2)  from a  collection  of  scattering  sites  that  include  multiple  particle  pairs  or  an object  surface  (analogous  to
PIV-based intensity correlation methods). 
The consequence  of the  first  operational  mode is  that  our  system no  longer  requires  a high  seeding density  in
order to perform properly  in fluid measurements.  On the other hand,  with the second operational  mode, it  can
also cope with high-density particle and surface-speckle measurements as well.

The  single-particle  measurement  mode  is  a  particular  advantage  for  many  fluid  experiments  that  have  restric-
tions placed on their levels of particle seeding. Such restrictions can occur in situations where high seed density
cannot be generated,  such as found in high velocity measurements  (such as super-sonic  flows), or in situations
where a high  particle seeding  would interfere with the measurement  recording.  As an example,  for some fluid
measurements, a single particle pair often produces the best measurement result since the measurement does not
suffer  from velocity  gradients  that  reduces  the  fringe  contrast  or  distorts  the  correlation  function.  Under  such
low seed conditions, however, additional steps are then required to search the conjugate image space for particle
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locations  in  order  to  take  a  point  measurement  reading.  This  is  somewhat  analogous  to  three-dimensional
particle tracking procedures, but can be accomplished with a much greater speed and efficiency than is possible
by  more  traditional  particle-tracking  methods.  In  particular,  the  intensity-based  three-dimensional  particle-
tracking  procedures  typically  use  relatively  large  particle  displacements,  and  it  becomes  necessary  to  match
separate  particle  pair  locations  to  each  other  in  order  to  accurately  determine  each  three-dimensional  particle
displacement.  Such procedures are inordinately inefficient  and time consuming, since, not only must the three-
dimensional  center of mass for  each particle image be determined within the desired  accuracy of the displace-
ment  measurement,  but  then  the  corresponding  particle  for  each  pair  must  be  correctly  identified.  With  our
system,  individual  particle  displacements  are  usually  quite small,  often  much less  than  a single  particle image
diameter,  and  it  is  only  necessary  to  resolve  the  position  of  a  particular  particle  pair  to  within  the  pinhole
aperture  of  our  system.  Such  a  procedure  need  only  occur  within  sub-millimeter  accuracy,  since  the  pinhole
aperture may typically have a projected object size on the order of a half millimeter. Once this is accomplished
such that a particle image is positioned within the pinhole aperture,  the particle displacement  can be measured
directly  within  the  complex  correlation  space  and  no  additional  searching  procedures  for  particle  pairs  or
particle  displacements  within  the  object  space  are  necessary.  At  the  time  of  writing  this  thesis,  however,  our
particle  tracking  efforts  have  not  been  fully  automated  and  a  human  operator  is  still  required  to  locate  the
particle  images  in  space.  Although  the  requirements  and  advantages  of  an  automated  search  procedure  have
been  briefly  outlined  in  this  section,  a  working  implementation  still  requires  a  significant  amount  of  future
development, which will be discussed further in the concluding portion, Part V, of this thesis.

In the event that surface-displacement  objects are used or the particle seed density is sufficiently high such that,
on  the  average,  any  given  sample  volume  would  always  contain  several  particles,  then  our  system  works
analogous  to  traditional  PIV measurements  in  that  point  measurements  can  take  place  over  a  uniform  grid  of
sampled  points  without  searching  for  individual  particles.  However,  the  traditional  intensity-based  correlation
method works very poorly if an inadequate particle seed density is available (see Chapter 4). In such an event,
our new system can outperform an intensity-based  PIV system by using the single-particle procedures outlined
above.  Finally,  our  system  has  a  further  advantage  over  both  three-dimensional  PIV  and  traditional  particle-
tracking procedures in that the small  mechanical  size (and mass)  of our  fiber optic probe allows our system to
take  individual  point  measurements  with  greater  speed  and  agility.  In  this  chapter,  we  have  introduced  the
design  and  construction  of  a  holographic  fiber-probe  interrogation  system  for  three-dimensional  displacement
measurement  in  fluid  and  solid  mechanics.  This  system  is  responsible  for  the  generation  of  displacement
fringes. In the next chapter, we introduce methods for analysis of these fringes.
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Chapter 9: Fringe Analysis: Design, Construction, and Use of an 
      Optical Processor

‡ 9.1 Introduction
This purpose of this chapter is two-fold. First,  in Sections 9.1 - 9.2, we examine the construction of a purpose-
built  optical  processor.  This processor  has been designed to take optical  Fourier  (or Fresnel)  transforms of the
holographically  generated  intensity  fringes,  produced  by  the  interrogation  assembly,  in  order  to determine  the
complex correlation of a measurement  displacement.  Next,  in Sections 9.3 - 9.4, we combine the interrogation
assembly,  formerly  described  in  Chapter  8,  with  the  optical  processor  and  computer  system  to  complete  the
displacement  analysis  system.  Finally,  in Section 9.5,  we examine two different  measurement  results  from the
system that further illustrates its basic working behaviour.

The purpose of the optical correlator, shown in Figure 9.1, is to reduce the information inherent in the complex
amplitude transmitted by the pinhole aperture of the system (shown in Figure 8.1) into a local three-dimensional
displacement  vector.  In  practice,  the  correlator  takes  this  complex  amplitude,  which  generally  has  the  appear-
ance of a cluster of aberrated and frequently overlapping particle image pairs, to produce a complex amplitude
which resembles three diffraction limited point images as shown schematically in Figure 9.2. In many respects
the output of an optical correlator is analogous to that observed in the auto-correlation of the transmittance of a
double exposure PIV transparency and results in a central peak and two signal peaks. In this case, however, the
signal peaks are in the form of converging wavefronts which are brought to focus in planes a small distance in
front  and  behind  the  correlation  plane  respectively.  The  distance  between  the  places  of  best  focus,  is  directly
proportional  to the average particle  displacement,  Dz, in the Z direction.  The correlation  process can therefore
be considered  as  a  "cleaning  up" operation  which  processes  a  set  of aberrated  image pairs  to give converging
wavefronts  with  points  of  focus  conveniently  found  using  much  the  same approach  as  that  using  a  travelling
microscope in particulate holography.

In  order  to  build  an  optical  correlator  with  high  resolution,  it  is  necessary  to  construct  an  optical  processor
having  near  diffraction-limited  performance  at  a  low f/number  (f/2  in our  case).  Our system employs  a  liquid
crystal  display  (LCD)  for  carrying  the  input  signal.  Shown  in  Figure  9.1,  this  system  is  designed  to  optically
Fourier transform a modulation signal from the LCD. In the case of this project, the LCD is used to display the
power  spectrum  containing  fringes  generated  from  a  localized  region  in  the  holographic  measurement  space.
From  this,  a  three-dimensional  complex  autocorrelation  of  the  subject  is  optically  formed  at  the  back  of  the
system, shown in Figure 9.1. The position of the correlation peak indicates a displacement vector for a particu-
lar measurement sample within the holographic reconstruction volume. This is discussed further in the Sections
9.3-9.5.  Next,  in  Section  9.2,  we  will  further  examine  the  design  and  construction  of  the  optical  processor
assembly.
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Schematic of completed optical processor.
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Output of optical processor: three correlation planes separated by Dz.
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‡ 9.2 Optical Correlator  Set-up

ü 9.2.1 Construction and use of Phase-conjugate Holographic Optical Element (HOE)
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Figure 9.3

Recording the phase cancellation hologram HOE.

Using  a novel  method  of  optical  phase  conjugation,  the  system shown in Figure  9.3  relies  on the  holographic
optical  element  HOE to compensate  for  phase  distortion  introduced both  by  the LCD element  and  the  largely
spherical aberration that results from the use of inexpensive lenses for L2 and L3 in order to produce a diffrac-
tion-limited  Fourier  transform  of  the  power  spectrum  displayed  by  the  LCD.  In  essence,  the  holographic
element  is recorded using a backpropagating  wavefront originating  from a pinhole at SF2. Upon development,
the hologram is replaced using a purpose built kinematic  mount and replayed with a conjugate reference beam
which,  in  this  case,  is  a  plane  wave  propagating  in  the  opposite  direction  to  the  original.  The  final  result  is  a
forward  propagating  converging  wavefront  that  is  diffraction  limited  and  can  be  made  to  pass  through  the
creating pinhole.

Initially,  Laser2  is  used  to  record  the  phase-conjugate  hologram H  and  Laser1  is  turned  off.  In  this  recording
process,  the  reference beam consists  of elements:  BS, SF2,  L5, and M4;  the object beam consists  of: BS, M6,
SF3,  L4,  L3,  LCD,  and  L2.  First,  the  holographic  plate  H is mounted  in a  kinematic  plate  holder,  exposed  to
Laser2, and then chemically-developed within its stain-less steel holder. During the layout of the optics, HOE is
positioned such that the object and reference beams have similar projected areas at its surface: on the order of 1
cm2 .

After  hologram  HOE  has  been  fabricated  and  placed  back  in  the  system,  as  shown  previously  in  Figure  9.1,
Laser  2  is  no  longer  used.  Instead,  Laser1  now  generates  the  phase-conjugate  reference  beam  path  with  the
optics: M1, M2, SF1, L1, and M3. To ensure perfect alignment of the phase-conjugate beam, the new reference
beam is adjusted to circumnavigate  the  original  reference beam optics through the pinhole  at SF2  and back to
Laser2.  All of the optics located  in the framed area are mounted together on a separate  optical platform.  After
adjustment  of  the  phase-conjugate  reference,  the  playback  portion  of  the  layout  can  be  removed  from  the
recording  optics  to  form  a  self-contained  unit.  During  play-back,  the  Fourier  transform  of  a  displayed  image
from LCD is formed near the pinhole position of SF3 (in Figure 9.3).  However, as shown in Figure 9.1, a new
mirror M4 is inserted after L4 to redirect the light path to a CCD camera, which provides the output signal from
the optical processor.
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Figures 9.4 and 9.5 show the completed optical processor. These photographic depictions closely resembles the
schematic  shown  in  Figure  9.1.  In  the  following  subsections,  each  of  the  various  subsystems  of  the  working
optical processor will be examined in more detail.

Figure 9.4

The completed optical processor.

Figure 9.5

This  close-up  view  of  the  optical  processor  shows  the  holographic  optical  element,  H,  on  the  far  lower  right,  the  liquid
crystal  display,  LCD, mounted in  the center, and the lens objective,  L4, mounted in  a speaker  coil  with position sensitive
detector assembly on the lower left side of the image.
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ü 9.2.2 Use of Holographic Optical Element (HOE) in Optical Correlator

As  shown  in  Figures  9.1,  9.2  -  9.6,  the  holographic  optical  element  (HOE)  serves  a  vital  role  to  the  optical
processor.  By  illuminating  the  hologram  with  its  phase-conjugate  reference  beam,  the  HOE  is  able  to  fully
cancel out all of the aberrations present for the liquid crystal spatial  light modulator as well as the surrounding
optics  such  that  the  system  performance  is  fully  diffraction-limited.  Various  tests  have  been  informally  con-
ducted on the output from the system which conclusively support the diffraction-limited condition. The simplest
test  is to use your finger  (or  a similar-sized  object)  to block a  portion of the liquid crystal display and then to
observe  the  changes  in  circular  aperture-induced,  diffraction  lobes  of  the Airy  disk  that  normally  surround  the
diffraction-limited  correlation  peak  (shown  in  Figures  9.12  and  9.13  at  the  right).  For  diffraction-limited
systems, any slight obstruction causes a loss and widening of these lobes whereas aberrated systems are propor-
tionately less sensitive to such field obstructions.

Figure 9.6

Close-up of the holographic optical element, H, with reference beam optics in optical processor.
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ü 9.2.3 Use of Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) in Optical Correlator

The spatial light modulator  of our optical processor is an active matrix liquid crystal array that was taken from
an inexpensive,  store-bought,  portable,  color, liquid crystal  television  set (Casio TV-5100D).  Shown in Figure
9.7, the resolution of this display is quite poor by modern standards, being approximately 100 x 200 tri-element
pixels, which limits the spatial frequency dynamic range to approximately 100:1. The built-in polarization film,
that  came  laminated  to the  liquid  crystal  screen,  was removed  to improve  the  wavefront  characteristics  of the
display.  However,  the situation  is made worse due to the use of internal colorized filter  elements within array.
These elements, that originally gave color to the television set, are of no use to our system. Unfortunately, these
colorized elements could not be removed, and since this optical processor operates with a single-wavelength,  5
mW, HeNe laser, these colorized pixels can only be detrimental to the optical processor performance.  In short,
the liquid crystal display in current use is indeed  not optimized for this application.  Surprisingly,  however,  we
have not found the performance of this device to be a tremendous bottleneck to the overall performance of our
holographic  displacement  measurement  process.  Of  course,  without  the  compensating  effects  of  the  phase-
cancelling holographic optical element, as discussed in Section 9.2.2, the low f-number optics that surround the
LCD  could  not  perform  successfully.  Shown  in  the  background  of  Figure  9.7  is  the  drive  electronics  for  the
LCD array. These electronics are nothing more than the remounted internal workings of a LCD television (with
the sound speaker disconnected). The LCD drive electronics has a standard video input terminal that allows the
optical processor to connect directly with the video camera output signal that comes from the fiber-holographic
reconstruction box.

Figure 9.7

Close-up of LCD assembly within the optical processor. The drive electronics are shown in the background.
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ü 9.2.4 Use of Speaker Coil and Aspheric Lens to Image the Optical Correlation Function

One of the biggest  challenges in designing the optical processor was to find a fast, accurate  way to change the
output  focus  of  the  processor.  Discussed  further  in  Section  9.3,  the  correlation  output  is  actually  a  three-
dimensional  result.  The overall  objective  for  the  optical  processor  is  to  find the  three-dimensional  centroid  of
the correlation peak result. This is accomplished by focusing the correlation result onto a two-dimensional CCD
array and then adjusting the focus until the three-dimensional centroid has been calculated. This change of focus
must be able to occur very rapidly in order to maintain a high measurement throughput.  Initially, design efforts
were  directed  toward  using  a  traditional  motorized  translation  stage  to change  the  focus  position.  However,  it
was soon to appear  that such motorized  systems would be much too slow for the task. Next,  the possibility of
using a piezo-electric transducer  mechanism was investigated.  Although such a mechanism could respond with
sufficient  speed, it became apparent that the translation range (50-200 microns) of such a system would not be
sufficient for the required 1-2 millimeters of range. Furthermore, both of the aforementioned systems would be
quite expensive to implement, costing several thousand pounds! At last we hit upon the idea of using a conven-
tional speaker coil for task. Unlike many piezo transducers,  that require a high voltage supply, the speaker coil
works with a low voltage power supply. Shown in Figure 9.8, the speaker coil was originally  designed for car
stereo  use  and  has  a  large  permanent  magnet  attached  at  its  base.  In  order  to  use  it  for  this  application,  we
drilled  a  10  mm  hole  through  its  center  and  mounted  a  light-weight  plastic-molded  aspheric  lens  at  the  front
center  to  serve  as  a  focusing  element.  Although  we  originally  investigated  the  use  of  a  standard  microscope
objective for  the lens, we soon concluded that such an assembly would carry too much mass for rapid deploy-
ment  of  the  lens.  Fortunately,  we  soon  discovered  the  ready  availability  of  high  quality,  light-weight,  plastic-
molded,  aspheric  lens  elements.  Finally,  we  incorporated  a  linear  PSD  detector  assembly  in  order  accurately
measure  the  lens  position,  as  discussed  next  in  Section  9.2.5.  In  addition  to  its  optimal  performance,  this
speaker-lens combination is optimally priced!

Figure 9.8

Front view of speaker and PSD system inside the optical processor.
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ü 9.2.5 Use of Position Sensitive Device (PSD) for Determining Focus Position

Shown in Figures 9.8 and 9.9, the optical processor employs a linear PSD detector to measure the focus position
of the lens-speaker system. Shown on the right, the PSD detector is mounted on a manual 2-D translation stage
that provides coarse alignment with the speaker frame. Mounted directly in front of the PSD on the speaker is a
framed metallic slit that transverses together with the lens objective. The curved slit frame itself is fashioned out
of a specially trimmed ping pong ball that was painted black. Shown on the left, an ultra-bright LED source, for
illumination  of  the  slit,  is  mounted  within  a  black  tube  near  the  speaker,  opposite  the  PSD.   This  detector
assembly  is  capable  of  recording  movements  that  range  over  2  millimeters  with  an  overall  accuracy  of  0.1
microns and a sampling frequency of 10 KHz. Note that the PSD system reports its detected positional result as
an analog voltage that is proportional to the distance. This voltage must then be calibrated with known displace-
ment values in order to obtain scaled results.

Figure 9.9

Close-up view of speaker and PSD system inside the optical processor.
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ü 9.2.6 Use of CCD Camera at the Correlator Output Plane

Finally, at the back of the optical processor, is mounted a conventional CCD camera array, shown at the left in
Figure  9.10.  Shown at  the  bottom is  a  folding  mirror  that  is  inserted  between  the  focusing  objective  lens  and
video camera. In addition to folding the light within the optical processor box and conserving space, this mirror
also  serves  to  provide  easy  adjustment  of  the  x-y  correlation  position  on  the  CCD  array.  The  CCD camera  is
mounted on a sliding platform in order to give coarse adjustment of the correlation focus.

Figure 9.10

Close-up  of  optical  processor  video camera  and back  of  speak  coil.  Note  the  polarizing sheet  attached  to  the back of  the
speaker coil assembly. This is used to maximize the LCD optical correlation signal strength.
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‡ 9.3 System Integration
After  the  optical  correlator  assembly  is  constructed,  it  is  integrated  into  the  system  shown  in  Figure  9.11.
Shown at  the  top left,  a fiber  optic point  source illuminates  the measurement  hologram,  which now projects  a
real image back through the stationary pinhole, Fourier  transform lens, and CCD camera.  Mounted on a three-
axis  motorized  translation  stage,  this  optical  fiber  probe  is  stepped  through  the  larger  test  volume  of  interest
under the computer control. As indicated, a computer  is used for controlling the movements of various parts of
the system. In addition, the computer contains a frame-grabber board to sample the processor-generated correla-
tion. 
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Figure 9.11

Schematic of interrogation system.

The  optical  correlation  technique  used  in  this  system is  split  into  two  distinct  operations.  The  top-most  CCD
array  shown  in  Figure  9.11  is  located  in  the  far  focal  plane  of  a  convex  lens  and  ,  according  to  the  Fourier
transforming  properties of lenses,  produces  a video  signal  which  is proportional  to the spatial  power  spectrum
of  the  complex  amplitude  transmitted  by  the  pinhole  aperture.  The  video  signal  is  input  to  the  liquid  crystal
display (LCD) in the optical  processor at the bottom of Figure 9.11 (and in Figure 9.1). In essence, the second
lens, L3, (in Figure 9.1) in this configuration provides a second Fourier transform operation and, via the Wiener-
Khinchin  relation,  the  output  complex  amplitude  distribution  is  the  spatial  auto-correlation  of  that  transmitted
by the pinhole aperture.

The correlation output is interrogated using the short focus imaging lens, L (or L4 in Figure 9.1), which casts a
magnified  image  onto  the  bottom-most  CCD array  shown in Figure  9.11.  The lens is  a single  plastic  aspheric
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design and is mounted in a moving  coil electromagnetic  actuator  taken from a small  100 W loudspeaker.  This
results  in  a  mechanism  which  has  a  travel  of  over  2  mm  and  a  slew rate  in  excess  of  100 mm/sec.  It  can  be
shown that the distance between the planes of focus which include the signal peaks is proportional to the square
of the focal length of lens, L3. In order to minimize the excursion of the aspheric lens, L, it is therefore neces-
sary to use optics of high numerical aperture and careful optical design is therefore necessary.

With reference to Figure 9.2 (shown in Section 9.1), the optical correlation field formed by the optical processor
is three-dimensional  in nature.  This field has three intensity peaks:  two correlation peaks and a self-correlation
peak.  Each  of  these  peaks  is  formed  in  a  distinct  plane  in  space.  The  task  of  our  system  is  to  measure  the
position of the first correlation peak.  We determine  Dx and Dy from the projected peak's centroid  on the CCD
camera. At the same time, we obtain Dz from the translated-position of lens L that minimizes the projected spot-
size of the peak. In practice, lens L is mounted on an electromagnetic voice-coil-type actuator controlled by the
computer.  Each instantaneous  lens position is then measured with a one-dimensional  optical Position Sensitive
Detector (PSD) that returns its readings back to the computer. The resolution to which the depth component, Dz,
can  be  measured  depends  on  the  numerical  aperture  of  the  holographic  recording.  However,  as  examined
previously in Section 2.4.4, the process is tolerant to phase distortion introduced during the holographic record-
ing  process  and  other  aberrations  which  are  common  to  both  exposures.   For  this  reason  measurements  have
been made from large aperture holograms (NA>0.5) with sub-wavelength resolution in each of the displacement
components.

In summary,  to determine the point of focus of the signal  peaks in the output correlation,  and hence the three-
dimensional  particle  displacement,  it  is  first  necessary  to  ascertain  when  the  peak  is  in  best  focus  and  subse-
quently  measure  the  position  of  the  final  aspheric  lens,  L.  In  order  to  find  best  focus,  we  analyze  the  output
CCD image and attempt to minimize the second moment of the intensity distribution in the peak of interest. We
then  calculate  the  first  moment  (or  centroid)  of  this  distribution  and  measure  the  lens  position  using  a  non-
contacting encoder based on a Position Sensitive Detector (PSD).

‡ 9.4 Computer Hardware and Software

The computer  "brain" of  the holographic  interrogation  system has been a standard 160 MHz,  Windows-based,
personal computer that was fitted with a high-quality,  video frame-grabber card and a D/A-A/D card. Here, the
frame  grabber  card  is  used  to  read  either  the  optical  processor  correlation  output  or  to  read  the  displacement
fringe output of the fiber-reconstruction box. The D/A-A/D card is used to drive the speaker coil and to read the
speaker PSD voltage. In addition to the two internal card plug-ins, the PC computer is connected to the Unidex
Control box that  drives the  fiber optic  probe.  Overall,  this  computer  system is quite modest,  both in price and
construction, but it has served its intended function reasonably well.

An important aspect of the optical correlation system is the development of a rapid focusing routine. This basic
method  adopted  is  to  initially  perform  a  global  search  to  find  the  dominant  signal  peaks.  Subsequently,  we
attempt to track the peak as the interrogating fiber is translated through the measurement volume. In each case,
we attempt to minimize the  second moment  of the  peak distribution  using rapid convergence  algorithms.  Two
algorithms are of interest, namely, the Golden Section Search and Brent's Method as published in the Numerical
Recipes  in  C  [Press  et  al.  (1992)].  The  chosen  focusing  routine  performs  the  global  search  to  lock  on  to  the
signal  peak  in  the  correlation  plane  using  the  Golden  Section  Search  routine.  Subsequently,  we  use  Brent's
Method  to  adjust  focus  and  perform  the  tracking  function.  The  tracking  procedure  typically  requires  5  video
frames  to  achieve  convergence.  If  for  any  instance  the  signal  is  lost,  the  routine  once  again  uses  the  Golden
Section Search to re-locate the signal-peak.

Unfortunately,  although  considerable  effort  has  already  been  expended  in  developing  the  necessary  computer
software  for  the  interrogation  system,  this  effort  remains  incomplete.  Detailed  further  in  Appendix  O  of  the
electronic thesis copy, the system's software requirements have included routines to move the fiber optic probe
within  the hologram object space  as well  as routines  that determine  the three-dimensional  centroid  position  of
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each measurement correlation peak. Of the various components in use by the holographic measurement system,
it  is  the  computer  software  requirement  that  has  proved  to  be  the  most  challenging  to  fulfill  and  the  most
limiting  to  the  overall  holographic  system  performance.  In  particular,  the  present  system  lacks  a  flexible  but
effective high-level software interface for the hardware operation. In addition to being overly platform specific,
the low-level "C" language used for this project has offered very little high level language support. Finally, the
software development environment of the "C" language requires the continuous involvement of a highly skilled
computer  programmer  and,  at  the  same  time,  offers  very  little  flexibility  toward  software  design  changes.
Overall,  the  requirement  of  this  specialized,  "low-level",  software  programming  coupled  to  inherent  lack  of
development flexibility has had detrimental effects on the practical usability of our current holographic measure-
ment  system.  These  difficulties  will  be  discussed  further  in  Section  13.2.8,  located  within  "Suggestions  for
Further Work" at the end of this thesis.

‡ 9.5 Results and Discussion
In order to gain a conceptual understanding of the correlation process, it is useful to consider the spatial  power
spectrum  input  to  the  processor  and  the  correlation  output  field  corresponding  to  the  given  particle  displace-
ment. As input, the optical processor takes the power-spectrum fringes that are output from the object-conjugate
reconstruction  assembly  to  find  the  complex  optical  correlation  of  the  object-conjugate  reconstruction.  This
optical correlation result is then imaged into a CCD camera. Because the complex optical correlation is formed
in  three-dimensions,  however,  an  active  focussing  operation  (via  the  speaker  coil  assembly)  is  required  to
determine the three-dimensional position of the correlation peak. Shown on the left in Figures 9.12 and 9.13, the
input  to  the  optical  processor  is  a  series  of  fringe  patterns.  These  fringes  are  proportional  to  spatial  power
spectrum of the object-conjugate holographic reconstruction. The final output from the optical processor is then
shown on the right side of Figures 9.12 and 9.13. Each of these two examples demonstrates a different direction
of displacement,  with pure in-plane  (x-y-axis)  displacement  being shown in Figure 9.12 and pure out-of-plane
(z-axis) displacement shown in Figure 9.13.

Note that in addition to the intended displacement peak of the correlation, there is always present a second peak
in  the  correlation  output.  This  second,  larger  peak  is  known  as  the  zero-order  or  autocorrelation  peak,  and  is
located  at  the  origin  of  the  correlation  coordinate  system.  The  distance  between  the  correlation  peak  and  this
zero-order peak indicates the displacement magnitude. Finally, the direction between the two peaks denotes the
displacement direction.  In general, our holographic measurement system is designed to operate with a constant
in-plane  shift  to be additionally imposed  on the naturally-occurring,  object  displacement.  This added displace-
ment  shift  is  necessary  in  order  to  move  the  displacement  correlation  away  from  the  zero  order  peak  for  all
possible  object  displacement  values  that  would  otherwise  prevent  accurate  near-zero  in-plane  displacement
measurements from being taken, and removes ambiguities in the measurement direction.

Figure 9.12,  at the left,  shows the parallel  Young's  type fringes of the spatial  power spectrum that results from
an object  displacement  in the  x,y  plane.  Otherwise,  Figure  9.13,  at  the  left,  shows  Haidinger's  type of  fringes
that results  from displacement  purely in the Z direction.  A combination of displacement  in X, Y, and Z direc-
tions  results  in  off-axis  concentric  fringes.  The  spatial  power  spectrum  is  input  to  the  LCD  in  the  optical
processor  and  modulates  its  transmission  (or  phase)  function  accordingly.  In  every  respect,  the  LCD  behaves
here  exactly  as a  diffraction  grating,  where  the grating  fringes  are given by the  spatial  power  spectrum.  How-
ever,  unlike  traditional  diffraction  gratings,  the  spatial  frequencies  here  are  extremely  small  and  the  resulting
LCD-diffracted  field  generates  microscopic-sized  correlation  images  near  the  Fourier-output  plane.  For  this
reason, the correlation image is magnified through an additional lens objective before it is imaged onto the CCD
array.  At  the same time,  this  lens  objective  is used  to dynamically  change  the camera  focus.  Furthermore,  for
accurate  correlation  measurement  to  take  place,  the  optical  processor  system  must  exhibit  diffraction-limited
performance.

In Figure 9.12, at the LCD element, the spatial power spectrum image consists of parallel Young's type fringes,
which essentially form a grating, and the zeroth and first  diffracted orders are brought  to focus in the far focal
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plane of lens, L3 (shown in Figure 9.1), resulting in a central and two signal  peaks. The central and one of the
diffracted orders simultaneously in focus are shown on the right side of Figure 9.12. In contrast, in Figure 9.13,
concentric circular fringes behave as a Fresnel zone plate on the LCD and the first diffracted orders are brought
to  focus  far  in  front  of  and  behind  the  far  focal  plane  of  lens  L3.  Figure  9.13,  at  the  right,  shows  a  focused
image of the signal peak together with the out of focus central peak resulting from displacement in X, Y, and Z
directions.  Clearly,  the  central  peak  and  signal  peaks  will  be  coincident  if  the  particle  image  displacement  is
small and purely in the Z direction and, consequently, the image shifting technique is essential in this instance.

Figure 9.12

At left: In-plane displacement, parallel Young's fringes. At right; corresponding in-plane correlation.  when straight fringes
are  given  as  input  to  the  optical  processor,  the  output  of  the  optical  processor  (shown  on  the  left  of  centre)  produces  a
correlation spot  (top  right)  that is  co-planar  with  the self-correlation  peak (bottom right).  The cross-hatch  lines  present  in
the correlation image are due to the pupil function of the LCD.

Figure 9.13

At  left:  out-of-plane  displacement,  Haidinger's  type  fringes  (no  image  shift).  At  right:  corresponding  out-of-plane
correlation (with image shift). When such curved fringes are given as input to the optical processor, the output of the optical
processor  (shown  on  the  right)  produces  an  correlation  spot  (top  right)  that  is  also  out-of-plane  with  the  self-correlation
peak  (bottom  left  of  centre).  This  is  evidenced  by  the  over-sized,  out-of-focus  self-correlation  center  spot.  Actually,  the
correlation peak shown on the right has an additional in-plane displacement shift added to it that moves the correlation peak
off-center  from the zero-order  peak.  Since the out-of-plane fringes  that are shown on the left  do not  include any  in-plane
displacement fringes, the results in its correlation function would sit on top of the zero-order peak.
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‡ 9.6 Summary
In  this  chapter,  we  have  completed  our  examination  of  the  design  and  construction  of  the  object-conjugate
displacement measurement system for fluid and solid mechanics. The described optical processor assembly has
been found to work quite successfully  and continues to show great  potential.  In next  four chapters,  in Part  IV,
we will  examine in detail  the overall  application of this measurement  system to specific  problems in fluid and
solid mechanics. Because of recent advances in computer hardware speed and digital imaging technology, many
formerly  photographic-based  measurement  techniques,  such  as  two-dimensional  PIV,  have  now  been  largely
replaced  by  all  digital  methods.  In  contrast  with  two-dimensional  measurements,  with  the  vast  information
capacity  required  for  full  three-dimensional  volumetric  measurements,  we  believe  that  our  basic  method  of
holographic  recording on photochemical  emulsion and subsequent  use of optical fiber illumination for analysis
of  the  hologram  is  unlikely  to  be  fully  replaced  by  any  equivalent,  fully  digital  system.  Nevertheless,  digital
analysis of the spatial power spectrum (shown in the left half of Figures 9.12 and 9.13) is possible, and we have
also investigated this as an alternative to optically processing of the fiber-illuminated object-conjugate displace-
ment hologram. Such developments will be discussed further in Part V.

During the course of this research project, four optical processor units were fabricated in total. These included a
prototype  system,  two  fixed-focus  systems  for  teaching  Fourier  optics  to  students,  and,  finally,  the  system
described in this chapter.
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Part IV : Complex-Correlation Analysis Results

Chapter 10: System Calibration with Known Rigid Body 
        Displacements 

‡ 10.1 Introduction
In each  of the next  three chapters,  we will  discuss  the results from each  of four  different experiments  in solid
and fluid mechanics. These experiments have been designed to examine the over-all performance characteristics
of  the  OCR  displacement  measurement  system.  Initially,  here  in  Chapter  10,  we  shall  use  the  results  of  a
controlled  displacement  experiment  in  order  to  accurately  calibrate  our  optical  hardware  and  confirm  the
validity  of  the  equations  derived  in  Chapter  6.  In  this  calibration  experiment,  we  have  translated  a  planar-
surfaced,  rigid  body through  a series  of  precisely  determined displacements,  while, at  the same time, we have
taken a separate double-exposed holographic recording of each displacement event. Later on, in Chapters 11-12,
we  then  make  use  of  these  calibrations  to  accurately  measure  unknown  displacements  with  our  system  in
several fluid and solid mechanics settings.

In  order  to  accurately  determine  unknown  displacement  measurements  with  our  fiber-sampled  holographic
measuring  system,  we  must  first  determine  the  relationship  between  the  object  displacement  and  the  holo-
graphic  image  displacement.  As  formerly  discussed  in  Chapter  6,  the  three-dimensional  displacement  image
formed during fiber optic illumination of the hologram is a spatially-dependent, non-linear representation of the
physical  object  displacement.  Therefore,  it  is  necessary  to  use  a  nonlinear  inverse  transformation  of  the  mea-
sured image displacement in order to recover the original object displacement information. Before we can apply
a  reverse  transformation  to  the  image  displacement,  however,  we  must  first  accurately  calibrate  the  optical
processor by using several well known displacement measurements  to determine the linear scaling constants of
the  processor's  output.  In  addition,  we  are  interested  to  verify  the  validity  of  our  transformation  theory  by
experiment  in  order  to  gain  a  degree  of  confidence  with  the  overall  method.  In  this  chapter,  we  use  several
calibrated  reference  holograms,  that  are  each  recorded  with  a  known  constant  object  displacement  value,  to
determine an accurate scaling for the transformation equations. Then we plot the theoretical image displacement
against the experimental  image displacement measurement  to form a comparison of the results with the theory.
Finally,  we  use  the  calibration  values  to  transform  the  experimental  image  displacements  back  into  object
displacement  space.  We  can  then  plot  the  measured  object  displacements  against  the  actual  object  displace-
ments  in  order  to  further  compare  the  results  with  the  theory  and  determine  the  measurement  accuracy  of the
system.
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‡ 10.2 Experimental Layout
As shown in Figure  10.1,  the  experimental  set-up  consists  of a  cw-laser  holo-camera  that,  as discussed  previ-
ously,  uses a holographic optical  element (HOE) to generate a pair of convergent reference beams. The beams
were chosen to converge to points separated by an incremental spacing of 100 microns and located at a distance
of  425 mm from the holographic  plate,  H.  A separate  diverging  wave was  used  to illuminate  the surface  of a
planar-shaped  object,  which  was  mounted parallel  to  the holographic  plate.  The distance  from the  plate  to the
object surface was 100 mm. The object was a planar-shaped metallic plate that was spray-painted to be white on
its exposed side.

During a displacement recording, the unexposed photosensitive holographic plate, H, is first loaded at the front
of the camera. Next,  the first  holographic  exposure is made of the object surface with the first reference beam
position, as given by elements  BS, M3, SF, L1, M2, HOE, L2, and L3. In theory, the reference beam could be
used  singly  to  illuminate  the  object  surface,  since  its  converging  shape  intersects  with  the  object  surface.  In
practice,  however, we provide the object  surface with supplemental  side illumination (with the optics BS, L0,
and M0) in order  to boost the scattered object intensity and subsequent recorded displacement fringe intensity.
Next,  the object  is subjected  to some form of  displacement  and  a second holographic exposure  is taken of the
displaced object. Beforehand, however,  the kinematic-mounted mirror element,  M2, is removed from the holo-
camera to expose the previously covered mirror element, M1, and the second exposure is taken using a slightly
displaced  reference  beam  from  the  HOE (provided  by  M1).  Finally,  the  recorded  hologram,  H,  is  chemically
developed and placed into the fiber interrogation system for further analysis (described in Chapter 8). However,
before the fiber interrogation system can be used for accurate measurements, we must first calibrate the system
and this is discussed in the Section 10.3.1.
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H
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Figure 10.1

Schematic of surface recording by cw holo-camera: 
8xr , yr , zr <  = {0, 0, 425} mm and 8xo , yo , zo <  = {0, 0, 100}.

In order to obtain accurate translated displacements,  the object was mounted on a three-axis motorized transla-
tion system (Unidex by Aerotech) that exhibits a resolution of 0.1 microns. The translation system is controlled
with a stand-alone digital controller box that has a digital readout of the system's translated position. Finally, the
controller box was programmed to perform each displacement experiment in a repeatable fashion. In particular,
the translation stages were directed to operate along the same lines of travel during each experiment in order to
preserve repeatability between experimental steps as well as to prevent loss of accuracy due to potential transla-
tion backlash. As an independent  check, a mechanical  dial gauge was placed against the side of the translation
stages.  This  was  then  used  to  check  the  accuracy  of  the  digital  readout  process  by  providing  an  independent
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displacement  measure  of the system.  In all  cases,  the two different  measures  were found to be consistent  with
each other.

Shown  in  Table  10.1,  five  holograms  were  produced  in  this  experiment.  Each  of  these  holograms  recorded  a
specific  rigid  body  surface  displacement  that  were  each  specially  chosen  to  exhibit  a distinctive  measurement
behavior.  For  the  first  hologram,  H1,  the  object  was  not  displaced  between  exposures  but  still  retained  the
constant reference beam displacement shift. In holograms' H2 and H3, the object was moved directly away from
the  holographic  plate  by  25.4  mm  and  50.8  mm  respectively  (along  the  z-axis).  Finally,  the  displacements
recorded  in  holograms'  H4  and  H5  were  translations  of  12.5  mm  and  25  mm  parallel  to  the  plate  (in  the  x-
direction). All five recordings used the same shifted reference beams.

Table 10.1

mm 8Dxo ,Dyo , Dzo < 8Dxr , Dyr , Dzr <
H1 80, 0, 0< 8100, 100, 0<
H2 80, 0, -25.4<  8100, 100, 0< 
H3 80, 0, -50.8<  8100, 100, 0< 
H4 812.7, 0, 0<  8100, 100, 0< 
H5 825.4, 0, 0<  8100, 100, 0< 

After  the  displacement  recordings  were  taken,  each  hologram  was  analyzed  separately  within the  fiber-recon-
struction assembly along with the purpose-built  optical correlator box (described in Chapters  8 and 9). In each
case,  displacement  measurements  were  taken  along  a  single  horizontal  line  on  the  object  surface  that  was
centered vertically with respect to the measurement hologram.

‡ 10.3 Results and Discussion

ü 10.3.1 Review of Object-Conjugate Displacement Solutions

During the course of this experimental  study, it was discovered that the object-conjugate displacement solution
is more dependent  on the fiber-probe illumination characteristics  than previously  recognized. In Chapter  6, the
theoretical  derivations  of  object-conjugate  displacement  measurement  were  based  on  an  optical  fiber  delivery
system  in  which  the  fiber  illumination  is  spatially  uniform  across  the  surface  of  the  hologram.  Such  a  fiber
delivery system is considered to behave ideally.  In the real-world fiber, however,  probe designs do not always
behave  in  this  "ideal"  fashion.  In  particular,  some  of  our  fiber  probe  designs  exhibited  a  directed  field  of
illumination  that  did  not  uniformly  cover  the  hologram  surface.  From  the  experimental  work,  it  was  soon
discovered  that  the  obtained  displacement  measurement  results  could  differ  significantly  from the  predictions
made by the perfect fiber theory. Because of this, more theoretical efforts were undertaken to predict the effects
of such non-ideal fiber probe behaviour and this theory is reported in Appendix A. It was finally determined in
Appendix  A  that  a  simple  "non-ideal"  solution  should  approximate  the  behavior  of  most  non-ideal  systems.
Together with the "ideal" solution from Chapter 6, these two solution-sets bracket the behaviour of all systems.

Previously,  in  Section  6.2.4,  we  derived  the  displacement  equations  (6-28)-(6-33)  that  result  from  an  ideal
optical  fiber  delivery  system.  These  results  are  repeated  here  as  equations  (10-1)-(10-2).  For  non-ideal  fiber
systems,  however,  the  object-conjugate  measurement  result  is  best  approximated  instead  by  equations  (10-3)-
(10-4)  (equations  (A-4)-(A-9)  in  Appendix  A).  From  Appendix  A,  it  is  made  apparent  that  the  displacement
solutions from every object-conjugate system is always be bounded by the two equation sets: (10-1)-(10-2) and
(10-3)-(10-4). Furthermore, from the evidence taken in the course of this research, it appears that the behaviour
of many object-conjugate  systems can generally be approximated by one of these two equation-sets.  Neverthe-
less, this remains a topic of future study.
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Equations (10-1) - (10-2): Uniform Illumination, this represents the ideal case where the fiber optic probe
has  a  uniform  pattern  of  illumination  on  the  hologram.  Equation  (10-1)  shows   the  conjugate  image
displacement  solution.  Equation  (10-2)  shows  the  object  displacement  solution.  See  Chapter  6  for
derivation.
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(10-4)
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Equations (10-3)  - (10-4):  Directed  Illumination,  this  represents the non-ideal  case where the fiber optic
probe  has  a  directed  pattern  of  illumination  on  the  hologram.  Equation  (10-3)  shows   the  conjugate
image  displacement  solution.  Equation  (10-4)  shows the  object  displacement  solution.  See  Appendix  A
for derivation.

Before any accurate quantitative  measurement  can be made, the experimental  measurements  must first be used
to calibrate the system to physical units of displacement.  This is accomplished next in Section 10.3.2. Then, in
Section  10.3.3,  the  measured  data  is  plotted  along  with  the  theoretical  image  displacement  solutions  given
above in equations (10-1) & (10-3). From these results, as well as from recorded experimental observations, it is
later  determined  that  the  system  is  most  accurately  modelled  with  equations  (10-3)  &  (10-4)  (rather  than
equations (10-1) & (10-2)). From this conclusion, in Section 10.3.4, the experimental measurement data is then
interpreted with the inverse object displacement  solution given by equation (10-4).  Later on in Chapter 11, we
shall choose to use equation (10-2), instead, to interpret the results.

ü 10.3.2 Calibration of the Optical Processor

In  order  to  obtain  the  actual  image  displacement  at  the  hologram,  it  is  necessary  to  calibrate  the  measured
output  from the optical  processor into the physical  units of the conjugate holographic  image space, {Dxi , Dyi ,
Dzi }.  Initially,  the  output  of  our  optical  processor  does  not  automatically  have  units  that  are  properly  scaled.
Fortunately,  we  know  that  the  optical  processor  output  has  a  linear  relationship  with  the  conjugate  image
displacement  space  (although  it  is  not  linear  with the object  space  {Dxo ,  Dyo ,  Dzo }). This  allows  us to make
use  of  our  calibrated  measurement  results  to  determine  the  correct  scaling  and  offset  values  of  the  optical
correlation  space.  In  particular,  for  the  x-direction,  we  need to find  accurate  scaling  constants  mx  and  cx  that
calibrates  the  measured  output  of  the  optical  processor,  Dxio ,  from  pixel  units  into  millimeter  units  to  corre-
spond with the conjugate holographic image, Dxi :

(10-5)Dxi = mx HDxio - cxL
where mx  is a scaling slope factor,  and cx  is a constant offset.

By using the results from the pure image-shifted  hologram given by H1 (see Table  10.1), we can calibrate the
output to Dxio  =  x1, since in this case, Dxi  = Dxr  = 0.1 mm for all positions in the object space. By comparing
this to the central (d.c.) peak of the optical processor, Dxi  = x0, we have:

(10-6)0 = mx Hx0 - cxL
(10-7)Dxr = mx Hx1 - cxL

and, by solving equations (10-6) and (10-7), we obtain cx  = x0 and mx  = Dxr  / (x1 - x0).

Shown  by  equations  (10-8)  and  (10-9),  other  linear  transformation  equations  are  constructed  in  the  similar
fashion,  for  the in-plane  y-direction,  Dyi ,  and for  the  out-of-plane  z-direction,  Dzi ,  by  using H1 measurement
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for  the  y  calibration  and  either  the  H2  or  H3  measurement  for  the  z  calibration,  along  with  the  central  (d.c.)
peak position of the optical processor as a zero displacement reference point.

(10-8)Dyi = my HDyio - cyL

(10-9)Dzi = mz HDzio - czL
From the experimental  results, we finally obtain {mx , my , mz } = {0.000729, -0.000970, 0.00310} and {cx , cy ,
cz } = {11.1102,  156.074,  2171.87} as our linear  scaling parameters.  (See  Appendix F of the electronic  thesis
for all of the details on system calibration.) With the calibration of the optical processor completed, we are now
ready to compare the experimental results with theory.

ü 10.3.3 Comparison Between Measured and Theoretical Image Displacements

Now  that  we  have  determined  the  correct  scaling  constants  for  our  system,  we  can  proceed  to  compare  the
experimental  results against  the holographic  theory.  In this  section, we compare  the measured  image displace-
ments  to  the results  suggested  by equations  (10-1)  and  (10-3).  Once that  we  have satisfied  ourselves  with  the
validity of this theory, we can use either equation (10-2) or equation (10-4) to perform an inverse-transform of
the measured image displacements in order to obtain the desired object displacement measurements.

Shown in Figures 10.2-10.4, the measured results are plotted as patterned points with the corresponding theoreti-
cal results displayed as enclosed curves. Figure 10.2 shows the measured image displacements in the in-plane x-
direction,  Dxi .  The horizontal  axis  of  the  plot  shows the  position  of  each  measurement  point along  the  object
surface  (measuring  only  in  one-dimension  along  the  x-axis).  Figures  10.3  and  10.4  show  the  corresponding
measured  image displacements  for the in-plane  y-direction,  Dyi ,  and out-of-plane  z-direction,  Dzi .  In all  three
cases,  the  plots  use  the  x-axis  for  their  horizontal  axis.  It  can  be  seen  from Figures  10.2-10.4  that,  within  the
margin of uncertainty given by the outlined boundaries,  the measured results are consistent with the theoretical
models.  It  is  interesting  to  note  that  Figure  10.4  has  a  the  largest  range  of  theory-dependent  variation,  which
indicates  a  stronger  dependency  on  the  optical  probe  behavior  for  the  z-direction.  Finally,  it  appears  that  the
experimental  results  are  more  closely  matched  to  the  predictions  made  by  the  directed  illumination  theory
(equation (10-3)), since this corresponds with the straight-lined segments of the curves (illustrated best by H3 in
Figure 10.4). This is further supported from observations of the fiber probe behavior during the experiment. We
make  use  of  this  observation  in  Section  10.3.4,  where  we  choose  to  use  equation  (10-4)  rather  than  equation
(10-2), since it produces the most accurate measured object displacement values.

While  these  results  confirm  the  mathematical  validity  of  our  theoretical  models,  there  are  still  indications  of
error  within  these  measurement  results.  The  potential  sources  of  such  error  will  now  be  examined  in  some
detail. In Figures 10.2-10.4, there exist sources of error within the measurement values, but with each measure-
ment direction,  the error is manifest in a different way. In Figure 10.2, there is a noticeable amount of rotation
between  the  measured  displacement  results  and  corresponding  theory.  This  is  particularly  noticeable  with  the
results of H2 and H3, but it is present in all five measurement  curves. This source of this error appears to be a
rotational  misalignment  within the holographic  playback optics,  which has resulted in a skewed perspective of
the  measured  displacement  directions.  As  a  consequence  of  this  misalignment,  the  measured  displacement  in
the x-direction  has leaked  some of its  value into the y and  z-displacement  directions and visa versa.  In Figure
10.3,  this  same optical  misalignment  appears as a constant  shift  within each of the five different measurement
curves. Without the misalignment, all of the different y-measurements  would fall exactly on the horizontal line
that corresponds with the built-in image shift of the y-direction. Instead, each measurement curve of Figure 10.3
appears vertically shifted in proportion to the experiment's particular x-displacement, with the largest x-displace-
ment  curves,  H4 and  H5 from Figure 10.2,  appearing  to be shifted the  greatest  along  the y-direction  from the
image shift point. This type of misalignment error can be avoided in the future with added steps taken to better
manage the overall optical hardware alignment.
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Finally,  in  Figure  10.4,  there is  a  new  source  of  error  that  appears  more  random in  nature.  This  type of  error
depends  not only  on the displacement  correlation  characteristics,  but also  on the correlation analysis  software.
In general, displacement measurement in the z-direction is the most difficult to perform since it requires calculat-
ing  the  three-dimensional  center  of  mass  of  the  correlation  peak  from the  optical  processor.  The  accuracy  of
such a calculation depends a great deal on the analysis software implementation, but also depends on the three-
dimensional  shape  of  the correlation  function  and  the  number  of  sampled correlation  image  slices  used  in  the
calculation. Here, there appears to be a trade-off between the overall processing time and the final measurement
accuracy.  In contrast,  measurements  in the x and y directions can be calculated from a single two-dimensional
correlation  image.  As a  result  of  this,  the  resulting  measurement  uncertainty  is  typically  better  in the  x  and  y
directions  than  in  the  z-direction,  although  the  accuracy  in  the  z-direction  can  still  be  improved  with  better
computational algorithms. Of course, a final limiting factor in z-direction accuracy is determined by the overall
numeric aperture  of the holographic  system. In the case  of these particular results,  the numeric aperture  of the
fiber  optic  probe  limits  the  system,  since  it  is  less  than  for  the  recording  hologram  and  since  it  did  not  fully
illuminate  the  hologram  surface.  More  recent  experimental  measurements  with  this  system  have  used  an
improved  fiber  probe  configuration  that  provides  a  more  uniform  illumination.  In  these  results,  the  measure-
ment  accuracy  in  the  z-direction  has  been  significantly  improved  over  the  present  experiment  and  will  be
discussed further  in Chapter  11. Finally,  the correlation image quality is affected  by the quality and resolution
of the spatial light modulator within the optical processor. This in turn has an effect on the overall measurement
accuracy and  dynamic range  of the instrument.  Further  analysis  of the system's measurement  accuracy will be
discussed in the next section and with the remaining experimental results of this thesis.
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Figure 10.2

Measured (discrete points) and theoretical (solid lines) image displacements in the x-direction. Although the original object
displacements are constant-valued, these resulting image displacements follow curved trajectories as a result of the spatially-
dependent magnifications as described previously in Chapter 6.
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Figure 10.3

Measured (discrete points) and theoretical (solid lines) image displacements in the y-direction.
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Figure 10.4

Measured (discrete points) and theoretical (solid lines) image displacements in the z-direction.
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ü 10.3.4 Comparison Between Measured and Actual Object Displacements

In this section, we will use the inverse transformation equation (10-4) to convert the conjugate image displace-
ment  measurements,  {Dxi ,  Dyi ,  Dzi },  from 10.3.3  into object  displacement  results,  {Dxo ,  Dyo ,  Dzo }.  As
explained  previously,  we  have  chosen  to  use  equation  (10-4)  rather  than  equation  (10-2)  because  this  more
accurately  corresponds  with the fiber  probe behavior in use with this experiment.  Shown in Figures 10.5-10.7,
the measured object  displacement  results are plotted together  with the actual object displacements.  From these
results, we calculate the overall RMS measurement uncertainty of the instrument for the five different displace-
ments tested, H1-H5, to be:

(10-10){Dxrms , Dyrms , Dzrms } = {0.47 mm, 0.48 mm, 2.1 mm}

This in turn gives us an average dynamic range of: 

(10-11){x-range, y-range, z-range} = {54 : 1, 53 : 1, 24 : 1} 

It  is  worth noting,  however,  that  for  the  least  noisy  displacement  result,  H1,  the  overall  RMS uncertainty  and
dynamic range was significantly better:

(10-12){Dxrms , Dyrms , Dzrms } = {0.25 mm, 0.50 mm, 1.1 mm}

(10-13){x-range, y-range, z-range} = {100 : 1, 50 : 1, 46 : 1}

This  range  of  variation  between  the  different  displacement  results  would  indicate  that  the  optical  hardware  is
capable  of  managing  a  better  measurement  accuracy  than  is  evidenced  here.  As  discussed  previously,  the
biggest  limitation  for  the  accuracy  of  these  results  is  due  to  the  misalignment  of  the  instrument  optics.  In
addition,  there are  two secondary  limitations  that  result  from the  type of  fiber  optic  probe  in  use,  because  the
probe  did  not  fully  illuminate  the  surface  of  the  hologram,  as  well  as  resulting  from  the  computer-automated
correlation-processing  methods,  which  are  not  yet  refined.  Nevertheless,  for  many  practical  applications,  the
dynamic  range and  accuracy  demonstrated  by these  results  are certainly  within  useful tolerances.  However,  in
the  next  chapter,  we  will  examine  results  from  a  different  experiment  that  used  a  better  fiber  illumination
mechanism  as  well  as  a  different  correlation  analysis  method  to  produce  an  instrument  with  a  significantly
better displacement accuracy and dynamic range than was indicated by the results here.
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Figure 10.5

Measured (discrete points) and actual (solid lines) object displacements in the x-direction.
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Figure 10.6

Measured (discrete points) and actual (solid lines) object displacements in the y-direction.
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Figure 10.7

Measured (discrete points) and actual (solid lines) object displacements in the z-direction.
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‡ 10.4 Summary
In  this  chapter,  we  have  examined  the  results  of  a  calibrated  displacement  experiment.  These  results  have
enabled us to calibrate the optical processor, verify our theoretical  models of the optical system, and character-
ize  the  measurement  instrument  for  its  accuracy  and  dynamic  range.  In  the process,  however,  we have recog-
nized  the  importance  of  the  fiber-probe  behavior  to  the  overall  measurement  result.  In  particular,  we  have
discovered that the fiber-probe design has an effect on the displacement equation model. Finally, the results of
this chapter have helped to quantify the operational effectiveness of the instrument's optical processor assembly.

Because  of  recent  advances  in  computer  hardware  speed  and  digital  imaging  technology,  many  formerly
photographic-based measurement techniques, such as two-dimensional PIV, have now been largely replaced by
all  digital  methods.  In contrast  to  two-dimensional  measurements,  with  the vast  information  capacity  required
for full three-dimensional volumetric measurements, we believe that our basic method of holographic recording
on  photochemical  emulsion  and  subsequent  use  of  optical  fiber  illumination  for  analysis  of  the  hologram  is
unlikely to be replaced by any equivalent, fully digital system in the near future.

The formerly described optical  processor assembly has been found to work quite successfully  and continues to
show  potential.  Fully  self-contained  within  an  enclosed  box,  we  have  found  that,  once  assembled,  the  optical
processor is capable of continuous turn-key operation, from day-in to day-out, without requiring any additional
maintenance.  In addition  to this,  our  optical  processor  has  been fabricated  with  relatively  inexpensive  internal
components such that the overall material cost is probably equal than a moderately-priced pc computer. There-
fore, we conclude that our optical processor design is fast, robust,  low maintenance,  and relatively inexpensive
to  produce.  Because  of  its  diffraction-limited  performance  characteristics,  the  optical  processor  is  capable  of
obtaining displacement measurements with a measurement resolution that is primarily limited by the number of
pixels used in the spatial light modulator. In short, the existing optical processor has been found to successfully
meet  all  of  its  design  requirements  and  the  measurement  results  examined  in  this  chapter  provides  further
evidence for this conclusion.

Nevertheless,  it  appears  that  a  digital  analysis  of  the  generated  holographic  fringes  could  still  be  a  better
alternative to the optical  processor, and we have recently begun investigating this as an alternative to optically
processing  the  fiber-illuminated  hologram.  In  such  an  event,  the  holographic  displacement  fringes  are  first
digitally sampled with a CCD camera and the resulting sampled fringe information is then digitally interpreted
within  the  computer's  memory.  Although  such  a  system  would  invariably  be  slower  than  an  optimally-con-
structed optical processor, it would also have a number of advantages. In particular, the present optical proces-
sor system is not commercially available and must be hand-assembled by a trained expert. Once assembled, the
optical  processor  system must  then undergo further  calibration  as  outlined in this  chapter.  Unfortunately,  such
added  requirements  for  an  optical  processor  also  creates  an  added  technological  barrier  for  potential  users  of
this instrument.

With  direct-digital  fringe  processing,  these  added  steps  are  not  required,  since  a  standard,  commercially-built,
personal  computer  can be utilized,  and with digital  fringe  processing,  there  is no need for  the additional hard-
ware calibration of an optical processor. Finally, with the ever-increasing computation speeds of digital comput-
ers, any digital process time-constraints are becoming increasingly less important. It therefore seems reasonable
to  conclude  that  future  development  of  this  displacement  measurement  instrument  will  continue  to  use  high-
resolution holographic materials for recording the displacement event,  but that the OCR fringe post-processing
shall  likely  become  restricted  to  purely-digital  methods  of  analysis.  Digital  alternative  for  object-conjugate
fringe processing is further discussed in Section 13.2.7, as part of "Suggestions for Further Work" at the end of
this thesis.
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Chapter 11: Displacement Measurement on Surfaces: 
        Cantilevered-Beam Experiment

‡ 11.1 Introduction
Now that we have verified the validity of the our theoretical models and determined a method of calibrating the
optical  processor  assembly,  we  are  ready  to  use  the  displacement  measurement  instrument  within  a  different
experimental  setting.  In  this  chapter,  we  will  take  experiment  measurements  of  a  cantilever.  The  cantilever,
shown  in  Figure  11.1,  consists  of  a  flat  plate  that  is  fixed  to  a  clamp at  one  of  its  ends  (near  the  left  side  of
Figure 11.1). At predetermined distance away from the clamp position, the plate is subjected to a predetermined
displacement  (near  the  right  side  of  Figure  11.1).  This,  in  turn,  induces  a  one-dimensional  distribution  of
varying displacements along the length of the plate.

Figure 11.1

Photograph of cantilevered-beam assembly.
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‡ 11.2 Cantilever Experimental Layout

ü 11.2.1 Layout

The  basic  holographic  camera  layout  for  the  cantilever  experiment  has  been  discussed  previously  in  Section
10.2,  as shown in Figure 10.1.  Here,  we use the  previously discussed  recording  geometry with a cantilevered-
beam, shown in Figures 11.1-11.2, as the object. The purpose-built cantilever uses a manually-driven, precision-
calibrated micrometer as a load. The micrometer has a vernier scale engraved on its side that is capable of sub-
micron  precision.  The  cantilevered-beam  has  a  overall  length  of  than  125  millimeters  and  the  micrometer  is
situated 100 millimeters from the clamped portion of the cantilever, where the beam is subjected to a 61 micron
displacement  by  the  micrometer.  The  front  surface  of  the  plate  has  been  spray-painted  with  a  white-powder
finish,  and  the  cantilever  is  placed  directly  in  front  of  the  holo-camera  with  its  surface  located  parallel  and
centred  with the hologram plate's  surface  at a distance  of 100 millimeters.  The main axis of the cantilever lies
horizontal  to  the  ground  and  in  line  with  the  x-axis  of  the  holo-camera.  The  micrometer  is  arranged  to  push
against the cantilever along the z-axis,  which is perpendicular to the holographic plate. Finally, a precision dial
gauge  is  placed  against  the  cantilever,  at  the  micrometer  loading  point,  in  order  to  provide  an  independent
readout of the micrometer displacement.

Cantilever Experiment

x = 100 mm

∆z = 61 microns

Figure 11.2

Schematic of cantilever.
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ü 11.2.2 Calibration of Theory

The  cantilever  object  was  chosen  in  particular  because  its  movement  follows  a  well  known  two-dimensional
analytical model [Benham and Warnock (1982)] that is given by:
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where the loading point is 100 millimeters from the clamping point.

In order to check the measurement results against our cantilever displacement  model, given in equation (11-1),
we must  first determine values of K and zoffset  in order to calibrate our model  with the experiment.  Here,  the
scale factor,  K, can be determined directly from the plate  displacement at the loading point. Unfortunately, the
zoffset  value is not as clear-cut.  The zoffset value should  be zero for an ideal clamp,  but,  as in the case  of this
experiment, it may have a small but significant non-zero value for the experimental settings, which must then be
empirically  determined.  This  non-zero  value  appears  to  be  the  result  of  a  slight  rigid-body  movement  of  the
cantilever beam within the clamping mechanism.

During the  experiment,  the cantilever  beam is subjected to a 61 micron displacement  at a distance  of 100 mm
from the beam clamp position.  If we assume the form of cantilever  displacement function to be given in equa-
tion  (14),  we  can  immediately  find  the  cantilever  constant  to  be  K  =  0.000093,  as  shown  in  equation  (11-2).
However, in addition to the cantilever constant, K, which can determined theoretically, there also is the, zoffset ,
value  that  must  be  determined  empirically  from  the  displacement  measurement  data.  In  practise,  the  zoffset
value is  obtained  by  performing  a  least-squares  fit with  the experimental  data  and the  cantilever  model.  From
our experimental data, we find that zoffset = 1.3 microns.

(11-2)Dz = 0.000093 i
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Note that the detected presence of rigid body motion in fact demonstrates this system's ability to measure rigid
body displacements  within an experimental  context.  Such  rigid body  displacements  are difficult  to measure  or
even to detect  with traditional  holographic  interferometry,  since  traditional  methods rely on fringe counting or
phase unwrapping  techniques.  In the case  of the cantilever  beam,  the rigid  body motion  at the clamp does not
produce  any  additional  visible  fringes  and  as  such  cannot  be  easily  measured  by  traditional  methods.  In  con-
trast,  our  system makes  each  displacement  point  measurement  within  its  own unique  global  context  that  does
not  depend on  the  knowledge  of  relative  displacement  behaviour  at  neighboring  points.  In  addition,  excessive
rigid body motion in traditional  holographic systems changes the localization of fringes,  which further  compli-
cates  the  measurement  process.  Our  system does not  suffer  from fringe  localization  effects  since  only a  small
sampled  region  on  the  object  is  used  for  each  measurement.  In  essence,  our  system treats  every  displacement
measurement  as an absolute  rigid body  displacement  since the sampled displacement  fringes are always local-
ized in the far field by our system (and such behaviour is also observed in traditional rigid body fringes).

In addition to determining the scaling constants,  K, and, zoffset , in the cantilever  model. There is an additional
need  to  determine  the  precise  cantilever  clamp  position  along  the  x-axis  of  the  experimental  measurement
coordinate  system.  Initially,  this  clamp position,  xclamp ,  has  been  experimentally  measured  by  observing  the
fiber  optical  probe  position  within  the  holographic  image  that  corresponds  with the  clamp location.  However,
the resulting positional uncertainty is still on the order of 0.5 mm, since the holographic image does not produce
a  more  precise  indication  of  the  clamp  location.  In  practise,  the  precise  clamp  position  is  finally  determined
with a least  squares fit of  the experimental  data on the cantilever  model.  From our experimental  data,  we find
that xclamp =  0.3 mm  with respect  to the  previous  optically  measured  clamp position,  and  the  experimental  x-
coordinate origin is finally reset with this value.
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‡ 11.3 Results and Discussion
After recording  the displacement  hologram of the cantilever  by the process discussed  in Section 10.2,  we then
take the  inverse  transform  of each  displacement  measurement  point with  equation  (10-2)  from Section  10.3.1.
Note  that unlike  the previous experiment,  the optical probe  of this experiment  has  fairly isotropic  illumination
characteristics. For this reason, we are using equation (10-2) rather than the equation (10-4) that was previously
used  with  the  object  displacement  measurements  in  Chapter  10.  In  addition,  results  informally  derived  from
equation (10-4) have revealed a worse fit than those results presented here for equation (10-2).

The plots  of  the  displacement  measurements  for  the  cantilever  surface  are  shown below in  Figures  11.3-11.5.
Figure 11.3 shows the out-of-plane surface  displacements  plotted together  with the theoretical  model  given by
equation (11-2). It is important to note that, aside from the measurement offset in the z-direction, the theoretical
model was determined independently from the holographic measurements. In addition, the optical processor has
been calibrated by taking the independent reference holograms and thus the measurement results were produced
without  using  any  knowledge  of  the  cantilever  theory.  Nevertheless,  the  experimentally-determined  displace-
ment measurements  have extremely good correspondence with the displacement profile as predicted by cantile-
ver model in equation (11-2).

Figures 11.4 and 11.5 show the transverse x and y displacement measurements of the system. In theory, these x-
y displacements  should have  a value  of zero,  but in practise,  there is a small  amount of displacement  activity.
The cause of this residual motion could be due to the orientation of the cantilever's surface normal containing a
slight  x  and  y  component  as  well  as  being  due  to  possible  slight  misalignments  within  the  object-conjugate
reconstruction  optics.  Finally,  Figure  11.6  displays  the  amount  of  deviation  between  measurement  and  theory
for  the  out-of-plane,  z-displacement,  component.  From  this  measurement  deviation,  we  calculate  the  RMS
measurement  uncertainty  in  the  z-direction  to  be  Dzrms  =  0.3  microns,  which  is  dramatically  better  than  the
previously determined RMS value of Dzrms  = 2.1 microns that was reported in Chapter 10.

Unfortunately,  there is a considerable amount of measurement leakage into the x and y measurement directions
from  the  z-component.   If  left  uncompensated,  for  the  y-direction  in  particular,  the  gross  RMS  measurement
uncertainty  is  Dyrms =  1.9  microns.  The  uncompensated  x-uncertainty,  Dxrms =  0.17  microns,  is  much  less,
however.  If  this  measurement  leakage  is  compensated  by  examining  only  the  scattering  error,  the  overall
measurement  uncertainty  becomes  quite  small  for  the  x  and  y  directions,  and  we  finally  calculate  the  overall
measurement uncertainty to be:

(11-3){Dxrms , Dyrms , Dzrms } = {0.07 mm, 0.09 mm, 0.3 mm} ≤ {0.1 mm, 0.1 mm, 0.3 mm}

With  a  displacement  range  greater  than  ±  25  microns  in  the  x  and  y  directions,  and  ±  50  microns  in  the  z-
direction, this in turn gives us a total dynamic range greater than: 

(11-4){x-range, y-range, z-range} > {250 : 1, 250 : 1, 150 : 1}

These values are vastly improved over the results presented in Chapter 10. In the case of uniform fiber illumina-
tion,  we can use the object to hologram separation (100 mm)  together  with the minimum  hologram dimension
(100  mm)  to  calculate  the  instrument's  overall  numeric  aperture  to  be  NA  =  0.45.  This  in  turn  leads  to  the
maximum recorded spatial  frequency (at l=.532 mm) of l/(2*NA)  = 0.59 microns. It  is interesting  to note that
the  instrument's  RMS  measurement  uncertainty  is  significantly  less  than  the  instrument's  diffraction-limited
spatial  resolution would otherwise  indicate.  This apparent  contradiction  is the result  of the correlation analysis
method  for  determining  the displacement  measurement  and  has  been well  documented in  the work  of particle
image velocimetry (PIV), since, these also depend on the correlation analysis methodology.
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Figure 11.3

z-displacement  measurement  (points  with  error  bars)  in  cantilever  experiment  plotted  against  theory  (solid  line)  given by
equation (11-2).
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Figure 11.4

x-displacement measurement points in cantilever experiment.
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Figure 11.5

y-displacement measurement points in cantilever experiment.
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Figure 11.6

Scattering error for cantilever z-displacement measurement points.
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‡ 11.4 Summary
The  results  described  in  this  chapter  have  shown  significantly  improved  measurement  accuracy  over  the
previous  results  found  in  Chapter  10.  The  reason  for  the  improved  accuracy  of  these  results  is  two-fold:  (1)
improved fiber illumination and (2)  a different  method to measure the correlation function.  In this experiment,
the optical fiber probe was carefully adjusted to provide a near total illumination of the holographic plate. This
in  turn  increased  the  overall  numeric  aperture  of  the  measurement  instrument  and  allowed  for  a  much  higher
overall measurement resolution by the instrument.

In  addition  to  the  improved  fiber  illumination,  this  experiment  used  a  different  way of  determining  the  three-
dimensional correlation position. The results in Chapter 10 had used an automated computer program to sample
the three-dimensional correlation function at regular intervals and then calculate the three-dimensional center of
mass.  In contrast,  this experiment  relied on human observation  to manually  scan through the correlation space
and to determine the three-dimensional correlation peak position, which in turn gives the z-displacement. After
the correlation peak image was human-selected to give the z-position, a computer program was then invoked to
calculate the two-dimensional  center of mass for determining the x and y displacement positions. These results
lend support to the idea that while human observation may be slow in practise, it can still provide a yardstick of
comparison  as  a  way  to  measure  the  effectiveness  of  other  more  automated  computational  algorithms.  In
general, the further development of accurate three-dimensional correlation search algorithms will be essential in
order to handle large numbers of measurements effectively.

Another  important  factor  in  the  overall  measurement  accuracy  is  with  the  quality  of  the  reconstructed  holo-
graphic  fringes.  In  particular,  there  appears  to be  significant  variations  between  the  fringe  quality  of  different
holographic  recordings.  In  the case  of  this  particular  experiment,  the  recorded hologram produced fringes  that
yielded  excellent  correlation  results.  However,  a  different  recording  of  the  same  experiment  had  produced
fringes  which, in the output  of the optical  processor, produced correlation images that were badly distorted. In
some cases, the distorted correlation function exhibited several split-peaks in place of where a single correlation
peak  should  have  existed.  Sometimes,  the  same  hologram may  produce  good  correlations  for  a  portion of  the
object  space,  but  then  have  distorted  correlation  results  at  other  locations.  While  some  of  this  trouble  can  be
attributed  to  localized  object  displacement  gradients,  other  possible  causes  may  relate  to  the  type  of  object
illumination wavefront involved in the recording process. In general, such variations in the holographic measure-
ments will be left as a topic of further study.

This chapter has reported on the use of our new holographic measurement  system in the study of three-dimen-
sional  surface  displacements.  The  reported  results  indicate  an  overall  measurement  accuracy  of  ±0.3  microns
for  out-of-plane  displacements  and  ±0.1  microns  for  in-plane  displacements.  With  an  overall  displacement
range  greater  than  ±  25  microns  in  the  x  and  y  directions,  and  ±  50  microns  in  the  z-direction,  the  overall
dynamic range of the system exceeds 150:1 for the out-of-plane measurements and 250:1 for in-plane measure-
ments. As a final note, the present work on surface displacement measurement has remained restricted to three-
dimensional  displacement  measurement  across  a  linear  path  on  the  surface.  Nevertheless,  the  basic  process  is
quite  capable  of  displacement  measurement  on  an  area  of  surface  as  well  as  with  three-dimensional-shaped
surface profiles. However, such measurements will be left to future efforts. In the next chapter, we will discuss
the application of this measurement system to specific problems in fluid mechanics with pulsed-laser recording.
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Chapter 12: Velocity Measurement in Fluids Through a Thick, 
        Curved Window

‡ 12.1 Introduction
In this chapter,  we will apply our method of holographic recording  and object-conjugate  reconstruction (OCR)
analysis  to  velocity  measurement  in  fluid  mechanics.  Using  a  similar  method  to  the  surface  displacement
measurements,  discussed in Chapters  10 and 11, and modifying the camera optics for pulsed laser operation, it
is  possible  to  measure  the  three-dimensional  displacement  and,  hence,  velocity  of  seeding  particles  in  an
extended  fluid  in a straightforward  manner.  Since three-dimensional  data  is  extracted  from a single hologram,
the method compares favorably  with that of holographic interferometry  (HI) which has  traditionally  been used
to  measure  displacement  in  solid  mechanics,  and  more  recently,  fluid  mechanics.  In  addition,  correlation
analysis  can  be  performed  using  high  speed,  optical  correlation  techniques,  and  avoids  the  computationally
intensive methods of fringe pattern analysis normally associated with holographic interferometry.

For  the  case  of  fluid  metrology,  holographic  particle  image  velocimetry  (HPIV)  using  stereoscopic  intensity
based correlation was discussed in Part II of this thesis as a means to make three-dimensional velocity measure-
ments.  The holographic  velocimetry  method  of OCR discussed  in this  chapter  differs  fundamentally  from this
idea since both the phase and amplitude of the reconstructed field is correlated. One consequence of this is that
the measurement resolution is independent of the size of the particle images and in a similar manner to HI, sub-
wavelength measurements are possible. In a previous analysis we have shown that the correlation of amplitude
and phase also provides immunity to wave-front aberrations introduced during the recording and reconstruction
processes.  Providing  the  aberration  is  similar  in  both  the  first  and  second  exposures,  both  sets  of  images  are
identically distorted and in contrast with intensity based correlation methods, the displacement signal shows no
degradation.

It is important  to realize,  however,  that displacement  measurements  from adjacent  regions in the reconstructed
imaging  field  are  only  independent  if  the  point-spread  function  of  the  holographic  imaging  system  is  small
compared to the diameter of the pinhole field aperture. This effect is apparent if imaging is performed through a
curved  window  as  is  frequently  the  case  in  the  study  of  bounded  fluid  flows.  Discussed  in  Section  6.3  previ-
ously,  however,  our  holo-camera  system  uses  a  holographic  optical  element  to  cancel  the  effects  of  thick,
curved windows and permit better spatial discrimination.

‡ 12.2 Experimental Layout
The  holo-camera,  shown  in  Figures  12.1,  has  been  designed  and  built  to  provide  high  numerical  aperture
recordings  through  distorting  media  such  as  the  thick-wall  fused  silica  cylinder  used  in  this  study,  shown  in
Figure  12.2.  The  cylinder  is  illuminated  co-axially  from below  and  reflection  hologram  is  taken  such  that  the
light scattered from the seeding particles and the reference beams approach the plate from opposite sides. This
geometry allows  the plate  to be mounted very close to the object  thereby increasing the  numerical  aperture  of
the  recording  that  is  necessary  to  define  the  flow  field  in  three-dimensions.  Additionally,  a  large  numerical
aperture, in this case approximately 0.5, increases the light gathering power and the signal  to noise ratio of the
resulting image.

The holo-camera is used in conjunction with a fibre-optic reconstruction configuration and this system has been
discussed  in  detail  previously  in  Chapter  8.  However,  it  is  worth  considering  once  again,  for  a  moment,  the
attributes of this configuration which make it ideally suited to the study of flow through thick cylindrical-curved
walls. In essence the holo-camera uses a phase conjugate holographic element (HOE) to provide two reference
waves  which,  after  propagation  through  the  cylinder  wall  converge  to  two  points  laterally  separated  by  100
microns.  The  phase-conjugate  hologram  is  produced  prior  to  the  experiment  by  illuminating  through  the
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cylinder  with  a  identical  but  counter  propagating,  diverging  wave-fronts  and  mixing  with  plane  reference
waves.  In  the  holo-camera  phase  conjugate  reference  waves  are  used  to  illuminate  the  HOE  and  a  pair  of
converging waves are produced to illuminate the flow hologram. This configuration has a number of advantages
over more conventional  plane or diverging reference wave geometries. First, a constant image shift is produced
in the reconstruction process that removes directional  ambiguity in the velocity measurements  which is clearly
of significant importance if, as in this case, re-circulating flows are of interest. In addition, distortions caused by
imaging through thick cylinder are cancelled and perfect images are theoretically possible.

The  degree  to  which  aberrations  are  cancelled  in  practice  depends  on  many  factors.  Perfect  re-constructed
images are only possible if the exact same cylinder used to generate the HOE (or an optically perfect replica) is
used in an identical position during the reconstruction process and refractive index variations and distortion due
to  temperature  gradients  are  absent.  Although  a  good  replica  of  the  cylinder  is  used  in  the  preparation  of  the
HOE,  it  is  not  of  optical  quality  and  longitudinal  variations  in  thickness  are  apparent.  In  addition,  during
measurements  within  a  motored  i.c.engine,  excursions  of  up  to  0.5mm  in  the  cylinder  position  have  been
observed due to low frequency vibrations of the unbalanced engine. Consequently,  gross aberrations due to the
thick  cylinder,  are  effectively  removed  by  the  HOE,  however,  some  aberration  remains.  From  experimental
observations of the point spread function in our OCR imaging system, it is estimated that the residual aberration
results  in  a  wave-front  error  typically  less  than  50  wavelengths.  In  Section  2.4,  it  was  previously  shown that
whilst  gross  aberrations  lead  to  an  uncertainty  in  measurement  position,  the  complex  correlation  methods
employed by our OCR process are inherently tolerant to aberrations of this magnitude [Coupland and Halliwell
(1997)]. For this reason the holographic PIV method used here is well suited to measurements in hostile environ-
ments such as these.
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Figure 12.1

Geometry of the holo-camera arranged for fluid flow measurements with pulsed laser operation.
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Figure 12.2

Close-up  of  holo-camera  positioned  against  glass  cylinder.  This  same  glass  cylinder  is  used both  as  the outer  wall  in  the
Taylor  vortex  experiment  (described  in  Section  12.3)  and  as  the  piston  cylinder  of  the  i.c.  engine  (described  in  Section
12.4). Also shown in Section 7.4.2, this figure is repeated here for conceptual clarity.

‡ 12.3 Taylor Vortex Experiment
In this section,  shown in Figures 12-3-12.6,  we report  on the three-dimensional  measurement  of fluid  velocity
between concentric cylinders. In this case a cylindrical Perspex  (Plexiglas) rod of 30mm diameter was rotating
at  approximately  60  rpm  within  a  fixed  cylinder  of  80mm  bore.  The  flow  is  interesting  because  it  exhibits
several flow regimes depending on the relative velocities of the two cylinders.  In this case the flow divides into
Taylor  vortices  which  are  toroidal  in  shape  and  separate  the  flow  into  well  defined  sections  [Taylor  (1923)].
The  flow  was  seeded  with  Expancel  Micro-sphere  991  particles.  These  particles  are  essentially  gas  filled
polymer  balloons  of  approximately  50mm  diameter  and  a  specific  gravity  of  less  than  30  kg ê m3 .  A  seeded,
frequency doubled, twin-cavity Nd: YAG laser used to illuminate the flow.

Figure 12.3

Taylor vortices schematic. Note the small rectangular outline that denotes the experimental region of interest.
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Figure 12.4

Taylor  vortices.  The  result  shows  the  flow in  the region  between  two  toroidal  vortices,  indicated  in  Figure  12.3.  On  this
diagram the three-dimensional vectors measured from a slice in the flow are drawn as their two-dimensional projections. It
is worth noting that the component of velocity toward the observer is about 3 times greater than orthogonal components.
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Figure 12.5

Top: Taylor vortex flow field in three-dimensions. Middle: Two-dimensional projection of flow field that shows the out of
plane motion (component toward the observer in Figure 12.4. Bottom: View of flow field looking down the cylinder axis.
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Figure 12.6

Taylor vortex flow field in three-dimensions with mean velocity subtracted.
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‡ 12.4 Volumetric Flow Measurement in an I.C. Engine

ü 12.4.1 Overview

It  is  well  known  that  the  efficiency  of  a  spark  ignition  IC  engine,  is  strongly  influenced  by  the  fluid  motion
within the cylinder [Arcoumanis and Whitelaw (1987)]. At the time of ignition, the flow field can be character-
ized  as  unsteady  and  highly  turbulent.  Although  small-scale  turbulence  generally  enhances  the  combustion
process,  unsteady  large-scale  motion  is  responsible  for  flame  convection  and  cycle  to  cycle  variation  in  effi-
ciency. As a result, great efforts have been made to predict the flow field and to determine how it is influenced
by both the inlet geometry, and the combustion event itself. Sophisticated computer packages are now available
to model combustion and it is important to validate these models using data derived experimentally.  

Non-contacting  techniques are clearly required to study the fluid flow within the swept  volume of the cylinder
and  optical  metrology  and  flow  visualization  methods,  are  attractive  technologies  for  this  purpose.  It  is  clear,
however, that the construction of a working engine with extensive optical access provides significant experimen-
tal difficulties.  In the past,  experimental  studies of inlet  flow have been conducted using dynamic similarity to
scale simplified, water filled inlet geometries [Khalighi and Huebler (1988)].  The advantage of this approach is
that  index-matching  jackets  can  be  used  to  provide  essentially  flat  windows  through  which  to  interrogate  the
flow  field.  There  are  significant  doubts  regarding  the  validity  of  such  experiments,  however,  and  they  are
inappropriate to the study of the flow fields generated in the compression stroke. Recently, a number of manufac-
turers including The Rover Group have developed production geometry optical research engines capable of skip
fired  operation.  Although  optical  access  is  through  a  thick  curved  glass  cylinder,  studies  using  laser  Doppler
anemometry (LDA) [Arcoumanis et al. (1990)],  flow visualization [Kawai and Ando (1994)] and more recently
particle  image velocimetry  (PIV) using a corrective optical  element [Reeves  et al.  (1996)],  have been made in
this type of engine.

The  studies  referred  to  above  have  undoubtedly  provided  design  engineers  with  a  better  understanding  of  the
flow structure.  It  is  evident,  however,  that  whole-field  three-dimensional  data is generally  required in order  to
characterize  the  flows  at  the  point  of  ignition  with  sufficient  detail  to  validate  computer  models.  This  section
describes the application of holographic recording and correlation processing to the three-dimensional measure-
ment of fluid velocity within a production geometry research engine. In particular practical problems associated
with recording holograms through the cylinder of the motored engine and achieving coherent illumination from
a Nd: YAG laser are discussed. Finally, preliminary results showing the in cylinder flow field are presented.

ü 12.4.2 The Optical Engine

The optical engine used in this investigation was a specially commissioned unit designed and built by the Rover
Group (UK).  The  engine  features full  stroke  optical  access  through  both a fused  silica cylinder  and  a window
within  the  piston.  A  photograph  of  the  engine  is  shown  in  Figure  12.7.   By  using  a  45  degree  mirror,  it  is
possible  to  view  or  illuminate  the  combustion  chamber  from below,  shown in Figure  12.8.  The  cylinder  head
used in this study is a single cylinder version of the production Rover K16 DOHC 16-valve head and the whole
unit is mounted on a Ricardo Hydra crankcase. The optical engine is designed to operate for extended periods at
speeds of up to 1000 rpm but is capable of running at 2000 rpm for a few minutes at a time. Skip-firing can be
achieved using  iso-octane fuel  one  and  for  this  reason a  thick walled  fused  silica  cylinder  is  required to with-
stand  firing  pressures  of  40-50  bar.  In  this  way  the  engine  is  designed  to  follow  the  production  geometry  as
closely as possible and including a nominal compression ratio of 10:1.

Seeding particles injected into the engine cylinder must faithfully follow the flow and scatter sufficient  light to
make good working holograms. In addition, the mechanical properties of the particles should such that they will
not stick to, or be abrasive to the cylinder wall. Atomized Silicon Oil has been used to seed the flows in previ-
ous PIV experiments,  however,  the scattering  efficiency was found to be insufficient  in this study. To provide
sufficient  light  and  satisfy  the  mechanical   constraints  mentioned  above,  a  new  seeding  material,  Expancel
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Micro-sphere  991  DE,  was  employed.  Although  relatively  large  (approximately  50  mm  diameter)  the  micro-
spheres are essentially gas filled polymer balloons and have a specific gravity of only 30 kg/m3  and as such is
assured to follow the flow faithfully. A cyclone seeding generator was designed and built by the Rover Group to
dispense  the seeding.  In order  to provide  a  homogenous  stream of seeding  it is  first  necessary  to separate  and
fluidize the particles. The cyclone design of the seeding generator performs this function efficiently as conglom-
erations of particles are thrown to the edges. The seeding was introduced directly to the inlet manifold.

In order to relate the phase of the engine with laser illumination, electrical pulses generated from the crankshaft
encoder of the optical engine were used to trigger the laser firing circuitry.  A special laser triggering controller
box  was  built  to  synchronize  the  phase  information  of  the  engine  and  the  laser  triggering.   By  skipping  an
integer  number  of  engine  cycles  between  trigger  pulses,  this  equipment  allows  the  laser  to  be  fired  at  a  pre-
defined crank-angle and at the same time maintain the laser repetition rate of 1 Hz. A solenoid operated mechani-
cal  shutter  is  used  to  pick a  pulse  (pair  of  pulses)  as  required.  In  practice  this  means that  flow studies  can  be
achieved at rates which are integer multiples of 120 rpm. 

Figure 12.7

Optical engine with a production geometry 4-valve head. The engine was designed with an extended piston with 45 degree
fixed mirror to provide optical access towards the valves and the spark plug through the piston crown window.
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Figure 12.8

Close-up of glass cylinder (above) with periscope mirror access through cylinder (below).

ü 12.4.3 Results

The system discussed above has been used to measure in cylinder flow velocity in a motored IC engine at 120
rpm.  Figure  12.9  shows  the  raw  data  extracted  from  a  holographic  recording  of  the  flow  in  induction  stroke
when  the  piston  was  at  the  bottom  of  the  swept  volume.  In  these  initial  studies  the  particles  are  reasonably
sparse  and  data  can  only  be  extracted  from regions  containing  seeding.  Consequently  the  measurements  have
been  taken  by  first  driving  the  fibre  probe  to  the  regions  containing  particles  and  subsequently,  performing
correlation  analysis.  In  this  way,  434  displacement  measurements  were  taken  from the  central  region  shown.
Later, the sampled measurement data was used to construct a flow model of the cylinder, shown in Figure 12.10.

The  position  is  defined  with  respect  to  the  origin  chosen  to  be  along  the  bore  centre-line  at  the  height  of  the
head gasket.  The intake valves are on the right of the figure and it can be seen that the bulk flow at the top of
the  cylinder  is  essentially  down  into  the  cylinder  as  expected.  It  is  worth  noting  that  the  maximum  particle
displacement  measured  in  this  figure  is  approximately  7  mm  and  this  is  considerably  less  than  the  particle
diameter. With a pulse separation of 4 ms, this corresponds to a maximum velocity of less than 2m/s.

At the bottom of the cylinder (z = -89 mm) the turbulence intensity is higher. The scale of the turbulent flow in
this  region  is  considerably  smaller  that  the  bulk flow at  the top  of  the  cylinder.  In order  to visualize  the  flow
structure  in  this  region  a  flow  model  was  fitted  to  this  data.  In  essence  a  flow model,  band-limited  in  spatial
frequency is found which best fits the collected data, the boundary conditions and the equation of continuity for
an  incompressible  fluid  (div(v)=0).  In  this  case  the  highest  spatial  frequency  was  approximately  50  cycles/m
and all three components of the velocity were assumed to be zero at the boundary. This result suggests that the
relatively  regular  intake  stream  disassociates  into  vortices  which  circulate  largely  in  the  ±y  direction  and
represent tumble motion. There is little evidence of axial rotation or swirl,  except in the turbulent region at the
bottom of the cylinder which is to be expected with a four-valve engine geometry.
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Figure 12.9

Extracted velocity data.

Figure 12.10

Three-dimensional flow model derived from the data in Figure 12.9.
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‡ 12.5  Summary
In this chapter  we have applied our new holographic  measurement  technique to measure  displacement  in fluid
mechanics.  In particular, the problem of making measurements  through curved or distorting windows has been
addressed.  It  has  been shown that  gross  aberrations  from this  source  can  be removed  using a  phase  conjugate
holographic optical element (HOE) to generate a converging reference wave. Flows recorded with this reference
wave geometry can be efficiently reconstructed using a fibre-optic probe. In addition to its aberration cancelling
properties this geometry provides a method of image shifting to be introduced thus resolving the direction of the
flow.

This chapter discusses the application of holographic velocimetry using complex amplitude correlation analysis
to the measurement of in-cylinder flow within a research engine with extensive optical axis. The optical system
consists  of  a  novel  holo-camera  that  uses  a  phase  conjugate  holographic  optical  element  to  provide  a  pair  of
laterally  displaced  converging reference  beams. A fibre-optic  probe  is used  to interrogate  the conjugate  image
and  thereby  introduces  a  constant  image  shift  to  resolve  directional  ambiguity.  Of  particular  interest  in  this
application  is  the  systems  ability  to  compensate  for  the  gross  aberrations  caused  by  viewing  through  a  thick
cylinder.  This  source  of  aberration  is  largely  removed  by  the  phase  conjugation  process.  Residual  aberrations
resulting  from  small  movements  of  the  engine  cylinder  during  operation  and  variations  from  true  cylindrical
form are  of  no consequence  due  to  the method  of complex  amplitude  correlation.  In this  way sub-wavelength
particle displacement can be measured despite the size of the particle images being greater than 50 mm.

Significant  practical  problems  were  overcome  in  this  study.  In  particular  modifications  were  made  to  the
frequency  doubled  Nd:YAG  laser  to  provide  coherent  output  at  the  pulse  separations  and  repetition  rates
demanded required.  Manual control of the cavity length was introduced and extra isolation of the seeding laser
was  required  at  pulse  separations  of  less  than  10  ms.  The  laser  was  triggered  by  a  programmable  timing  unit
driven from the engine camshaft.  Using this instrumentation  it was possible  to maintain  the laser  at a nominal
repetition rate of 1 Hz, whilst operating the engine at any integer multiple of 120 rpm.

Preliminary measurements have been taken of the in-cylinder flow field at the bottom of the induction stroke at
120 rpm. In this case the magnitude of the particle displacement components were in the region of 0-7 mm  and
these correspond to velocities of less than 2 m/s. The measured flow field shows the bulk flow dissociating into
irregular vortices which can be identified at the top of the piston. 

These  results  clearly  demonstrate  the  potential  of  HV  with  complex  amplitude  correlation  analysis  for  three-
dimensional  whole-field  velocity  measurements  and  its  capability  in  relatively  hostile  environments.  Future
work is planned  to increase  the volume illuminated  within the cylinder  and the seeding  particle concentration,
thereby  increasing  the  measurement  field  and  spatial  resolution  of  the  technique.  With  these  improvements  it
will be possible  to study in detail  the complex flow fields observed in the intake and compression  strokes of a
spark ignition IC engine.
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Part V : Conclusion

Chapter 13: Conclusion and Suggestions for Further Work

‡ 13.1 Conclusion
The over-riding objective of this thesis has been the development of holographic systems capable of automated,
volumetric  measurement  of  three-dimensional  displacement  fields  in  solid  and  fluid  mechanics.  In  general,
there have been two holographic  approaches  taken by this thesis: stereoscopic  particle image-intensity  correla-
tion  of  flow  fields  and  complex-field  correlation  of  solid  and  fluid  displacement.  The  first  component  of  this
thesis  has  been  a  continuation  of  work  on  three-dimensional  volumetric  flow  velocimetry  that  was  originally
pursued  by the  author  for  his  Master's  degree  at  the  University  of  Illinois  campus  in Urbana-Champaign.  The
results of this work were presented in Part II of the thesis. The second component of the work described in this
thesis was undertaken Loughborough University. This is presented in Parts III and IV of this thesis.

In the  work described  in Part  II,  a holocamera  system was initially  configured  to use twin sets  of relay lenses
interposed by a  prism to deflect  two stereoscopic  views of a fluid  flow into a holographic plate.  This arrange-
ment permitted  a view-parallax  angle of 30 degrees and utilized a 15 degree forward-scattering angle from the
seed-particle illumination.  The principal benefit  of this arrangement was its ability to record micron-sized seed
particles  which  can  faithfully  follow  flows  in  air.  Unfortunately,  the  arrangement  also  contained  an  Achilles
heel with the use of windows in the experiment. In particular, the holographic analysis arrangement required the
placement of a CCD array into the object space. For experiments that are confined within optical windows, due
to the large size of the Kodak mega-pixel camera  in use,  the windows physically  obstructed the positioning of
the camera.

The newer design of stereo holocamera was then presented that used a distantly-mounted CCD camera together
with a macro-lens to remotely sample the holographic image space. This design replaced the two prisms in the
holocamera  with  two  front-surfaced  mirrors  which  were  more  cost-effective.  In  addition,  the  holocamera  was
rearranged  to  provide  a  90  degree  view-parallax  angle  and  utilized  a  90  degree  side-scattering  from the seed-
particle  illumination.  This  new  holocamera  system  has  demonstrated  its  capability  to  record  and  reconstruct
particle  fields  with  a  high  degree  of  spatial  clarity.  Unfortunately,  the  system was  not  successfully  applied  to
velocity field measurement because of a lack of visible seed particles in the flow. Due to some recent innovative
developments,  this  problem  can  now  be  solved  and  its  possible  solution  is  discussed  further  in  subsections
13.2.2 and 13.2.3.

Before the new holocamera design was implemented, however, one final flow measurement experiment from an
open air jet  was conducted with the original,  prism-based,  stereo holocamera  arrangement.  This new measure-
ment demonstrated the measurement capability of more then 5 million velocity vectors from a single hologram.
The velocity extraction process was limited, however,  by the computer  memory capacity available at that time
such  that  not  more  than half  a  million  vectors  could  be effectively  manipulated  by  the  computer  in  use.  As a
consequence,  several different selected regions from the same hologram were separately processed for velocity
measurement  extraction  and  graphical  presentation.  This  experiment  has  further  demonstrated  the  ability  of
holographic  velocimetry  to  take  measurements  with  an  information  capacity  that  is  unavailable  by  any  other
means.

Following the intensity-based  correlation system of Part  II, the author has  developed a different  technique that
employs complex-field correlation for displacement measurement, which is inherently immune to the effects of
imaging  aberrations.  In  addition,  the  author  has  discovered  a  new holographic  camera  geometry  that  uses  two
converging reference beams. Identified by the author as "object-conjugate reconstruction" (OCR), the technique
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employs  optical  fiber-based  illumination  to  sample  the  object  space  and  produce  holographic  images  of  the
sampled  particle  field  at  a  stationary  location  near  the  original  two  reference  focal  points.  In  essence,  the
holographic  reconstruction  is  inverted  such  the  reconstruction  source  is  placed  in  the  object  space  and  the
resulting  image  is  formed  at  the  original  reference  points.  Because  the  recording  reference  beams  were  origi-
nally  made  to  converge  to  a  focus,  then  the  object-conjugate  reconstruction  also  forms  a  real  image  at  these
same  focus  positions.  Furthermore,  the  method  facilitates  directional  discrimination  by  shifting  the  image
displacement  by  fixed  amount.  In  particular,  the  image  shift  is  three-dimensional,  and  is  determined  by  the
focal-point displacement between the two recording reference beams. This image shift is natural consequence of
the object-conjugate  reconstruction  method.  Moreover,  the  image shift,  due  to OCR, is  constant-valued  for all
object points in the measurement volume.

The resulting stationary image reconstruction then permits the displacement  analysis to occur with a stationary
CCD camera arrangement in which only the tiny fiber probe is required to travel about the object space and the
remaining  optics  can be held in a  fixed position.  Because of  its small  size,  the fiber  probe can  move and  take
measurements  within  a  volume that  is  confined by  rigid  boundaries  and  optical  windows.  In  fluid  mechanics,
this means that the optical probe can take boundary layer measurements close to rigid structures. In addition, the
system employs  a  unique  holographic  optical  element  that  permits  accurate  displacement  measurements  to be
taken through curved optical windows with high distortions. Finally, in addition to flow measurement, the same
system can be used for  surface displacement  measurement.  This opens the possibility for simultaneous  surface
and  flow  displacement  measurements  to  be  taken.  One  application  of   notable  interest  would  be  in  turbine
research.  Here, the same holographic setup could measure the three-dimensional  velocity field surrounding  the
turbine  blade  at  the  same  instant  as  the  three-dimensional  stresses  within  the  turbine  itself  are  interferometri-
cally measured. This is discussed further in subsection 13.2.13.

In  order  to  support  the  automated  data  reduction  in  the  new  holographic  measurement  system,  a  specially
designed  optical  processor  has  been  fabricated.  For  its  input,  the  optical  processor  receives  the  spatial  power
spectrum of the wavefront emanating from the sampling aperture. The optical processor then takes the Fresnel-
transform  (Fourier-transform  +  quadratic-phase  focus  operation)  of  the  video-linked  fringe  distribution  that  is
displayed on a liquid crystal TV. The output of the optical processor is a three-dimensional correlation function
of  the  complex  field  at  a  particular  sample  region  in  the  holographic  image.  The  image  of  the  correlation
function is projected into a CCD camera for  further,  centroid analysis by a digital  computer.  The three-dimen-
sional  centroid  coordinates  of  this  correlation  output  is  linearly  proportional  to  the  three-dimensional  image
displacement  from  the  hologram.  In  order  to  relate  the  measured  image  displacement  to  the  actual  object
displacement,  however,  an analytic  model  has  been  derived  that  related the  object  displacement  to the object-
conjugate  reconstruction  image  displacement.  From  this  model,  an  inverse  analytic  solution  has  been  deter-
mined  that  related  the  image  displacement  information  to  the  actual  object  displacement.  Finally,  this  inverse
analytic  solution has  been embedded into the object-conjugate  reconstruction  technique,  since, the relationship
between  in  the  image  and  object  displacement  space  is  in  fact  a  highly  nonlinear  and  spatially  dependent
function  of  the  three-dimensional  coordinates  within  the  object  space.  Nevertheless,  the  resulting  model  has
been found to be simple, accurate, and easily to implement into the overall technique.

In  the  final  portion  of  the  thesis,  the  author  conducted  a  series  of  experiments  to  calibrate,  characterize,  and
demonstrate  the  object-conjugate  reconstruction  technique's  capabilities.  In  total,  four  separate  experiments  in
fluid and solid mechanics were conducted.  The first experiment was used to calibrate the optical processor and
to verify the analytic  model required  for  the object-conjugate  reconstruction  process.  This experiment  entailed
the use of five calibrated solid body displacements  that were individually  recorded on separate  holograms  and
independently  analyzed  by  the  optical  processor  system.  These  five  displacements  were  carefully  chosen  to
represent a full range of object-displacement behaviour. From this data, the accuracy of the analytic model was
positively  verified  and  the  final  optical  processor  calibration  was  accurately  determined.  After  this,  a  second
experiment  was  conducted  to  determine  the  accuracy  of  the  object-conjugate  reconstruction  technique.  This
time, a cantilever beam experiment was utilized since it displayed a spatially dependent displacement  behavior
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that  is  well  understood,  non-trivial,  and  could  be  accurately  calibrated  by  independent  means.  Through  a
comparison  of  the  measured  results  with  the  theoretical  cantilever  behavior,  the  reported  results  indicated  an
overall  measurement  accuracy of ± 0.3 microns  for  out-of-plane displacements  and  ± 0.1 microns for  in-plane
displacements. With an overall displacement range greater than ± 25 microns in the x and y directions, and ± 50
microns  in  the  z-direction,  the  overall  dynamic  range  of  the  fabricated  system exceeded  150:1  for  the  out-of-
plane displacement measurements and 250:1 for in-plane measurements.

Following  this,  two  further  experiments  in  fluid  dynamics  were  conducted  based  on  a  pulsed-laser  version  of
the OCR holocamera.  The first experiment was taken of a Taylor vortex flow in air that was confined within a
glass cylindrical wall. This experiment, however, was largely a proof-of-principle demonstration of the measure-
ment system's potential for flow measurement. After the Taylor-vortex experiment was successfully conducted,
a  final  experiment  was  undertaken  that  measured  the  velocity-field  inside  the  piston  cylinder  volume  of  a
motored,  production-geometry,  internal combustion  engine. Unlike some of the surface-displacement  measure-
ments  taken  previously,  the  measurement  process  for  fluid  flows  was  not  yet  automated  and  required  manual
intervention  to  locate  the  sparsely-seeded  particle  images.  As  a  consequence,  only  435  measurement  samples
were extracted from the ic engine hologram. These results have demonstrated several important new capabilities
in holographic velocity-field measurement.  To begin, both of these recent fluid experiments have demonstrated
the  new technique's  ability  to  accurately  extract  three-dimensional  velocity-field  information  from a  confined,
windowed environment in which the thick, cylindrical-walled optical chamber exhibit severe optical distortion.
In  addition,  in spite  of  the  presence  of  such  distortions,  this  new  holocamera  system has demonstrated  a  sub-
millimeter spatial resolution and a spatial measurement range of 50 millimeters in all three dimensions. Finally,
the  successful  application  of  this  OCR  technique  to  the  motored  engine  environment  has  been  an  important
milestone  for  holographic  velocimetry.  In  particular,  the  internal  combustion  engine  has  long  been  one  of  the
most  challenging  environments  for  experimental  flow  measurement.  As  such,  even  the  preliminary  results
provided here  have  made a significant  contribution to this body of research.  Before this  new technique can be
fully  utilized,  however,  further  work  is  required  to  automate  the  velocity  extraction  procedures  for  sparsely-
seeded particle fields. In particular, the technique presently suffers from a lack of adequate software support and
further  work  is  needed  either  to  automatically  locate  particle  images  within  the  reconstruction  space  or  to
increase  the  particle  seed  density  such  that  the  detection  of  particle  images  is  automatically  insured.  These
issues are discussed further in subsections 13.2.3 and 13.2.4.

For  the  remainder  of  this  chapter,  we  will  identify  the  technical  areas  of  this  thesis  that  could  benefit  from
further  development.  In  addition,  we will  explore  the  greater  implications  of  this  work  by considering  several
potential  areas  of technical  growth  that  are  made possible,  at least  in part,  from the  current technical  achieve-
ments. In essence, the remaining section attempts to answer the question: where do we go from here?
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‡ 13.2 Suggestions for Further Work

ü 13.2.1 Overview

In  the  previous  discussions,  much  effort  has  been  expended  to  accurately  describe  and  quantify,  through
experiment,  the  present  capabilities  of  the  two  reported  holographic  systems.  To  some  extent,  we  have  also
disclosed  various  unfulfilled  objectives  and  unresolved  issues  as  they  have  appeared.  Next,  however,  we will
more formally attack these issues with some concrete proposals for future development efforts.  In this process,
we  will  hopefully  be  able  to  discern  more  accurately  the  inherent  limitations  in  the  systems  from  artificial
limitations  imposed  by  the  current  implementation.  In  addition,  the  process  of  examining  weak  points  in  the
systems  will  also  lead  to  a  deeper  understanding  of  the  systems'  strong  points.  Finally,  the  understanding  of
both  the  weak  and  strong  points  will  lead  to  a  deeper  appreciation  of  the  two  systems'  architectures.  In  the
course  of  these  discussions,  we  will  also  learn  more  about  the  present  systems  potentials  for  more  advanced
forms  of  holographic  displacement  measurement.  It  is  hoped  that  these  discussions  will  help  serve  as  a  road
map for future research efforts on these topics.

In subsection 13.2.2, we will discuss design issues that uniquely concern the stereoscopic holographic velocime-
try system from the University of Illinois. After this, in subsection 13.2.3, we will visit a particular concern that
is jointly shared by both holographic systems from the University of Illinois as well as Loughborough Univer-
sity. Then, for the remainder of Section 13.2, we will concentrate on issues specifically concerning the work at
Loughborough University.

ü 13.2.2 Further Work on the Holographic System from the University of Illinois

Increasing Particle Size

As discussed previously, the original intensity-based prism system had successfully used the forward-scattering
of  particles.  This  system,  however,  was  not  able  to  cope  with  the  excess  scattering  noise  introduced  by  the
optical windows used with confined flows and thus could only be successfully applied to open-air flows. It was
for this  reason that a new system was designed to use the side-illumination  of the particles.  Unfortunately,  the
new  mirror-based,  stereo  holocamera  design  has  not  been  successful  at  imaging  the  same  submicron-sized
particles  used  previously  in  the  forward-scatter  system.  As  such,  the  design  has  demanded  a  new  method  of
generating  larger  seed  particles  that  is  still  neutrally  buoyant  in  the  flow.  Unfortunately,  this  task  was  not
successfully completed before the author moved to England and commenced the second part of this thesis.

 As a consequence, although much effort was expended in the flow measurement of a confined air flow within a
round  glass  pipe,  the  full  use of  this  new holocamera  has  not  been  successfully  demonstrated  in three-dimen-
sional  flow  measurement,  since  the  available  seed  particles  did  not  provide  a  sufficient  seeding  concentration
for  particle  image  correlation  analysis.  Nevertheless,  existing  work  with the  holocamera  did  produce  recorded
particle  images  of  sufficient  image  quality  through  the  curved  glass  pipe  walls  and  demonstrated  that  the
working design principles of the new holocamera were indeed sound. Very recently, such a method for introduc-
ing sufficient quantities of larger seed particles into an air flow has been developed by researchers from Rover,
England,  and  these  new  seeding  techniques  was  successfully  used  in  an  optical  engine  experiment  with  our
complex-correlation-based  holographic  velocimeter.  As  a  consequence  of  this  new  development  with  "low
density",  50  micron-diameter,  hollow,  air-born  particles,  it  should  now  be  possible  to  successfully  apply  the
stereo-mirror holocamera to confined air-flows. Otherwise, an even better alternative could be the application of
back-scattered  illumination,  which  will  be discussed  further  in section  13.2.3.  Such refinements,  however,  are
beyond  the  scope  of  this  thesis,  however,  since  access  to  this  holographic  stereo  camera  system  is  no  longer
possible.
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Orthogonal-Camera Registration

Another  unresolved  issue  with  the  mirror-based,  stereo  holocamera  occurred  during  the  holographic  image
analysis.  In particular,  the optical  registration  of  the two remotely-sensed  views  of the real holographic  image
space must now be resolved. Originally,  with the prism-based, stereo holocamera, the CCD camera was placed
directly  inside  the  reconstructed  real  image  space  during  the  holographic  reconstruction.  In this  condition,  the
two stereo-views were automatically registered onto the bare CCD array. As a consequence, there was no need
to calibrate the placement  of the two view directions with the camera location since camera maintained a fixed
position and orientation with the two view directions. In the newer camera design, the holographic image space
is remotely sampled by the CCD camera via an imaging lens. This time, the camera must be reconfigured to a
new position and orientation for each of the two stereo view directions. In this case, the stereo sampled displace-
ment  measurements  must  now  be accurately  registered  with each  other  between  each  of  the  two camera  view
directions. Although efforts were undertaken to develop a physical registration procedure, the lack of successful
particle field displacement measurements by the system inhibited its refinement. Nevertheless, the refinement of
such a procedure should become straightforward once a suitable larger-particle  seed generator  has successfully
been applied to the system such that image-correlation displacement analysis becomes possible from such side-
scatter  illumination.  As  illustrated  by  this  example,  it  is  remarkable  how  a  single  technical  difficulty  tends  to
have  a  knock-on  effect  in  the  entire  measurement  process.  In  this  case,  the  lack  of  a  suitable  seed-particle
generator  has  resulted in the slowed development  of camera registration  procedures.  The suitable  balancing of
such issues are often fundamental to the successful design process of any new technique.

ü 13.2.3 Back-scatter Illumination with Cross-Polarized Light

One of the fundamentally difficult  problems to overcome in holographic velocimetry is the effective treatment
of  particle  illumination.  Historically,  the  most  successful  techniques  have  been  employed  with  the  forward-
scattered  light  from  the  particle  field.  Forward  particle-scatter  techniques,  however,  have  an  undesired  side-
effect  that  prohibits  their  application  in  many  experimental  settings.  In  particular,  the  presence  of  optical
windows can easily  create an unacceptable  level of noise in the holographic image with such geometries.  This
can result in a reduced signal-to-noise to the extent that holographic velocity measurement becomes impossible.
In many situations where the flow is enclosed within a physical boundary, the holographic recording must take
place  through  an  optical  window  in  order  to  maintain  the  integrity  of  the  experimental  flow  setting.  Further-
more, for flows in gaseous fluids, such as air, the particle mass must kept at a minimum in order to accurately
track the flow. In such cases,  the size of the employed  seed particles  are often only microns  in diameter.  As a
consequence,  the scattered light  level from the particle field is only a tiny percentage of the incident  illumina-
tion level. In a forward-scattering geometry with optical windows in place, these optical windows also intercept
the  illumination  beam.  In  this  event,  the  window-scattered  light  can  be  orders  of  magnitude  greater  than  the
detected  particle-scattered  signal.  In  particular,  any  scratches  or  deflects  within  the  window can  have a  much
larger  scattering  cross-section  than  the  individual  particles.  For  measurements  in  liquids,  such  as  water,  the
situation is not as serious, since larger diameter particles can easily be employed and the illumination intensity
can be reduced for the forward-scatter geometry. This reduced intensity has a knock-on benefit of reducing the
window-scattered intensity and boosting the signal-to-noise. Nevertheless, it is desirable to minimize the scatter
from optical windows in all settings.

In view of this problem, new techniques need to be devised that either can prevent the illumination beam from
interacting with the optical window surfaces,  or in some way can diminish the effects of the window-scattered
light.  In  all  of  this  thesis,  when  optical  windows  have  been  required,  the  use  of  side-scattering  has  been
employed  to prevent  any  interaction  with the  optical  surfaces  in  the imaging  pathway.  Unfortunately,  this  has
resulted in a trade-off between the particle size and the particle seed concentration. In particular, the side-scatter
configuration has been proven ineffective with traditional micron-sized particles such as oil droplets previously
utilized for forward-scatter work. Instead, much larger, 50 micron-diameter particles must be employed that are
hollow in order  to preserve  their low mass  for air  flow measurement.  While these  larger  particles can  provide
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sufficient  scattering  cross-sections  at  90  degrees  and  yet  are  still  able  to  faithfully  follow  most  flows  in  air,
these particles are difficult to distribute at the high seed concentrations found previously with the application of
smaller  particles.  Unfortunately,  the  resulting  lower  particle  seed  levels  also  make  automated  measurement
more difficult, since they must now require the use of particle-search algorithms.

Instead  of side-scatter  illumination,  a  different method of back-scatter  illumination is now proposed.  The trick
with  back-scatter  illumination  is  to  work  with  very  small  particle  sizes  at  relatively  high  seed  concentrations.
According to Mie-theory calculations,  the interesting part about back scatter is that small particles can actually
scatter  the  light  much  more  strongly  in  back-scattered  directions  than in  side-scatter  mode.  At the  same time,
the back-scattered light is strongly depolarized. In contrast, any window-scattered light usually remains strongly
polarized.  Therefore, if the particle field can be illuminated from the back-side through an optical window that
faces the holographic  camera,  the  window-scattered  light can be filtered  out with a linear  polarizing  filter that
allows  the  depolarized  particle  back-scatter  to  pass  through  and  reach  the  hologram.  If,  in  addition,  the  holo-
gram reference beam is also polarized at 90 degrees rotation with respect to the object illumination beam, then it
will only record the depolarized particle back-scatter without recording any of the oppositely-polarized window-
scatter  that  might  have  reached  the  holographic  plate.  Because  back-scattered  light  from particles  is  the  most
active  for  the  smaller  micron-sized  particles,  such  particles  can  again  be  applied  at  high  seed  concentrations
which  can  lend  themselves  well  for  automated  measurement  procedures.  Finally,  particle  back-scattered  light
could  be  effectively  implemented  to  both  the  stereo  holocamera  as  well  as  the  OCR  holocamera.  Such  tech-
niques could result in improved performance with both systems.

Shown in Figure 13.1 for the OCR geometry, the incident object beam has a crossed polarization with respect to
the reference beam. A polarizing beamsplitter then reflects the object beam, but permits the depolarized portion
of the particle-scattered light to pass back through the beamsplitter to reach the hologram plate, H. This depolar-
ized  particle-scatter  has  colinear  polarization  with  the  reference  beam.  Although  not  shown  here,  the  particle
field  could  also  be  enclosed  by  one  or  more  windowed  structures  and  any  window-scattered  light  would  be
reflected by the polarizing beamsplitter  and prevented from reaching the hologram. This arrangement comes at
the  cost  of  locating  the  particle  field  further  away  from  the  hologram  and  thus,  reducing  the  displacement
measurement accuracy. In addition to flows, this technique will also work with surfaces.

Polarizing
BeamsplitterH

L1

L2

Object Beam

Reference
Beam

Particle
Field

Figure  13.1

Reflection-type, recording geometry with back-scatter illumination of a particle field. This technique also works for surface
displacement measurement.
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ü 13.2.4 Enhanced Automation of OCR Techniques Through Particle-Field Imaging

Previously,  in  subsections  13.2.1  and  13.2.2,  the  discussions  also included  further  improvements  to the  stereo
holocamera  system.  In  the  remaining  subsections,  however,  the  discussions  shall  center  on  further  improve-
ments  to  the  OCR  holocamera  system.  Here,  in  subsection  13.2.4,  we  propose  a  supplemental  method  of
particle-field  imaging for more effective automation for  the flow-based,  velocity-field measurement.  The basic
idea  here  is  to  monitor  the  particle-field  distribution  in  order  to  locate  particle  image  positions  for  velocity
analysis.  In  the  present  interrogation  system,  the  particle  images  are  reconstructed  in  the  sampling  aperture
without  direct  knowledge  of  the  particle-field  distribution.  Although  the  current  system  can  perform  success-
fully  in  the  measurement  of  surfaces  and  densely-seeded  particle  fields,  the  automated  measurement  process
begins to break down for sparsely-seeded flows.

Unfortunately, many flow environments tend to lend themselves better to sparse application of particle seeds. In
some situations,  such as the side-scatter  illumination,  larger  particle sizes  are required for effective  volumetric
measurement.  These  often  dictate  the  use  of  lower  particle-seed  concentrations,  however,  in  order  to  prevent
over-exposure  of the  hologram plate and,  at  the same time, maximize the  size of  the measurement  volume.  In
other  situations,  such  as super-sonic  flows,  it is  often  not technically  possible  to create high  concentrations  of
particles. The problem with sparse seeding, however, is not that velocity measurements cannot be obtained from
the  single  particle-pair  images.  In  contrast,  single-particle  displacement  measurements  often  display  better
signal-to-noise  ratios  than  with  ensemble-particle  measurements  (especially  under  the  presence  of  severe
velocity  gradients  or for  particle-image  ensembles  with  less  than  5  particle  pairs  [Keane  and  Adrian (1992)]).
The problem, rather, is that the three-dimensional particle images must first be located before their displacement
measurement  can  be  taken.  Without  some approximate  knowledge  of  the particle  image  locations  in  advance,
the automated three-dimensional measurement process can become unreasonably slow.

Nevertheless,  this  technical  challenge  is  much  easier  for  the  new OCR  methods  than  for  the  particle-tracking
techniques that depend entirely on particle-position information for their displacement extraction. In particular,
unlike three-dimensional particle-tracking approaches, OCR procedures do not require precise knowledge of the
particle-pair  positions  nor  do  they  use  this  positional  information  as  a  means  for  displacement  measurement.
Furthermore,  rather  than attempting to locate individual  particle  coordinates and  then matching-up  the particle
pairs from this positional  information, OCR makes no attempt to separately locate and match the particles with
their paired counterparts. Because the original particle displacements are usually much smaller than the particle
image  sizes,  the  particle-image  pairs  are  usually  superimposed  and  this  automatically  groups  together  the
related particles without additional processing steps. In addition, OCR makes no direct use of the particle image
positions  for  displacement  determination.  Instead,  OCR  uses  the  far-field  interference  between  the  displaced
images for its complex-correlation displacement analysis. Consequently, this proposed enhancement of particle-
field  imaging  is,  by  nature,  highly  tolerant  of  particle-location  inaccuracies.  In  fact,  the  only  purpose  of  the
location information is to maximize the signal strength of the corresponding far-field interference fringes.

Consider  the schematic shown in Figure 13.2.  This figure  shows the fiber  interrogation system with the added
particle-field  imaging optics.  In this,  the particle-field  imaging process can be broken into two separate opera-
tions:  particle-targeting  and  particle-focusing.  The  first,  particle-targeting  operation  uses  a  CCD  camera  to
capture a wide-angle snapshot of the particle field. Shown in Figure 13.2, the particle-targeting optics are given
by the elements:  hologram-H,  beam splitters-BS1 & BS2, camera lens-L2, and camera array-CCD2. While the
fiber probe  remains stationary at a particular  object point location,  the CCD camera takes a single snapshot of
the particle-field  neighborhood that corresponds with the fiber-probe location. Here, the camera lens is set at a
low numeric aperture such that the depth-of-field is large. This permits a significant volume of the particle field
to  be  visible  to  the  camera  at  any  given  time.  Because  many  particles  are  simultaneously  visible,  the  CCD
camera only needs to acquire new images at widely-spaced particle-field locations. After a field observation has
been  acquired  by  this  camera,  the  particle  images  are  identified  in  the  computer  and  are  later  used  to  help
position  the  fiber  probe  over  the  different  individual  particle  locations  for  velocity  measurement.  Before  this
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can be accomplished, however, the individual particle depths must also be located and this is the second opera-
tion of the field-imaging process.

PH2

BS2L2

BS1

PD

PH1CCD1L1

CCD2

H

Fiber Probe

Figure  13.2

Fiber  interrogation  system  enhanced  with  particle-field  imaging  optics:  BS1,  BS2,  L2,  CCD2,  PH2,  PD.  Here,  the
components are accurately depicted to scale with actual ray-traced lines drawn between them.

In  the  second  and  final  stage  of  the  field-imaging  process,  each  of  the  previously  determined  particle  image
centers are further located in three-dimensions for velocity extraction. Previously, the CCD camera view of the
particle  field  was inherently  two-dimensional  in content  and, as such,  only provided an angular discrimination
of  the  particle  locations.  Originally,  the  particle-field  image  was  taken  at  a  single  fiber-probe  position.  This
position now becomes a reference point in the object space. From this reference point, the angular coordinates
of the particle images are mapped in the computer. Next, the fiber probe is dynamically translated along predeter-
mined  angular  trajectories  that  correspond  to  particular  particle  image  positions.  This  time,  a  different  optical
arrangement  is  used  to  dynamically  track  the  particle  field  intensity  due  to  the  optical  probe  location.  These
optics  are  given,  in  Figure 13.2,  by  the  elements:  hologram-H,  beam splitters-BS1  & BS2,  pin  hole-PH2,  and
photodetector-PD.  In  this  system,  the  pinhole,  PH2,  is  arranged  to  receive  the  same  particle  field  information
that reaches the pin hole at PH1. The photodetector, PD, then samples the intensity signal strength from the pin
hole,  PH2.  In  this  process,  each  of  the  previously  identified  particle  images  are  located  in  three-dimensional
space  as  a  result  of  the  real-time  photo-detector  feedback  signal  about  the  dynamically  translated  fiber-probe
position.  When  the  photo-detector  signal  strength  is  maximized,  the  fiber  probe  stops  its  three-dimensional
movement and is automatically  left centered on a particular particle image. After the particle displacement  has
been  extracted  via far-field  fringe analysis,  the next  closest  particle  image  subject  is selected  by the computer
and the process continues in a similar fashion until every desired velocity measurement has been taken.

In closing, there are four important design issues to be clarified. These further details, however, may be skipped
by  the  casual  reader  without  loss  of  continuity.  Firstly,  the  particle-field  camera,  CCD2,  is  only  meant  to
acquire new information when a different region of the particle field is about to be explored. In general, image-
sampling  operations  are  quite  time  consuming  and  can  present  a  bottleneck  to  holographic  data  extraction
procedures. As such, it is generally desired to minimize the use of frame grab operations whenever possible. In
this  case,  the  particle-field  camera  has  a  wide angle  of  view and  is  therefore  capable  of  identifying  numerous
particle images in a single snapshot. Since each pair of particle images represent a new velocity measurement, it
is  only  necessary  to  obtain  a  new  camera  snapshot  after  all  of  the  encompassed  particle  images  have  been
investigated. As a result, the use of CCD2 should not significantly increase the velocity data extraction time.
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In contrast,  the photodetector  signal,  used in the second phase,  is interpreted in real time without any drain on
the  data  extraction  process.  A  second  important  design  issue  pertains  to  the  photodetector  type.  There  are
actually several different forms of photodetectors available for use. These types include: avalanche photomulti-
pliers,  avalanche  photo  diodes,  traditional  photo  diodes,  and  quadrant  detectors.  Obviously  the  avalanche-
variety  of  detector  would  be  useful  in  low  signal  situations.  Alternatively,  a  quadrant  detector  system  could
permit  angular  steering  to  help  correct  for  lateral  misalignments  of  the  fiber  probe.  The  precise  choice  of
detector,  however, is probably best  determined through experimental  tests of comparison  between the different
detectors.

There remain two important design issues left to be discussed. The next issue involves the choice of beamsplit-
ters for BS1 and BS2. In order to minimize aberrations in the imaging process, these beamsplitters should be as
thin as possible.  This could be accomplished with a pellicle-type construction or the beamsplitter  could have a
more rigid construction with an anti-refection coating on one side. The first beamsplitter, BS1, should probably
not sample more than 10 percent of the incident radiation so that most of the incident signal reaches the far-field
detector  system  (given  by:  PH1,  L1,  &  CCD1).  In  addition,  this  BS1  beamsplitter  will  need  to  have  larger
dimensions  than  required  for  BS2.  Most  likely,  the  dimensions  for  BS1  will  need  to  be  50  mm  or  larger  in
diameter.  On  the  other  hand,  the  beam  reflectance/  transmittance  ratio  for  BS2  should  probably  be  50/50.
Furthermore, BS2 could either have the same dimensions of BS1 or be slightly smaller.

Finally, there is one last  design issue to be considered.  This issue concerns the form of lens, L2, to be used in
the  particle-field  imaging  process.  As  shown  in  Figure  13.2,  the  projected  holographic  particle  images  are
formed close  to the location  of camera array,  CCD2. Therefore,  the camera  lens, L2,  will have to be a macro-
type lens in order cope with the close proximity of the particle image space. Rather  than using a physical  lens
for L2, another option would be to place a pin hole aperture before the focus of the projected particle images to
reduce the numeric aperture and then to locate the bare CCD array directly in the projected image field. Another
option for L2 would be to use a telecentric imaging lens that provides constant magnification across the image
space  volume.  Finally,  a  low-magnification  magnifying  objective  could  be  used  for  the  lens  L2.  Once  again,
however,  these design options are probably best  determined through experimental  tests of comparison between
the  different  choices.  This  choice  of  imaging  lens  will  effect  the  mapping  relationship  between  the  particle
image and the particle space. In this regard, each type of lens can change the dependence between having more
angular  dependence  or  having  more  spatial  dependence  in the  resulting CCD image.  In addition,  the  different
lens choices will  exhibit  different field  distortions.  Furthermore,  the OCR process has  its  own image mapping
dependencies that were derived previously in Chapter 6.

ü 13.2.5 Redesign of the Particle-Field Fourier-Transform Lens and Pinhole Assembly

As discussed  previously  in Section  8.2.6,  the present  pinhole-lens  system in the  interrogation assembly  uses  a
commercial  video  camera  lens  that  has  some  of  its  lens  elements  placed  both  before  and  after  the  pinhole
aperture  stop  of  the  lens,  whereas,  the  pinhole-lens  arrangement  shown  in  Figures  6.3,  13.1  and  13.3  has  the
pinhole appearing as the very first element, followed in sequence by the Fourier Transform lens. This difference
in  design  appears  to  have  mostly  minor  side-effects,  with  one  important  side-effect  being  that  the  physical
location of the internal pinhole is harder to measure.

It  is therefore  suggested that  the design of  the current pinhole-lens  assembly be revisited  for  further  optimiza-
tion.  In particular,  it  is important  that  the Fourier-transform lens  exhibit  low distortion  such that  the hologram
fringes  are  imaged  without  distorting  the  shape  of  the  fringes.  Furthermore,  the  pinhole-lens  design  should
enable an interchangeable  pinhole that is separately mounted in front of the Fourier-transform lens, as depicted
and discussed previously. Perhaps the greatest design challenge will be to determine a lens design in which the
lens  elements  can  be  purchased  off-the-shelf  with  the  proper  focal  length  and  numeric  aperture  that  the  fully
utilizes the CCD sensor array area. For this, it may even be necessary to slightly modify the present hologram to
pinhole spacing  in order  to match  the most  suitable,  commercially-available,  lens system. In addition,  the lens
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structure  should  have  the  simplest  structure  possible  and  ideally  contain  only  a  single  element.  Finally,  it  is
probably  best for  the pinhole attachment to use a drilled out hole rather than a collapsible  iris in order to have
the most accurate, predetermined dimensions.

ü 13.2.6 Improvements to the Optical Processor

Although the present optical processor system has already been optimized for diffraction-limited behavior, there
are  a  number  of  potential  improvements  available  that  could  significantly  enhance  its  performance.  In  this
subsection we will discuss three such enhancements.

Use of Improved Spatial Light Modulator

The  present  optical  processor  system  uses  an  inexpensive,  liquid-crystal,  color  television  unit  (LCTV)  as  a
spatial  light  modulator  (SLM). As discussed  previously  in Chapter  9,  this  unit  does  not  perform optimally  for
this  application.  In  particular,  the  present  unit  has  comparatively  low  spatial  resolution  in  contrast  with  other
SLM units now available. In addition, its color-display effectively reduces its spatial resolution by a factor of 3
in  this  monochromatic  illumination  setting.  Consequentially,  the  restricted  capacity  of  the  present  LCTV unit
can  severely  restrict  the  displacement  measurement  resolution  of  the  optical  processor.  More  specifically,  the
video  camera  used  in  the  holographic  interrogation  system  has  the  capacity  of  640x480  pixels.  After  video
signal  is  fed  into  the  optical  processor,  the  LCTV  unit  has  a  constricted  capacity  of  approximately  200x100
pixels. The result of this constricted capacity is that the potential displacement measurement range is decreased
in proportion  to this  constriction.  For example, the present  system has an total  displacement  range of approxi-
mately ± 50 microns for out-of-plane motion and ± 25 microns for in-plane movement. If the full video capacity
were available in the optical processor, the total available displacement range could be improved by a factor of
4 to allow ± 200 microns and ± 100 microns in the respective, out-of-plane and in-plane, displacement measure-
ments. Nevertheless, local displacement gradients could instead limit the displacement range factor if more than
one particle image pair is present in the sampling aperture.

In addition to the aforementioned improvement, an enhanced SLM in the optical processor would also simplify
the displacement  measurement  process itself.  With  the present  system,  the reduce  pixel  capacity  of  the LCTV
pushes  the correlation signal  close to the undesired  self-correlation signal  in the optical-transformed  result.  To
make matters  worse, the self-correlation  peak has  a tendency to optically  interfere with the desired correlation
peak  and  this  alters  the  displacement  measurement.  Consequently,  larger  displacement  measurements  can  be
distorted by the present optical processor. In addition, the correlation-peak search algorithms must now contend
with  the  close  proximity  effect  from  the  self-correlation  signal.  In  some  events,  during  a  correlation  search
operation,  the self-correlation peak can completely mask the presence of the desired correlation signal at some
point  in  the  process.  This  added  complexity  in  the  correlation  peak  search  process  can  result  in  a  reduced
system  performance.  In  contrast,  the  use  of  a  better  SLM  would  enable  the  correlation  signal  to  consistently
maintain  a safe  distance  from the self-correlation  peak.  This,  in turn, would permit  the peak-search  process to
roboustly operate with optimum efficiency.

Use of SMART or High-Speed Camera to Sample Optical-Correlation Image

At best,  the  present  system has been shown capable  of  displacement  processing  between  one  and two  vectors
per second. In this case, the process bottleneck occurs during the correlation peak search operation. The system
is limited by the video image rate of 25 frames per second that is required to grab one image slice of the optical
correlation function. However, in order to make an accurate assessment of three-correlation peak position, more
than 10 correlation image frames are typically required.  Consequently,  there are two distinct  ways to speed up
this process: intelligent in-camera processing or off camera high-speed video processing.

One  such  intelligent  camera  is  the  SMART  camera.  The  SMART  camera  is  capable  of  performing  on-chip
image moment of inertia calculations  at speeds greater  than 1000 per second. Fundamentally,  the three-dimen-
sional displacement  measurement  is based on the calculation of the first and second moments of interia  for the
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correlation image. These two types of moment-calculations  then respectively describe the projected correlation
image centroid position and the projected correlation image peak diameter. From these pieces of data, the three-
dimensional  correlation  is  determined  by  locating  the  projected  correlation  image  with  the  smallest  diameter.
Finally, rather than sending the images to the computer analysis system, the SMART camera simply returns the
calculated  moment  information.  By  making  these  calculations  on  chip  the  SMART  camera  implementation
could  potentially  enable  100  displacement  measurements  per  second,  were it  not  for  more  basic limitations  in
the SLM framing rate.

Instead of on-board calculations,  the second approach is to use a high speed video camera that feeds the image
frames  to  the  computer  at  1000  frames  per  second.  With  such  a  high-speed  computer  interface,  this  second
approach  could  potentially  match  the  process  speeds  of  the  SMART  camera,  although  with  far  more  data-
transfer overhead. Unfortunately, however, both of these methods cannot be completely exploited by our optical
processor system. For such high-speed camera systems, the process-speed bottleneck switches from the correla-
tion camera system in the optical processor to the SLM unit. Since most SLM's in use today have image relax-
ation  times  that  are  comparable  to  standard  video-frame  rates,  the  optical  processor  speed  is  not  likely  to
surpass 25 measurements per second.

Use of Stereo Analysis in Optical Fringe Processing

Rather than using a high-speed correlation-imaging camera to sample the projected optical  correlation space at
high frame rates,  there exists  an alternative  approach  for fast optical  correlation measurement.  This alternative
approach is to use stereo imaging to locate the three-dimensional optical correlation peak. The easiest way to do
this is with a specially designed mask element placed against the spatial light modular in the optical processor.
This mask contains two or more holes that are located at opposite sides of the SLM aperture. Determination of
the  precise  shape  and  location  of  these  mask  holes,  however,  will  require  further  experimentation.  As  an
alternative to a mechanical mask, the mask could use electronically-switched liquid crystal shutters. Otherwise,
the  masking  operation  could  be implemented  in  software.  In  this  latter  case,  the  far-fringe  video  signal  to  the
SLM would be intercepted and modified through an intermediate computer link.

Regardless of its physical design, this mask must perform two roles. First of all, each hole in the mask decreases
the numeric  aperture of the optical processor  and extends the depth-of-focus of the resulting projected correla-
tion image. This increased depth-of-focus then permits the correlation signal to be clearly projected against the
correlation-imaging  camera  without  additional  focus  operations.  Second  of  all,  each  mask  hole  provides  a
distinct  perspective  of the correlation space.  During  the correlation measurement  operation,  the different mask
holes are alternately opened for sequential frames of the correlation-imaging camera. These distinct correlation
views,  however,  all  share  the  same  processor  optics,  but  at  different  instants  in  time  such  that  the  views  are
sequentially  processed.  The correlation  image  from the  combination  of  these  separate  views  are  later  triangu-
lated through the computer analysis of the images to determine the three-dimensional correlation peak position.

This  technique  has  the  benefit  that  it  requires only  two correlation-image  frame-grabs  to  accurately  determine
the  three-dimensional  peak  rather  than  scanning  the  correlation  image  space  with  numerous  frame-grabs  in
order  to  recover  the  correlation  position.  Unfortunately,  because  of  the  mask-imposed  reduction  in  numeric
aperture, the technique will experience some loss in the correlation signal  strength as well as the displacement
measurement accuracy. In particular, the reduced numeric aperture will create an increased point spread for the
correlation  imaging  system.  This  will,  in  turn,  increase  the  correlation  peak size which  can potentially  reduce
the peak measurement  accuracy.  Furthermore,  for  different  mask designs,  there are  likely  to be some inherent
trade-offs between correlation measurement accuracy and  correlation signal strength.

Finally, similar to the high-speed camera proposal, the ultimate measurement speed of this correlation measure-
ment  system  is  limited  by  the  reaction  rates  of  the  SLM.  Here  again,  the  system  is  not  likely  to  surpass  25
measurements per second. In comparison with the high speed camera method, the stereo analysis method would
be less difficult to implement but would also result in some loss in measurement accuracy.
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ü 13.2.7 Digital Alternatives for Far-Field Fringe Processing

Instead  of  employing  an  optical  processor,  a  different  alternative  uses  digital  methods  to  analyze  the  spatial
power spectrum.  In this subsection,  we will discuss two different forms of digital  analysis that are particularly
favored  by  this  author.  In  addition  to  these  two  methods,  there  exists  any  number  of  other  digital  approaches
that might be also employed. Roughly speaking, such methods employ various forms of fringe counting, fringe-
curvature  measurement,  and fringe-pattern  matching. Potentially,  these alternative, digital methods could result
in  a  faster  displacement  measurement  extraction.  At  this  time,  however,  the  author  does  not  feel  that  such
methods are sufficiently roboust for further consideration.

Before  embarking  further  on  digital  fringe-processing  alternatives,  an  obvious  unanswered  question  still
remains. In particular, why use digital methods for fringe processing? Indeed, a large fraction of this thesis has
been  occupied  with  the  successful  development  of  an  optical  processor,  and  this  now  appears  to  serve  its
function extremely well. The answer to this question has several parts. The most important reason is that optical
processors  are  technically  challenging  to  fabricate  and  cannot,  at  present,  be  purchased  off-the-shelf  from  a
commercial provider. As such, the optical processor introduces an unwanted barrier to the potential user of this
new  measurement  technology.  A  second  reason  is  that  personal  computers  are  now  sufficiently  fast  that  the
specialized optical-processing methods are have become less advantageous. In addition, fast personal computers
are  sufficiently  inexpensive  to  be  readily  available  without  any  budgetary  concerns.  In  fact,  even  the  raw
components required to fabricate an optical processor are undoubtedly more expensive than its fully-assembled
digital  equivalent.  Furthermore,  the  use  of  digital  fringe  processing  greatly  reduces  the  number  of  optical
components  present  in  the  measurement  system and,  hence,  simplifies  the  design.  Finally,  as  demonstrated  in
Chapter  10,  the  use  of  an  optical  processor  requires  additional  instrument  calibration  steps  before  accurate
measurements  can  be  taken.  In  contrast,  digital-processed  methods  of  fringe  analysis  will  not  require  any
calibration  as  long  as  the  fiber-interrogation  system's  geometric  dimensions  are  accuracy  known.  As a  conse-
quence  of  all  of  these  issues,  the  use  of  digital  far-field  fringe  processing  will  make  the  overall  holographic
displacement measurement technique far more attractive to potential users.

Digital Fresnel-Transform

In both of the digital approaches to be discussed, the analog-operation of the optical processor is mimicked by
the  new  digital  algorithms.  At  first,  we  shall  discuss  a  technique  that  uses  a  digital  version  of  the  Fresnel-
transform, where the Fresnel-transform corresponds with a complex Fourier-transform followed by the addition
of quadratic-varying  phase (ie focus operation)  to the complex field. Later on, we will consider digital method
of  stereo  fringe  analysis.  The  first  method  to  be  discussed  works  by  mimicking  the  iterative  correlation-peak
search  procedure  found  in  the  current  optical  processor  system.  Initially,  the  technique  takes  the  real-valued
bitmap  of  the  digitized  far-field  fringes  and  converts  the  bitmap  table  into  complex  numbers  whose  phases
correspond  with the  fringe-image  intensity  values.  This table  of  complex  numbers  is analogous  with the com-
plex  field  found  after  the  spatial  light  modulator  in  the  optical  processor.  Next,  a  quadratic-varying  phase  is
added to this complex-number  table and this is analogous to the speaker-coil focusing of the correlation image
space.  Here,  an  incremental  quadratic  phase  is  added  to  correspond  with  a  particular  correlation  focal-plane
position.  Finally,  the  technique  takes  the  fast  Fourier-transform  of  the  complex-bitmap  to  obtain  a  digital
complex  image  of  the  three-dimensional  complex-correlation  function.  This  step  is  analogous  to  the  Fourier-
transform  lens  behavior  in  the  optical  processor  with  the  exception  that  the  complex  phase  information  is
retained in the digital result.

Before  the  displacement  measurement  is  complete,  however,  the  digital  procedure  depends  on  an  iterative
search  through  the  complex-correlation  space  to  determine  the  accurate  three-dimensional  position  of  the
correlation peak. Analogous to the speaker coil movement in the optical processor, the digital focus operation is
determined  by  the  incremental  quadratic  phase  that  was  originally  added  to  the  complex-valued  fringe  table.
Unfortunately,  each of these iterative steps requires a fast Fourier-transform step as well and such a calculation
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is  computationally  expensive.  Nevertheless,  with  today's  fast  computer  systems,  the  overall  computation  time
can  be  competitive  with  an  equivalent  optical  processor-based  configuration.  Also  like  the  optical  processor,
these iterative procedures can be further minimized with the use of stereo analysis of the fringes. Such a digital-
based, fringe analysis is the next topic of discussion.

Use of Stereo Analysis in Digital Fringe Processing

Stereo techniques  in digital  fringe processing  follows the same procedural  course discussed  in the last  subsec-
tion for the  optical  processor.  In particular,  the digitized fringe map is digitally  processed with a bitmap mask
that  spatially  confines  the  fringe  information  to  two  or  more  outward-lying  confined  regions  of  the  original
fringe map. These regions are then separately processed to produce two or more digital images of the complex-
correlation  space.  By  restricting  the  area  of  each  fringe  to a  smaller  region of  the  fringe  bitmap,  the  resulting
complex  Fourier-transform  is  less  sensitive  to  quadratic  phase  variations.  As  a  consequence,  the  out-of-focus
numeric  correlation  function  can  retain  its  spatial  definition.  With  this,  the  three-dimensional  position  of  the
correlation function is revealed through triangulation of the separately-transformed stereo views of the complex
correlation.  As  discussed  previously  in  subsection  13.2.6  for  the  optical  processor-based  stereo  correlation,
there are likely to be some inherent trade-offs between correlation measurement accuracy and correlation signal
strength.  Such  trade-offs  will  be  a  function  of  the  particular  bitmap  mask  configuration,  the  design  of  which
needs  to  be  determined  through  experiment.  Overall,  however,  the  technique  will  enable  faster  processing  of
displacement  measurements.  As  another  alternative  approach,  one  could  combine  the  two  digital  methods  for
stereo  fringe  processing  and  Fresnel-transform  processing  to  obtain  faster  displacement  measurement  while
insuring  the greatest  measurement  accuracy.  Such  an approach  would first  use stereo  digital  analysis  to deter-
mine an approximate location of the three-dimensional correlation centroid.  This would be followed by a more
accurate  Fresnel-transform  analysis  with  the  stereo-based  solution  as  the  initial  condition  to  the  iterative
technique.

Although  each  of  the  above  digital  techniques  have  an  optical  analog,  there  are  some  inherent  advantages  to
digital methods that are not available in their optical equivalent. In particular, digital correlation can be numeri-
cally filtered to remove the unwanted self-correlation signal as well as other forms of noise. In addition, digital-
based correlation can retain its phase information in the final correlation result, whereas, optical correlation can
normally  provide  only  the  correlation  intensity  information.  This  is  particularly  important  with  the  Fresnel-
transform approach,  described above, because the phase information can be used more accurately to determine
the correlation focus in three-dimensional space. In general, the phase information is rapidly varying in regions
away from the correlation focus but becomes more uniform near the correlation focal point. This phase gradient
can then provide a more sensitive test than otherwise given by the correlation-intensity  information.  Therefore,
with  the  combined  ability  of  digital  correlation  to be  numeric-filtered  and  phase-tested,  digital  fringe  analysis
promises to enhance the accuracy and roboust nature of OCR displacement measurement.

ü 13.2.8 Improvements to the Hardware and Software Interface

While the fundamental  OCR methodology has been successfully  demonstrated through this thesis,  its practical
application  to  automated  measurement  still  requires  further  refinement.  In  this  subsection,  we  will  consider
some improvements  to  the computer  hardware  and  software  implementation.  There  several  deficiencies  in the
present  computer  automation  system  that  need  to  be  considered.   Some  of  these  issues  have  been  examined
previously in Chapter 9, but we will now consider some more innovative designs that are aimed at streamlining
the overall project development process.

First,  before  addressing  specific  design  issues  in  the  present  holographic  system,  it  is  helpful  to  consider  the
issues  of  project  development  in  a  more  general  context.  In  many  respects,  development  of  this  holographic
measurement system shares concerns that are common to many types of automated measurement systems. At a
fundamental  level,  the  measurement  system  requires  computer-automated  support  of  specific  forms  of  elec-
tronic and mechanical hardware. Often, in the course of the project development, the specific forms of hardware
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components can change as older components  are replaced by newer, more advanced hardware  components. At
the same time,  these components  have  to be controlled  through some form of computer  system and the  corre-
sponding software must ultimately have a user interface. Unfortunately, such computer software is often linked
to specific forms of equipment hardware in such a way that the software must be completely redesigned when-
ever the hardware  is altered.  Furthermore,  both the hardware  and software is typically  dependent on a specific
computer  platform  such  that  any  future  development  on  a  different  platform environment  becomes  difficult  if
not  impossible  without  beginning  the  entire  process  from scratch.  Another  problem is  that  the  computer  soft-
ware used to communicate with the hardware must, by nature, be written in a "low-level" language, such as the
C-language.  At  the  same time the  software  data  analysis  and  user  interface  is ideally  suited for  a "high-level"
language,  such  as  Mathematica  or  MatLab,  but  is  often,  instead,  held  hostage  to  the  hardware  development
process  and is implemented in the same, low-level  language in order to simplify and speed the initial  develop-
ment efforts.

The result  of  these  issues  is that  evolutionary  changes  in  the hardware  and  corresponding  software  during the
course of system refinement is tedious and heavily laden with pitfalls. The process of evolutionary development
then becomes a process of crisis management  and any additional refinement  must  first overcome the inertia of
pre-existing  system  biases.  As  the  system  continues  to  grow  and  evolve,  it  becomes  increasingly  difficult  for
further improvements to occur and, at some point, the system development cannot be continued without starting
over. Unfortunately, this usually results in wasted software development,  which is the most expensive waste of
all. The danger in all of this is that, at the beginning of a new project,  it is always tempting to take a develop-
ment  path  that  produces  the  most  results  in  the  least  period  of  time.  Once  the  development  path  has  been
chosen, however, the built-in inertia of the work grows ever-larger and it becomes increasingly difficult to make
any  fundamental  change  to  the  development  direction.  As  in  many  things  in  life,  the  path  of  least  resistance
does  not  always  lead  to  the  best  final  outcome,  and  nowhere  is  this  more  true  than  in  project  development.
Nevertheless,  the beauty about making mistakes is that mistakes can teach a lesson to those who are willing to
listen.  Such  a  lesson  has  been  the  basis  of  this  discussion.  Of  course,  those  who  do  not  listen  are  destined  to
repeat the same mistakes again.

The present  holographic  system has been mostly  built  with platform-specific  hardware  and software  technolo-
gies.  In  particular,  the  computer  operating  system has  been Microsoft  Windows  95 and  the  software  develop-
ment  environment  has  been  the  C-language  for  Microsoft  Windows.  Furthermore,  a  Data-Translation  frame-
grabber board has been installed in the computer system and all of its libraries have been specifically configured
for  the  Microsoft  Windows  environment.  In  addition  to  the  frame-grabber  board,  a  second  instrument  control
board  has  been installed  to digitize analog  signals and  create analog  output  voltages.  The driving software  for
this  board  was  again  specific  for  the  Windows  environment.  Finally,  the  project's  software  user  interface  has
been  custom-written  in the  C-language.  One platform independent  hardware  item,  however,  has  been utilized.
This  is  a  Unidex  three-axis  translation  stage  that  has  its  own control  box which  communicates  via an RS-232
parallel port to the computer system. Nevertheless, it is clear from these descriptions that the overall project has
been  heavily  dependent  on  computer-platform-specific  hardware  and  low-level,  hardware-dependent  software.
The consequence of such dependences has already been pointed out in the above discussions. Therefore, I wish
to propose a new approach which  seeks to insolate  any hardware-dependences  from the software development
process in order to create a hardware-independent development environment.

When  a new electronic  consumer  product  is  developed,  the  product  is  usually  designed  for  its  manufacture  at
the  least  possible  cost.  This  means  that  the  product  uses  a  carefully  integrated  design  in  which  every  internal
component  has  been  carefully  designed  to  operate  successfully  within  certain  working  parameters  without
wasting  the  resources  of  the  system:  either  financially  or  otherwise.  The  net  effect  of  this  is  that,  once  con-
structed,  the  system  is  highly  specialized  and  highly  intolerant  to  any  future  changes  made  to  the  specified
design  parameters.  Such  a  system is  incapable  of  evolution.  If  a  slightly  different  product  is  desired,  then the
design process starts  over again with entirely different components.  Such a process is the opposite of the ideal
scientific product development cycle. Instead,  a new scientific product should be highly tolerant of change and
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immune  to  internal  component  variations.  Over  the  course  of  scientific  product  development,  nearly  every
aspect of the design is likely to be changed, especially the system's software.

A Web-Based Instrument

The best way to create component-specific  immunity is to decouple the high-level  software functions  from the
low-level  hardware  functions.  In  particular,  the  high-level  software  should  not  be  dependent  on  low-level
system  features.  In  order  to  achieve  such  a  decoupling,  there  needs  to  exist  a  communication  protocol  that
connects the various high-level and low-level functions. Furthermore, the high-level functions should be written
in  a  high-level,  platform-independent,  software  environment.  In  particular,  the  high-level  functions  should  be
portable  between  different  computer  operating  systems  to  prevent  its  future  obsolescence.  It  is  therefore  pro-
posed to create a web-site for the instrument hardware. Here, all of the low-level hardware-dependent functions
are written in the Java language and are embedded on a local web-server computer system. This instrument web-
site then communicates in Java through high-speed internet channels to other computers that hold the high-level
software functions which can be written in either Java, Mathematica, or MatLab. As a consequence, the univer-
sal protocols of the web can be used to transmit and receive the hardware-specific data. Furthermore, the high-
level  operations  of  the  instrument  does  not  need be  present  on  the  same computer  that  services  the  low-level
instrument  control  and data  acquisition.  As such, the  high-level  software development  truly  becomes indepen-
dent of hardware-specific  issues.  This greatly enhances  the evolutionary  processes  of system development  and
ensures the long-term longevity of the resulting software solutions.

Finally,  the resulting,  web-based  system can take  advantage  of parallel  data-processing  on multiple  computers
without requiring  any  changes  to the system's  basic architecture.  In particular, the use of Java with web-based
data  distribution  can  become  an  ideal  conduit  for  parallel  processing.  In  fact,  the  Java  language  enables  any
computer that is connected to the web to service as a surrogate,  platform-independent,  parallel-processing unit.
In interpretive mode,  Java applets  can be invoked on distant  web browsers to perform distributed  calculations.
The  calculation  results  from  each  computer  node  can  then  be  transmitted  to  a  single  computer  system  that
contains  the data  storage  and user  interface.  Through such parallel-process  techniques,  the cycle time for  each
displacement measurement is limited only by the low-level hardware capabilities.

ü 13.2.9 Alternative In-line, Transmission Methods for Object-Conjugate Reconstruction

Throughout this thesis, the methods of OCR have always utilized an in-line reflection-hologram geometry. The
object-conjugate  reconstruction  technique,  however,  can  also  be extended  to  an in-line  transmission-hologram
geometry. Such an implementation would result in a trade-off of benefits, however, from the original reflection
technique.  In  particular,  such  a  technique  would  experience  greater  levels  of  noise  but  would  benefit  from
reduced image distortion that, in return, could enhance the spatial-imaging resolution. In addition, the use of an
in-line transmission  geometry  could permit  the  application  of pulsed-lasers  for  holographic  flow measurement
that exhibit  reduced-coherence and lower-power capabilities. Otherwise, in-line transmission techniques would
benefit  high-speed  studies  such  as  supersonic  flows,  where  the  larger  recorded  fringe  dimensions  would  be
more  tolerant  of  high-speed  motion  effects.  In  contrast  with  traditional  in-line  transmission  holography,  the
OCR  transmission  technique  would  continue  to  possess  image-shift  capabilities  that  provides  directional
discrimination  of  the  velocity  measurement.  Finally,  such  in-line  transmission  recording  methods  would  have
lower film-resolution requirements and permit the use of films with greater light sensitivity.  This form of OCR
could  then  be  applied  to  holocinematographic  velocimetry.  Furthermore,  such  in-line-transmission  methods
could enhance the application of fully digital holographic recording techniques in the future.
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Simple In-Line Transmission Recording

The simplest form of such an in-line transmission-recording  configuration is shown in Figure 13.3. This single-
beam  geometry  uses  the  identical  holocamera  optics  of  the  reflection-recording  geometry,  but  with  the  holo-
graphic plate placed on the opposite side of the particle field from the rest of the holocamera.  During the OCR
analysis, the hologram is relocated to lie between the fiber probe and the far-field camera optics. In this arrange-
ment,  the fiber  probe  direction  is also  reversed to  face into the  new hologram location  as well  as  the far-field
camera optics. This simple arrangement could be applied to a variety of flow settings, however, surface displace-
ment  measurement  would  be  precluded.  In  addition,  any  introduced  optical  windows  to  the  system  would
contribute additional scatter-noise to the hologram, H.

H
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L1

Reference
Beam

Particle
Field

Figure  13.3

Simple  in-line,  transmission-type,  OCR recording of a particle  field.  Here,  the reference  beam passes  through the particle
field and serves for particle illumination. As a result, surface displacement measurement is not possible with this geometry.
Although not depicted, two slightly shifted reference beams are still utilized, as before, to provide directional discrimination
in the velocity measurement.

In-Line Transmission Recording with Back-Scatter Illumination

Analogous  to the reflection  hologram geometry,  the in-line,  transmission-type  hologram can  also benefit  from
back-scatter  particle illumination.  Two possible back-scatter  geometries are immediately apparent, as shown in
Figures 13.4 and 135. Figure 13.4 shows a geometry that avoids sending the reference beam through the particle
field.  This  in-line  geometry  enables  higher  particle  concentrations  to  be  utilized  and  permits  the  use  of  solid
objects  instead  of  particles  for  surface-displacement  measurement.  Furthermore,  the  back-scatter  illumination
broadens the particle-field scattering distribution at the hologram and creates a larger effective numeric aperture
of  the  particle  field  in  the  recorded  hologram.  Unlike  the  reflection-arrangement  shown  previously  in  Figure
13.1,  this time, a polarizing  beamsplitter  cannot be as effectively used since the reflected reference beam must
share the  same polarization  as the particle-scattered  light  at the hologram,  H. As a consequence,  the incoming
object beam and reference beam must use the same polarization state. This arrangement wastes energy through
the beamsplitter. Although not shown, the partially-transmitted object beam has the unfortunate ability to scatter
stray  light  off  of  the  lens  optics  and  into  the  recording  hologram.  Such  scattering  would  occur  at  an  oblique
angle to the particle field, however, such that its effects are less damaging.

Figure 13.5 shows a second variation for in-line recording geometry with back-scatter illumination of a particle
field.  Unlike the arrangement  shown in Figure  13.4,  a polarizing  beamsplitter  can  be employed here  since  the
reference  beam passes  through  beamsplitter  with  the  same  polarization  state  as  the  transmitted  particle  back-
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scatter.  This arrangement  comes  at the  cost  of  sending the  reference beam through  the particle field.  As such,
surface  displacement  measurement  is  not  possible.  In  essence,  the  particle  back-scatter  from the  added  object
beam  supplements  the  pre-existing  particle  forward-scatter  from  the  reference  beam.  Note  that  the  polarizing
beamsplitter  prevents  any  object-generated  stray  light  from  reaching  the  hologram  since  the  object  beam  is
cross-polarized to the reference beam and any resulting lens-surface scatter gets filtered out by the beamsplitter.

In all  of the illustrations given for back-scatter  illumination,  the beamsplitter  is represented as being very thin.
In practice some beamsplitters  (such as the pellicle type)  can indeed be sufficiently thin to neglect  their thick-
ness.  Other  forms  of  beamsplitters,  however,  do  possess  a  finite  thickness.  In  such  an  event,  the  beamsplitter
can be included in the holographic optical element (HOE) fabrication of the holocamera in much the same way
as  a  curved  thick  window,  described  previously  in  Chapters  6  and  7.  The  HOE  can  then  compensate  for  the
finite thickness effects of the beamsplitter during the reconstruction process, also described in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Field
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Figure  13.4

In-line, transmission-type,  OCR recording geometry with back-scatter illumination of a particle field. This arrangement is,
in many respects, similar to the reflection-geometry arrangement, shown in Figure 13.1. Note that the reference beam does
not pass through the particle field. This arrangement makes surface displacement measurement also possible.
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Figure  13.5

A second variation  for  the in-line  recording  geometry  with  back-scatter  illumination of  a particle  field.  This  arrangement
comes at the cost of sending the reference  beam through the particle  field. As such,  surface displacement measurement is
not possible.

ü 13.2.10 Holocinematographic Velocimetry with Object-Conjugate Reconstruction

Holocinematography  is  one  area  of  holographic  measurement  that  does  not  lend  itself  as  well  to  reflection-
hologram geometries.  In particular,  the reflection-hologram  geometry requires a greater laser-pulse  energy and
a  more  stable  recording  environment  than  otherwise  required.  Unfortunately,  holocinematography  must  use  a
laser  source  that  has  a  high  pulse-repetition  rate  (~ 1-10  KHz)  which  typically  comes  with  a  correspondingly
lower energy per pulse (~ 1-3 mJ). Furthermore, the holographic medium must be transported at a high velocity
across the recording space. As such, holocinematography is best suited for recording on plastic films rather than
glass-substrates.  In  addition,  reflection  holograms  are  severely  distorted  by  any  localized  warping  of  the
hologram surface profile. Therefore, reflection holograms are best taken on flat glass substrates.  In contrast, the
in-line transmission-hologram techniques, proposed in subsection 13.2.9, are much more tolerant of such issues.

As discussed in Chapter 1, other research efforts in the past for holocinematography have already demonstrated
the use of a drum-type recording  camera. In this, the holographic film is attached to the inside of a cylindrical
drum that is subsequently rotated to transport film across the recording optics. In a similar fashion, such a drum
camera could also be used here.  In fact,  the film drum system could  be used with any one  of the transmission
geometries  given  by  Figures  13.3,  13.4,  and  13.5.  If  sufficient  laser  energy  were  available,  a  second  object
beam could be deployed for  backscatter  illumination,  as shown in Figures 13.4 and 13.5.  Otherwise,  the more
simple in-line  geometry presented  in Figure  13.3 might  be more suitable.  For all  three in-line geometries,  two
different  pulsed-lasers  would  be  required  to  fire  in  rapid  succession  through  the  pulsed-holocamera  reference
optics, as described previously in Chapter 7. Here, the pulse separation between the two lasers should be several
orders of magnitude shorter  (~ 1-2 ms) than given by the individual laser pulse repetition rate (~ 100-1000 ms).
As a result,  each holographic frame would contain a single exposure from each of the two lasers. During OCR,
the  hologram  frame  would  then  generate  far-field  interference  fringes  from  the  combined  reference-beam
exposures of the two lasers.
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One large benefit  of the OCR technique for holocinematography is that the converging reference beam geome-
try allows a new holographic frame to be written onto an only partially-displaced film drum. As such, the drum
displacement  need  not  extend  over  the  entire  frame-width,  at  the  cost  of  additional  image  noise.  In  this,  the
quadratic  phase-front  from  each  reference  beam  allows  the  different  overlapping  frames  to  be  distinctly
encoded. From this, an independent far-field fringe analysis from each hologram frame can be performed. Since
the frames can  overlap  each other on  the recording  film,  each hologram frame can cover  a larger  film surface
area than otherwise possible. In order to carry out the OCR analysis of each frame, the holographic film is first
held  in  place  by a  curved  film-holder  whose  shape  matches  the  original  recording-drum  curvature.  From this,
the  fiber-illumination  analysis  of  each  hologram  frame  can  be  carried  out  in  the  same  general  manner  as
described previously, above.

As an alternative, a circular disk-type system could be used instead of the cylindrical drum-type camera system.
In fact, as discussed earlier in Chapter  1, a successful  disk-camera system has already been previously demon-
strated in a reported method for holocinematography. In our application,  a similar  disk-system would enable a
glass  holographic  plate  could  be  utilized  instead  of  holographic  film.  In  such  an  event,  the  reflection-type
hologram geometry with OCR might prove to be useful in this context after all.

ü 13.2.11 Prospects for Electronic Holographic Recording with Numeric Object-Conjugate 
Reconstruction

As discussed in Chapter 1, digital holographic recording with numeric reconstruction has only been successfully
demonstrated  in  the  last  few  years.  At  the  moment,  the  information  capacity  of  current  electronic  camera
sensors are many orders of magnitude away from directly competing with holographic film recording. Neverthe-
less,  there  already  exists  the  potential  for  digital  holographic  recording  to  benefit  micro-scale  applications  of
holographic  displacement  measurement.  At  present,  limited  space-bandwidth  capacity  of  electronic  sensors  of
2K  x  2K  pixels  can  provide  meaningful  holographic  displacement  measurement  of  flows  with  volumetic
dimensions on the order of one millimeter  cubed. The challenge is therefore to develop new methods of digital
recording that optimally  use the limited information-capacity of the electronic  sensor for holographic displace-
ment measurement.  In this regard, the OCR technique based on in-line transmission recording has potential. In
general, electronic holographic recording techniques can be used for both solid and fluid displacement measure-
ment. For the purposes of this discussion, however, we shall limit our attention to flow measurement.

For  holographic  velocimetry  in  flows,  it  is  not  possible  to  utilize  the  time-sequenced,  phase-shift  reference
beam  techniques  that  have  formerly  been  successfully  applied  to  in-line  electronic  holographic  recording  of
surfaces. In particular, during flow measurement, the particle field is moving in a dynamically changing fashion
such that  multiple  holographic  records with  constant  phase-shift  information  can  not be  taken over time. As a
consequence,  an  off-axis  reference  beam  is  instead  needed  if  unambiguous  phase  information  is  required.
However,  off-axis  methods  are  also  more  wasteful  of  the  hologram  information  bandwidth.  It  is  therefore
desirable to keep the reference beam as close as possible  to the hologram axis. In addition,  transmission  holo-
gram geometries must be utilized for electronic recording, since reflection holograms have a three-dimensional
grating structure that cannot be detected by conventional two-dimensional electronic sensors.

It is the author's belief that the in-line converging reference beam geometry can be an efficient encoding method
for the directional discrimination of displacement. In this regard, any of the transmission arrangements shown in
Figures 13.3 - 13.5 can also be used with electronic holography. In addition, the measurement  accuracy can be
further  enhanced  with  the  parallel  application  of  multiple,  spatially  distributed  detectors.  One  of  the  simplest
stereo-detector arrangements is shown below in Figure 13.6. Here, two detector arrays, D1 and D2, are located
opposite  the  particle  field  from the  reference  beam optics.  In  addition,  there  is  a  finite-sized  gap  between  the
two  detectors  in  order  to  increase  their  combined  spatial  resolving  power.  By  arranging  these  two  detector
arrays into a single  plane,  their  digitized images can be numerically  manipulated  and processed together  more
simply.  Otherwise,  the  two  detectors  could  have  non-coplanar  orientations  that  emphasize  specific  attributes.
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For example,  the  two detectors  could be individually  oriented  either  to minimize the  average reference carrier
frequency on each detector's surface or to maximize the solid angle of the particle field on each detector.

L1

D2

L2

D1

Reference
Beam

Particle
Field

Figure  13.6

Stereo electronic hologram detection of a particle field with numeric OCR. Stereo electronic holography can be used in an
analogous fashion with the back-scatter configurations, shown previously in Figures 13.4 and 13.5.

In  the  resulting  digital  stereo  analysis,  the  system  would  follow  the  same  analysis  process  that  was  formerly
performed  by  optical  object-conjugate  reconstruction.  In  particular,  using  computational  methods,  a  point
source is numerically  located  in the object  space and its  resulting quadratic  phase is  numerically  diffracted  by
the digital stereo holograms to a fixed pinhole aperture in the object-conjugate reconstruction space. Of course,
instead  of  a  physical  pinhole  aperture,  the  numeric  reconstruction  process  can  be  locally  carried  out  at  the
simulated  pinhole  region  in  space.  Therefore,  unlike  its  optical  analog,  the  numeric  OCR  does  not  need  to
simultaneously  construct  the  entire  particle  field  for  each  displacement  measurement.  Instead,  only  the  image
region of the pinhole is calculated. Finally,  the intensity of the complex-field at the simulated pinhole aperture
is  Fourier-transformed  to  provide  the  complex-correlation  function  of  the  probed  region  in  the  particle-field
space.

The  resulting  complex-field  function  will  have  a  depth-of-focus  that  is  dependent  on  the  limited  numeric
aperture  of  each  physical  detector.  This  limits  both  the  object-field  spatial-sampling  resolution  as  well  as  the
displacement  measurement  accuracy  for  each  single-detector  measurement.  To  improve  the  longitudinal
displacement accuracy, the information from the stereo detectors can be combined either coherently or incoher-
ently  to  produce  a  single  displacement  measurement  result.  With  such  a  combined  result,  the  displacement
measurement  accuracy  will,  instead,  correspond  with  the  numeric  aperture  that  spans  the  two  detectors.  A
fundamental  limitation,  however,  is  that  the  spatial  frequencies  of  the  interference  signal  must,  generally,  not
exceed  the  Nyquist-sampling  criteria  for  the  particular  detector  spatial  resolution.  In  particular,  the  spatial
frequencies  of  the  interference  pattern  present  at  the  detector  array  must  always  be  less  than  one  half  of  the
detector's  spatial  resolution.  In  addition,  the  number  of  detector  pixel  elements  should  always  be  greater  than
the total number of particles present in the object space.

Along with the forward-scattering arrangement  shown in Figure 13.6, the stereo detector arrangement  can also
be  employed  with  back-scatter  illumination,  as  shown previously  in  Figures  13.4  and  13.5.  Nevertheless,  this
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use of a single reference-path geometry with two offset detectors,  however, is not the most efficient use of the
detector information capacity. If instead, two sets of optical reference systems are separately employed with the
two  detector  arrays,  then  each  detector  could  be  located  at  the  center  of  its  converging  reference  beam path,
which  would  reduce  the  recorded  carrier-frequency  bandwidth.  In  addition,  the  two  such  sets  of  reference-
detector systems can be arranged in an orthogonal, cross-shaped configuration that provides maximum discrimi-
nation  of  the  three  orthogonal  displacement  components.  For  even  greater  resolving  power,  each  of  the  two
cross-shaped  optical  systems  could  be composed  of  multiple  sets  of  detector  arrays  that  are  coherently  linked
together. The resulting multiple detector system would then support a synthetic aperture that is composed from
the coherent-linked detector units.

Before  concluding  this  discussion  on  electronic  holography,  there  still  remain  a  couple  of  salient  points  to be
made about the use of electronic detectors with holographic recording. The first point is that electronic hologra-
phy places  a different  set  of  requirements  on the  technical  features of  the electronic  detector  array  than found
otherwise  with  imaging  applications.  In  particular,  electronic  holography  is  extremely  tolerant  of  physical
defects  in the detector  construction,  such  that  missing pixels  or even regions  of pixels do  not have  a dramatic
effect  on  the  final  holographic  measurement.  At  the  same time,  electronic  holography  can particularly  benefit
from the application of low noise, cooled detectors to further enhance their spatial resolving capability. Further-
more, it  is especially important  to select a detector  design with the maximum possible,  total  number of pixels.
As  such,  in  order  to  minimize  the  cost  of  each  detector,  one  can  sacrifice  greater  pixel  defects  for  the  other
desired attributes.

One novel alternative to a conventional  imaging sensor  could the use of a large RAM memory chip. Although
such circuits are not designed for light sensing applications, with the protective lid removed from the integrated
circuit  chip,  RAM  circuits  are  actually  light  sensitive.  For  traditional  imaging  applications,  RAM  sensors  are
not  as  useful  because  of  their  non-uniform  pixel  distribution.  As  previously  discussed,  however,  holographic
applications are much more tolerant of such pixel-uniformity  issues. More important  for electronic holography
is that RAM memory has many more "pixel" elements than any conventional type of camera sensor. Moreover,
the RAM memory elements are tightly packed together at higher densities than CCD arrays. Thus their inherent
spatial resolution should be higher as well. Of course, one difficulty with RAM memory is that it is designed for
binary  operation.  As  such,  accurate  grey  level  operation  might  be  difficult  if  not  impossible  to  achieve.  In
addition,  specific  design  and  layout  information  about  the  particular  RAM  circuit  would  be  required  and  a
highly-skilled electrical engineer might also be required to design and build the necessary supporting hardware
that  links  the  RAM  circuit  as  a  sensor.  Nevertheless,  RAM  memory  systems  have  the  potential  to  become  a
successful technological solution for electronic holographic recording. Best of all, RAM memory is inexpensive.

The second salient point about electronic holography is that an intermediate relay lens can be placed in front of
each  detector  array  to  change  the  spatial  frequency  scaling  of  the  incident  wavefronts.  This  is  particularly
needed  when  the  spatial  resolution  of  the  detector  is  less  than  the  maximum  spatial  frequency  present  in  the
direct-incident  wavefront  interference.  In  such  an  event,  in  order  to  meet  the  Nyquist-sampling  criteria,  the
angular  frequencies  must  be reduced,  through  magnifying  optics,  before  the  wavefront  can  be sampled  by the
detector.  The  result  of  such  a  magnification  is  that  the  entrance  pupil  of  the  detector  system  is  reduced  in
inverse proportion to the magnification of the incident wavefront. From this, there is a corresponding reduction
in the detector numeric aperture as well as increase in the reconstruction depth-of-focus, which ultimately limits
the sampling resolution of the object reconstruction.

Unlike the magnifying optics used in traditional imaging systems, the magnifying optics need not be diffraction-
limited in this application. Furthermore, the choice of lens design should favor simplicity over imaging fidelity.
In fact, the most  suitable  lens design is one with a single lens element.  When  the recording spatial  resolutions
approach micron scales, conventional imaging systems cannot directly provide the intensity resolution required.
In this case, however, the complex field can still be extracted if the coherent lens characteristics can be included
into the numerical  reconstruction process. As a consequence,  any existing lens aberrations can be deconvolved
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such that  its  effects  will  not  be evident  in the final displacement  measurement.  Such a numeric  deconvolution
will only be effective,  however, if the exact lens geometry with respect to the detector is accurately  known. In
this regard, the simple, two-surfaced lens element has the least number of design variables and, as such, can be
the  most  accurately  characterized.  More  over,  a  complete-analytic  solution  can  be  accurately  determined  for
such simple lens designs.

ü 13.2.12 Simultaneous Flow Velocity and Surface Displacement Measurement with OCR

One of the most important capabilities of the object-conjugate reconstruction method is in its ability to simulta-
neously  measure  solid  and  fluid  displacement  with  the  same  holographic  instrument.  In  other  automated
methods  of  holographic  displacement  measurement,  techniques  for  accurate  solid  measurement  have  been
technically  incompatible with simultaneous  flow measurement.  Otherwise,  holographic techniques  that worked
well  for  flow  measurement  have  not  provided  accurate  measurement  of  the  small  displacement  variations
needed with solids. With the method of object-conjugate displacement measurement, however, the displacement
measurement range of the technique permits the marriage of both worlds. In particular, the technique is compati-
ble  with  flow  velocity  measurement  but  also  sufficiently  accurate  for  solid  displacement  measurement.  Now,
for  the  first  time,  the  same  technique  can  be  applied  to  both  aspects  in  the  same  environment.  Until  now,
however,  there  has  been  no  experimental  verification  of  this  unique  capability.  In  this  subsection,  we  will
consider  some  experimental  settings  that  could  be  benefited  by  simultaneous  solid  and  fluid  displacement
measurement.

One such application  of simultaneous  solid and fluid measurement  is in the area of turbine research.  Here, the
interaction between the turbine blades with the surrounding flow environment is of vital concern. In this setting,
it is  desirable to measure  the  stresses imposed  on the blades  while at  the same time monitor  the turbulence  of
the  turbine-induced  flow  field.  Turbo-machines  occur  in  numerous  industrial  settings  that  include:  steam
turbines  in  power  stations,  turbo-chargers  in  automobiles,  water  turbines  in  hydro-electric  dams,  and  gas
turbines in aircraft jet engines. Traditionally, the experimental  study of turbine dynamics of aircraft jet engines
has been one of most challenging and rewarding tasks. Such studies are typically carried out in very expensive
wind tunnel research facilities where the usage costs are rated in thousands of pounds per hour. With this factor
in  mind,  the  simultaneous  holographic  measurement  of  the  turbine  blade  stresses  and  flow  dynamics  could
dramatically increase the cost-benefit ratio of such experiments. A related wind-tunnel subject is the "flutter" on
aircraft wings, which would also lend itself quite well to our holographic measurement system.

The  challenges  of  surface  displacement  measurement  on  turbine  blade  surfaces,  however,  can  be  severe.  In
particular, before the displacement data can be accurately extracted, the three-dimensional structure of the blade
surface must  first  be accurately  known and its  orientation  must  be accurately  mapped  into the  particular holo-
graphic recording. In addition,  for gas turbine studies,  the velocity of each blade can often exceed the speed of
sound.  As  such,  the  holographic  recording  must  be  taken  with  special  care,  to  minimize  the  recorded  fringe
movement in hologram. In particular, the turbine blade orientation should be parallel with the hologram surface
at  the  instant  of  hologram  exposure  for  transmission-hologram  geometries  but  perhaps  perpendicular  with  the
hologram  surface  for  reflection-hologram  geometries.  For  such  super-sonic  studies,  however,  the  in-line
transmission hologram geometry might be the most suitable, owing to its larger interference fringe dimensions.
In  addition,  the  object  illumination  beam could  be  phase-shifted  to compensate  for  the  blade-induced  doppler
shift of its scattered light. This can be accomplished with a piezo-transducer-mounted  mirror in the object beam
arm. Alternatively, the reference beam arm could be phase-shifted.

In addition,  turbine studies usually  require  the use of curved optical ports that accurately  follow the contoured
shape of the turbine housing. Furthermore, the restricted optical access of such ports create even further difficul-
ties  for  the  measurement  process.  This  combination  of  curved  window  distortion  and  restricted  optical  access
has  a  detrimental  effect  on  both  surface  and  flow  measurement.  Nevertheless,  the  OCR  hologram  technique
with  back-scatter  illumination,  as  proposed  in  subsections  13.2.3  and  13.2.9  appears  to  be  ideally  suited  to
tackle  such issues.  Initially,  the holographic  optical  element of the holocamera  reference optics can be created
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to  compensate  for  the  curved-window  distortions.  Finally,  back-scatter  illumination  can  be  simultaneously
applied to the blade surface and flow particle-field through a single access port in the experiment.

As  discussed  earlier  in  subsection  13.2.3,  cross-polarized  illumination  light  in  combination  with  a  polarizing
beamsplitter  can prevent  any  scattered  light  by  defects  in  the optical  port  from contaminating  the holographic
plate. Furthermore, the Mie-scatter of the sub-micron seed particles used with super-sonic flows exhibit a strong
back-scatter  behavior  that  is  strongly  depolarized.  At  the  same  time,  the  surface  of  the  turbine  blade  can  be
coated  to  reflect  strongly-depolarized  light  from  the  illumination  beam.  Therefore  both  the  surface  and  flow
particle scatter can utilize a cross-polarized illumination by scattering depolarized light which contains polariza-
tion components for the holographic recording geometry is the most sensitive.

Although its application to turbine research is perhaps the most rewarding, for an initial test of the process, it is
best  to  consider  some  other  experimental  settings  that  have  fewer  challenges  to  overcome.  One  slightly  less
daunting setting is the study of propeller blades and surrounding flows. Propellers can be found in a variety of
settings.  These  can  include  underwater  propellers  for  boats,  aircraft  propellers,  and  fans  used  for  air  cooling
purposes. For an initial study, a conventional air-cooling fan could provide a suitable subject. For such a study,
the back-scatter illumination geometry, as discussed for the turbine setting, would, again, be the most effective.
This  time, however,  the reduced velocities  would less challenging  to the measurement  process, and  the in-line
reflection hologram, described in subsection 13.2.3, would be the most suitable geometry.

Another possibility  for combined solid and fluid  measurement  is with musical  instruments.  Here, the vibration
modes  on  the  surface  of  a  stringed  instrument  could  be  measured  simultaneously  with  its  corresponding,
radiated sound displacement field. However, the longer, low frequency strings would probably provide the most
interesting  subject,  since  the  resulting  displacements  would  have  a  much  greater  amplitude.   In  this  situation,
surrounding  air  environment  of  the  instrument  could  be  continuously  seeded with  particles.  Here,  the  average
seeded air flow would be much slower than the propagating sound displacement waves. In addition to stringed
instruments,  various  wind  instruments  could  also  be  tested  with  equally  interesting  consequences.  Another
suggestion for study is the conventional  loudspeaker and its interaction  on neighboring resonating objects such
as bells and wine glasses. As an alternative, the loudspeaker could be immersed in a water tank and its effect on
the seeded water could be simultaneously measured.

Beyond the aforementioned settings, there are undoubtedly an endless  range of other possibilities.  Perhaps one
the  most  beneficial  applications  would  be  in  the  study  of  the  cardiovascular  system  of  the  human  body  and
other animals. In particular, the dynamics of the heart and the internal operation of its valve structures could be
of  great  importance  for  medicine.  Here,  the  opening  and  closing  of  a  particular  heart  valve  could  be  simulta-
neously  monitored  along  with  the  three-dimensional  flow field  through the  valve.  A related  subject  of  impor-
tance would a comparative study of different artificial heart  valves. Holographic  velocimetry would permit the
accurate  measurement  of  valve-induced  flow  turbulence,  while  at  the  same  time,  the  stresses  imposed  on  the
working valve and the surrounding tissue structure could be measured by the same instrument. However, rather
than using a living subject, it would be best  to create a synthetic or chemically-preserved  heart environment in
the laboratory for such heart-related research. To carry the research a step further, one could use holocinematog-
raphy, described in subsection 13.2.9, in order to obtain a holographic time sequence of valve-flow events.
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ü 13.2.13 Final Conclusion

Throughout this thesis, every effort  has been made to present a comprehensive  overview of the newly reported
holographic  displacement  measurement  techniques.  From  the  review  given  in  Chapter  1,  it  is  evident  that  no
new method  is  truly  developed  in a  vacuum of  knowledge  and  the  new methods  presented  in this  thesis  have
been  no  exception.  From  the  origins  of  holographic  displacement  measurement  in  the  sixties,  the  newly  pro-
posed,  OCR  and  holographic  stereo  velocimetry,  methods  have  both  relied  on  the  many  advances  in  holo-
graphic  measurement  over  time.  Some  of  these  advances  have  stemmed  from underlying  support  technology,
such  as  better  computers  and  lasers,  while  other  advances  have  arisen  from improvements  to the  holographic
medium itself.  In this final chapter,  however,  it has  also been made evident  that the ultimate  success of newly
presented  techniques  still  lies  with  the  future.  While  two  distinctly  different  techniques  have  been  proposed
here, it is the most recent of the two, object-conjugate reconstruction, that appears to have the most potential for
future application. It is the hope of the author that this thesis can provide sufficient evidence to encourage others
to  apply  the  OCR  method  to  their  own  work  and,  in  the  process,  continue  to  refine  the  method  into  a  more
evolved state.
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Appendix

A. Fiber Illumination Effects on the Displacement Equations: 
     A Family of Solutions
Working  in  rectangular-coordinates,  we  now  examine  the  effects  of  a  nonideal  optical  fiber  behaviour  on  the
object-conjugate  reconstruction  and,  ultimately,  the  displacement  equations.  Consider  the  two  probe  illumina-
tion configurations shown in Figure A.1. These two illustrations represent two extremes in a family of different
possible fiber illumination behaviours. The fiber probe shown in Figure A.1 (a) represents the ideal optical fiber
system. In such a system, the optical fiber distributes its energy evenly across the hologram's surface. Here, the
center of illumination will always remain fixed to the center of the holographic plate. At the other extreme, the
fiber probe shown in Figure A.1 (b) generates a forward-directed beam that does not cover the entire hologram,
but  rather  concentrates  its  energy  to  a  limited  region  of  the  plate  that  is  located  directly  in  front  of  the  fiber
probe. In this  situation,  the center of illumination is not fixed,  but rather  follows the probe's  position.  In all  of
the derivations  given  in Section  6.2,  the  fiber  probe  has  always  assumed  the ideal  behaviour  shown in Figure
A.1  (a)  and  the  average  phase  distance  was  always  taken  from  the  center  of  the  holographic  plate:  {x,y}  =
{0,0}. In practise, however, the fiber probe is rarely ideal and may in fact correspond more closely with Figure
A.1 (b). In such a case, the average phase distance for the object-conjugate image solution should be taken from
the probe position, {x,y} = {xp ,yp }, and the corresponding displacement equations must be rederived. In fact,
because  of  the  system's  inherent  astigmatism,  discussed  in  Section  6.2.5,  there  can  be any  one  of  a  family  of
solutions that  depend closely  not only on the particular fiber  illumination behaviour  during reconstruction,  but
also  the  object  scattering  behaviour  and  reference  exposure  during  the  holographic  recording  step.  As  such,
there  exists  an  infinite  number  of  unique  solutions  that  depend  on  the  actual  recording  and  reconstruction
conditions.  Fortunately,  logic  dictates  that  this  family  of  solutions  will  always  lie  between  the  two  extremes
illustrated in Figure A.1 and, in most  cases, can be reasonably approximated with one of these two conditions,
which  are  the  simplest  to  derive.  Having  previously  derived  the  equations  from Figure  A.1  (a),  we  will  now
derive the displacement equations that correspond with Figure A.1 (b).

{x  ,y  ,z  }p p p

{x,y} = {0, 0}

(a)

{x  ,y  ,z  }p p p

p{x, y} = {x  ,y  }p
(b)

Figure A.1

Effects  of  probe  illumination:  (a)  The  ideal  probe  distributes  light  evenly  across  the  holographic  plate  surface.  Here,  the
center  of illumination is fixed at the holographic  plate center. (b)  The probe illumination is forward-directed and does not
reach  the  entire  holographic  plate.  The  center  of  illumination  is  now  located  directly  in  front  of  the  probe  position  and
moves accordingly with the probe.
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Analogous to equation H6 - 25L in section 4.2 .3,
we now set the second partial x and y derivatives from equations H6 - 23L and H6 - 24L to be equal,
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, and by solving for zi  at x = xp  and y = yp , we find :
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where zi is given by equation (A-1). These are analogous to equations (6-26) - (6-27).

The displacement results are presented in equations (A-4) - (A-6). Analogous to equations (6-28) - (6-30), these
results  are found from equations  (A-1)  - (A-3)  by creating  a linearized function  in object displacement,  {Dxo ,
Dyo ,  Dzo },  and  substituting  the  image  shift  parameters  for  the  x  and  y  reference  coordinates,  {xr ,  yr }=
8Dxr , Dyr <  (where zr =zr  and Dzr =0):
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Here,  equation (A-4) gives  the image displacement  Dxi  as a linear  function of the variables {Dxo ,  Dzo ,  Dxr },
and a nonlinear function of variables {xp , yp , zp , zr }.

Equations (A-5) and (A-6) both follow similarly to model Dyi  and Dzi respectively:
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After having determined equations (A-4), (A-5), and (A-6), we simultaneously solve three non-linear equations
(A-4) - (A-6) for the three unknowns, {Dxo , Dyo , Dzo }, in order to apply these inverse-transformed solutions to
the measured  values of {Dxi ,  Dyi ,  Dzi }.  Analogous  to  equations  (6-31)  -  (6-33),  the inverted  solution  is  now
given by:
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These  equations  form  the  second  basis  of  object-conjugate  reconstruction  analysis  with  the  forward-directed
fiber illumination, as shown in Figure A.1 (b).

Next,  we consider the effects of the chosen form of object solution on the accuracy of the object displacement
measurement.  Since we now have two different  solutions to choose from, an obvious question at  this point is:
"How  does  our  choice  of  solution  affect  the  experimental  measurement  accuracy?"  In  order  to  answer  this
question, we must look more closely at the relationship between the two different object displacement solutions
provided by equations (6-31) - (6-33) and (A-7) - (A-9). In particular we note that when the measurement point
lies on the optical axis, such that {xp , yp } = {0, 0}, then equations (6-31) - (6-33) reduce in form to equations
(A-7)  -  (A-9)  and  the  two  sets  of  solutions  are  identical.  This  means  that  measurement  points  taken  in  the
neighborhood of the optical axis will have the least amount of variation between the two different displacement
solutions.  It  therefore  follows  that  the  greatest  difference  between  the  two  object  solutions  will  occur  for
measurement points which lie the furthest off-axis.  At this stage, it would be helpful to investigate  an example
that employs a specific  off-axis  measurement  point in order to quantify  the errors that result  from an incorrect
choice of the two displacement solutions.

Consider  an  example,  illustrated  previously  by  Figure  6.6,  that  places  the  probe  measurement  point  at  the
maximum possible  distance  away  from the  optical  axis  and  at  the  closest  allowed  distance  to the  holographic
measurement plate, as dictated by our working system's particular arrangement (see Chapters 7-9). We can use
our fabricated holographic system to construct realistic parameter values. In this case, the fiber probe is placed
at {xp , yp , zp }= {25 mm, 25 mm, 75 mm}, the reference position is given by {xr , yr , zr } ={0 mm, 0 mm, 425
mm}, the image shift is {Dxr , Dyr , Dzr }= {100 mm, 100 mm, 0 mm}, and the object displacement is specified by
{Dxo ,Dyo ,Dzo }=  {10  mm,  10  mm,  10  mm}.  First,  shown  in  Table  A.1,  we  calculate  the  image  displacement
(given  by  equations  (6-28)-(6-30)  and  (A-4)-(A-6))  for  each  of  the  two  corresponding  probe  configurations
(shown in Figure A.1). Next we assume a particular object solution (given by either equations (6-31)-(6-33)  or
equations  (A-7)-(A-9))  and  calculate  the  object  displacement  measurement  from  each  assumption.  From  the
results, summarized in Tables A.2 and A.3, it is clear that the out-of-plane (z-axis) displacement measurements
are the most affected from an inappropriate choice of displacement solution. It is also interesting to note that the
levels of error are not symmetrical between the two mismatched solutions. For this particular measurement,  an
incorrectly  chosen  isotropic-probe  solution  gives  a  far  greater  error  in  the  z-direction  (72%  error)  than  an
incorrectly chosen directed-probe solution (39% error). Such a result occurs when the actual instrument is using
a  forward-directed  probe  (shown  in  Figure  A.1  (b))  but  the  calculated  solution  is  based  on  a  isotropic  probe
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(shown in Figure A.1 (a)). In contrast,  for this particular measurement, the in-plane displacement measurement
experiences the least amount of error from the, incorrectly chosen, isotropic-probe solution (0.5% versus 4.3%).
(The complete calculations for this example are given in Appendix C of the electronic thesis copy.)

8Dxo , Dyo , Dzo < Image displacement Hmm L
Directed probe 8137.78, 137.78, 321.11<
Isotropic probe 8127.96, 127.96, 446.49<

Table A.1

Calculated image displacements between the two different fiber probe designs. The object displacement is 
given by 8Dxo , Dyo , Dzo < = 810 mm, 10 mm, 10 mm< .  Based on equations (6-28)-(6-30) and equations (6-57)-
(6-59).

8Dxo , Dyo , Dzo < = mm Directed probe design Isotropic probe design

Directed probe solution 810.0, 10.0, 10.0< 89.57, 9.57, 13.90<
Isotropic probe solution 89.95, 9.95, 2.83<  810.0, 10.0, 10.0<

Table A.2

Calculated object displacements between the two different forms of probe design and object displacement 
solutions. Based on equations (6-31)-(6-33) and equations (6-60)-(6-62).

8Dxo , Dyo , Dzo < = % error Directed probe design Isotropic probe design

Directed probe solution 80 %, 0 %, 0 %< 84.3 %, 4.3 %, 39 %<
Isotropic probe solution 80.5 %, 0.5 %, 72 %<  80 %, 0 %, 0 %< 

Table A.3

Percent error between the two different forms of probe design and object displacement solutions.

From  these  results,  it  is  clear  that  the  choice  of  object  solution  has  a  profound  impact  on  the  measurement
accuracy  that  cannot  be  ignored.  Nevertheless,  we  can  see  in  Chapter  11  of  this  thesis  that,  in  spite  of  the
system's sensitively to the fiber probe behaviour, through the correct choice of object displacement solution and
with  an  isotropic  probe  design,  our  fabricated  measurement  system  reports  an  overall  RMS  experimental
measurement error of less than 1 percent in the longitudinal displacement direction and less than 0.5 percent  in
the transverse displacement direction over the full range of measurement points.

In summary, this section has highlighted the importance of the measurement probe design and its direct bearing
on the  choice of  object displacement  solution  and the resulting object  displacement  measurement  accuracy.  In
Chapters  10 and 11,  we compare  the object displacement  solutions  (provided by equations  (6-28)  - (6-33)  and
(A-4)  -  (A-6))  with  actual  experimental  results  and  further  discuss  the  significance  of  the  probe  design  to
measurement accuracy as well as examine other sources of experimental measurement error.
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B. Holographic Materials and Processing
This research was originally designed to be used with Agfa 8E75 holographic plates. However, halfway through
the  program,  this  material  became  unavailable  and  other  materials  were  investigated.  In  the  present  system
Slavich VRP-M holographic plates of Russian origin are used. In comparison with the Agfa 8E75, Slavich VRP-
M holographic  emulsion  has  similar  spectral  response,  but appears  to have  a  smaller  grain  size and  is slightly
thicker.  In addition the emulsion is deposited on a more robust  glass substrate.  In practice these changes mean
that the emulsion is about two stops slower but produces an image with a proportionately higher signal to noise
ratio.  Since  noise  is  ultimately  the  limiting  factor  of  the  holographic  measurement  process  outlined  here,  the
performance of the two emulsions is similar.

A  developer  based  on  the  GP62  and  a  re-halogenating   bleach  (all  formulated  by  Nick  Phillips)  was  used  to
process the new holographic emulsion (see Table B.1 for processing chemistry).  Since reflection geometry was
used in the HPIV system, no fixing step is included in order to avoid emulsion shrinkage [Kocher (1988)].

GP62 Developer HPart AL quantity Benign Bleach EDTA Quantity

Water 700 ml Water 700 ml

Pyrogallol 7 g Iron Nitrate 20 g

Sodium sulphite 20 g Disodium EDTA 20 g

Potassium Bromide 4 g Potassium Bromide 30 g

Disodium EDTA 2 g Concentrated Sulphuric acid 10 ml

Metol 15 g Then add water 1 litre

Then add water 1 litre

GP62 Developer HPart BL quantity

Water 700 ml

Sodium Carbonate 60 g

Then add water 1 litre

Table B.1

Wet processing chemistry for holographic plates. To use developer, mix equal parts of A and B. 
Use up combined developer mixture within 20 minutes and then discard. Bleach has indefinite lifespan.
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